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ABSTRACT
This study aims to examine if there is any cross-cultural difference in attitudes towards the 
natural environment and its resources, especially in the context of tourism development. 
Mainland China, Taiwan and Japan are chosen as East Asian subjects and Geimany and tlie 
United Kingdom as Northern European subjects in this study because they show not only 
distinctive traditions and pliilosophies, but also various stages of national economic 
development. The first part of tlie study provides (1) the current situation of enviromnental 
awareness in tourism and hospitality industries and (2).infonnation about the cultural values, 
religions and the philosopliies which shape people's attitudes towards the natural enviromnent.
The history of environmental awareness and the protective movement started quite differently 
in western and eastern societies. While Western societies are more concerned about the 
conseivation of the natural resources, delayed industrialisation in East Asia, in contrast, caused 
more serious and often irreversible damage to the natural enviromnent. The tourism industry 
in Western societies has recently shown more environmental concern as its survival depends on 
the quality of the natural enviromnent, but in the East, tourism and environmental management 
are considered unrelated. East and West also have different religious views, aesthetic values 
and risk perceptions which determine their values of tlie natural enviromnent and its resources.
The main survey of tins study is twofold; investigation of the construction of attitudes towards 
tlie natural enviromnent and tourism impacts and their sense of responsibility as an individual 
for environmental problems. Over 100 respondents from the tourism and hospitality industry, 
and environmentalists in each region have been sampled. The Multidimensional Scaling 
procedures in addition to one-way analysis of variance are applied to elicit the underlying 
structure of attitudes towards environmental issues and tourism development and tlie 
respondents' sense of responsibility towards the environmental issues.
The data revealed tliat tliere are not only East-West differences but also differences between the 
tourism industry/environmental expert subjects and the university students in tlie attitudes 
construct. The cultural differences are obsei*ved within the tourism industiy/enviromnental 
expert gi'oups but tlie university students show constant across-culture similarities. 
Contradictoiy to tlie empirical evidence, tlie perception of nature and natural resources turns 
out to be universal. However, sigiificant cultural differences in tlie level of authoritarianism 
and individualism are found both in tourism mdustiy/enviromnental expert subjects and the 
university students. Tlie Cliinese groups have a stronger autlioritarian tendency tlian the 
others but also believe more in individual contribution to the environmental management. 
Althougli individuals are expected to take a more active stance in environmental management, 
when it conies to tlie respondents' own responsibility, the Noitliem European groups and Japan 
showed more interests in die quality of personal life tiian the Cliinese groups. The Northern 
European minds perceive tourism activity and its impacts as being under the control of people 
but the East Asians consider nature has more control over diem.
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1.1. Background of the study
In tourism, natural resources and the physical environment are regarded as important assets 
to enhance the product. Goodall (1992) defines the "environment" as a core feature of the 
tourism product. Similarly, Mathieson and Wall (1982) emphasise that the protection of the 
prime tourist resources are essential to enhance and sustain tourism. The tourism industry 
perceives the environment and its resources to be a crucial feature of tourism products to 
attract more tourists. Goodall (1992) elaborates this point commenting that tourism depends 
on tlie attractiveness of the environment as the tourists are consumers of the environment.
In the past several years, "environmentally friendly", "green" and "eco-(logical)" have 
become some of the most popular and widely used terms in both the academic and practical 
worlds. There have been numerous conferences and seminars on environmental issues or 
"green" business codes in North America and Europe. For most businesses, largely due to 
pressure from consumers, being "green" has become a key to survival. As a natural 
consequence, abuse of the word "green" and "eco-" started and the real purpose of "becoming 
green" began to be forgotten.
Tourism, as a multi-sectoral industry, is no exception. The “greening” of the tourism and 
hospitality industry has been discussed and various attempts have been made to become more 
“environmentally friendly”. The types of tourism called “green,” “soft,” “alternative,” and 
“ecotourism” have been conceptualised and tour operators are producing new travel products 
with green labels. However, after a couple of decades o f trial, the greening of the tourism 
industry does not seem to be as successful as hoped. Particularly in the destination areas 
where natural and physical environments are consumed, “greening” faces various barriers. 
These barriers are often attributed to cultural differences, economic problems and more 
importantly business ethics. Has not the tourism industry been debating over decades for 
sustainable development, or more crudely, the survival of the tourism industry? Are all 
attempts to be “environmentally friendly” made in vain or are they just a superficial gesture 
to enhance a corporate image? Moreover, what are the cultural barriers which hinder 
sustainable tourism development?
1.1.1. Development of the tourism-environment relationship
In the 1960s Alternative Movements flourished in the former West Germany and on the west 
coast of the USA. These movements called for counterculture and rejected consumer 
society (Lanfant and Graburn, 1992). Emergence of green political parties in Europe
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highlighted the environmental issue which quickly moved to the centre stage of the political 
agenda and public concern (de Kadt, 1992). In developing countries, new forms of 
development projects on a smaller scale with less impact and higher local participation, were 
adopted in the 1970s and 1980s (Pearce, 1992). The environment, ecology and “sustainable 
development” also immediately drew attention and became a major concern. The 
Brundtland Report in 1987 reinforced the “greening” of the industries and public.
Badington and Smith (1992) advocate that public demands determine the appropriate forms 
o f mainstream product and tourism has been adopting the appropriate forms to an era. This 
implies that since the 1960s the political force has pushed the tourism industry onwards, to 
establish this tourism-environment relationship. Although there are many different ways of 
looking at the history of the tourism-environment relationship, Dowling (1992) summarises it 
into five chronological phases:
(1) The 1950s to the early 1970s - Early stirrings :
in the 1960s Carson's Silent Spring, Erlich’s Population Bomb and Hardin’s Tragedy 
o f the Commons appealed to the public and environmental awareness increased, 
parallel with the advent of mass tourism.
(2) The 1970s - The debate widens :
debate for and against environment-tourism relationship: “For” argued that tourism 
provided incentives for conservation and “against” argued that tourism caused 
pollution and negative impacts on the biosphere. lUCN Director General, Dr 
Budowski’s remark in 1976 that the tourism developers and conservationists should 
change their attitudes and work together, became a milestone.
(3) The early 1980s - The debate deepens :
WTO made the Manila Declaration in 1980, OECD published various reports on the 
environment, and lUCN published The World Conservation Strategy in 1980. 
Environment-tourism debate included the socio-cultural aspects.
(4) The late 1980s - From idealism to realism :
as the environment-tourism relationship began to be more clearly understood, the 
idealism through symbiosis was tempered by realism; conflict was ever present.
(5) The 1990s - Towards integj^ation :
the possibility of coexistence, conflict and symbiosis are recognised and 
environmentally appropriate tourism opportunities should be fostered.
It is evident from Dowling’s five stages, that the “greening” of tourism has paralleled the 
changes of societal norms and moral movement. The green movement in the 1960s and 
1970s led to the rise of “green tourism” (Shaw and Williams, 1992). De Kadt (1992; 48) 
states that the current search for alternative forms of tourism is because “political hostility^ to 
transnational capitalism mingles with cultural and ecological unease over modern mass
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consumption society". Consequently such moralistic and normative change leads the 
consumers to demand environmentally-sound tourism products (Shaw and Williams, 1992).
Nineteen-eighty was the turning point for tourism. Pigram (1992) advocates that publication 
of the World Conservation Strategy in this year, which contained the important issue of the 
irreversibility of changes caused by development activities, triggered environmental 
protection activities world-wide. Lanfant and Graburn (1992) suggest that before the 1980 
World Tourism Organization (WTO) Conference on Tourism in Manila, militant Christians, 
the predecessor of the Ecumenical Coalition on Third World Tourism (ECTWT), gathered 
and condemned “econotnic imperialism, domination by transnational corporations, political 
exploitations, organized prostitution o f  women and children, the degradation o f traditional 
cultures, and other ills (p.90)” which were caused by foreign investment and international 
tourism. Soon after this, the Tourism European Network (TEN) was established in Stuttgart 
in collaboration with ECTWT. The TEN held a seminar on Alternative Tourism in Asia in 
1984.
In the 1990s, owing to technological advancement, electronic communications enabled real 
time discussion and information distiibution all over the world, e.g. World Wide Web 
(WWW), Gopher and Internet. As information has begun flooding in, changes in the 
mainstream of the concern and disclosure of the problems are inevitable. Today, 
environmental issues in tourism are vociferously argued within academic circles and among 
practitioners. The role played by the WTO during this period cannot be neglected. The 
General Secretary of the WTO, Mr Savignac, offered the Earth Summit three proposals of 
sustainable tourism (1992):
1) Travel promotes environmental awareness
2) Well managed tourism is a good friend of the environment
3) A successful tourism industry needs a high quality environment.
The WTO (1995), in co-operation with the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC), has 
identified “Twelve guideline principles” which were derived from AGENDA 21 of the Earth 
Summit.
1. Travel and tourism assist people in leading healthy and productive lives in 
harmony with nature;
2. Tourism should contribute to the conservation, protection and restoration o f  the 
Earth's ecosystem;
3. Travel and tourism should be based upon sustainable patterns o f  production and 
consumption;
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4. Nations should cooperate to promote an open economic system in which 
international trade in travel and tourism services can take place on a sustainable 
basis;
5. Protectionism in trade in tourism services should be halted or reversed;
6. Tourism, peace, development and environmental protection are interdependent;
7. In order to achieve sustainable development, environmental protection shall 
constitute an integral part o f  the tourism development process;
8. Tourism development issues should be handled with the participation o f  
concerned citizens, with planning decisions being adopted at local level;
9. Nations shall warn one another o f  natural disasters that could affect tourists or 
tourist areas;
10. Since the fu ll participation o f  women is necessary to achieve sustainable 
development, advantage should be taken o f  travel and tourism's capacity to 
create employment fo r  women;
11. Tourism development should recognize and support the identity, culture and 
interests o f  indigenous peoples;
12. International laws protecting the environment should be respected by the 
worldwide travel and tourism industiy.
With the encouraging prospect predicted by researchers such as Inskeep (1991) that the 
conservation of the natural environment can lead to economic success, the idea of "greening" 
the product, and conservation of resources are relatively openly embraced in the tourism 
industry. In addition, as “greening” and “sustainable development” are not necessarily 
negating economic development due to ambiguity o f definitions, not only politicians but also 
entrepreneurs take these on board (Butler, 1992; Hunter, 1995; Hunter and Green, 1995).
The tourism industry in general, as well as the majority of academics, tend to take a positive 
and optimistic stance regarding the “greening” of the industry. Institutions such as WTO 
and the European Commission are producing guidelines, declarations, policies and directives, 
and academics and experienced practitioners are seeking the integration of theory and 
practice. The actors involved are identified: governments including NTAs, NGOs, the 
tourism industry, local businesses, local people and tourists (Wild, 1994; Buhalis and 
Fletcher, 1992). Their roles and responsibility, interaction and contribution are studied and 
recommendations are made. Goodall (1992) also suggests the application of environmental 
auditing to tourism. Auditing will identify the problem areas of activities and provide a 
procedural framework of management. He also points out that the consumer education led 
by the tour operator’s “code of conduct” and the tourism industry’s efforts in becoming 
“green” are becoming increasingly common, by reducing resource input, by waste 
management and by giving staff environmental training.
1.1.2. Tourism development and environmental problems
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In many developing countries, tourism has been chosen as a development option as it is a 
clean business without smoke or pollutants; a quick foreign currency earner compared to 
other export sectors; a provider of job opportunities for the less skilled; it provides an 
opportunity to revive and maintain otherwise forgotten traditions; and it has the noble 
motivation of promoting world peace through people's mutual understanding. Nonetheless, 
tourism relies heavily on the economic, social and natural environment at the destination. 
To satisfy the economic needs of the destination, tourists must be attracted to there to 
contribute to the economic activities. To attract tourists, social and natural environments at 
the destination must maintain the quality standard which meets the tourists’ demands. 
Whatever motives tourists are driven by, they demand good to high quality infrastructure and 
services, welcoming hosts, intact and well-presei-ved cultural attractions and a relatively 
unspoilt, if not pristine, and well-managed natural environment. Destinations which cannot 
meet such demands are unable to attract tourists and consequently are unable to survive, 
unless they can offer alternative attractions such as man-made facilities and theme parks.
Tourism is a type of business ideal for many developing countries who have abundant social, 
cultural, natural environment and resources to offer, and need a quick economic return. Yet 
the increase in tourist arrivals brings negative side effects as well as benefits to the 
destinations. Tourism has been aware of its adverse impact on the environment. In spite of 
a small number of success stories, the problems of physical environmental degradation and 
destruction seem to be aggravated by tourism development; resentment and antagonism 
between tourists and hosts are ever growing; social problems induced by tourism 
development are increasing; tourist generating countries' demands on the destinations do not 
always encourage sustainable tourism development.
As the survival of tourism is at stake, various types of impact that tourism activities possibly 
cause are quite extensively identified and discussed. In order for tourism development to be 
more successful in the long-run, the forms of tourism which (1) have less negative impact on 
the environment; (2) consist of small-scale attractions run by the community; (3) benefit 
local people; and (4) emphasise cultural sustainability (de Kadt, 1992) have been sought and 
discussed in different names and guises in different parts of the world. The names often 
discussed are “green tourism”, “nature-oriented tourism”, “soft tourism,” “defensive 
tourism,” “ecotourism” and “alternative tourism”. However, there is no universally agreed 
concept of this form of tourism because of the differences in the underlying policies and 
philosophies of interested parties. Each form of tourism has different emphases, but there 
are no links between forms and there is no dominant form. Consequently, this disintegration 
at present leads to abuse and misunderstanding of the concept (Pearce, 1992; de Kadt, 1992; 
Pigram, 1992; Lanfant and Graburn, 1992).
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1.1.3. Cross-cultural attitudes towards environment
Since the Stockholm Conference in 1972, the Brundtland Report in 1987 was one of the 
recent re-awakenings to the global environmental problems which have been deliberately or 
unknowingly neglected under the name of national economic development. Following that, 
the UN's Rio De Janeiro Earth Summit in 1991 which drew world-wide attention, was 
another powerful reminder o f the problems. In spite of its impact, however, some critics 
wrote that the Earth Summit ended up with a North-South dispute (Tokyo Business Today, 
1992; D'Aquino, 1992a, 1992b). Preceding the Montreal Protocol in 1987, the People's 
Republic of China ''has demanded [money] in exchange fo r  compliance" (Nadelson, 1991: 
19) and granted the international environmental protocols contingent upon overseas aid and 
technology (Nadelson 1991; Lean et al, 1990). As if to cover such criticisms, three 
international meetings were held in East Asia in the same year, namely. Developing Nations' 
Beijing Declaration (1991), UNCED Eminent Person's Meeting fo r  Financial Global 
Environment and Development in Tokyo (1991) and Asian NGO's Asian NGO Forum on the 
Global Environment in Yokohama, Japan (1991).
It is true that escalated ecological issues and the rise of the commercial agri-business not 
only disturb indigenous natural resource management styles but also disturb the balance of 
ethnic diversity and life-style in developing countries (Rambo et al, 1988; Wavell, 1995). 
In the Beijing Declaration, 41 developing nations insisted that "developed nations have been 
consuming the earth's resources since the Industrial revolution led them to develop 
consumption-oriented economies",, and this, "hurt developing nations that traditionally 
supplied most o f  the natural resources to industrial nations"', therefore, they possess "the 
equal rights to develop, adding that further measures to protect the global environment must 
be compatible \\>ith their own economic growth" and "the developed nations must provide 
additional spending to resolve the double issue o f  immediate environmental problems and 
those o f  future development" (Tokyo Business Today, 1992: 40-41).
As in the Earth Summit, environmental issues are transforming into North-South dispute. 
The developed countries condemn the “unsustainable” industrialisation and modernisation in 
the developing countries which exhaust their natural resources at an alarming pace. At the 
same time the developing countries are blaming the developed countries for usurping their
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power and freedom to attain and maintain the living standard which developed countries 
have enjoyed for a long time.
The basis of the conflict seems to lie here. In the Earth Summit, the environmental 
resources and problems were evaluated in economic terms only, and each participating 
country’s focus became not to co-operate to solve the global environmental problems, but to 
protect their national pride and interests. There was no room for the proactive consideration 
of national characteristics and indigenous resource management styles which might greatly 
contribute to the solution of this global issue.
There are numerous cross-cultural studies which suggest a strong inter-relationship amongst 
culture, nature and individuals. Although there is no perfect consensus in terms of a 
structure of interdependency, most studies are based on the assumption that there are culture- 
bound differences in the structure of interdependency (Kalland, 1992; Stewart-Smith, 1987). 
In other words, culture and its natural environment are intertwined in complex ways and 
form a unique perception and management style of the nature and its resources.
For instance, Asian attitudes towards law and order have been described as being based on 
the belief that there is no absolute righteousness or code of justice. Such a sense of justice 
hinders the effective implementation of the law (Dreyer, 1993; Nakagawa, 1989; 
Christopher, 1983; Condon, 1985). A strong reliance on authority and institutions rather 
than law is a legacy of the hierarchy implicitly described by Confucius and is still evident in 
East Asia. Attitudes towards law and order do not necessarily reflect actual behaviour in 
daily life. However, if the majority of the population do not respect the written law, there 
seems to be little point in passing more acts and laws for environmental protection.
Some regions of the world are more prone to natural hazards than other regions. Different 
experiences with “Mother Nature” in the course of history produce, without doubt, different 
ways of handling natural hazards and resources, i.e. religious rituals and philosophy of life. 
Religion and philosophies in each culture seem to have a significant influence not only on 
attitudes towards law and regulations, but also attitudes toward the aesthetic beauty of the 
natural environment. Based on the importance of the aesthetic balance of the elements, and 
values of flora and fauna in philosophical teachings, people cultivate the land, fell trees, add 
man-made elements and change the "naturalness" of their surroundings. The Biblical idea of 
mankind's "stewardship" of the natural environment clearly establishes people's status as a
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separate entity from the natural environment in the West (White, 1973; McHarg, 1973; 
Benzeiiberg Stein, 1990). Whereas, Buddhism and Shintoism emphasise the equality in the 
status of mankind and other natural environments as living beings, Confucius and other 
philosophical disciplines encourage people to follow nature's way (Shaner, 1989; Kalland 
and Moeran, 1990; Bruun, 1992; Sengoku and Qian, 1992; Xu, 1993; Thacker, 1979).
Some regions of the world have experienced social and cultural revolutions, colonisation and 
foreign occupation which imposed foreign values and beliefs on the indigenous population in 
recent history. It is believed that such drastic changes in value systems have had dire effects 
on people's traditional views and beliefs regarding the natural environment. In recent years, 
the spread of international tourism caused a debate of “neo-colonialism” in terms of economy 
and social values. The argument is that the influx of tourists along with their values brings a 
rapid change in social and cultural values/norms, and changes in the social and economic 
structures into destination areas. It is this reason that led this research to examine whether it 
is true that culture has an influence on people’s perception and attitudes towards nature and 
tourism development.
1.1.4. The tourism-eiivironmeiit relationship
Tourism relies heavily on the quality of the natural and physical environment for its survival. 
Natural and cultural assets are the core feature in enhancing tourists’ experiences and 
consequently sustaining the attractiveness of the destination areas. Such awareness of the 
strong and inseparable tourism-environment relationship has been raised over a decade of 
debate. The environmental issues in tourism have not only been discussed but have led laws 
and directives to be stipulated. Literature on environmental issues in tourism have been 
sprouting in recent years and are reviewed elsewhere (Farrell and McLellan, 1987; Farrell 
and Runyan, 1991; Pearce, 1992). It is also observed that the trends o f the tourism- 
environment relationship shift from more orthodox concerns about natural resource 
management and planning, environmental features and recreational opportunities, to newer 
areas of ecotourism, with tourism as a part of sustainable development.
Although the notion of sustainable development is not new to tourism developers, de Kadt 
(1992) points out that the concept of sustainable development is different in the developed 
and developing countries. In developed countries, it means resource use and renewal for 
maintaining their higher standard of living. In developing countries, it means maintenance 
of productivity of resources by increasing recovery and recycling for further economic
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development. In spite of differences in the developed and developing countries, the 
fundamental notion of sustainable development is to avoid catastrophic cumulative threshold 
effects of environmental degradation (de Kadt, 1992; Pigram, 1992). It is true that the social 
and cultural aspects of environmental issues are the focus of UNESCO 1976 and The 
ECTWT, though in tourism, the areas most discussed are physical and economic issues in the 
destination areas.
As a profit-making industry, tourism, amongst other industries is inevitably accused of 
abusing "green" and "eco" labels for its products. Even though the idea of conservation and 
protection of nature and its resources are encouraged, the actual practice cannot neglect the 
fact that the foundation of the industry is consumerism. Hunter (1995) agrees that the notion 
o f environmental management for the tourism industry is of anthropocentric approach and 
concerns the reusability or renewal of resources, rather than cutting down the usage. 
American surveys report that American consumers’ attitudes are changing (US Travel Data 
Center, 1992). The WTO survey on the Association of British Travel Agents also supports 
similar changes of attitude in consumers and the industry (WTO, 1992b). On the other hand, 
“ecotourism” is growing three times faster than tourism overall (Wheeler, 1994).
When the term “ecotourism” was coined by Ceballos-Lascurain in 1987, it simply meant to 
“travel to natural areas” (Wild, 1994). Boo (1992), however, expanded the meaning to “a 
type o f nature travel which includes conservation and sustainable development”. The concept 
of "ecotourism", one of the latest trends of the tourism-environment relationship, is supposed 
to be "more exclusively purposeful and focused on the enhancement or maintenance of 
natural systems through tourism" (Farrell and Runyan, 1991). Today “ecotourism” 
encompasses not only conservation and sustenance of the environment but also the well­
being of local populations (Wild, 1994; WTO, 1992a; Eber, 1992). There are indeed quite 
a few case studies on the successful development of “ecotourism” products and destinations. 
Nonetheless, the reality of ecotourism in the tourism industry is not always as successful. 
More and more manipulation, distortion, misleading images and the nature of ecotourism 
products, and further destruction and damage to host communities and fragile ecosystems are 
quite worrying (Wheeller, 1994; Wild, 1994; Mowforth 1995). The term “ecotourism” is 
no longer used in its original sense, but is either used to blame tourists for environmental 
damage (Farrell and Runyan, 1991) or used as a marketing ploy for a new brand of tourism 
products (Wheeller, 1994). Porritt (1995) questions the tendency of National Tourism 
Authorities (NTAs) and operators to treat an increase of tourist numbers as a barometer of 
success. Similarly, Wheeller (1994) rebukes the tourism industry’s short-term insight and 
pursuance of quick profits by opening up ecological havens as new destinations. These
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industry attitudes towards expansionist growth and development of new eco-products, which 
are not necessarily conservation-minded, are worrying (Wild, 1994; Romeril, 1994).
To illustrate the case, the Managing Tourism symposium in London (1995) has revealed that 
the major British tour operators’ priority is nothing but profit. They justify the need of the 
foreign operators rather than local operators as very few destinations know the right type of 
tourism for the area and there is no evidence that the profit to the local economy is spent on 
conservation. Moreover, the same British operators sell “cheaper” products, therefore the 
local economy’s expansion by tourism relies upon the increase in the number of tourists. 
This is exactly the point the German based tour operator Touristik Union International (TUI), 
which is vigorously enforcing the environmental conservation through eco-products, 
disputes. The TUI states that becoming “environmentally friendly” does not mean 
practising ecotourism; it believes that the operators who sell cheaper products to attract a 
larger number of tourists cannot manage to reduce environmental impact (Iwand, 1995)
In line with the industry, some advocate that local people and local businesses of smaller 
scale tend to sacrifice their natural assets for economic survival (Wild, 1994: Buhalis and 
Fletcher, 1992). Butler (1992) also identifies cases of larger economic leakage and less 
profit from small scale environmentally friendly development. Furthermore, examples of 
how an introduction of “competition” by government to spur economic growth shattered the 
community-run ecotourist destinations, are also reported (Mowforth, 1995).
It is undeniable that today environmental concern is wide-spread, and the tourism industry in 
general shows a willingness to act in environmentally responsible ways. However, Butler 
(1992) points out the pitfall of this widely embraced "greening" movement. First of all, 
terms like "alternative tourism" and "responsible tourism" sound attractive and agreeable and 
they suggest concern. On the other hand, these terms do not have universally agreed 
definitions, thus they mean different things to different people. In fact, there exists no 
global definition or international policy statement despite widespread concern about the 
tourism-environment relationship (Shaw and Williams, 1992; Pearce, 1991; Lanfant and 
Graburn, 1991). Consequently, the majority of people accept the principle and may be 
actively involved with it even if they do not completely understand it, so long as it does not 
affect them directly. Butler’s second point is the fundamental problem of tourism. Only a 
handful of people are truly aware of its magnitude, economic and social linkages and 
political importance; few people are aware that tourism is an industry which causes impact 
that are often irreversible. Tourism is unable to manage or control its activities at an 
international level, and is unable to identify and maintain appropriate levels of these 
activities.
I I
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Romeril (1994) questions whether there has been any progress in environmental 
enlightenment in the tourism industry over the last two decades. Sustainable tourism 
development is becoming a “quagmire of jargon and debate” (Wheeller, 1994: 9) and merely 
a lip-service (Bramwell and Lane, 1993). Romeril (1994) points out that even AGENDA 21 
means little in real life, or if it does, it means all thing to all people. Porritt (1995) and 
Farrell (1995) draw attention to the tourism industry’s treatment o f ecotourism as a new 
name for old products without applying the concept of sustainable tourism development. 
Romeril (1994) suggests the need for fundamental changes in attitudes in sustainable 
development and life-styles. What is now causing concern about the tourism-environment 
relationship is the gap between theory and practice. Furthermore, the possibility of 
integrating principles of sustainable development into ecotourism, which is increasing to the 
scale of mass tourism, is urgently sought.
This thesis will question whether such concerns about the gap between theory and practice 
are realistic. It will also probe how significantly the cultural differences in values and life­
style could affect the perception/attitudes of the tourism industry towards the natural and 
physical environments, or if there are any other factors which affect such 
perceptions/attitudes more strongly than the cultural barriers.
1.2. Structure of the thesis
1.2.1 Objectives
This research aims to elicit the cultural differences/similarities, if any, in attitudes towards 
the natural environment and its resources and attitudes towards tourism development. The 
literature and empirical evidence suggests that culture affects people's attitudes towards their 
natural environment and its use and protection. Having assumed that attitude is culture- 
bound, the question raised is whether there are any differences/similarities in people's 
attitudes towards global issues such as environmental problems. This leads the study to test 
the following three hypotheses:
1. People's attitudes towards the natural environment are culture-bound.
2. People's attitudes towards the relationship between the natural resources and 
tourism development are affected more by cultural factors than by actual national 
economic levels.
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3. People's attitudes toward global issues are a reflection o f their general attitudes 
towards the natural environment. Thus there is no universal approach to the 
problems.
However abundant cross-cultural studies on attitudes towards the environment may be, there 
is a serious lack of existing secondary data, namely in the area of “attitudes towards 
environment and tourism development”. Such a shortcoming led this research to add the 
following research objectives:
1. To collect and compare up-dated information about the levels o f environmental 
concern in the countries where the notion of "tourism" and "leisure" are 
established and where they are not established.
2. To conduct a survey of environmental concern among the people working in the 
tourism industry in the countries where the notion of "tourism" and "leisure" are 
established and where they are not established.
3. To integrate cultural and social aspects of environmental concern into tourism 
research.
The cross-cultural literature and empirical studies tend to emphasise the differences in 
attitudes. The fundamental question to be answered is whether there are “cultural 
differences” in attitudes towai'ds nature and tourism development. If  such cultural 
differences are confirmed, the outcome of this research would identify the latent problems of 
the “universal” approach to the global environmental issues. The results would also 
contribute as guidelines for the tourism industry, the developers and the environmentalists 
who would become involved with the business and the development in different cultural 
settings.
1.2.2. Methodology
This research attempts to identify the possible reasons for a gap in handling environmental 
issues by focusing on the cultural differences/similarities in perception and attitude towards 
nature and natural resources in relation to tourism development. Nevertheless, the literature 
review in the following chapters will evince the fact that a ready-to-use “standardised” 
theoretical framework is not available for this piece of research.
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Although this research does not intend to contrive a new methodology for a cross-cultural 
attitude survey, two points to be improved are identified as a result of designing a 
comprehensive questionnaire for tliis survey. These points are:
1. As this research requires a cross-cultural survey, particular focus was placed on 
the “cultural bias” of the questionnaire design. Most importantly a 
questionnaire without “cultural bias” needs to be devised in order for a fair 
comparison.
2. There is no consensus for the best analytical method(s) for an attitude survey, 
especially for the cross-cultural attitude survey. The effectiveness of the 
analytical method employed for this survey needs to be probed.
Qualitative research methods were preferred for this attitude survey. Nonetheless, due to the 
lack of an available theoretical framework and standardised analytical methods, the results 
from the qualitative methods in the preliminary study and the pilot study helped design a 
questionnaire which could also be used in quantitative analytical methods. Therefore, the 
self-administrative questionnaire was used, and distributed by mail and in person. The 
returned valid questionnaires were analysed by descriptive statistics (frequency, t-test and 
one-way ANOVA) and non-parametric scaling (multidimensional scaling). Details of how 
the research methodology was determined will be discussed in Chapter Four.
1.2.3. Structure of the thesis
Chapter Two shows the first part o f the literature review, focusing on general environmental 
issues. This chapter reviews the historical account of the environmental issues and reactions 
of interested parties in the countries/regions of the sample population. Particularly, 
differences in the causes of environmental movement in Europe and East Asia and different 
approaches to pollution and environment movement are recounted. Current environmental 
policies, laws and regulations in these countries/regions are also summarised.
Chapter Three includes the second part of the literature review to provide the socio-cultural 
framework of the study. Theories in general perception, cross-cultural studies on 
environmental perception and risks, influence of religion/philosophies on man-nature 
relationships, projection of aesthetic values onto the garden as nature in miniature, and 
general attitudes towards law are the focus of this chapter.
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Methodology is discussed in Chapter Four. For this survey, no theoretical framework was 
available. Therefore, the results of the preliminary study and the following pilot study are 
analysed and examined extensively as they become the basis of the main survey. Moreover, 
special attention on the cross-cultural study and the questionnaire design are explained, and 
advantages and disadvantages of the possible analytical methods are discussed.
The results of the main survey are analysed in two chapters. In Chapter Five, the data are 
analysed by descriptive statistics, using frequency, t-test and one-way ANOVA. The 
cultural differences and similarities are probed. The focus is the influence of demographic 
data on “awareness”, “responsibility” and “attitudes” regarding environmental issues.
In Chapter Six, the data are analysed by tlie multidimensional scaling (MDS) method. MDS 
is used to detect the underlying perceptual construct regarding the attitudes towards 
environmental issues and tourism development. Primarily cultural differences and 
similarities are examined from various angles, i.e. demographic variables (age, gender, 
occupation) and different aspects of attitude questions (attitudes towards nature, individual 
powerlessness, tourism development and environmental issues).
Chapter Seven concludes the argument. A synthesis of findings in the previous two chapters 
is attempted and further interpretation o f the outcome within the context of "culture" is 
sought. The limitations o f the survey and recommendations for further research are also 
suggested in this chapter.
1.2.4. Definitions of terms and concepts
There are several terms and concepts used in this thesis which may need clarification for 
readers. First of all, the research, analyses and development of arguments follow the 
western tradition and in many instances readers from non-western traditions might feel 
uncomfortable following these. For example, in this thesis, most of the arguments are “if it 
is not A, it is B.” This “either A or B ” binary logic has no room to accept “both A and/or 
B ” fuzzy logic which is more common in non-western societies, especially in Asia (David 
Willis, personal communication by electronic mail on 05-April-1996).
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Second, throughout this thesis, "difference" is emphasised and "similarity" is little 
mentioned. However, it is understood that "difference" and "similarity" are two sides of the 
same coin.
Third, the term "man" is often used not only as a "male human being" but also as a collective 
noun to replace "human beings", "people", "humankind", and so forth, for instance, "man- 
nature relationship". The term holds no connotation of sexism.
The key word “environment” in this thesis refers to all that environs or surrounds 
individuals. It includes the natural environment, social environment, built (physical) 
environment, and both animate and inanimate objects in their surroundings. Occasionally 
intangible characteristics which are strongly associated with the “environment”, i.e. power, 
control or mandate, may be included.
The term “attitude ” is used as an orientation towards a person, object, situation, institution or 
social process. Attitude is treated as being indicative of an individual’s underlying values 
and beliefs, but may not necessarily be strong enough to form a “view” or “opinion”. In 
spite of the argument in sociology and social psychology, this thesis takes the view that an 
attitude may not be inferred ftom the overt behaviour due to different cultural norms on 
behaviour. The words “perception” and “view” are often used indiscriminately in this 
thesis. However, “perception” which means a sensory function by which the stimuli are 
received and interpreted, and “attitude” are treated separately.
Tourism development is referred to as land development with social, environmental and 
economic implications in a particular region/country led by tourism. The activities involved 
are to enhance the tourist experience as well as for the welfare of the host community. For 
instance, it includes building or improvement of infra- and superstructure, facilities, and 
accommodation; provision of education and training; boosting the local economy from 
tourist expenditure, by creating job opportunities and integrating local businesses; 
improvement of local amenities; protecting resource assets and so on.
Finally a very sensitive issue of the treatment of two Chinese sample groups in this research 
ought to be mentioned. Throughout this thesis, Chinese people in Mainland China and in 
Taiwan are treated separately and this might make some readers wonder if they belong to two 
separate countries. It is purely for the convenience of geographical differentiation where 
responses were collected, and it does not necessarily reflect the author's political viewpoint. 
The author, however, believes that these two regions, which were ruled under the same 
political and social-economic system until 1949, have since proceeded under two separate
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social-economic systems. The Chinese in Taiwan have also experienced direct exposure to 
foreign cultures. Therefore, the social-economic separation and acculturation over half a 
century should have affected the younger people's value systems and perceptions especially. 
This led the author to believe that such a differentiation of convenience is justifiable and it 
should be regarded as the same as an inter-group comparison between Chinese in Mainland 
China and Chinese, say, in Singapore.
In Chapters Four, Five, Six and Seven, the term “Chinese” is used collectively, and refers to 
both Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese respondent groups since most of them are from a 
Chinese cultural background. The term “East Asian” is used in a collective sense, referring 
to Mainland China, Taiwan and Japan, and the term “European” to Britain and Germany. 
The term “Far East” is often used as interchangeable with “East Asia” throughout this thesis. 
This term by no means reflects Eurocentrism, however, it was kept in the author’s mind that 
the majority of the readers are Europeans.
Similar attention was paid to the terms “developing country” and “less developed country”. 
Those which are not specified as a “developed country” are called a developing country; 
some may prefer the term “less developed country”, but “developing country” in this thesis 
has no pejorative meaning. Moreover, the economic situation of the nations/regions 
concerned is continuing to change very rapidly since this survey was designed. The 
distinction of “developed” and “developing” countries is examined in Chapter Four as such a 
distinction was necessary primarily for the purpose of questionnaire design.
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2.1 General Environmental Concern
The environmental management of sustainable use has become a real challenge for modern, 
high-tech societies. Environmental concern is, as many have repeatedly stated, not a new 
issue, but the real actions for environmental degradation have been taking place in the past 
decade. The number of intergovernmental and multinational conferences and seminars 
concerning global environmental issues are acutely increasing as shown in Table 2.1., not to 
mention the smaller scale public and private conferences. The table is, however, far from 
complete as an enormous number o f conferences, seminars and symposia have been held in 
recent years all over the world, and sources for this table are mostly European based. Yet, 
within this limited data set, it can be observed that many more conventions, protocols, 
conferences and seminars were held in the 1970s than 1980s. Also the major tourism 
conventions and declarations began appearing on the list in the 1980s.
The recent trend of appealing for environmental concern is that the major conferences and 
seminars have been held after accidents have happened. The urgent need for immediate 
action urges world leaders to organise these conferences and seminars which have led to the 
following conferences. Meanwhile, especially in the developed countries there has arisen 
another consensus to increase the level of awareness among citizens. A very popular way to 
appeal to the populace at large is through media. For example, after the accident of the 
Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989, a film "Valdez" was produced. Also films like "The China 
syndrome", "The Morning After" provided the audience, though fiction and some possible 
exaggeration, information about possible dangers and consequences of nuclear power. The 
broadcasting media coverage also increased in the year of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in the 
case of the USA. According to the New York based Tyndall Report, environmental 
coverage on the evening news on the ABC, NBC and CBS network devoted a total of 774 
minutes' worth in 1989, but the total dropped to 482 minutes in 1991 (McClellan, 1992).
It is also advocated that the level of environmental destruction and degradation accelerated 
after the Second World War (Janssen et al, 1992; Kinnear and Rliode, 1987). Janssen and 
others (1992) suggest that radical technological changes and the surge in the world 
population after the Second World War increased human beings' capacity to destroy the 
environment. As shown in Table 2.2., at the beginning of the 1990s, samples of the 
economically developed countries have a low birth-rate, a low infant mortality rate, a low 
annual growth rate of population; the overall density is generally low, but the whole nation 
is highly urbanised. Britain and Germany still keep losing pasture land and reforested areas 
are comparatively small (Table 2.4).
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Table 2.1 Intergovernmental and Multinational Conventions on Environment 1951 - 1994
YEAR CONVENOR CONVENTIONS (VENUE)
1951
1954
1957
1960
Establisliment of the European Mediterranean Plant 
Protection Organisation (Paris)
International Convention for the Prevention o f Pollution of 
the Sea by Oil (London)
Limitation of Liability of Owners of Sea-going Ships 
(Brussels)
The Party Liability for Nuclear Energy (Paris)
1962
1963 
1963
1963
1964
1967
1968
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969
lUCN
Liability of Operators of Nuclear Ships (Brussels) 
Supplementary to No.24 (Brussels)
Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, Outer 
Space, and Under Water [Treaty] (Moscow)
Protection of the Rhine against Pollution (Bonn)
Protocol to No.24 (Paris)
Ecology, Tourism and Recreation (Morges)
Resb iction of Use of Detergents (Strasbourg)
Pollution of the North Sea by Oil (Bonn)
Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (Brussels) 
Intervention on the High Seas (Brussels)
Conservation of the Living Resources of the SE Atlantic 
(Rome)
1971
1971
1971
1971
1971
1972 
1972 
1972 
1972
1972
1973
1973
1973
1973
1973
1973
1973
1974 
1974
1974
1976
1976
1976
UN
Europa Nostra/ ETC 
FATA
World Bank/ UNESCO
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance 
(Ramser)
Co-operation against Pollution of the Sea (Copenhagen) 
International Fund for Compensation (Oil Pollution 
Damage) (Brussels)
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons on the Seabed, Oceanfloor 
and Sub-soil [Treaty] (London, Moscow, Washington)
Civil Liability on Maritime Carriage of Nuclear Material 
(Brussels)
Human Environment Conference (Stockholm)
Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage (Paris) 
Antarctic Seals (London)
Damage Caused by Space Objects (London, Moscow, 
Washington)
Prevention of Marine Pollution by Ships and Aircraft 
(London, Mexico)
Tourism and Conservation; Working Together 
(Copenhagen)
Tourism Builds a Better Environment (Japan)
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) (London) 
Protocol to No. 16 (substances other than oil) (London)
Polar Bears (Oslo)
Fishing and Conservation of the Baltic Sea (Gdansk) 
International Trade in Endangered Species (Washington) 
Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea (Helsinki)
Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-based Sources 
(Paris)
Nordic Environmental Protection (Stockholm)
The Social & Cultural Impact of Tourism (Washington)
Protection of Mediterranean Sea (Barcelona)
Protocol to No.S (dumping from ships ad aircraft) 
(Barcelona)
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YEAR CONVENOR CONVENTIONS (VENUE)
1976 Protocol to No.8 (pollution by oil coop, in emergency 
cases) (Barcelona)
1976 Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims (London)
1976 Protocol to No. 16 (CLC) (London)
1976 Rhine Chloride Pollution (Borm)
1977 Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage-exploration of 
Seabed Mineral Resources (London)
1977 Prohibition of Military Environmental Modification 
Techniques (New York)
1978 Protocol to No.4 (segregated ballast) (London)
1979 European Wild Life (Berne)
1979 Migratoiy Species (Bonn)
1979 Long range Air Pollution (Geneva)
1980 Antarctic Marine Living Resources (Canberra)
1980 World-Conservation-Strategy
1980 Brandt Commission Report
1980 WTO Manila Declaration
1980 Trans-frontier Co-operation (Madrid)
1980 Protocol to No.8 (protection against land-based sources) 
(Athens)
1982 UNEP/WTO Joint Accord
1982 Law of the Sea (Montego Bay, NY)
1983 UNEP/WTO Environmental Aspects of Tourism (Madrid)
1983 Protection & Development of the Wider Caribbean Region 
(Cartagena, Col.)
1984 Tourism European Network Seminar on Alternative Tourism in Asia
1985 ECLAC/UNEP Environment and Tourism in Caribbean Development 
(Trinidad)
1986 lUCN Ethics Working Group Conference on Conservation and Development (Ottawa)
1987 Royal Geographical Society Aid and Environment [speech by British Minister of 
Overseas Development] (London)
1987 Brundtland Report
1987 UNEP Montreal Protocol
1987 IIED London conference (London)
1987 Bank's policy on the environment [speech by the President 
of the World Bank]
1988 International Conference on Ozone (London)
1988 Environmental Summit (the Netherlands)
1989 WTO Seminar on Alternative Tourism (Tamanrasset)
1991 EC Prior to Earth Summit
1991 UN Earth Summit (Rio De Janeiro)
1991 Developing Nations Beijing Declaration (Beijing)
1991 UNCED Eminent Persons' Meeting for Financial Global 
Environment and Development (Tokyo)
1991 Asian NGO Asian NGO Forum on the Global Environment (Yokohama)
1994 WTO Osaka Declaration (Osaka)
Sources: Romeril, 1989a, b; Tokyo Business Today, 1992; Adams, 1992; Engel & Engel, 1990; OECD, 1985 
ETC: European Travel Commission
IIED: International Institute for Environment and Development
lUCN: International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 
italics: Conservation oriented conferences for development of any kind, including Tourism 
bold; Tourism conferences on environmental issues
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Table 2.2. Population data of the selected area
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Population 1,187,997 
(mid 1992)
20,752,000$ 
(Dec. 1992)
124,336 
(mid 1992)
80,569 
(mid 1992)
57,848 
(mid 1992)
Land area (sq.km) 9,596,961 35,98 I t 377,801 356,910 244,100
Density
(pop. per sq. km)
124 571.02$
(1991)
329 226 237
Urban population 
(%)
33* 66.75$
(1990)
77* 85* 89*
Urban density 
(pop. per sq. km)
4,039*
(Beijing)
10,001$
(Taipei)
13,973*
(Tokyo)
4,192*
(München)
4,444*
(Birmingham
)
Crude birth rate (per 
1000 pop)
22*
(1990)
16.55$
(1990)
11*
(1990)
11*
(1990)
13*
(1990)
Under 5 infant 
mortality rate (per 
1000 live birth)
42*
(1990)
6*
(1990)
9*
(1990)
9*
(1990)
Sex ratio (%) 
no.of male per 100 
female
106.77$
(1991)
* : Third World Guide 93/94, 1992; Environmental Protection Agency, 1993 a
no mark: UNESCO, 1994
Table 2.3. Comparison of Public Opinion:
"Environmental protection is more important than economic development" (in percentage)
USA Germany Britain France China Taiwan Japan
1989* 51 61 55 52 - - 71
1985$ 62 59 — - 28
*: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1990 t: OECD, 1985
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Table 2.4. Indicator of natural resources
China Japan Germany Britain
Changes in land distribution 66/68 to 
86/88 ( > 3 % points)
Cropland
Pasture 13.9 - -3.5 -3.2
Forest - - - -
Other -10.9 - 3.6 4.0
Deforestation (10  ^ha) - - - -
Reforestation (10  ^ha) 4552 240 62 40
Water withdrawal (%) in 1980s 16 16 28* 12
No. of threatened species in 1990 481 78 19* 49
*: 1989 data for former German Democratic Republic 
Source: UN, 1993
Table 2.5. Indicator of environmental pollution and management
China Japan Germany Britain
CÜ2 emission from fossil fuel and 
cement (tC/cap) 1990
0.61 2.34 2.94* 2.65
Consumption of CFC & halons 
CFC & halons (t) 1986 18,000 135,089 150,794 118,514
% of world consumption 1986 1.16 8.72 9.73 7.65
Access safe drinking water
Safe drinking water (% pop) 1988 76
Sanitation services (% pop) 1988 97 - - -
Paper consumption and recoveiy 
Apparent consumption (lOT) 1988 13,200 24,940 12,346 9,286
Recovery (% of consumption) 1988 22 48 - 30
Protected area (% of total land area) 
1992
3.0 12.7 16.4 19.0
*: 1990 data for former Federal Republic Germany 
Source: UN, 1993
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The number of endangered species in these countries is smaller in comparison to China; but 
it is not certain whether China's mega-biodiversity is solely owing to climatic variations 
within the land or the European biodiversity has long been swept away. Also the developed 
countries are larger contributors to air pollution. For instance, CO2  emission from fossil 
fuel and CFC and halo consumption are much higher in the economically developed 
countries (Table 2.5).
The appeal for environmental concern started in Western societies. There is a history of 
conservation movements in Western societies, particularly in Britain, from quite an early era. 
However, the origin of these movements seems to stem from quite personal sources, i.e. the 
aristocrats needed to promote the conservation of wildlife in order to satisfy their demand for 
the pleasure of hunting. This trait was also seen in the colonised African countries that the 
white colonists prohibited hunting by the native inhabitants, which was even designated as 
'poaching', to protect wildlife for the white hunters.
On the other hand, Western societies needed to be the first to appeal for environmental 
protection for this is largely because industrialisation was far more advanced in these 
Western societies than in the East Asian societies, and the pollution and physical degradation 
in these advanced societies was about to reach a threatening level. For example, the history 
of environmental degradation in England can be traced back to the passing of the Smoke 
Abatement Act in 1273 (Tsuru, 1989). Even at the stage of the 1972 Stockholm Conference, 
it was stated that the recent explosion of the global population was to be blamed on the rich 
countries where the growth rates were already low with advanced medical technology 
(Friends of the Earth, 1972).
In the following sections, general environmental concerns particularly in Europe and in East 
Asia will be reviewed. Although some areas have been neglecting environment 
management and very few pieces of research have been conducted, let alone objective 
evaluation of the conditions, relatively recent articles in the print media and other sources 
will provide a picture of environmental degradation in these areas.
2.1.1. Europe
Europe is located on the peninsula of the Eurasian continent which allows relatively moist 
air, which, according to Kinnear and Rhode (1987) means a higher rate of solution for 
sulphur compounds. Such solutions will be carried by westerly winds and meet a conflict of 
warmer and colder air masses which leads to acid deposition over large areas of Northern
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Europe. The European ecosystem which is divided by the drainage basins and subdivided 
by the river systems, will eventually be affected by the acid deposits spread by this river 
network.
Kinnear and M ode (1987) emphasise that the sedentary agricultural development, the 
Neolithic Revolution, with the burning and clearing of land, and domestication of wild 
animals brought a drastic change in the European ecosystem and vegetation. The ecosystem, 
nonetheless, was fairly stable after the initial shock until towns emerged. The second shock 
to the ecosystem was industrialisation. The industrialisation process started in England in 
the nineteenth centuiy, and this time changes in the social environment were also involved. 
Industrialisation enforced urbanisation, rapid population growth due to medical 
achievements, the spread of chemical fertilisers and pesticide and the growing mobility of the 
population as a result of public transport.
In W estern Europe The protection of nature as a "leisure time occupation and a moral 
education task for the youth (Kinnear and M ode, 1987: 17)" was regarded as the first phase 
of environmental awareness. This trend was dominant up to the 1950s. The London smog 
in 1952 was the first catastrophe recognised in the West, and more environmental 
catastrophes occurred in the 1960s. The preparation for the 1972 Stockholm Conference on 
the Human Environment had begun in 1968 by the General Assembly of the UN (Kinnear 
and M ode, 1987). Environmental awareness was heightened. But the sudden oil shock 
caused a serious economic depression and affected the international financial system in the 
West. This change in Western societies halted the environmental awareness and as Kinnear 
and M ode (1987:18-19) describe, " [the] limits to growth described Meadows et al. in 1972, 
suggesting a reduction of exploitation rates and a more careful treatment of the environment, 
met strong opposition from the economic policies of that period."
By the end of the 1970s, environmental problems could no longer be tolerated. Green 
movement in many countries gradually gained political power to influence the governments 
which did not take environmental problems seriously. The 1980s was the decade of a 
turning point in Western societies. In many countries environmental ministries were 
established, though much less powerful than ministries of finance (Kinnear and Rhode, 
1987); the reorganisation of the economy as a legacy of the depression in the 1970s re­
evaluated the conditions of public health and natural resources, and consequently risk 
assessment, environmental impact assessment (EIA) and a preventive approach to 
environmental problems was gradually established.
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In the Western market economy, society is composed of various institutions, groups and 
individuals whose interests are often competing. They may have different values, different 
aspirations and different interests which sometimes come into conflict. The pursuit of profit, 
especially in the private sector often leads to efforts to minimise costs including the costs of 
pollution control. As the economy in the private sector does not operate primarily in the 
public interest but in its own interest, when the interests of the private sector contradict those 
of the public interest, the state can, and does, intervene in the market to operate within these 
constraints. One common method employed is to persuade the political parties to introduce 
environmentally favourable policies into their statements. As citizens are sensitised and 
well informed by the various environmental bodies, it is argued that environmental policies 
are popular and will win votes, if the possible laws are promised in the manifesto (Haigh, 
Bora and Zentai, 1987). The individual cases of Britain and Germany will illustrate the 
Western European approaches to environmental issues later in this chapter.
Ill Eastern Europe As in Western Europe, the 1950s was " the phase of reconstruction 
and industrialisation (Kinnear and Rhode, 1987: 19)". Prior to the Second World War, some 
pollution black spots did exist, albeit confined to a small industrial area, and in the early 
post-war years, the development projects were under socialism which were relatively 
harmless environmentally (Carter and Turnock, 1993a). The socialist ownership of the 
majority of the forces of production includes the natural environment and the rational 
utilisation of natural resources and the provision of adequate economic conditions for 
environmental protection is one of the tasks of the socialist economy. Therefore, in a 
socialist society it is realistic to set a harmony between nature, the environment, and society 
as an objective. (Haigh, Bora and Zentai, 1987). However, during the first two decades of 
the post-war period. Eastern European governments never admitted pollution problems since 
environmental degradation was a capitalist problem (Carter and Turnock, 1993b). The self- 
sufficient socialist countries were not hit by the oil crisis in the 1970s and the heavy 
industrialisation policies continued. The problems with the socialist countries were the 
placing of its emphasis upon rapid but inefficient economic growth, heavy industry and 
maximum use of indigenous resources (Kinnear and Rliode, 1987; Carter and Turnock, 
1993a, 1993b; Hall, 1991).
Academics and non-government organisations are concerned for the environment; however, 
the concern was not recognised by the government until the 1970s and 1980s. Over several 
decades, naturalists, doctors, sociologists and economists have warned about the impacts of 
pollution on the environment, public health, industry and the quality of life (Carter and 
Turnock, 1993a, 1993b). But the major problem in the former Eastern bloc was the 
government's reluctance in recognising the significance of environmental issues. Due to
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negligence accompanying economic development over the last forty years, socialist 
governments gave a low priority to pollution research and monitoring, and did not admit the 
need to displace and renew outdated machinery, construction procedures, management 
strategy, and so on. Financial expenditure on reducing pollution levels was considered 
unacceptably high and the governments replaced them with less effective measures. The 
socialist government failed to enforce enough environmental legislation in their drive for 
increased productivity. Instead petty pollution fines were set which were nowhere near 
actual environmental costs. In addition, little emphasis was placed on environmental 
education. As a result experts in this area are still scarce. (Carter and Turnock, 1993b)
Environmental legislation, which dates back to the earliest years of, or even before, the 
socialist regimes was largely ineffective. Economic plans drafted by the Central 
government would address the problems of pollution, but an improvement in environmental 
conditions itself never became a planned target (Hall, 1991). Another problem which 
became evident in the CMEA agreement by the Prague conference of 1971 was the view of 
science as a panacea for solving all society's ills, for instance the reliance on nuclear power 
as a 'scientific solution' to energy problems. Hall (1991) commented at this point, that 
governments appeared ambivalent in wishing to control immoderate degradation, lacking the 
will to allocate resources to pollution control which will perhaps threaten economic growth. 
However, even if the government showed the political will to undertake legislation, policies 
could not be effective without a determination to take measures which were realistic and 
which would be effectively enforced. Legislation was available in all countries to control 
pollution through standards by the 1980s, but the authorities lacked the will to enforce it 
(Carter and Turnock, 1993b).
By 1988, propaganda that blamed capitalism for all environmental problems could no longer 
conceal the facts as public awareness about the serious environmental problems of Eastern 
Europe increased. Even before a series of revolutions in 1989, there was quite a lot of 
publishing by private organisations, which mainly informed people about the links between 
pollution and public health. After the revolutions, ecological pressure groups were legally 
recognised and many new groups emerged, for example, 'Greenpeace' in Czechoslovakia and 
the first Green Party in Eastern Europe which was founded in 1988 by Poland's various 
environmental groups. People have become much more confident and enjoyed freedom to 
make protests in respect of local and national issues. The government, on the other hand, 
came under heavy pressure and responded to people's demand by creating ministries with 
major environmental responsibilities, such as the Romanian Ministry of Forests, Water and 
the Environment and, an entirely independent Ministry for Ecology in Serbia. Recently
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more effective conservation organisations for conducting research and providing the 
parliamentarians with better information have also emerged (Carter and Turnock, 1993b).
2.1.2. Asia
Asia stretches from the northern border of China and Siberia (50° N) across the equator to the 
southern border of Indonesia and Australia (10° S); the eastern border of Pakistan and Iran 
(61° E) to the western edge of Japan (153° E). The climate varies from sub-Saharan to 
tropical. Moreover, most Asian countries are on the margins of lithospheric plates. Such 
climatic variations, on one hand, allow Asia to treasure abundant biodiversity. According to 
the World Bank Report, 4 out of 12 “megadiversity” countries in the world are located in 
Asia (China, India, Indonesia and Malaysia) (Lindsay, 1993). On the other hand, the 
climatic variations and location on the tectonic plates are the major cause of frequent natural 
disasters in the area such as earthquakes, floods, tropical cyclones and drought which are 
often worsened by reckless human intervention (Smith, 1992).
In comparison to its European counterpart, Asia accommodates far more inhabitants in 
poorer living conditions with the exception of Japan. High population density means more 
resource consumption and rapid economic development to feed the population. Since 
industrialisation and the spurring of economic growth in Asia have begun relatively recently, 
the scale and speed of environmental devastation with advanced technology are 
incomparable to those of the already developed countries. In addition, the demand for 
natural resources such as timber from the developed countries is still increasing even after 
the 1980s (Lindsay, 1993; Schwarz, 1990).
Japan’s experience has been influential on other Asian countries as “latecomers” tend to 
learn from the countries who have already gone through similar problems (O’Connor, 1993). 
Japanese environmental problems originated from pollution and occupational hazards. 
Japan has experienced pollution problems since the seventeenth century such as poisoning by 
polluted water from the mining industry; air pollution from spinning factories in the 
nineteenth century; Air pollution from the iron industry and the chemical industry caused 
pollution-related diseases, such as Minamata disease (methyl-mercury poisoning) and Itai- 
itoi-disease (cadmium poisoning) in the twentieth century.
Similar industry-related pollution problems and environmental degradation have been 
observed in other Asian countries since 1960s. Today, air and water pollution are at a 
dangerous level in urban areas in Indonesia, India, Malaysia and China (Karaosmanoglu,
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1991). In Taiwan, the economic miracle achieved in 1960s and 1970s increased pressure on 
the natural environment and the quality of life. With such a “growth first” attitude, it was 
around 1988 when the government and people in Taiwan began paying attention to 
environmental deterioration and protection (Environmental Protection Administration, 
1993a). In China, when Mao came to power in 1949, China was already stai-ving after the 
wars against Japanese and Chinese nationalists. Mao's Great Leap Forward movement 
[1958-1960] was an attempt to increase agricultural productivity and then to increase 
industrial productivity at the cost of soil erosion and exploitation of resources. During this 
period, however, famine victimised approximately 30 million lives (Catton, 1993). After the 
leadership changed to Deng Xiaoping, the new “get rich quick” mentality has led to more 
massive scale exploitation of natural resources. People’s living standard is improving; that 
is, there is more pressure on land to produce enough food and supply more resources to the 
rapidly growing pollution. A high consumption of chemical pesticides causes serious water 
pollution and the high consumption of coal, air pollution (Catton, 1993; Stranberg, 1992). 
China’s environmental management began in the 1970s, after the Stockholm Conference 
1972 (Ministry of Chemical Industry of People’s Republic of China, 1992)
In most Asian cases, governments take a stance of further development and they seem to 
believe that global environmental campaigns are commercially motivated. Schwarz (1990) 
reports the case of the Indonesian government who kept cutting down tropical forests so that 
the World Bank had to make a recommendation for conservation in 1988. There is also a 
tendency that governments and entrepreneurs are closely linked. In the case of mining 
pollution in Japan, citizens' protest was not responded to by government or companies for 
twenty years (lijima, 1994). In the Minamata dispute, the citizens' movement for 
compensation was denounced as a selfish act against national economic development 
(Huddle and Reich, 1991). Despite this fact, citizens’ persistent protest and NGOs' efforts 
are the major power to force the government to enact laws and regulations to reduce 
pollution and protect the environment.
In the next section, the history of the environmental protection movement in selected areas in 
Europe and East Asia, the actors involved in the movement and the current problems will be 
examined.
2.2. Environmental Movement
The causes of environmental degradation and exploitation of natural resources may be 
attributed to rapid industrialisation, technological advancement, the priority of economic
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growth, the expansion of mobility and so forth. However, the endless consumerism as the 
end-product of all these advancements should not be forgotten. The Stockholm Conference 
threw questions on the consumerism in capitalism as follows;
"Which nation will be the first to announce it is seeking a life-style simpler
and more satisfying than the Western utopia?...Which country that says it
doesn't want American-style wealth will be the first to stop seeking it?
(Friends of the Earth, 1972)"
The reason why humankind are unable to learn the difference between what he can do and 
what he should do, the difference between movement and progress seems to be inherent, in 
the history of the West and the East. Western ideology which enshrines the notion of 
"development" and "progress" as continuous without end, has created an illusion that more 
material wealth means better amenities. Both in planned and market economy societies, 
"development" and "progress" are based on the free utilisation o f natural resources, and to 
meet the purpose of "development" the fact that the resources are not unlimited is often put 
aside or "temporarily" neglected. The Eastern ideology is often credited with reverence for 
nature and more environmentally friendly approaches to natural resources (Zoja, 1995; 
McHarg, 1973; Mehmet, 1995; cf. Chapter Three), and it is evident that exploitation of 
natural resources and environmental degradation in the East were accelerated and aggravated 
after the encounter with the Western ideology o f "development". However, it cannot be 
denied that the Eastern philosophy of time as a ring without beginning or end, the continuous 
renewal of life and the underestimation of impacts of human activities before the power of 
nature or universe, also affected the level of exploitation. The sheer lack of resources or 
lack of technology to utilise the abundant resources in many East Asian countries, in a sense, 
helped preserve nature and its resources. However, being brainwashed by the Western 
"progress" world-view which of course profits the Western entrepreneurs. East Asian 
countries embraced the advancement of technology and idea of materialistic wealth spurred 
on by the encouragement of high consumption. After decades of industrialisation and 
modernisation. Western developed countries seem to realise that the resources which brought 
them profit are becoming exhausted.
2.2.1. Roots of Environmentalism in Europe
In contemporary Western history. Count Buffon is regarded as the first scientist concerned 
with the human Impact on the natural environment. After him, scholars like Fabre and 
Surell in eighteenth century France, von Humbolt in 1800 emerged. Charles Lyil wrote 
about the human impact in his Principles o f Geology in 1835; Mary Somerville wrote about
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the basic laws of ecology in 1858. At the same time, considerable interest in consei-vation, 
climatic change and extinction arose among European colonialists as they experienced some 
o f the consequences of Western style economic development in the colonies. However, the 
human influence on the environment was not questioned until George Perkins Marsh 
published Men and Nature in 1864. In 1904, Friedrich coined the term Raubwirtschaft 
which means “robber economy” or “devastation”, but the subjects of the human role in 
changing the face of the earth received relatively little attention in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century (Goudie, 1993)
In the Europe, Judaeo-Christian belief and environmental determinism are the basis of a 
distinct Weltanschauung, or world-view which prevails in the Western world today. The 
dominant view is called 'development' which consists of a belief in progress, the inevitability 
of material growth, the solution o f problems by the application of science and technology, 
and fundamentally, the assumption of human dominance wherever possible over nature 
(Simmons, 1993). In late seventeenth century. Creation was considered to have occurred in 
4004 BC., nature was perceived as a "divinely created order for the well-being of all life" 
(Goudie, 1993). The philosopher Francis Bacon [1561-1626] suggested that perfectibility is 
the only way by which the Fall would be reversed and Eden regained (Simmons, 1993). On 
the other hand, environmental determinism which says that the way of life of a society and its 
historical evolution is determined by the physical conditions of its environment, has once 
disappeared by this century. However, in the 1920s and 1930s, so-called "naive 
environmental determinism" reappeared and campaigned against destructive exploitation, 
recognised the ecological virtues of some primitive peoples, and warned about the need for 
conservation (Goudie, 1993). After the UN's 1974 conference on population, the 
determinism was tuned down until the 1992 Rio Conference when the UK delegation raised 
its profile again (Simmons, 1993).
In the following section, the geographical settings of the selected areas in Europe and East 
Asia, and current environmental problems these areas are facing will be discussed. The 
geographical conditions often affect the climate in the region which consequently affects 
precipitation and the water network, the biota and landscape. Then the history of 
environmental problems and movement, those actors, i.e. the institutions and individual 
groups, who are involved with the environmental movement in each country and the region 
will be compared.
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2.2.1.1. Britain
Britain is an archipelago of a total area of 24.5 million hectares. No place in Britain is more 
than 120 km from tidal waters, and large number of rivers and inlets, and strong tides are 
used as a disposal route for potential pollutants (Macrory, 1987). The climate is temperate. 
The weather changes veiy frequently and precipitation of rain is generally well-distributed. 
Currently almost 80 percent of the land is used for agricultural purposes, 9 percent for 
forestry, 11 percent for urban land, and thus little land is left totally wild. Britain's total 
population is 56 million, of which about 1.7 percent of the working population is engaged in 
agricultural and forestry activities, 36 percent in manufacturing and related industries, and 62 
percent in service industries and the public sector (Macrory, 1987).
2.2.1.1.1. History
Pollution control in Britain already has a long history, if not from the Smoke Abatement Act 
in the late thirteenth century, early legislation was introduced in the mid nineteenth century 
(Milton, 1991). Nevertheless, planning and environmental law in the nineteenth centuiy 
originated in public health laws based on concerns for better amenities (Lomas, 1991) and 
was more concerned with the exploitation of natural resources rather than with protection 
(Birtle and Stein, 1994).
Britain has had a variety of laws relating to “environment” but the term “environmental law” 
has only recently been widely used (Lomas, 1991; Hughes, 1992). The origin of 
environmental law is the Public Health Act 1848 which was enacted largely because of 
Edwin Chadwick’s Report on an Enquiry into the Sanitary Conditions o f  the Labouring 
Population o f  Great Britain. Chadwick conducted a survey in the London slums in 1838 
and published his report in 1848. Successively numerous laws regarding nuisances, sewage 
and sanitation, vaccination, diseases, general public health and common lodging houses were 
passed between 1848 and 1872. In due course, the Royal Sanitary Commission was founded 
in 1868, the Local Government Board Act in 1871, the Public Health Act in 1872 and 
ultimately the Public Health Act in 1875 were stipulated. However, the division of 
responsibility between urban and rural authorities made the implementation of the law 
unmanageable and the non-mandatory nature of the laws made the implementation almost 
impossible (Hughes, 1992). The high death rate, especially the high infant mortality rate, 
did not decline immediately, even after the 1875 Act was enacted.
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The subsequent enactment relating to public health after 1875 was brought together in the 
Public Health Act 1936 which attempted to provide protection against a diversity of 
“statutory nuisances” (Hughes, 1992; Lomas, 1991). This Act was supplemented by the 
Public Health Act 1961 and the Public Health (Recurring Nuisances) Act 1969 (Hughes, 
1991). The notorious London “killer smog” in 1952 claimed some 4,000 deaths (Beddis, 
1975; Weizsàcker, 1994) and the Clean Air Acts 1956 and 1968 were passed in response to 
the high death toll caused by smog in major cities (Cunningham, 1974; Beddis, 1975; 
Hughes, 1991). The Control of Pollution Act 1974 is a major step forward as it attempts to 
protect public health by ensuring basic standards of environmental protection. Furthermore, 
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 marks a further development as it is concerned not 
only with public health, but also with protection of the environment. Perhaps more
importantly, this Act has generalised the concept of “the environment” to be applied in its 
provisions (Hughes, 1991).
In Britain in 1661 John Evelyn had already tried in vain to convince people of the danger of 
pollution (Cunningham, 1974). However, pollution problems did not become a social issue 
for another 300 years. Beddis (1975) gives two tragic incidents when pollution became such 
an immediate threat to British people’s life that they realised action had to be taken; the 1952 
killer smog in London which claimed some 4,000 lives and an avalanche of coal sludge in 
the Rliondda valley in 1966 which killed 20 adults and 116 children. He also cites an article 
from The Times in 1971 which sarcastically criticises people’s complaints about 
environmental degradation only when they do not have to worry about unemployment. 
Similarly, Milton (1991) points out the paradox between business and environment. She 
analyses the Thatcher Government saying that the government’s broad strategy aimed to 
create social conditions which encourage an entrepreneurial perspective. This perspective 
promotes egalitarians in a social system whose thinking is ego-centred and personal-profit- 
oriented. However, the government’s environmental policies clearly state that 
environmental protection is an individual responsibility, thus each citizen plays a part to 
create a safer and greener world. Milton argues that these policies are theoretically 
impossible in a society with an entrepreneurial perspective. Gunningham (1974) discusses 
successful campaigns by Rachel Carson and Paul Ehrlich in the 1960s, and concludes that 
only when the various facets of industrial society such as the worsening environment, 
increasing affluence, sharper appreciation of the pollution-related health hazard through more 
advanced scientific methods, responding to social or moral reforms which are supported by 
mass media are brought together, does environmental concern emerge. These arguments 
truly reflect how the economic recession in the late 1970s inevitably affected the place of 
environmental issues on the political agenda. However, in practice, the general acceptance 
of the need for a more careful approach to resource management is increasing. In spite of
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the low priority on the political agenda, the concepts of sustainable and anticipatory planning 
are emphasised. In the 1980s the environmental issues regained a prominent place on the 
political agenda (Macrory, 1987).
During the Thatcher Government, whose focus was controlled land-use, wildlife 
conservation in Britain suffered. However, during this period, the Nature Conservation 
Council was organised under the Environmental Protection Act and firmly established. 
Meanwhile, the influence of EC directives proved to be so powerful that Britain had to revise 
its wildlife law which consequently produced the Wildlife and Countryside Act in 1981 
(Milton, 1991).
2 .2.I.I.2. Actors
The government Although Macrory (1987) was pessimistic about the "Green" 
political party securing any seats in Parliament, the Greens won about 15 percent of the seats 
in Britain (Barrett and Therivel, 1991). Environmental issues remained a strong public 
concern, and the general public’s demand for a political force of some strength is rising. 
Government bodies and authorities are reluctant to enforce the law aggressively, as it is 
believed that deliberate law-breaking is rare in this field. Authorities prefer more subtle 
means of persuasion and control instead (Macrory, 1987).
Citizens' Groups Active voluntary associations concerned with various aspects of the 
environment is a long tradition in Britain. The long-established bodies and newer groups 
have enjoyed a drastic increase in membership in the last decades or so. Macrory (1987) 
attempted to explain this phenomenon as due to higher living standards, increased leisure 
time, and a disappointment with traditional political parties. Direct public participation in 
individual decisions by regulatory authorities in the area of pollution control is rare, except 
for granting consents for industrial waste and sewage discharge into waters. The public may 
be able to see a court order against an authority only if the authority fails to fulfil the 
imposed duty. Also public access to information is severely limited even after the 
Government accepted the need for improved public access to information concerning 
pollution, within the limit of protection for commercial secrets and considerations such as 
those of defence (Macrory, 1987).
The media Ridley (1989) writes that the “less well informed commentators” suddenly 
discovered the issues of environmental protection following the Prime Minister’s speech in 
1988, although the laws and policies have existed for quite some time. It was also the late
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1980s when the environmental groups such as Greenpeace or Friends o f  the Earth gained 
greater access to the media, especially the tabloid press (Anderson, 1993). Manipulation of 
the issues and sensationalism of the news coverage by the mass media and environmental 
groups are another area of concern (Cracknell, 1993; Cottle, 1993), but environmental issues 
have already become less important to the British mind than the Gulf War and economic 
recession in early 1990s (Anderson, 1993).
The academic community Since Darwin published his Origin o f  Species in 1859, 
modern environmental science and scientific profession were established in the late 
nineteenth centui-y. In Britain, the biologist/reformer Patrick Geddes [1854-1932] called for 
conservation of the countryside, and W.S. Jevons warned in his The Coal Question that the 
supply of resources was not infinite and would eventually be exhausted in 1865. The British 
Ecological Society was founded in 1913 (Bowler, 1992) Academics’ recent contribution in 
terms of education, environmental subjects has been enthusiastically adopted at primary level 
and the notable expansion of the degree courses including post graduate level courses has 
been observed since the mid sixties (Macrory, 1987).
2.2.1.1.3. The Present State
The current problems Britain faces is the need for changes in her approach to environmental 
regulations. Public perception has been changing over the decades. For instance,
environmental issues were a part of “people’s politics” in the year 1995. Public protest 
against live animal exports did not stop exports but at least people knew that the world 
should take note of it (BBCl, 1995). On the other hand, opinion polls revealed that 
relatively few people do anything significant in their personal lives even though many people 
acknowledged the consequences of environmental problems and a need to alter the situation 
(Grove-White, 1993).
The British approach to environmental regulation has been flexible, pragmatic and discreet 
which tailored the measures to the particular conditions so that it minimised the adverse cost 
of regulation (Lomas, 1991; Birtle and Stein, 1994). However, such an approach is now 
facing the challenge of catching up with other developed countries and especially with the 
European Community’s environmental policy (Lomas, 1991; Milton, 1991; Hughes, 1992). 
EC laws and regulations are based on the preventive measure and are forcing Britain to adopt 
higher standards in waste management and control of air and water pollution through 
technology-based measures (Lomas, 1991) which, in British eyes, levy more economic 
burden than quality improvement (Weizsacker, 1994).
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2.2.I.2. Germany
In the area of former East Germany, the northern part forms a low plain, while the southern 
part is a medium altitude area. The economic area is approximately 10.8 million hectares 
(108,337 km^); arable land occupies 6.25 million hectares (= 57.7 percent), 2.96 million 
hectares (= 27.3 percent) wooded area, and 0.23 million hectares (= 2.2 percent) comprises 
water bodies (Table 2.6.) (Paucke, 1987). At the time of re-unification, the population was 
16.4 million (Bundesumweltministerium, 1992); the urban population in East Germany was 
12.8 million = 76.6 percent) and the rural population was 3.9 million (= 23.4 percent) in 1987 
(Paucke, 1987). The average density was 152 inhabitants per square kilometres (Bundes­
umweltministerium, 1992). The state was under the most limited water supply conditions; 
only 880 m^ water per inhabitant per year was available. On the other hand, a considerable 
amount o f waste water and sewage were produced which polluted the lakes and rivers and 
ground-water (Paucke, 1987).
The former West Germany, on the other hand, has a land area of 248, 621 km^ or 24.8 
million ha. The population at the time of re-unification was 62.7 million, thus an average 
density of 252 inhabitants per square kilometres. 85 percent of the population live in the 
urban area (Third World Guide 93/94, 1992). Categories of land use are slightly different 
from that of the former East Germany (Table 2.7.), but the proportion of agricultural land, 
and forest cover are quite similar.
2 .2.I.2.I. Histoi-y
Before the Second World W ar As early as 1808, protection laws against wind-
erosion of the top soil in the state of Schleswig-Holstein and Wegegesetze (Road regulations) 
in Wiittemberg already existed (Olschowy, 1978). The people-nature relationship in 
Germany experienced a drastic change by the mid eighteenth century when the fashionable 
English "landscaping gardening" swept through the European courts, under the name of 
"economic beautification and improvement of countryside {Ûkonomischen Landes- 
verschonerung imd Landesverbesserung)". In the same time period, philosophers like 
Rousseau, Herder, Lessing and Goethe who sought a new, interactive relationship between 
people and nature, had considerable influence on the concept.
The wave of industrialisation came in the last half of the nineteenth century. The concept of 
"naturally bound life and creations" has been lost as rational thinking and techniques 
emerged. However, as a reaction to the development, national efforts protection of
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countryside has begun. Ernst Rudorff denounced the industrial colonisation, ruining cities 
and deterioration of tourism, and in 1888 he introduced the notion of "nature protection", and 
later the notion of "protection of countryside" (Olschowy, 1978). Wilhelm Wetekamp gave 
a speech at the Prussian House of Representatives in 1898 about the need of state parks for 
counti-yside protection {Staatsparken zum Schütz der heimatlichen Natur).
In 1909, the Association of Nature Protection Parks (Verein NaturschutzparK) was founded in 
Munich; In 1921 Liineburg Heath was selected as the first nature protection site 
{Naturschutzpark Lüneburger Heide). Alfred Toepfer, then president of the Association, 
announced the Nature Park Programme in the Great Hall of the University of Bonn. Within 
twenty years, 54 Nature Parks of 3,981,542 ha (16 percent of the total land area) were
Table 2.6. Land use of the former German Democratic Republic
Areas in million hectares Areas in percentage
Total Economic Area 10.8 100.00
Arable land 6.25 57.7
Wooded area 2.98 27.3
Water bodies 0.23 2.2
Unspecified 1.34 12.8
Source: Paucke, 1987
Table 2.7. Land use of the former Federal Republic of Germany as of 1990
Areas in percentage
Total Area 100.00
Agricultural land 53.7
Forest cover 29.8
Residential/transport area 12.2
Water bodies 1.8
Moor/ heath 2.5
Source: Bundesumweltministerium, 1992
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established. Later, two National Parks (Nationalpark Bayerischer Wald and Alpen- 
Nationalpark Berchtesgarten) were added. Hugo Conwentz, inspired by Wetekanip's work, 
reported his research on the threatened natural monument {Naturdenktnal) in 1904, and was 
appointed Director of the State Centre for Protection of Natural Monument in Prussia 
(Staatliche Stelle fiir Naturdenktnalpflege, the precedent institution of today's 
Bundesforschungsanstalt fiir Naturschutz und Landschaftsokologie). Walter Schoenichen 
and Hans Klose, the following Directors of the centre, put their efforts into realising the law 
of maintenance of tree plantation and opening and maintenance of bank paths in the interests 
of public health (Gesetz zur Erhaltung des Baumbestandes und Erhaltung und Freigabe von 
Uferwegen im Intresseder Volksgesundheit) in 1922 and the imperial law of nature protection 
(Reichsnaturschutzgesetz) in 1935 which remained a valuable foundation for today's nature 
and landscape protection (Olschowy, 1978).
Two Germanys: Until West and East Gernianys were re-united in 1989, the two states
experienced environmental problems differently because of their social-economic systems.
For both Germanys, post-war rebuilding was an enormous intervention to land and caused 
numerous streets, water and built-environment problems especially by re-building massive 
residential and industrial areas. In the Federal Republic of Germany (former West 
Germany), pollution of the Rliine became intolerable and the law for comprehensive 
planning in the Rhine brown-coal areas {Gesetz iiber die Gesamtplanung im Rheinischen 
Braun-kohlengebiet) was enacted in 1950. The visible signs of pollution such as mountains 
of foams on the rivers, dying fish, epidemic level spread of asthma and bronchitis and so 
forth, led to public demonstrations in the 1960s (Weizsacker, 1994). The European Nature 
Protection Year (1970) and preparation for the 1972 Stockholm conference was the trigger 
for the new wave of environmental policy (Olschowy, 1978; Simonis, 1987). The coalition 
government of Social Democratic (SPD) and Liberals (FDP) had come to power in 1969 and 
in its reformist policy package, environmental issues featured. The party's coalition 
approach was evident in the speech o f the Secretary of State in charge of environmental 
policy: "We have to solve existing environmental problems with industry, not without them 
or against them." (Simonis, 1987: 179). The government reaction was immediate, and the 
first general environmental programme in 1971 which was based on the “polluter pays” 
principle took place. Progressive legislation were passed by 1974. The Council of 
Advisors on the Environment presented its first special report in 1973 and the first general 
report. The State o f  the Environment, in 1974. The Federal Environmental Agency was also 
founded in 1974.
The German Democratic Republic (former East Germany) was a typical case of Eastern 
European countries. In doctrine, Marx and Engels stated that people should act as good
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fathers to the natural resources so that the next generations will enjoy a natural environment 
in an improved condition (Paucke, 1987: 149) and a similar statement is read in the
Constitution Article 15, Section 2, which also clarifies the responsibility of the authorities 
and of citizens to ensure the quality of the environment (Paucke, 1987: 150). The Law on 
the Conservation of Nature was passed in 1954, and the Law on Planful Socialist 
Improvement of the Environment in the German Democratic Republic, the Environment Act 
in 1970. In spite of the attempts to pay much attention to protection and improvement of the 
environment since 1949, environmental concern was based upon National Economic Plans. 
With painstaking recovery from the devastation of World War II and slowly changing 
obsolete production structures and technologies, emphasis was on engineering and 
technological solutions to reduce emissions and improve economic mechanisms. Such a 
reliance on technological advancement and application to productive forces apparently 
showed many negative side effects, especially the disturbance of the ecosystems (Paucke, 
1987).
In terms of law and regulations in the German Democratic Republic, the "Law on the 
Preservation and Maintenance of Native Nature" (Nature Protection Law) was passed in 
1954; "Principles of Nature Protection of German Democratic Republic and Their 
Implementation" in 1960; the Constitution of German Democratic Republic stated 
environmental protection in Article 15 in 1986; and the "Law on Planful Socialist 
Improvement of the Environment in German Democratic Republic (jLandeskulturgesetz)" in 
1970 (Paucke, 1987). However these laws and regulations have not been visibly successful 
primarily due to a lack of knowledge on ecological requirements to predict or assess the side 
effects of economic growth, the reinforcement of the legal regulations was weak and the 
attitude and the behaviour of the general public regarding the principal problem of the man- 
to-nature relations.
A fter Re-unification: After over four decades of separation, the two Germanys were 
unified again. This re-unification was fundamentally due to the mounting domestic crisis in 
the German Democratic Republic and the intolerable economic burden on Federal Republic 
Germany by receiving refugees and migrants from the German Democratic Republic 
(European Community, 1990; Dunn, 1991). The German Democratic Republic was unable 
to compete with the capitalist West once its doors were opened, and the continuous inflow of 
migrants from the East not only emptied cities and disrupted production in the East, but also 
forced the German Democratic Republic to admit that the state cannot survive for long on its 
own. Dunn (1991: 3) depicts the situation "the Berlin Wall was breached and Germans fe ll  
disbelievingly into each other's arms" After the opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989, the 
formal unification was rather hurried. Due to the domestic crisis in the East, the West
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German bureaucrats had to make all the running. Hence the East German politicians had 
almost nothing to bargain within the negotiations for a unification treaty. The take-over of 
the polluted and underdeveloped eastern Lander, legal entanglements and property dispute 
delaying processes of privatisation and so forth made the economy of united Germany, 
though temporarily, weakened in terms of its role in the European Community (European 
Community, 1990).
For such circumstances, the "re-unification" was more accurately an effective "take-over" by 
West Germany. It is obvious that the enlarged new country will be different from the former 
Federal Republic of Germany; nevertheless the values, principles and institutions of the 
former Federal Republic of Germany have become the basis of the new Germany (Dunn, 
1991). Especially the federal structure which ensures the local identity and autonomy and 
balanced central and regional authority is applied to the five Lander in the former East 
territory. Although this federal or Lânder system served very successfully in former West 
Germany, there have been serious calls for reform of the Lander system because by adding 
five new Lander to the Bundesrat and the Bundesbank, the diversity of regional interests of 
the total of 16 Lünder makes decision-making almost impossible and financial inequality 
among Lander caused changes in their positions as net recipients to net donors (Dunn, 1991).
The five new Lander in the former East Germany are evidently suffering from the rapid 
transition from a planned economy to a market economy. Rising unemployment and short­
term work for the growing proportion of tlie population were unavoidable. The 
reconstruction and reorganisation of the local governments is chaotic and subsidies from the 
federal government are barely enough to keep the new Lander functioning (Dunn, 1991). 
The citizens of the former East Germany are also suffering from the rapid transformation; 
the increasing unemployment rate and uncertainties such as subsidised housing have caused 
psychological ills. The younger generation of the former West Germans tend to consider 
East Germans as foreigners. Social tensions were disguised as political extremism and racial 
hostility and attacks which were particularly volatile occured in early 1991. The former East 
Germans have a post-war tradition of pacifism, opposition to alliance politics and nuclear 
weapons. They are more Protestant and 'northerly' which will definitely affect voting 
patterns and politics (Dunn, 1991).
2.2.I.2.2. Actors
The government: In the former West Germany, since the coalition government of
Social Democratic (SPD) and Liberals (FDP) had adopted environmental issues in its
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reformist policy in 1969, government bodies have been taking initiatives. Up until 1984, the 
Ministry of the Interior (BMI) was solely responsible for media-specific environmental 
policy concerning air, water, noise and so forth. Likewise, the Ministry of Food, Agriculture 
and Forestry (BML) was responsible for nature protection and the soil. The Federal 
Environmental Agency, a subordinate agency of the BMI, conducted research on 
environmental questions and policy draft formulation (Simonis, 1987).
To politicians, pollution of the Rliine was an obvious political issue long before the word 
"environment" was heard of in discussion. The economic politicians have long known not 
only that the supply of the natural resources was limited, but also water and air will become 
scarce commodities before long. However, it was only after the general public concern was 
heightened and politicians were pressured to take public stance, they developed a particular 
enthusiasm for environmental issues (Leyhausen, 1978). Heightened environmental 
awareness also brought the Green movement into the political arena. The Greens were 
already represented in six Lander parliaments by the end of 1982 and the general election of 
March 1983 brought them into the federal parliament. According to Barrett and Therivel 
(1991), they won 8 percent of the votes. Simonis (1987) commented that emergence of the 
Green paity was considered an institutionalised threat which caused a change in the 
parliamentary system in terms of the policy decision making style (cf. 2.3.1.2.).
In former East Germany, the Ministry of Environmental Protection and Water Economy has 
a special responsibility. Its tasks included:
1. to elaborate the main directions for planning the tasks of environmental 
protection in co-operation with the central nation bodies and the county councils 
and to co-ordinate the research in this field:
2. to elaborate suggestions for decisions for the Council of Ministers on basic 
problems of environmental protection, on the improvement of management and 
planning and on further development of the legal frameworks;
3. to supervise the implementation of legal regulations, and
4. to guarantee, in co-operation with ministries, a prognostic evaluation of pollution 
occurring on the territory and of their effects on the health of the population, the 
development of the national economy and on the natural environment (Paucke, 
1987: 159).
The Ministry of Environmental Protection and Water Economy was responsible for preparing 
blueprints for environment planning policies and implementing them in co-operation with 
other bodies of national and regional government. It was also responsible for the
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preparation of proposals for decision-making by the Council of Ministries. The Ministry's 
responsibility after the implementation included long-range forecasts of regional pollution 
together with potential repercussions for human health and economic progress.
The Council of Ministers had its own advisory body, the Committee for Protection of the 
Environment. This Committee was headed by the Minister for Environmental Protection 
and Water Economy, with members of senior representatives of national authorities, the 
chairman or vice-chairman of local councils, directors of research centres, and leaders of 
mass organisations. The top-level decision-making regarding centralised national planning 
and the management of environmental protection was made by this Committee (Paucke, 
1987).
Courts: The courts plays an important complementary role to political
decision-making. In terms o f environmental policy, if negotiation fails to secure consensus, 
courts have the authority to close the case. For instance, the case which was originally 
politically decided can be brought to the court and finally overruled by additional 
government ordinances (Simonis, 1987: 182). In other words, there is a possibility that 
court battles are a substitute for political decision making.
Citizens' groups: The general public's awareness is quite high in Germany.
INFAS Institute in Bad Godesberg conducted a survey in 1970 and 1971. In 1970, 59 
percent of respondents had never heard of the word "environmental protection 
{Umweltschutz)"', one year later, only eight percent had not heard the word (Oeser, 1978). 
According to a survey in the late 1980s by the Institute of Society and Environment, Science 
Center Berlin, some 99 percent of environmentalists, 93 percent of politicians, 80 percent of 
the general public, and 80 percent of industrial managers saw the situation of the natural 
environment as a serious problem (Simonis, 1987). By the mid 1980s, approximately 1,500 
environmental initiatives and associations existed, with more than 5 million members.
A grass-root movement is the origin of the environmental movement in the former West 
Germany. The minority of people who are deeply concerned with environmental 
degradation called the citizens in the countryside to unite and organise the Citizens' 
Initiatives {Biirgerinitiativeti). In a short time span, this Citizens' Initiatives became a new 
phenomenon. More than 1000 Citizens' Initiatives were formed throughout the former West 
Germany. There are two specialised cases of Citizens' Initiatives: One is called "single 
purpose movements" for the protection of forests, wilderness and water; the other is called 
"multi-purpose movements" which include umbrella organisations such as Protection
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Movements for Nature, Environment and Life in the States and Federal territory {Verein des 
Natur-, Umwelt- und Lebensschutzes au f Landes- und Bundesebene) (Oeser, 1978).
In the German Democratic Republic an interest in more involvement and education o f the 
public to make people nature-conscious was observed (Paucke, 1987). For example, a 
Nature and Environment Society for individual citizens was organised. Such a society 
encouraged individuals to make direct contributions by, for instance, undertaking the 
sponsorship of a certain ecotype. Further, individuals were also expected to participate in 
public discussions on environmental issues.
The media: In the mid-1980s as the environmental issue established a strong
basis in society in West Germany, the number of press activities on environmental issues also 
rapidly increased. It is true that without the contribution of the mass media, the voices of 
warning from citizens and politicians would not have spread so fast and so become deeply 
impressed in people's mind; however, the media quickly changed their focus from energy 
crisis to recession to unemployment. The critics like Leyhausen (1987) were concerned that 
real environmental awareness was not given an opportunity to fully develop because of such 
rapid shifting of focus. Nonetheless, the TV, radio and print media played a significant role 
in "informing on the "pollutant o f  the week", reaching fa r  beyond specialists and making the 
environment a concept known throughout the countiy and an issue o f  day-to-day politics 
(Simonis, 1987: 170)". As a consequence, the roll of the media and their impact became an 
important instrument in the overall assessment of environmental policy.
The academic community As mentioned earlier, scholars such as Rudorff, Wetekamp, 
Toepfer and Conwentz played significant roles in the environmental protection movement in 
Germany (Olschowy, 1978). The Institute of Garden and Landscape shaping was set up in 
1930 in University of Berlin in order to seek the scientific significant of landscaping and 
after the Second World War, higher education institutions began offering courses called 
"land cultivation fact course {Fachrichtung Landespflege)" and "neighbourhood discipline 
{Nachbardisziplmen)" which covered subjects of nature protection, land ecology, landscape 
planning, urban planning, geography and so forth (Olschowy, 1978).
2.2.I.2.3. The Present State
The re-unification of two Germanys in 1989 inevitably affected economic and social aspects, 
as well as the aspect of environmental protection of the united Germany. A treaty on 
unification specified the duty and responsibility of the former East Germany in environment
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management and the application of the West German protection measures (Osmond, 1992: 
c.f. Appendix A). Henceforth, the current focus of environmental problems is inevitably the 
five new Lânder. The degree of pollution in the new five Lander was still difficult to assess 
mainly due to lack of relevant data, and recently gathered data need to be further analysed. 
However, the state of the environment in the united Germany reported at the Earth Summit in 
1991 identified the catastrophic zones in the southern part of the five new Lânder and the 
main causes (Bundesumweltministerium, 1992). It also reported an improvement in the 
situation in the five new Lânder. Sulphur dioxide (SO2 ) emission in the air had reduced to
550,000 tons which is 10.5 percent of SO2  emission in 1989. Likewise, dust emission was 
reduced to 13 percent of the emission in 1989. The reduction comprised 43 percent by shut­
down of production, 55 percent by reduction of production, two percent by applying modern 
technique and environment protection equipment. The discharge of harmful substance into 
water (the Elbe) was reduced to 19 percent of the dischaige level of organic substance in 
1989, four percent of mercury discharge level in 1989; in the Werra, salt pollution by 
Chlorine was reduced to 12 percent of the pollution level in 1989.
Criticism came from environmental organisations about no concrete measures being taken by 
the government to save the environment. Nonetheless, in 1993 the German politicians of all 
parties were working on a programme to re-build the destroyed nature and to save the 
people's natural basis of life. The operational ecological Marshall plan (Aktion Okologischer 
Marshallplari), named after the Marshall Plan in 1948 to re-build Western Europe, will be 
realised by the year 2000. This plan proposes four areas of operation: (1) protection of 
global atmosphere, (2) saving forests, (3) stabilisation of world population, and (4) East-West 
environmental co-operation. The plan will be funded by obligatory contributions by the 
industrialised nations of the equivalent of 100 million DM annually for forty years to save 
the environment in spite of energy demand and high consumption (Antonie, 1994).
2.2.2. Environmental Movement in East Asia
In most East Asian countries the citizens' movement is restricted because of the social 
structure based on the religions and philosophies. Industrialisation came to flourish 
relatively recently in most East Asian countries. These societies' main interests in national 
economic growth and further development tend to put environmental issues aside. Because 
of intensive industrialisation without adequate pollution regulations serious pollution-related 
disease has prevailed in East Asia in the past few decades but for a long time the 
governments propagated that pollution was a sign of prosperity. The consequent citizen's 
anti-pollution movement to win compensation from the polluting industry and government is,
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in most cases, the origin of environmental movement. Since the traditional reverence for 
authority in the East Asian culture constraints citizens to put forward their wishes and well­
being before the harmony and satisfaction o f the mass, these citizens' groups and 
environmental groups are often regarded as "troublemakers" or a "nuisance" and receive little 
support from the courts, the general public or the media or are even being quelled. Also the 
researchers and academics who are involved with the controversial research are frowned 
upon. At this moment, ecological problems are still overshadowed by pollution problems 
and in many countries environmental legislation is still about remedial pollution abatement 
measures and not preventive measures.
2.2.2.I. China
China is located at the eastern edge of Eurasia. The continental and hemispheric pressure 
and air flows are beyond human control. This air pressure causes irregular precipitation and 
China suffers from either serious droughts or floods every year (Smil, 1984). The recent 
fresh water stock per capita is 2,700 m^, the equivalent to a quarter of the world average. 
Total demand for water is estimated to reach 700 billion m^ with 80 percent for agricultural 
use by the year 2000, but no more than 630 billion m^ can be supplied (He, 1991).
2.2.2.I.I. History
China's environmental problems did not occur overnight. They had been noticed many 
centuries ago and have worsened over time. For example, overpopulation was warned of, 
more than 2000 years ago by a philosopher Han Fei. He foresaw a shortage in goods and 
food if the excessive population growth continued (He, 1991). The way that recent 
environmental concern arose in Mainland China is different from that in Taiwan and Japan 
because there was no place for the citizens' groups to get involved. It was the external 
pressure from the global trends in environmentalism and the Chinese scientists and 
academics who risked their lives to speak up, which forced the Communist government to 
take measures.
In the recent history of China, the Great Leap Forward movement' and the following Cultural 
Revolution^ was blamed for causing deleterious impacts on the natural environment which 
was already impoverished by a harsh climate, farming and glazing. Mao Zedong's famous
' the Great Leap Forward Movement (1958-1960) 
 ^ the Cultural Revolution ( 1966-1976)
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Statement "man can conquer nature"^ was reflected in his numerous speeches. For instance, 
his encouragement to use natural science to conquer and change nature to "attain freedom 
from nature" (Gibbs, 1967: 127). It is believed that such drastic changes in value systems 
have had dire effects on people's traditional views and beliefs regarding the natural 
environment. During the Great Leap Forward movement, the hasty industrial expansion 
with poor production methods, unreasonably high output quota, unskilled or untrained labour 
and general shortage of materials caused a drastic decline in product quality and produced an 
enormous amount of waste (Chao, 1974). The water conservation project during this period 
was poorly designed and constructed. As a result, flood control became more difficult and 
more disastrous (Chao, 1974). In urban areas, residents were called to destroy sparrows and 
small animals as pest (Chen, 1990; Min, 1993). Marching into the vast wasteland to expand 
arable land areas was encouraged over years. However, the forcible cultivation and 
introduction of new crops not only produced a very poor harvest, but also destroyed the 
native vegetation and left more infertile land (Chao, 1974; Chen, 1990; Min, 1993). Chinese 
Malthus Ma and Zhong's warning on overpopulation was denounced as the Communist 
Party's policy favoured a larger population. All these incidents happened during the Great 
Leap Forward movement and the Cultural Revolution caused a prolonged economic crisis, 
agrarian problems and environmental decay well into the mid 1980s (Chao, 1974; He, 1991).
Setting environmental standards in China was attempted as early as 1956 (Ross and Silk, 
1987). One set of provisional standards was introduced in 1956 and revised in 1962. These 
standards were based on Soviet industrial hygiene standards of the time and not only were 
inadequate but were largely ignored. Although environmental issues began to be discussed 
in the West, few changes happened in Maoist China and environmental problems were not 
brought to the public's attention until the mid 1980s (Ross and Silk, 1987; He, 1991).
The situation began to change rapidly in the 1970s when the leadership moved to Deng 
Xiaoping (Ross and Silk, 1987). China participated in the 1972 Stockholm Conference on 
Man and the Environment. Ross and Silk (1987) commented on China's participation as 
disruptive, but a program was formulated and announced at the first National Environmental 
Protection Work Conference in 1973. The Office of Environmental Protection was set up 
under the State Council in 1974. The purpose of this office is to take charge of 
administration under the guidance of the Leading Small Group on Environmental Protection 
(Ross and Silk, 1987). In the Environment Conference in Chengdu in 1976, China's 
environmental problems were identified as pernicious as in industrial countries. The 
Environmental Office admitted the fact that environmental problems do exist in China. Still 
it claimed that "the solution for this capitalism problem lies in socialism." (Kinzelbach,
 ^ "Ren d in g  shen tian"  [
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1983). China's first national conference on ecology was held in Xining [Qinghai] in August 
1978 sponsored by the Academy of Sciences (Smil, 1984). Until then it was almost 
impossible for anyone to speak up or write about environmental problems in China because 
of political turmoil and social instability during the reforms. Since 1978, researchers have 
taken great personal risks to speak up and have written warning articles in the journals. 
Then the waves of conferences and forums came. New learned societies were formed, new 
professional journals were founded, even the official English-language propaganda appeared. 
Although Kinzelbach (1983) commented that information on environmental problems was 
not yet easily available to the general public as well as to foreigners, soon articles in 
newspapers and new scientific journals, in central and provincial broadcasts and news reports 
which contained "numerous descriptions o f neglect, malice, failure, and abandon emerged, 
the reality spilling out after long years of tragic suppression of even mild candor" appeared 
(Smil, 1984: xii).
During these changes, legislation has also been promulgated, including articles in the 1978 
and 1982 constitutions (Ross and Silk, 1987). In 1979, the first draft of Environmental 
Protection Law and a Forestry Law were passed. Specific laws and regulations were also 
proclaimed for water pollution and marine resources, the preservation of land; grasslands and 
fisheries, mineral, water, and soil conservation, and wildlife protection (Ross and Silk, 1987).
2.2.2.I.2. Actors
The government: For a long time tliere were no "official" environmental problems in
China as they were considered the problems of capitalism from maximising profit without 
paying attention to environmental management. Data on environmental decay was found in 
the internal reports only and the general public had no access to them. The information was 
kept secret for fear o f the consequent social disorder as well as the aforementioned 
ideological reasons (Kinzelbach, 1983). The Office of Environmental Protection was 
founded under the State Council in 1974 (Ross and Silk, 1987), but in general, this office has 
no authority (Kinzelbach, 1983).
Industi'y: Demand for more production and more capital often overwhelmed
environmental protection. For instance, despite the regulation to restrict building new firms 
and the expansion of existing firms in the tourism designated cities, seven firms expanded 
their production capacity in 1979 (Kinzelbach, 1983: 406), Also the condition is much 
worse in the smaller firms. This is because the maximisation of production has the priority
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and the environmental protection is considered least necessary as it suppresses the demand 
for products rather than guarantees it (Kinzelbach, 1983: 406).
Researchers and Academics: During the reforms, scientists and researchers like Ma 
Yenchu and Zhong Huilan were disgraced, detained or relocated to remote farms and it was 
impossible for them to carry on their own research or writing. Only since 1978 some of 
them "carried their revelations and warnings into Party newspapers and journals" and 
"warning the policy-makers that things do look bad and that extensive remedies are sorely 
needed" (Smil, 1984: 169) with great personal risk. These scientists are however, severely 
limited in number. Smil (1984) observed less than 600 people educated in ecology in the 
whole countiy and no university had curricula of such expertise until 1979.
General public: Public awareness has actually been heightened by the appearance of
numerous shocking pieces written by prominent scientists and enterprising reporters. In fact 
the average Chinese city dweller is well aware of, and victimised by, various types of 
environmental degradation. However, the emerging Chinese urban "middle class" considers 
some inconveniences as the price of higher city earnings and is not openly concerned with 
environmental quality (Smil, 1984). Environmental protection is still seen as a luxury 
(Kinzelbach, 1983). If conservation of the woods means a cold house in winter, unless an 
alternative means is offered, people opt for a realistic solution. The life of the average 
Chinese has just emerged from long years o f deprivation and promising a bit more freedom 
and a little more prosperity are not enough to abstain from immediate consumption, or 
condusive to conservation. As a result people's demand further accelerated pressure on the 
natural environment (Smil, 1984:198).
2.2.2.1.3. The Present State
China's environmental degradation is not a recent problem. It has been exploited and 
neglected over several thousands years and the recent rapid modernisation and the very 
expensive production system with very low productivity in the socialist economy has 
accelerated the problems. Smil (1984) wrote in his book that the outlook on environmental 
problems in China is depressing as follows:
The magnitude o f  China's accumulated environmental problems owing to 
the legacy o f  ancient neglect and recent destruction is depressing. The 
dimensions o f the future tasks in population control, food and energy 
supply, and overall societal modernization are overwhelming, and the 
potential fo r further accelef'ated environmental degradation is quite 
considerable. Alleviating or eradicating past blunders and preventing 
future destruction would be a daunting challenge in the best o f
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circumstances. Yet in China the reverse is true more often than not. The 
state has little money to allocate to environmental affairs in an economy 
where everything clamors fo r  urgent attention, and even the small budgeted 
sums frequently get spent improperly or not at all; skilled manpower 
shortages are even more acute as there is virtually a missing generation o f  
well-educated people, a reality affecting not only the current management, 
monitoring, and enforcement but also, above all, the needed long-range 
research. (Smil, 1984: 198)
In spite of its vast territory of 9.6 million square kilometres, an essential environmental 
limitation in China is its limited usable land. More than 58 percent of the area is covered by 
mountains, high plains and plateaux over 1,000 m above sea level; 33 percent are the area 
surfaces above 2,000 m (Smil, 1984). The mountains and hilly regions are not suitable for 
some forms of farming and impose difficulties on transportation, restrictions on cropping, 
greater susceptibility of soil erosion (Smil, 1984). By land use types, Wu (1981) estimates 
10.4% for farming, 37.1 percent for grazing, 12.7 percent for forestry, 6.9 percent for 
communication, manufacturing and urban residence, 11 percent for other undefined uses, and 
the rest — 21.9 percent is unusable under the present technology (Table 2.8.). Glaeser ( 1983) 
suggested an estimated 12 percent of land surface is suitable for agriculture and 80 percent of 
the Chinese population lived in the countryside which naturally caused a conflict between the 
economy and ecology. This scarcity o f cultivable land and chronically unequal water 
distribution left no choice but much manipulation of the environment and the landscape in 
the long Chinese history (Smil, 1984).
Over 50 percent of the land surface in China in 900 BC. was covered with forests, but the 
forests steadily disappeared; 40 percent coverage between 200 BC. and AD 600, 15 percent 
in the 1600s and. only 1 percent in the 20th century (He, 1991). Wu (1984) is more 
optimistic and his estimation of forest cover is approximately 13%. This rapid deforestation 
is largely due to excessive logging and herding. The government has encouraged the march 
into the wasteland in the Northwest to expand arable land for a long time since the Great 
Leap Forward movement. Increasing food production rapidly meant drastic manipulation of 
the natural environment (Wu, 1981). Also the water conservation projects during the Great 
Leap Forward failed and eventually worsened the flood control. In this period, imported 
crops were introduced to compensate for grain shortage but unexpectedly it resulted in soil 
erosion and destruction of the native vegetation. Unfortunately the massive scale cultivation 
and the poor water conservation ended up with more sand dunes and agrarian problems. (He, 
1991; Chao, 1974). The deforestation accelerated the desertification and He (1991: 22) 
apprehensively writes:
The relentless progress o f  desertification is one o f  the most serious
environmental problems China faces... Approximately 9.7 million acres o f
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farmland, 12.2 million acres o f  grassland, and nearly 2,000 kilometres o f  
railroad are currently threatened.
In addition to desertification and soil erosion, industrialisation and modernisation reduced 
the arable land area. In 1985 alone, 11 million acres were lost and since then over 4.1 
million acres have been lost on industrial and residential construction every year (He, 1991).
The Chinese population is about one-fifth of the world population but China has one- 
thirteenth of the world total arable land. He (1991) estimated the recent shrinkage of the 
arable land per capita in China (Table 2.9.).
Deforestation, desertification, water shortage, industrialisation and urbanisation obviously 
affected Chinese biota. According to Smil's research based on the 1980 data,
China has more than 30,000 species o f  higher plants belonging to over
2,000 genera and 300families, including about 3,000 species o f  ti'ees. The 
United States, with virtually the same amount o f  territory, has only 679 
native ti'ee species... Still incomplete survey o f  China's fauna have counted 
up to 2,100 species o f  terresùàal vertebrates, including 1,167 species and 
911 subspecies o f birds, 428 mammalian, 299 reptilian, and 208 amphibian 
species... In Chinese sources I  have not come across any mention o f  a rare 
tree completely disappearing in the last 30 years, or an imminent danger to 
any endemic genera such as Cathaya... On the other hand, there is a good 
deal o f  specific information on the extinction or endangered state o f  
numerous mammals and birds. Among the 603 species o f animals listed 
worldwide fo r  absolute protection, 85 can be found in China. (Smil, 1984:
128-129).
Smil (1984: 129) also warns that the extinction of the four principal rat predators, i.e., 
weasels, foxes, cats and owls, and many common species on land and in water will result in 
"economically extremely costly, ecosystem changes However, as He (1991) explains, 
when the Stockholm conference in 1972 forced the world to face the two global problems of 
exhaustion of energy and environmental degradation, China had just recovered from the 
enormous political upheavals and ecological problems were totally ignored until well into the 
1980s.
Probably more crucial than the observed ecological problems, China also faces population 
problems. Its population problem is ancient. More than 2,000 years ago, a philosopher 
Han Fei ] already warned that the consequence of over population will be "more
people with less goods to use, and more labour with less food to share." (cited in He, 1991: 
2) Scholar Ma Yenchu's "A New Thesis on Population," a report on rapid population 
growth in Zhejiang Province in 1954 and 1955 was accepted by the Supreme Council of
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Table 2.8. Land Use Classification in China in 1978
Land Use Types in 1000 
hectares
Area
in 100
million
mou
%
Cultivated land 1,000 15.0 10.4
Paddies 250 3.8 2.6
Irrigated farmland 180 2.7 1.9
Dry land 570 8.5 5.9
Pasture and grassland 3,560 53.5 37.2
Forest land 1,220 18.3 12.7
Communication &
urban built up land 670 10.0 6.9
Marshes & wetland 110 1.7 1.2
High cold desert (tundra) 140 2.2 1.5
Perennial snow field & glaciers 50 0.7 0.5
Barren land 1,530 22.9 15.9
Sandy deserts 640 9.6 6.7
Gobi 460 6.9 4.8
Bare exposed rock 430 6.4 4.4
Water surface 270 4.0 2.8
Rivers & canals 120 1.8 1.3
Lakes 80 1.2 0.8
Reservoirs & ponds 70 1.0 0.7
Other miscellaneous uses 1,040 15.7 10.9
Total 9,600 144.0 100.0
Source: Wu, 1981
Table 2.9. Changes in the cultivable land in modern Chinese history
YEAR Total Cultivable Land 
(millions of acres)
per capita Cultivable Land 
(acres)
1915 237.50 0.55
1946 232.22 0.50
1980 245.40 0.25
1990 236.37 0.21
Source: He, 1991
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National Affairs in February 1957, and received praise from Mao Zedong. But soon Mao 
made speeches such as "of all things in this world, man is the most precious" and "there is no 
basis for the pessimistic view that there is currently an overgrowth of population in our 
country". In 1957, Zhong Huilan, former director of the Chinese Medical Association, also 
warned that China's population would reach one billion within 20 years on the basis of 
detailed calculations. He urged the government for immediate policy adjustments. Ma and 
Zhong were reviled as "Chinese Malthus" and disgraced (He, 1991). After 1957, population 
control was denounced and the birth-rates continued to rise at an alarming rate until a family 
planning campaign was launched in 1971. Due to the population control efforts, the 
population growth rate dropped from 2% Ma reported in 1957 to 1.161% by 1979, but the 
growth rate actually climbed again to 1.187% in 1980, and 1.499% in 1982 (He, 1991). To 
provide this growing population with a higher standard of living, more food, more energy, 
more consumption will inevitably upset the ecosystem (Smil, 1984). In his argument He
(1991) emphasised that the overpopulation is a critical problem on its own but it causes
subsequent problems as follows:
1. A) Creating jobs for unproportionally large number of youth
B) Further urbanisation to accommodate the population
C) Cost of environmental destruction for urbanisation
2. A) Discrepancy in the sex ratio because of the strong pressure to produce a
male heir
B) Increasing female infanticide
3. Rapid ageing of the population
4. The geographical distribution of the population
5. The high percentage of illiterate in the population
The detrimental impacts of these consequences on the natural environment and society are
foreseeable and some of He's points are already becoming reality.
2.2.2.2. Taiwan
The tobacco leaf shaped island of Taiwan is located between 21°45'25" and 25°56'21" N 
latitude and between I19°18'03" and 124°34'39" E longitude, half on each side o f Tropic of 
Cancer. The island is separated from mainland China by the Taiwan Strait. Taiwan is 377 
km long and 142 km broad at its widest point. The total land area is approximately 36,000 
km^. The Central Range occupies about 50 percent of the island, the mountains drop 
sharply on the east coast but the level sediments and river deposits create a useful level land
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on the west coast (Table 2.10.). Many of the mountain peaks are of volcanic origin. The 
island enjoys an oceanic and subtropical monsoon climate in the north and a tropical climate 
in the south. Due to monsoons, thundershowers and typhoons, the island enjoys more 
rainfall than any part of the mainland.
2.2.2.2.I. H istoiy
In spite of the fact that the history of modernised and industrialised Taiwan is merely half a 
century, it is not easy to trace the origin of environmental problems in Taiwan. Lin (1994) 
attributed this to lack of adequate data prior to the 1970s. Referring to Xiao's argument, she 
suggests that academic circles in Taiwan began open discussions on pollution issues only 
after the 1970s; public reaction was triggered by the media coverage; and the late start of 
legislators including environmental issues on the agenda.
During the Ming'' and Qing [Ch'ing]^ dynasties, Taiwan was considered peripheral and only 
exploited by indigenous people. Chinese immigrants from the mainland in the Ming 
Dynasty began cultivation of the land, large scale and systematic development. In 1875 the 
Taipei Prefecture was established. Foreign powers such as the Netherlands, Spain and Japan 
were interested in more than wealth of agricultural products and minerals in Taiwan and the 
island was in fact occupied by them for over a century. In 1949, the Nationalist troops led 
by Chiang Kai-shek retreated from the mainland to Taiwan after fighting against the 
Japanese army and then the conflict against the Communist Paity. In spite o f his 
unsuccessful attempt to establish a democracy in China in the previous year, Chiang Kai- 
shek's democratic government found its base in Taiwan. Functioning separately from the 
Communist government in the mainland, only Taiwan, an island province, is currently under 
the administration of Republic of China. Under the leadership of this democratic 
government (president), there are five national governmental branches, called the Executive 
Yuan^ the Legislative Yuan, the Judicial Yuan, the Examination Yuan and the Control Yuan. 
Each Yuan umbrellas related ministries, councils and committees. The provincial, county 
and municipal governments are placed under Executive Yuan (Government Information 
Office, 1993).
The history of environmental protection in Taiwan is a typical case of disputes on public 
hazards. Taiwan started its economic struggle from a bankrupt economy in the 1940s with 
agricultural exports and light industry. It had achieved miraculous economic growth by
' the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644)
 ^ the Qing [Ch'ing] Dynasty (1644-1911)
 ^ Yuan is a rough equivalent to Ministry or Department.
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Table 2.10. Land Forms of Taiwan
Land form square kilometres square miles percentage
Mountains 22,835 8,817 63.9
Basalt and Mesa 108 42 0.3
Foothills 2,265 875 6.3
Terrace tableland 1,798 694 5.0
Alluvial plains 8,759 3,381 14.3
Sand hills and dunes 216 83 0.6
Total 35,981 13,892 100.0
Source; Environmental Protection Administration, 1993b; Government Information Office, 1993
Table 2.11. Statistics of Public Nuisance Complaints
Year
Total no. 
of cases
Number of complaints by pollution types (in percentage)
W aste Air Noise Water Odour Others
1989 92558 38.41 22.98 16.78 12.93 3.19 5.69
1990 58667 31.08 30.25 23.07 7.92 4.87 2.80
1991 67516 46.37 19.20 23.41 4.66 5.65 0.69
1992 77500 38.45 21.83 26.23 n/a 8.36 n/a
Source: Environmental Protection Administration, 1993b; Government Information Office, 1993
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1960s. The export economic strategy followed in the 1960s and 1970s. In 1972 the 
government focused on developing heavy industry and technology-intensive industry. 
Moreover the large scale infrastructure development took place in the late 1970s. In the 
1980s the industry gradually shifted from heavy industry to the service industry. In 1989 the 
service industry accounted for more than half the total industrial output (Government 
Information Office, 1993; Environmental Protection Administration, 1993b).
In the late 1960s policy makers were aware of the necessity to clean-up and nature 
preservation and superimposed an environmental agenda on the then existing bureaucratic 
structures. An Environmental Sanitation Department was set up under the Department of 
Health; the Council of Agriculture under the Executive Yuan; and a Department of National 
Parks was founded under the Ministry of the Interior’. The Forestry Bureau began its own 
conservation programmes such as sui*veying and studying rare fauna and flora, planning 
nature preserves, experimentation and educational tourism. However, not only did such a 
makeshift approach to environmental protection prove a failure, but it also proved that 
environmental protection was regarded as contra-position to national economic growth which 
was the only source Taiwan relied upon during its diplomatic isolation. For that reason, the 
government and the general public believed that economic development was the priority and 
that they could not afford environmental protection for many decades (Government 
Information Office, 1993). Such an emphasis on economic activities indeed improved the 
living standard and convenience, though living quality deteriorated visibly. Particularly 
urbanites were inconvenienced by air pollution of sulphur oxide and nitrogen oxides, 
industrial and commercial noise, and soil and river pollution in addition to high density and 
automobile congestion. As a consequence, when the pollution had obvious effects on public 
health or public interests, the public movement for compensation arose (Table 2.11.). Since 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was founded in 1987, as Lin (1994) illustrates, 
out of 186 incidents registered at EPA between 1988 and 1990, 57 percent were about 
damage to human health, 43 percent were about economic loss and 13 percent ecological 
imbalance. In 1992, 77,500 complaints about environmental nuisances were registered of 
which almost a half of the complaints were from Taipei county and Taipei city; over 38 
percent of the complaints were about waste disposal and over 26 percent about noise 
pollution (Environmental Protection Administration, 1993b).
2.2.2.2.2. Actors
’ M inistry o f  the Interior is a rough equivalent to Home Office in Britain.
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The government Although the origin of handling the environmental problems in 
Taiwan gives an impression of being public-led, government bodies have played an 
influential role in the current environmental management. The term "conservation" first 
appeared in the fourth Four-Year-Economic Plan (1965-1968), but the environmental issues 
have been always overshadowed by other national development priorities (Lin, 1994). In the 
Six-Year-National Developing Plan (1991-1997) environmental protection won the budget of 
US$1 billion equivalent (Government Information Office, 1992) and in 1992 additional 
articles of the Republic of China Constitution, which includes Article 18 for sustainable 
development were promulgated (Government Information Office, 1993). The Executive 
Yuan has its own Environmental Protection Committee of the Executive Yuan, but the 
Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) under the Executive Yuan is mostly 
responsible for protecting the environment.
Eiiviroiiinental Protection Adm inistration The EPA was founded in 1987. Its first 
challenge was to win a larger share of the government budget and expand its turf. The eight 
problems before the EPA was established were identified as (1) a lack of specific 
environmental protection policy, (2) a lack of sound environmental organisation in all levels 
of government, (3) incomplete environmental protection laws, (4) a lack of relevant 
information and data (5) a lack public awareness, (6) a lack of appropriate infrastructure, (7) 
incomplete enforcement of environmental laws and (8) a lack of personnel training (Chien,
1991). Henceforth, it was the EPA's responsibility to set standards for pollution measures, 
to draft relevant laws and to train staff who could enforce the enacted laws (Government 
Information Office, 1993). The EPA concentrates on pollution control and waste 
management; it is also permitted authority, as well as responsibility, in the following areas:
1. Organisation (EPA and research institutions)
2. Strategic Frameworks for Environmental Protection
3. Legislation (draft and amendment)
4. Education
5. Public Nuisance Prevention
6. Engineering Construction (projects)
7. Waste Management
8. Sanitation of the Environment
9. The Privatisation of Environmental Protection
10. Environmental Impact Assessment (guidelines and laws)
11. Dispute Settlement (Chien, 1991)
Citizens' groups Citizens' reactions to environmental hazards in Taiwan were rather 
slow. According to Lin (1994), who referred to studies by Xiao (1988) and Yeh (1992), the 
major public protest against environmental hazards from 1981 onwards concerned pollution 
such as water (50 percent) and air (38 percent), and were of a long-term nature (60 percent)
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or accidental incidents (30 percent). Public awareness about environmental issues also 
increased in the 1980s. When a survey was conducted in the mid 1980s, only 15 percent of 
respondents answered that they knew nothing about the environmental problems Taiwan 
faced at that time (Lin, 1994).
At the beginning of 1990s, there existed more than eighty civic environmental protection 
organisations whose activities ranged from polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottle recycling 
programmes to forest resources conservation. These organisations also work in co-operation 
with international organisations such as WWF and lUCN (Government Information Office,
1992). The political climate has gradually been changing to allow more public 
demonstrations against government policies. For example, in 1994, a demonstration 
organised by Taiwanese environmental organisations against the official plans for a nuclear 
plant took place which was inconceivable 15 years ago (Cohen, 1995).
2.2.2.2.3, The Present State
Rapid population growth is the veiy core of environmental concern in Taiwan. In 1945 the 
population in Taiwan was six million plus and increased to over twenty million in 1992. Yet 
this is the result of the past family planning policy which decreased the birth rate in Taiwan 
from 3.8 percent in 1951 to one percent in 1992 (Government Information Office, 1993). 
However, the world average male to female new-borns ratio is 105:100, the ratio is 
106.6:100 in Taiwan in 1992 and in the Mainland China 115:100® (Government Information 
Office, 1993).
This rapid population growth consequently increases demand for natural resources; the 
greater the resource consumption, the more waste and pollutants. The rubbish produced in 
1991 amounted 7.24 million tons with an annual increase rate of 6 percent. The number of 
livestock, especially pigs, is another cause of waste pollution. As each pig produced 
pollution equivalent to that of 4 to 6 persons, 10.09 million pigs in 1991 increased the 
pollution burden 4 to 6 times more than population. The number of registered motor 
vehicles also increased with population growth. There were 12.5749 million registered 
motor vehicles by the end of 1991 which was 2.3 times more than in 1981. In spite of the 
strict emission regulation, large emission of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen 
oxides contributes to air pollution (Environmental Protection Administration, 1993b).
® The source o f  this figure is unknown. According to He (1991), the male-female infant ratio in the Mainland 
China in 1982 were 104.1:100 for four-year-old and 106.2:100 for one-year-old.
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According to EPA's statistics on public nuisance complaints, most complaints are about 
waste pollution, air pollution and noise pollution. While the number of complaints 
regrinding waste pollution keeps increasing, the complaints regarding noise pollution 
surpassed the number of air pollution complaints in 1991 (Table 2.11.). EPA explains the 
high proportion of waste and noise pollution is because these issues come into frequent 
contact with the citizens' daily life, and the steady decrease in water pollution is because of 
effective controls over factory waste-water management (Environmental Protection 
Administration, 1993b). As for waste pollution, the EPA put the top priority on rubbish 
management in 1993 as only 70 percent of municipal solid waste is treated properly and the 
rest goes to landfills of an unsatisfactory sanitary-level which are already filled to capacity. 
Incinerator construction is indeed an urgent agenda, yet the EPA is also encouraging 
community recycling programmes for the recyclable waste (Government Information Office,
1993). Air pollution is largely due to heavy traffic and the high concentration of industrial 
plants. The 1992 EPA report stated that there were three registered factories and 349 motor 
vehicles in every square kilometre. The "unhealthy" air pollution levels recorded 11.24 
percent of the days in 1992; in comparison, Los Angeles recorded 10 percent "unhealthy" 
pollution levels in 1992. The EPA's target is to reduce the "unhealthy" level to six percent 
and the Executive Yuan passed the Urgent Measures to Protect Against Serious 
Deterioration in Air Quality in 1993 which levied a very heavy fine to those who do not co­
operate with such efforts to reduce air pollution (Government Information Office, 1993).
Due to its subtropical location, biota in Taiwan is diverse and abundant. The high altitude 
mountains provide tropical to alpine vegetation. Taiwan was once entirely covered by 
forests except for the western coastal plain. Today the forest coverage is estimated at 1.6 
million hectares, 992,173 hectares (approximately 64 percent) of which are virgin forest. 
The flora of Taiwan is similar to that in the mainland. Statistics show that;
Taiwan has 15 families, 55 genera, and 537 species o f  ferns; and 157 
families, 1,079 genera, and 3,305 species o f  seed plants. Endemic species 
are relatively nmnei'ous, amounting to about 40 percent o f the total 
(Government Information Office, 1993: 17).
Likewise, varieties of fauna are:
Some 62 species o f mammals, more than 400 species o f  birds (40 pei'cent o f  
which are resident), 92 species o f  j'eptiles, 30 species o f  amphibians, 140 
species offreshwater fish, and an estimated 15,000 insect species, including 
more than 400 species o f  butterfly, are known to exist on the island 
(Government Information Office, 1993: 246).
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The basic laws regulating the preservation of forests is the Forest Law, designating national 
parks is the National Park Law, creating nature reserve system is the Cultural Assets 
Preservation Law, and protecting local fauna and flora is the Wildlife Conservation law. 
However, the environmental laws do not form a unitary system. Each law is written in 
different wordings and the penalties imposed differ considerably from one law to another, 
and the responsible bodies for conservation areas are also different. Approximately ten 
percent of the land in the Taiwan area is set aside for six national parks, 15 nature preserves,
20 nature reserves and one wildlife sanctuary. National parks are managed by the 
Department of National Parks; nature preserves and wildlife sanctuaries are under 
administration of the Council of Agriculture; nature reserves and forests are managed by the 
Forestry Bureau; coastal zones are preserved in a form of National Park, national scenic 
areas set by the Tourism Bureau, or are even sponsored by local corporations.
2.2.2.3. Japan
The mountainous islands of Japan stretch along its north-south axis for nearly 4,000 km. 
Japan has four distinctive seasons during the year. The cold winters and hot summers are 
tempered not only by the architecture but also by technology. The total land area is 380,000 
km^, and its coastline is over 25,000 km. Over 80 percent of the total land area is 
mountainous, often covered in dense forest. There are over 70 active and dormant volcanoes 
are found in Japan, which is 10 percent of the world’s volcanoes. Japan lies on the large 
active fault long the arc of the Pacific Ring of Fire, which leads to many earth tremors, 
earthquakes and Tsunami tidal waves. The countiy is also susceptible to Typhoons.
With less than 20 percent of the total land area is arable, Japan has been trying to increase the 
available land by reclamation for centuries. Dutch expertise in land reclamation was used at 
the end of the nineteenth century. Today reclaimed land is often utilised as industrial areas 
and an airport. Japan manages to mine some minerals such as lead, zinc and limestone, but 
has very little in the way of domestic resources (Reiyukai, 1986).
2.2.2.3.I. History
In Japan, a legal term kogai [ ] is literally translated "a harmful disruption of the
environment inflicted on the public (Tsuru, 1989:15)" was first used as early as the end of 
19th century. Since then, environmental problems in Japan are limited to pollution until the 
end of the 1960s (Kihara, 1989). Japan's fascist-military policy between the second half of
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the 19th century and 1945 drove it to conquer surrounding countries not only following 
Western colonialism but to protect its territories in Asia from Western powers. This also 
meant that environmental pollution was considered as "a necessary evil (Ui, 1989b: 553)" for 
the purpose of expansion of imperial power.
As early as the seventeenth century, polluted water from the mining industry poisoned not 
only mine-workers but farmers living along the river and rice paddies. Farmers’ protests 
soon became stronger and in some cases forced the closure of the mines. In the nineteenth 
century there was the air pollution from spinning factories. Child labour was disposable 
when the workers developed tuberculosis in the appalling work environment. The iron 
industry was the most significant industry in the early twentieth century. Air pollution was 
severe and accidents were too many. The chemical industiy caused pollution-related 
diseases, such as Minamata disease (methyl-mercury poisoning) and Itai-itai-disease 
(cadmium poisoning). As for Minamata-disease, the local fishermen’s protest in 1920s 
against the responsible company was not responded to for twenty years; even after the 
scientific investigation was conducted by Japanese scientists, no decisive action was taken.
It was only after a report by an American neurologist was published in 1958, that the case 
was taken to the court (lijima, 1994; Huddle and Reich, 1991).
Between 1880s and 1910 the first two mine poisoning disputes had set examples of "anti­
pollution measures put into practice without the force of law" (Tsuru, 1989:18). However, 
under the military regime, such examples were forgotten under the name of economic 
expansion, and simplistic development theory during the post-war economic rehabilitation 
which plead too much emphasis on Gross National Product (Tsuru, 1989; Ui, 1989b). In this 
period, the primary industries were taken over by the secondary industries which had a much 
larger contribution to the Gross Domestic Product (Ui, 1989b). The post-war kôgai was 
salient in the immediate post-war years, but it was only around 1955 that the kogai problems 
began to draw public attention (Tsuru, 1989)
Tsuru and Weidner (1989) called Japan during the 1950s and 1960s a "showcase of 
environmental pollution (p.9)". Japan's national policy of rapid economic growth during 
these decades justified the artificial manipulation and exploitation of the natural environment 
for human use. Especially in 1962, a number of regional development projects "triggered 
off a nation-wide destruction of nature for the sake of industrialisation (Ninomiya, 
1989:345)". However, citizens affected by pollution began protesting in the late 1960s. 
The central government and the industries did not pay attention to pollution in the interests of 
economic development, and the prefecture and municipal governments were attacked by the 
citizen's movement (Imura, 1989: Barrett and Therivel, 1991). In particular, the Yokkaichi
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petro-chemical centre, Minamata methyl-mercury poisoning and Jintsu River cadmium 
poisoning lawsuits were turning points. Tsuru and Weidner (1989: 9) described the situation 
as follows:
Government and industry gave up their ecologically ignorant attitude, 
albeit involuntarily. More and more Japanese who were affected by 
pollution started to protest loudly and even militantly against industrial and 
governmental activities which harmed the environment and impaired 
human health. [They] were supported by critical environmentalist 
researchers, journalists, and judges. Especially the last group brought 
about changes by imposing revolutionary sentences on polluting 
enterprises.
As a result, the Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control {Kôgai taisaku kihon-ho) was 
promulgated in 1967, and the Environment Agency (EA) was founded in 1971. However, 
the critical pollution problems continued to victimise thousands of citizens until the central 
government imposed the world's strictest environmental quality standard. With the 
enormous expansion of the high-tech industries, Japan today is the leader in the development 
of the pollution control technology (Tsuru and Weidner, 1989; Barrett and Therivel, 1991) 
yet the major polluter and pollution exporter (Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Ui, 1989a)
For the protection of nature, the Government Ordinance Concerning Park Establishment was 
proclaimed in 1872, the Forest Law was enacted in 1887 and the National Park Law was 
made in 1931. The first twelve national parks were designated between 1931 and 1941. 
(Izumi, 1989). The Nature Conservation Act of 1972 enabled the EA to plan and promote 
basic policies for nature conservation, co-ordinating the conservation-related activities of 
other agencies, and to designate conservation areas and natural parks. The combined area of 
these parks covered roughly 14 percent of the national land area in 1987. The total areas 
recognised by International Union for the Conservation of Nature as national parks and 
Scientific/Nature Reserves are roughly 0.015 percent of Japan's total area. This indicates 
large parts of the national parks are being extensively developed. What is worse, 1988 
Resort Law could allow 39,700 km^, which is roughly 11 percent of the national land area, to 
be developed as resort areas (Barrett and Therivel, 1991).
2.2.2.3.2. Actors
The Japanese did not learn from bitter experience in the past decades. Barrett and Therivel 
(1991) criticise that it has not turned "green". The Japanese did not become environmental 
consciously, instead they became more technology conscious with which the environmental
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problems can be solved. The citizens are also less concerned about their environment 
according to a United Nations survey of 1988 (Barrett and Therivel, 1991: 3). The central 
government has a very strong link to the industry and their economic interests are more 
influential. The Environmental Agency (EA), local authorities and the courts have lost their 
strong pro-environmental stands over time and their role as an interface between the citizens 
and the national administration is less influential.
The government: The central government has never taken initiatives in environmental
problems. The examples of pollution disputes in the last century and the post-war period 
illustrate that the government has not taken any action until the problems became the national 
crisis and external pressures intervened (Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Huddel and Reich, 1991; 
Vogel, 1990) Also the Japanese government and industry have notorious historical 
adherence. Many giant conglomerates zaibatsu were started by the government in the last 
century and even after they were privatised, the government has a considerable influence 
over them. Their mutual economic interests usually prevent environmental issues (Barrett 
and Therivel, 1991).
On the other hand, local authorities have been more sensitive to citizens' voices. Since it is 
the local authorities who are confronted by the citizens' groups and environmental groups, 
the local authorities must find their own solutions to environmental problems within their 
power (Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Imura, 1989) The Local Autonomy Act enables the 
prefectures and municipalities to administer affairs like regional economic development, 
public health, exploitation of natural resources, education and so forth. The Act also allows 
the local authorities to enact their own legislation called "prefecture" or "municipal 
ordinance". Ordinances have almost the same effect as national law, though they should not 
violate the Japanese constitution or related national laws. Also the prefecture governors and 
mayors tend to establish "guidelines" to avoid the complex and time-consuming process of 
passing ordinances. Guidelines do not have a legal status, but their effect is equivalent to 
ordinances (Imura, 1989).
Environm ent Agency: The Environmental Agency (EA) is a special department of
the Prime Minister's Office and its unique characteristic is that several ministries are 
involved with its business and no single ministry is responsible for it (Imamura, 1989). Its 
authority is limited as its fundamental function is "promote, draft, and plan basic policies 
related to the protection of the environment " and to "comprehensively adjust the duties of 
related administrative agencies with regard to protecting the environment" (Imamura, 
1989:44). The EA is in charge of controlling land-use in the national parks (Izumi, 19891) 
but has only an advisory role on
- regulation of agricultural chemicals;
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- waste disposal and sewerage; and
- marine pollution 
and has no jurisdiction over
- aircraft noise;
- discharge of hazardous substances;
- generation, storage and disposal of radioactive wastes;
- pollution control in specific factories;
- special government financial measures for pollution control;
- settlement o f pollution disputes; or
- pollution crimes relating to human health (Barrett and Therivel, 1991: 72)
The EA had a strong stance in the 1970s against the pressures from the economic ministries 
and industries. However, the EA gradually lost its way and the industry could put pressure 
on the EA to renounce the once passed Act (Tsuru, 1989). Especially after the economic 
recession in 1975, the EA is not capable of fulfilling citizens' expectations of solving 
environmental problems and environmentalists are left unsatisfied (Imamura, 1989).
Citizens' groups: Most of the citizens' groups are organised by the environmentalists
and the pollution victims originated in the pollution lawsuits in the late 1960s (Imamura, 
1989; Barrett and Therivel, 1991). The public protest in the 1970s "supported by the courts 
and the media (Barrett and Therivel, 1991: 9)" which forced the government to institute 
environmental reforms was the turning point in the history of the citizen's anti-pollution 
movement (Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Huddel and Reich, 1991; Vogel, 1990). The early 
anti-pollution movement developed in non-confrontational ways due to the traditional 
reverence for authority (Barrett and Therivel, 1991) and the norm to maintain social harmony 
by subjugating personal wishes (Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Vogel, 1990). The recent trend 
is, however, as citizens' awareness of environmental problems and exposure to Western 
confrontational methods has increased, the negotiation-oriented anti-pollution groups are 
changing into more litigation-oriented groups which have interests in broader environmental 
issues (Barrett and Therivel, 1991).
The citizens' groups and environmental groups have nowadays begun promoting 
environmental issues but they are limited for several reasons. They are based geographically 
and tend to operate outside conventional bureaucratic and legislative channels (Imamura, 
1989). They are unwilling to address issues beyond local, health-related hazards; and apathy 
from general public and government; and the general public and government are more 
concerned wth wealth and consumption rather than environmental issues (Barrett and 
Therivel, 1991). Nonetheless, the movement began to emerge into the political arena; five
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environment-related parties (Anti-Nuclear, Greens, Earth Club, Environment Party, and Life 
Party) gained about 1.3% of all votes in 1989 (Barrett and Therivel, 1991)
The media: When the "big four" disputes in the 1960s and 1970s drew citizens' attention,
television and newspapers provided crucial information on pollution incidents. In the 1970s, 
the media "blew environmental problems up to disturbing proportions, causing increasing 
public concern (Barrett and Therivel, 1991: 22)", Nevertheless this environmental heat 
waned as the courts dropped their pro-environmental stance and supported the government 
and industry. Amid the rapid economic development, environmental protection was 
considered as an obstacle to Japan's economic growth and journalists became less and less 
sympathetic towards environmentalists and citizens' groups. In 1989, however, Barrett and 
Therivel (1991) observed the recurrence of global environmental issues in a dominant 
position in most of the major magazines and newspapers after the then Prime Minister Uno's 
announcement of Japan's global environmental diplomacy.
The academic community: Despite its influential position, the academic community
tends to keep quiet on environmental issues. Barrett and Therivel (1991) advocate the strong 
link between academics and the government research institute or industry through funding 
and the tendency of being conformist by avoiding contioversial researches.
2.2.2.S.3. The Present State
The major problem of Japan today is over-population in a poorly endowed land. Some 60 
percent of the population of over 123 million is concentrated in 2.8 percent of the total land 
area (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1992a). The land does not possess enough minerals, so 
more than 80 percent of primary energy supplies have to rely on imports (Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, 1992a). Due to this physical limitation, firms and plants must be located nearby 
densely populated communities; as a consequence, pollution is inevitable no matter how 
stringent the regulations are.
In spite of the successful emission regulations in Japan, Japanese firms overseas are slower to 
tackle environmental problems. Many of these firms have escaped tightening standards in 
Japan and take advantage of lax overseas standards to hilt (Miki, 1994). Such practices are 
often criticised as the export of pollution (Johnstone, 1991). The economic recession since 
1992 also hit the corporate environmental management. Environmental enthusiasm has 
waned and “restructuring” of the corporation directly affects the disposable sections (Miki,
1994).
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The topography of Japan, on the other hand, allows a rich diversity of flora and fauna. 
According to Ministry of Foreign Affairs (1992b),
Japan is home to 188 species o f  mammals, 665 species o f  birds, 87 species 
o f  reptiles, 59 species o f  amphibians, 200 species o f  jresh-water fish, 
approximately 29,000 species o f  insects, and approximately 8,100 species 
o f  plants... 75 % o f  its bird species is migratoiy... (p. 14)
NGOs, such as Japan National Trust, attempt to protect this rich biodiversity by purchasing 
pieces of land as sanctuaries. However, sky-rocketing land prices in Japan and no monetary 
incentives for these charitable corporations obstruct their activities (Matsunaga, 1994).
As discussed so far, each country/region has a different background and the course of 
development of environmental movement. Although Britain and Germany experienced the 
Industrial Revolution a century ago and academics have been warning about environmental 
deterioration, actual action was taken relatively recently in these countries. Japan, too, has 
suffered pollution and related diseases for centuries but since the scientific approach to the 
problems was not welcomed by the government and entrepreneurs before the goal of national 
economic growth, the problems were not solved until recently. In the following section, 
environmental policies in each country/region will be reviewed and different emphases will 
be highlighted.
2.3. Environmental Policies
Environmental policy is a broad definition to guide certain activities and behaviour of a 
society to confirm with the concept of “sustainable development”. Simonis (1987: 168) 
states that the policy "can be defined as the sum o f  objectives and measures designed to 
regulate society's interaction with the environment as a natural system; it comprises aspects 
o f environmental conservation, restoration, and management" but "only selected parts o f  the 
relations between the environment and society become the subject o f  environmental policy". 
Different societies have different approaches and priorities; therefore the selected parts of 
the relations vary from one society to another. Environmental policy could most likely be 
influenced by national policy, especially national economic policy, but in some cases public 
opinion could no longer be ignored. For example, a survey done in the United States 
showed that a large proportion of US citizens believe that the existing environmental laws 
and regulations are not enough (Table 2.12.). Also the demand of US citizens as consumers 
is directed to more environmentally friendly products (Table 2.13.). Such a heightening of
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citizens' awareness often leads to the emergence o f Environmental Organisations in the 
political arena. Not only the existing political parties include the environmental policy in 
their election packages, but also the environmental parties such as "Green" parties in some 
European governments. As of 1991, the Greens' in the European elections obtained 15 
percent in Britain, 14 percent in Belgium, 11 percent in France and 8 percent in West 
Germany, of the votes, and even in Japan five environment-related parties were among the 
minor parties in the election and managed to gain roughly 1.3 percent of all votes (Barrett 
and Therivel, 1991)
The concept of "sustainable development" is not new, though it has become popular only in 
the late 1980s when environmental awareness reached to the peak. It is the World 
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) in 1987 that has brought the term 
into common usage and the definition of the term the WCED 1987 adopted is most widely 
accepted today (Hunter, 1995). According to WCED definition, sustainable development is 
"development that meets the needs o f  the present without compromising the ability o f  future 
generations to meet their own needs " (Table 2.14.). This self-evident definition. Hunter 
comments, is controversial because of human needs; the needs for survival and aspirations 
for higher standard of living, and environmental limitations are often conflicting. In order 
for basic human needs to be met, economic growth cannot be refused. It entirely depends on 
the individual’s morals and values to decide when to be satisfied and become conscious of 
environmental limitations. Hunter continues, it is this controversy that makes many 
politicians eagerly embrace “sustainable development” if it does not mean the abandonment 
of economic growth.
As mentioned in the earlier chapter, tourism development is also affected by the adoption of 
“sustainable development”. It is often said that the sui*vival of tourism heavily relies on the 
quality of the natural environment and its resources. For this reason, the impacts of tourism 
activities on economic, social and natural environment have been known and focal for quite 
some time, and the possibility of minimising adverse effects of tourism activities has been 
discussed. In many cases, tourism development policy is not independent but is often a part 
of economic development policies or regional development policies. It is true that national 
economic policy still receives a priority in many developing countries and obstructs the 
environmental protection policy.
Nevertheless, it is also true that environmental policy in the developed countries, or 
European Community Law and Directives in Europe, and various legislation related to 
environmental protection determines and imposes the limitations of all forms of development 
including tourism nowadays. Therefore, though it is beyond the scope of this section to
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Table 2.12. Yaiikelovich Clancy Shulman Study 1990
1. Environmental Laws and Regulations 69 % Not far enough
17% Right balance
4 % Gone too far
2. Primary Responsibility for Solving Environmental Problems 54 % Government
29 % Individual
15 % Business
2 % No Opinion
source: US Travel Data Center, 1992
Table 2.13. The Roper Organisation, Inc., 1990
Companies developing environmentally safe products (Need for regulations) 
72 % Regulations needed 
16 % Regulations and business initiative 
8 % Companies will do on their own 
4 % Don't know
source: US Travel Data Center, 1992)
Table 2.14. Summary of the goals and legal principles of sustainable development, as 
proposed by the World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987
Goals Legal Principles
* a political system that secures 
effective participation in decision 
making
* an economic system that is able to 
generate surplus and technical 
knowledge on a self-reliant and 
sustained basis
* a social system that provides for 
solutions for the tensions arising fi*om 
dishamionious development
* a production system that respects 
the obligation to preserve the 
ecological base for development
* a technological system that can 
search continuously for new solutions
* am international system that fosters 
sustainable patterns of trade and 
finance
* an administrative system that is 
flexible and has the capacity for self­
correction
* All human beings have the fundamental right to an environment 
adequate for their health and well-being
* states shall conserve and use the environment and natural 
resources for the benefit of present and future generations
* states shall maintain ecosystems and ecological processes essential 
for the functioning of the biosphere, shall preserve biological 
diversity, and shall observe the principle of optimum sustainable 
yield in the use of living natural resources and ecosystems
* states shall establish adequate environmental protection standards 
and monitor changes in and publish relevant data on environmental 
quality and resource use
* states shall make or require prior environmental assessments of 
proposed activities which may significantly affect the environment 
or use of a natural resource
* states shall inform in a timely manner all persons likely to be 
significantly affected by a planned activity and to grant them equal 
access and due process in administrative and judicial proceedings
* states shall ensure that conservation is treated as an integral part of 
the planning and implementation of development activities and 
provide assistance to other states, especially to developing countries, 
in support of sustainable development
* states shall co-operate in good faith with other states in 
implementing the preceding rights and obligations
(Hunter, 1995: p.56)
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determine all possible environmental policies and laws of the interested countries, 
differences in the emphasis and interested parties will be discussed.
2.3.1. Europe
Until 1973 the European Community (EC) did not have a proper environmental policy. 
Since the Single European Act 1987 was adopted, some 200 pieces of environmental 
legislation had been agreed and enacted with an explicit legal base. That is, ever growing 
EC environmental policy has to be implemented by the Member States of the Community, 
and supremacy of EC law cannot be neglected. For example, the courts in the Member 
States must give effect to EC law in accepting any domestic legislation in order to implement 
that EC legislation. The EC Directive may also be directly applicable to the laws of the 
Member States and an aggrieved party can take an action against the Member State 
government under the Directive. The Member State governments are also subject to pay 
compensation to the aggrieved party for its failure to fully implement an EC Directive (Birtle 
and Stein, 1994). Since the Maasricht Treaty in 1992, the EC environmental policy is based 
on the precautionary principle.
2.3,1.1. Britain
The legislative background in Britain is unique. First of all, there is no written constitution 
in the United Kingdom, and therefore there exists neither constitutional provision relating to 
the environment nor a single authoritative codification of environmental laws (Macrory, 
1987; Hughes, 1992). Yet, environmental issues have long been a preoccupation o f British 
legislation and policy. The British preference for establishing a workable administrative 
mechanism to handle specific problem prevents a rigid set of laws but requires the 
consideration of common law principles which have developed independently by the case- 
by-case basis judiciary and of statutory laws (Table 2.15.) (Macrory, 1987; Milton, 1991; 
Lomas, 1991). This approach of setting a realistic standards has been successful. It has led 
to some real achievements to improve environmental standards and reduce the most overt 
pollution (Macrory, 1987).
To illustrate, the regulation of land use is considered as being at the heart of environmental 
law because appropriate land use involves decisions such as (1) control of pollution, (2) 
competing use for water from natural water courses, (3) mining, forestry and agriculture, (4) 
reservation of land for national parks and (5) flora and fauna (Birtle and Stein, 1994). A
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comprehensive land-use planning system has existed on a national basis since 1947, however 
without a national land-use plan. Only statutoiy plans are prepared on a regional and local 
basis by local authorities which provided no legal rights to develop land as such but raise 
strong policy presumptions (Macrory, 1987).
The EC environmental policy and EC Law has had a major influence on British 
environmental policy (Birtle and Stein, 1994; Hughes, 1992; Lomas, 1991; Macrory, 1987).
But there is also a history of the British government failing to implement the EC Directive 
fully. It failed either to measure up to the language of the appropriate Directive or by 
relying on existing legislation (Birtle and Stein, 1994).
Britain has also ratified over thirty international treaties and conventions concerning 
pollution and environmental policy (Macroiy, 1987). The impact of international 
environmental law on British law is considerable. International law usually has an indirect 
rather than direct effect. If  an international standard or a goal is agreed, governments are 
given the power to introduce changes in the existing law to comply with international 
obligations, including EC obligations (Birtle and Stein, 1994).
However, there is a debate whether or not “environmental policy” as such exists in Britain 
(Milton, 1991). The government’s policy on wildlife and countryside conservation is a 
mixture of financial incentives to landholders for adopting habitat creation and management 
schemes and legislative forms of protection. Policy on pollution control is aimed to meet 
the standards stated in the EC directives and the “polluter-pays principles” is expected to be 
the cornerstone of the government’s policy on pollution. Regulatory measures which set the 
limits of individual choice, play a major role in pollution control. Yet, the government’s 
approach to areas like Global Warming policy tends to be laissez-faire and virtually free of 
regulatory measures (Milton, 1991). Britain’s strong belief in the superiority of the 
traditional “British approach”, which in some ways successfully tackled severe 
environmental problems, and its belief in the environment’s natural capacity to decompose 
pollution (Lomas, 1991) make their approach unable to accurately address the scale of the 
environmental problems today and cause dissension from the EC’s imposing uniform 
standards to all EC nations (Weizsacker, 1993).
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Table 2.15. Environmental laws (Britain)
Air
Hazardous
substances
Waste
Water
Other areas
Air Quality Standards regulations 1989 (SI No 317) 
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and Substances) 
Regulations 1991 (SI No 472)
Environmental Protection (Applications, Appeals and Registers) 
Regulations 1991 (SI No 507)
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and Substances) 
(Amendment) Regulations 1991 (SI No 836)
Environmental Protection (Prescribed Processes and Substances) 
(Amendment) Regulations 1992 (SI No 614)
Packaging and Labelling of Dangerous Substances 1990 
(Amendment) Regulations (SI No 1255)
Control of Industrial Major Accident Hazards (Amendment) 
Regulations 1990 (SI No 2325)
Environmental Protection (Controls on Injurious Substances ) 
Regulations 1992 (SI No 31)
Notification of New Substances (Amendment) Regulations 1991 
(SI No 1914)
Controlled Waste Regulations 1992 (SI No 588)
Environmental Protection (Duty of Care) Regulations 1991 (SI 
No 2839)
Controlled Waste (Registration of Carriers and Seizure of 
Vehicles) Regulations 1991 (SI No 1624)
Environmental Protection Act 1990 (Commencement No 8) 
Order 1991 (SI No 1319)
Environmental Protection Act 1990 (Commencement No 11) 
Order 1992(SI No 266)
Environmental Protection Act 1990 (Commencement No 10) 
Order 1991 (SI No 2829)
Surface Waters (Classification) Regulations 1989 (SI No 1148) 
Surface Waters (Dangerous Substances) (Classification) 
Regulations 1992 (SI No 337)
Trade Effluents (Prescribed Processes and Substances) 
Regulations 1992 (SI No 339)
Private Water Supplies Regulations 1991 (SI No 2790)
Town and Country Planning (Assessment of Environmental 
Effects) Regulations 1988 (SI No 1199)
Highways (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 
1988 (SI No 1241)
Town and Country Planning (Assessment of Environmental 
Effects) (Amendment) Regulations 1990 (SI No 367)
Source: Birtles and Stein (1994)
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2.3.1.2. Germany
In the Federal Republic of Germany, albeit only recently, in addition to the already known 
media-specific problems such as air and water pollution, it has been recognised that declining 
efficiency of the ecological and economic systems means the consequent threat to the 
sustainability of the social system (Simonis, 1987), Since the state of the natural 
environment and its resources determine society's long-term existence, environmental policy 
is supposed to involve all rules governing the use of nature by humankind. In other words, 
not only improved information and technology but also structural economic and social 
change is required to implement a successful environmental policy. Thus, expansion of 
knowledge about the state of the environment consequently demands responses that go 
beyond mere reaction. This led German environmental policy to shift from its curative 
phase (react-and-cure strategy) to a preventive one (anticipate-and-prevent strategy) 
(Simonis, 1987; 169).
The basic patterns of goals and means of preventive environmental policy can be summarised 
as follows:
1. Prevention of the spread of all harmful emissions that exceed the assimilative 
capacities of ecosystems through more and better recycling, introduction of low- 
emission technologies, and pre-emptive substitution of environmentally harmful 
products and production processes.
2. Conservation of non-renewable resources, highly efficient use of renewable 
resources, and drastic reduction of combustion processes.
3. Active management of natural environment allowing for greater participation of 
the hitherto underrepresented public in all relevant planning procedures, and for 
the strong institutionalization of the prevention principle throughout society 
(Simonis, 1987: 169).
In the Federal Republic of Germany, the decision-making process in environmental policy 
has been greatly influenced by the existence of a mass movement of politically sensitive 
environmentalists, environmental pressure groups and an active Green party. The central 
government no longer plays a dominant role in the policy process but consensus-oriented and 
authority-oriented policy style dominates within and between the various environmental 
media.
Simonis (1987) identified the major environmental policy styles as follows:
1. Status preseivatioii: involving a policy of routine, of collaboration between
insider groups and government.
2. Consultation; characterised by the pursuit of participation and consensus 
through a policy negotiation.
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Table 2,16. Federal Acts Relevant to the Environment (former West Germany)
7th Legislation
Period
Federal Emission Control Act
1974 Water Resources Act
1976 Act on Environmental Statistics
1974 Act on the Disposal of Wastes
1976 Act Concerning the Establishment of a Federal Environmental
1974 Agency
Act Concerning Charges for the Discharge of Waste Water
1976 in Water Bodies
Act Concerning the Environmental Impact of Washing and
1975 Cleaning Agents
Act on Environmental Statistics (amendment)
1976 Act for the Reduction of Air Pollution from Lead Compounds
1975 in Motor Vehicle Fuels
Federal Emission Control Act (amendment)
1976 Act Concerning the Peaceful Use of Nuclear Energy and the
1976 Protection against its Hazards (amendment) 
Income Tax Act (amendment)
1975 Act Concerning Nature and Landscape Conservation
1976 Federal Highways Act (amendment)
1976 Act Concerning the Convention on International Trade in
1975 Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, held in 
Washington DC
Act on the Conservation of the Living Resources of the
1976 South-East Atlantic
Act for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping from
1977 Ships and Aircraft
8th Legislation
Period
Statistics Adjustment Act
1980 Crimes Against the Environment Act
1980 Tax Adjustment and Simplification Act
1980 Federal Mining Act
1980 Act Concerning Used Oil Disposal (amendment)
1979 Fertilisers Act
1977 Act for the Protection against Dangerous Substances
1980 Act for the Protection of the Rhine against Chemical Pollution
1978 and for the Protection of the Rhine from Pollution by 
Chlorides
1980 Merchant Shipping Minimum Standard Agreement
1979 Act Concerning the Protection of the Marine Environment of 
the Baltic Sea Area
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Federal Acts Relevant to the Environment (continued)
9th
Period
Legislation
1982
1983
1981
1982 
1982
Act on the Disposal of Wastes (amendment)
Act Concerning the Prohibition of Military or any other 
Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques 
Act for the Prevention of Land-Based Pollution 
Air Pollution Agreement
Act for Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping from 
Ships and Aircraft (amendment)
10th Legislation Period
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
Act Concerning Charges for the Discharges o f Waste Water in 
Water Bodies
Act for the Conservation of Forests and the Promotion of
Forest Industry
Act on Sea Piloting Affairs
Act on the Exchange of Notes Concerning the Convention for 
the Protection of the Rhine from Pollution by Chlorides 
Act on the Convention of 19.9.1979 on the Conservation of 
European Wildlife and Natural Habitats 
Act on the Convention of 23.6.1979 on the Conservation of 
Migratoiy Species o f Wild Animals
Source: Simonis, 1987 pp. 186-187.
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Table 2.17. Environment Legislation of former East Germany - selective list
14.5.1970 Law on Planned Socialist Improvement of the Environment in the GDR - 
Environment Act - Gbl.I, No. 12
14.5.1970 First Implementation Clause of the Environment Act - Protection and Care for 
Plants, Animals, and Landscapes (Conservation of Nature Clause) - Gbl.II, No.46
14.5.1970 Second Implementation Clause of the Environment Act - Exploration, Care, and 
Development
14.5.1970 Fourth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act - Protection against Noise - 
Gbl.II, No.46
26.10.1970 First regulation of the Fourth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act - 
Limitation of Noise Emission - Gbl.II, No.87
26.10.1970 Second regulation under the Fourth Implementation Clause of the Environment 
Act - Limitation of Noise Emission from Products (Noise Radiation) - Gbl.II, 
No.87
17.1.1973 Fifth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act - Clean Air - Gbl.I, No. 18
28.6.1979 First Regulation under the Fifth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act - 
Clean Air - Limitation of Emissions (Air Pollution) - Gbl.I, No.31
1.7.1974 Second Regulation under the Fifth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act
- Limitation, Monitoring, and Reduction of Emissions from Internal Combustion 
Engines - Gbl.I, No.37
11.9.1975 Sixth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act - Non-Invasive Removal of
Waste Products and Upgrading for Re-Use - Gbl.I, No.39 
8.9.1976 First Regulation under the Sixth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act -
Information System on Waste Products and Secondaiy Resources - Gbl.I, No.39
21.4.1977 Second Regulation under the Sixth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act
- Non-Invasive Disposal of toxic Waste and other Pollutants - Gbl.I, No. 15
16.6.1980 Third Regulation under the Sixth Implementation Clause of the Environment Act - 
Expertise on Upgrading for Re-Use or Non-Invasive Disposal of toxic Waste and 
other Pollutants - Gbl.I, No.23
10.8.1978 Decree on Management, Planning, and Organisation of Plant Protection in the 
GDR - Plant Protection Decree - Gbl.I, No.28
28.11.1979 Order on Planning of the GDR National Economy, 1981 to 1985 - Gbl. Sdr.
No. 1020
23.2.1971 Order on the reclamation of Mining Areas - Reclamation Order - Gbl.II, No.30
11.12.1980 Order on Large-Scale Re-Use of Secondary Resources - Gbl.I, 1981, No.2
30.8.1972 Decree on Investment Site Distribution - Gbl.II, No.52
26.11.1969 Decree on Protection against Harmful Action of Ionising Radiation - Radiation
Safety Decree - Gbl.II, No.99
28.5.1981 Decree of Preservation, Care, and Protection of Trees - Three Protection Decree - 
Gbl.I, No.22
26.2.1981 Decree on Land Use Charges - Gbl.I, No. 10
26.2.1981 Decree on Protection of Farmland and Forests to Ensure Socialist Land Use - 
Land Use Decree - Gbl. I, No. 10
2.7.1982 Water Act - Gbl.I, No.26
2.7.1982 First Implementation Clause of the Water Act - Gbl.I, No.26
2.7.1982 Second Implementation Clause of the Water Act - Sewage and Water Utilisation 
Charges - Gbl.I, No.26
2.7.1982 Third Implementation Clause of the Water Act - Protected and reserved Areas -
Gbl.I, No.26
Source: Paucke, 1987
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3. Regulation: as traditional bureaucratic legislation and implementation.
4. Imposition: as inflicting the will of public authorities, perceiving themselves 
to be better informed than the public (Simonis, 1987; 177).
In the Federal Republic of Germany, the policy style was a mixture o f the above listed. The 
politicisation of environmental issues was observed around the imposition style; in 
documents and declarations the consultation style was preferred and emphasised. In reality, 
however, the polarisation of the issue was inevitable due to intra-governmental conflicts and 
the failure to accommodate fragmented environmental organisations in the institutional 
arrangements of policy (Table 2.16.) (Simonis, 1987).
Unlike the former West Germany, the parliamentary institution called the People's Chamber, 
played a significant role in the former East Germany (Table 2.17.). The Ministry of 
Environmental Protection and Water Economy had a special responsibility in connection 
with the county councils and district assemblies with their Permanent Commissions for 
environmental protection. They dealt with local/communal environmental problems by 
petitions and suggestions. Individual laws and regulations were generally made based upon 
"Law on Planful Socialist Improvement of the Environment in the German Democratic 
Republic (Landeskulturgesetz)" (Paucke, 1987).
After the re-unification, the values, principles and institutions of the former Federal Republic 
of Germany have become the basis of the new Germany (Dunn, 1991). The re-unification 
also rendered the constitutional changes unavoidable. The Basic Law (constitution) and 
laws of the Federal Republic, treaties and agreements concluded by the Federal Republic, as 
well as the law of the European Community, apply in the former East Germany. In a few 
exceptional cases, the old East German laws still apply as federal laws (Nawrocki, 1991).
2.3.2. Asia
2.3.2.I. China
In its long history of civilisation, China suffered a shortage of resources and has been driven 
more by the need to satisfy basic economic needs than by higher values. In order to survive 
in such an environment, China developed a considerable understanding of the need for 
ecological balance. China's religions and philosophies emphasised the harmonious life of 
man and nature, and already in the Qin [221-206 BC], Tang [AD. 618-907], and Qing [AD 
1644-1911] dynasties, laws contained provisions on logging, hunting, water conservation, 
and so forth (Ross and Silk, 1987). In modern China, the law based on the Soviet standard
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was available, albeit inadequate, by 1956 which was revised in 1962. However, the law of 
the state often did not serve its purpose even in the era of relatively primitive technology 
(Ross and Silk, 1987). Some critics observe that the daily practices such as recycling 
originate from a sheer shortage of materials rather than environmental consciousness (Smil, 
1984). In the industrial era, the danger of environmental destruction was magnified under 
the justification of national economic growth. Technical shortage also weakened the policy 
performance (Ross and Silk, 1987). Pollution was neglected, wildlife was threatened, 
agricultural chemicals were needlessly used to increase production, soil erosion worsened, 
and so on. Pollution control was virtually absent because pollution was considered a 
positive sign of a thriving socialist economy.
The change has come with the post-Mao leadership. Ross and Silk (1987) commented that it 
is remarkable, where the Chinese tradition is concerned, that support for pollution control 
and environmental protection have remained strong regardless o f changes in influential 
leadership groups. The post-Mao leadership tried to regularise the policy process upon the 
basis of legislation so that the measure of stability and predictability will be implanted in 
society (Ross and Silk, 1987). As a result of the efforts, a Forestry Law and the "Law on 
Environmental Protection of the PRC (for Trial Use)" by the Eleventh Session of the Fifth 
National People's Congress Standing Committee in September 1979 were proclaimed. This 
environmental law covers almost all aspects of environmental degradation and individual 
provinces, regions, and municipalities have enacted particular rules and regulations based on 
this law. In May 1982, a new ministry was established to oversee environmental protection; 
three state organisations dealing with capital construction with the National Bureau of 
Surveying and Mapping merged and formed the Ministry of Urban and Rural Construction 
and Environmental Protection (Smil, 1984). A number of special laws concerning different 
aspects of environmental degradation have since been enacted (Table 2.18.)
The role of law in the policy process is central and positive but there are still many problems 
revolving around it. Traditionally China has been ruled by men rather than by law and today 
it is ruled by men and women who lead the Communist party. This tradition still influences 
and weakens the role of law and judicial institutions. Consequently the courts and procuracy 
has insufficient manpower and other resources. For example, Ross and Silk (1987) 
presented a figure of only 20,000 la^vyers in China.
The environmental officials continuously complain that their policies do not receive adequate 
support from local officials. This is because each department or sector takes the liberty of 
defining the national or social interest in its own way without legislation, which has resulted 
in failure to take violations of the law seriously. Thus unwanted behaviour persist. The
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Table 2,18. National Level Laws (Peoples Republic of China)
State Constitution 1982 (especially Article 9, 10, 12 and 26)
Environment Protection Act (trial implementation 1979) currently under revision
Special Regulations and Standards
Conservation of Natural Resources
1984 Forestry Law
1985 Grassland Law
1986 Fisheries Law
1986 Land Use Law
ip Wildlife Conservation Law
1986 Mineral Resources Law
1983 Marine Environment Protection Law
Prevention and Control of Pollution and Other Natural Hazards
1988 Air Pollution Control Law
1984 Water Pollution Control Act
ip Water Act (adopted 1988)
1982 National Standards for Noise in Urban Area
1979 National Standards for Allowable Noise of Vehicles
ip Solid Wastes Disposal Law
ip Toxic Materials Management Law1974 State Regulation for Protection from Radio Activity
1995 Legislation of Solid Waste and Contamination of Environment*
Protection of the Cultural Environment
ip Nature Preserves Law
ip Laws for the Protection of Scenic and Historical Sites
Others
ip National Environmental Monitoring Act (approved 1983)
ip State Regulation on Environmental Protection Standards
(promulgated 1983)
Sources: Ross and Silk, 1987; Swannack-Nunn, et al., 1979; Resource for the Future, 1995;
Huang. Z., 1995 (personal communication, King’s College, London);.
*  author's own translation
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following article published in a newspaper illustrates the frustration of an 
environmental official:
"Although an environmental protection code has already been promulgated, 
there is no way to implement it, and in actuality it can only function as 
propaganda... When they need funds they are very enthusiastic and vocal, 
but once they have their money they lose their enthusiasm for controls...
" Our present environmental protection system is weak and powerless... 
None of the responsible bureaus or large and medium-sized plants and 
mines have environmental protection organs. How can a limited number of 
environmental protection cadres tackle this huge task all alone?... (Liu 
Pei'en, 1980, "Some suggestions on Environmental Protection Work", 
Guangming ribao, March 6, p.2, cited in Smil, 1984: 176)
If  the policies are to be effectively implemented without local and bureaucratic obstruction, it 
still seems that intervention by influential politicians is still essential.
2.3.2.Z. Taiwan
Taiwan has been putting the highest priority on its national economic growth in the past few 
decades and it has achieved an economic miracle. There was a series of Four-year 
Economic Construction Plan since 1953 (1953-56, 1957-60, 1961-64, 1965-68 and 1969-72) 
in Taiwan; however, there was no mention of the environment, ecology or pollution in the 
first three phases. The "Full-scale Mountain Slope Reservations, Conservation and 
Utilisation Plan" appeared for the first time in the fourth phase [1965-68], the concept of 
conservation, and it was improved in the fifth phase [1969-72] (Lin, 1994). Even today 
there exists no official national environmental policy in Taiwan. The draft for the policy has 
not passed the legislative processes. This obstacle of passing the legislation led to an 
alternative and more practical strategy. Namely, a series of "schemes" and "guiding 
principles" which are not required to go through the legislative processes were introduced 
(Lin, 1994). At long last, EIA Law was passed in early 1995 (Lin, Y.H., 1995, personal 
communication, Oxford Brookes University).
The Guidelines fo r  Environmental Policy at the Current Stage was passed in 1987. For 
these guidelines, the EPA devised the six principles of environmental protection. These are:
1. the principle of prevention: Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) should
be applied to national construction projects, production, consumption and habits 
of the daily life, and to encourage reduction and reuse of waste;
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Table 2.19. Environmental Laws and Regulations (Taiwan)
Environment Protection Fundamental Law (pending)
Prevention Environmental Impact Assessment Law (1995)
Control Air Pollution Control Act (amendment 1992)
Noise Control Act (amendment 1992)
Vibration Control Act (pending)
Water Pollution Control Act (amendment 1991)
Ocean Pollution Control Act (pending)
Waste Disposal Act (amendment 1988)
Soil Pollution Control Act (pending)
Public Environmental Sanitation Act (pending)
Potable Water Management Act (to be amended)
Toxic Chemicals Control Act (amendment 1988)
Residential Pesticides Control Act (pending)
Remedy Settlement Law of Public Nuisance Disputes ( 1992)
Law of Organisation for Environmental Laboratory, EPA (pending)
Law of Organisation of Environmental Personnel Training Institute, EPA (1990) 
Law of Organisation of Environmental Research Institute, EPA (pending)
Administrative Law of Organisation for Environmental Protection Administration (pending)
Organisation Law of Organisation of Regional Environmental Protection Centres, EPA
(pending)
Source: Chien, 1991; EPA, 1993b; Government Infoimation Office, 1993 
Table 2.20. Nature Consei'vation Laws and Regulations (Taiwan)
Nature Conservation Legislation
National Park Act 
Cultural Assets Conservation Law 
Wildlife Conservation Act (1989) 
Coastal Act
Relevant Legislation of Resource Planning & Utilisation 
District Planing Act 
Urban Planning Act 
Building Act
Slope Conservation Utilisation Act 
Tourism Development Act
Relevant Legislation of Objective Business
Agricultural Development Law
Forestry Act
Fishery Act
Mining Industry Act
Water Conservation Act
Enhancing Industiy Upgrade Act
Drinking Water Act
Legislation of Environmental Impact Assessment (1995)
Source: EPA, 1993 b; Government Information Office, 1993
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2. the principle of polluters-pay; an economic incentive to spur polluters to 
improve their equipment, installations and awareness that the use of natural 
resources is not free;
3. the principle of beneficiary-pay: a means to finance the necessary amenities an 
to encourage the public to be more sparing with natural resources;
4. the principle of report-register-permit: a means to cover shortage of 
environmental inspection personnel to identify and control polluters by issuing 
licenses and receiving regular and accurate reports;
5. the principle of privatisation: the current authority-led environmental protection 
work could be privatised to encourage the rise of private enterprise as well as to 
ease the strain on the EPA, and
6. the principle of remedy: in order to establish a system of remedy, including a 
system for the settling environmental disputes on procedural side and a system of 
damage compensation and reparation for injured parties on financial side (Chien, 
1991: 78).
Based upon these principles, the environmental legislation under the Environmental 
Protection Fundamental Law (pending) is divided into four headings, namely preservation, 
control, remedy and administrative organisations (Table 2,19.). By Taiwanese 
classification, nature consei'vation legislation was separated from the other environmental 
legislation. Some legislation and regulations overlap with those in the environmental
legislation. The nature conservation legislation is sorted by headings like Nature
Conservation Legislation, Relevant Legislation of Resource Planning & Utilisation, Relevant 
Legislation of Objective Business and Environmental Impact Assessment Law (Table 2.20.).
2.3.2.3. Japan
Japan has not fully learned the lessons from the past. Indeed, environmental policy in co­
operation with administrative and industrial commitment, has reduced the rate and scale of 
environmental problems. However, scholars like Tsuru and Weidner (1989) and Barrett and 
Therivel (1991) criticise that the Japanese approach to environmental policy-making lacks 
concern about ecosystem issues and preventive measures . The existing laws over­
emphasise the "remedial abatement measures (Table 2.21.) (Barrett and Therivel, 1991: 75)". 
The Basic Law does not include radioactivity as pollution and ecosystem degradation is not 
concerned so long as it does not have immediate effects on human health (Barrett and 
Therivel, 1991). Environmental Impacts Assessment (EIA) law has not been introduced due 
to inter-ministerial conflicts, more emphasis on the technological approaches and economic 
development (Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Tsuru and Weidner, 1989).
EIA in Japan has lost its original meaning, similar to the case of EA, and is utilised for the 
co-ordination of activities of various agencies.(Barrett and Therivel, 1991). Environmental
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Table 2.21. National Level Environment-related Laws (Japan)
Basic Environmental Law* (1993)
Basic Law For Environmental Pollution Control (1967)
Other Major laws 
- Air pollution Air Pollution Control Law (1968)
Road transport and Motor Vehicle Law (1951) 
Road Traffic Law (1960)
Electric Power Industry Law (1964)
Gas Industry Law (1954)
- Water pollution Water Pollution Control Law (1970)
Sewerage Law (1958)
River Law (1964)
Marine Pollution Control Law (1970)
Hazardous Substances Control Law (1950)
Agricultural Soil Pollution Prevention Law (1970)
Seto Island Sea Environment Consei'vation Law (1973)
- Soil pollution Agricultural Soil Pollution Prevention Law (1970)
- Noise and vibration Noise Regulation Law (1968)
Vibration Regulation Law (1976)
Road Transport and Motor Vehicle Law (1951) 
Road Traffic Law (1960)
- Ground subsidence Industrial Water Law (1956)
Law Concerning the Pumping of Ground water for Use in 
Buildings (1956)
- Offensive Odour Offensive Odour Control Law (1971)
- Other environment- 
related laws include:
- The nature Conservation Act (1972)
- The Pollution-Related Health Damage Compensation Law 
(1973)
- The Chemical Substance Control Law (1973)
- Resort Law (1987)
Source: Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Environment Agency, 1994; Prime Minister's Office, 1994 
* author's translation
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standards, on the other hand, are a more realistic foundation for environmental pollution 
control. There are two kinds of standards: emission standards and environmental quality 
standards. The former are legal limits on the concentration of pollutants in the effluent from a 
given source and the central government, EA and local authorities set the limits. The latter 
are policy objectives for the level of pollution in a given area and set by the EA. Japan's 
standards are stricter than those in most other countries, and they are generally rigorously 
enforced (Barrett and Therivel, 1991). But the public voices are rarely reflected at national 
level. Traditionally public participation in policy making in Japan is limited to letters of 
complaint, opinion surveys and perhaps public hearings as citizens are educated to entrust 
and accept the bureaucrats's decisions (Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Miyamoto, 1992, 1995).
Japan's success in technology led environmental solutions is rather worrisome. The country 
has successfully implemented 'technology-forcing' legislation with considerable financing 
and is now willing to aid especially developing countries to tackle their environmental 
problems with technology (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1990, 1992abc; Barrett and Therivel, 
1991). However, as the present laws do not apply to the activities of Japanese entrepreneurs 
abroad, exporting pollution to the developing countiies is also a well known fact (Handley, 
1991; Johnstone, 1991). Also this approach presumes that only money and technology are 
necessary to solve global environmental problems (Barrett and Therivel, 1991; Johnston, 
1991) rather than fundamental changes in values and attitudes.
2.4. Concluding remarks
As reviewed in this chapter, environmental concern is evidently increasing at a global level. 
In the West, insightful scholars and experts have been warning of the exhaustion of the 
natural resources and degradation of living environment over centuries. However, the 
western world-view of progress and development has been promoted since the Industrial 
Revolution. Governments often enshrine this doctrine so as to secure the national wealth 
and power even at the cost of environmental destruction and the welfare of citizens. 
Advanced technology in western societies has created the sense of control and current 
environmental policies incline more towards the technological control of pollution and other 
environmental problems. When the environmental degradation passed the citizens' tolerance 
threshold, with timely alarms by scientists in the 1960s, the environmental issues were 
quickly adapted into political campaigns and numerous organisations of different focuses 
have been founded.
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The former or present socialist and communist societies had a more control over the natural 
resource management in earlier times. Yet by the 1970s, the accumulation of inefficient 
production processes and less advanced technology has made their environmental problems 
as bad as in the capitalist societies. Unlike their Western counterpart, these countries tend to 
rely on state initiatives to tackle environmental problems and the governments can hardly 
afford to allocate enough budget for sufficient environmental management without risking 
national economic growth. However, the international consensus for environmental 
management and enforcement of stricter emission control along with increasing concern 
among the citizens leaves no choice for these nations but to comply.
After this western world-view has been introduced to the East Asian countries, the path of 
environmental destruction these countries have followed is more or less the same as that in 
the West. Perhaps significant differences are the facts that industrialisation has begun 
relatively recently with advanced technology and the exploitation of natural resources is 
demanded not only by these nations alone but also by the developed countries. With the 
Asian characteristics of obedience to authority and to collective interests, citizens neither 
raised their voices of protest or formed organisations to protect the environment. Even when 
the citizens movement against the government or any particular company arose, such a 
movement was quickly quelled by the authorities. Recently East Asian countries are 
renowned for their state-of-art technology and governments are encouraging further 
innovation of machines and mechanisms to control pollution and to renew or replace natural 
resources.
When the environmental policies of five countries/regions are compared, the diversity o f the 
categorisation of laws and regulations are remarkable. For instance, Britain does not have a 
written constitution; therefore, there is no national law of environmental protection or 
pollution control. However, there are a series of laws and regulations concerning 
environmental protection or pollution control as a result of Britain's case-by-case remedial 
approach. On the other hand, the German constitution includes environmental protection 
and pollution control and related laws and regulations are based on the constitution. The 
German approach is also known as a preventive approach. In Mainland China and Japan, 
there exist national law and environment-related laws and regulations, but the general 
reluctance to pass more laws or amend existing laws is observed. This could be related to 
their mistrusting attitude towards the written law and more reliance on people's consciences.
Although environmental issues are a global concern, different nations and different cultures 
have different views of the problems. Various nations' approaches towards environmental 
issues need to be looked at in the wider context of national characteristics. The existence of
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laws does not guarantee efficient environmental management. Efficiency should be 
examined along with national attitudes towards the law and environment. It is essential to 
understand the underlying reasons why and how environmental issues came to people's 
attention in such different ways, for the same reasons may suggest the future of this 
environmental trend. It is also necessary to grasp the major cultural and social differences 
of these five countries/regions as this will affect the design of the research and interpretation 
of the outcome. Therefore, the following chapter will discuss the socio-cultural theoretical 
frame of environmental issues, focusing on differences in the cultural construct, cultural 
difference in perception of the environment, values of the environment, and attitudes towards 
law.
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3.1. Introduction
Empirical evidence suggests that there are cultural differences in terms of the relationship 
between people and the natural environment. Different cultural groups perceive and 
evaluate the same entities in the natural environment differently, and thus treat them 
differently. Altman and Chemers (1980) suggest two types of culture/environment 
orientation based on the differences in interpersonal relations and social interaction in the 
context of the environment. The first type of orientation is a "strong" culture/environment 
orientation in which environment is seen as strongly determining, limiting, and affecting 
behaviour and cultural processes. The other one is a "weak" culture/environment 
orientation. Here the "functional interdependencies" among environmental and cultural 
variables are observed, yet it is not always easy to establish precise directions of what 
causes what.
The interactions among culture, environment and people are interwoven intricately and are 
interdependent. Moreover, perceptions, cognition, and attitudes that bear on social relations 
also affect each other in a complex way. Although there is no simple explanation how they 
are interrelated or whether there is an explicit cause-effect relationship among them, it will 
help to grasp the complexity by understanding the major factors which seem to influence 
the formation of different culture/environment orientations.
3.2. Social Norm, Perception and Behaviour
Psychologists have been trying to find out the mechanisms of human problem-solving, 
namely the recognition of problems, processing and analysing information, and then solving 
the problems by cariying out appropriate actions. Each discipline consists of numerous 
schools which emphasise different parts and phases of the mechanisms, though there is a 
consensus among them that information processing affects consciousness, i.e. attention- 
motivation-decision making, which determines the action as an end product. As the survey 
for this thesis deals with individuals in different social groups, some prominent theories of 
perception/ cognition from psychology, and of attitudes-motivation-action models from 
social psychology will be reviewed in this chapter to provide the basis of the research.
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3.2.1. Perception
In earlier days, the definition of "mind" or "consciousness" was narrowly limited to 
introspection, in other words "consciousness of... ego [self] with feelings, tendencies and 
bodily states... plus... ideas, images, opinions, beliefs, convictions [and] dreams" (Metzger, 
1974: 110). Later in the nineteenth century, Ewald Herring (1925 cited in Metzger, 1974) 
made the first distinction between percept and physical object; the things and events in the 
surroundings are "percepts" found by the subject. Since then perception has become an 
essential part of consciousness which is an assimilation of facts and experiences. Yet the 
interpretation of perception or sensory organisation varies greatly from one school to 
another.
Although such differences in interpretation are still apparent in the applied theories, the 
schools are agreed upon the fundamental problem that past research failed to pinpoint the 
interrelations among perceptions, consciousness or thoughts and the overt behaviour as an 
outcome. In due course, understanding the mechanisms of the perceptual systems and the 
resulting behaviour or actions became of particular interest especially to the behavioural and 
cognitive psychologists. The researchers who developed the "ecologically motivated 
theory" of perception sought the base o f their argument in the role of perception as the 
necessary survival mechanism in the natural environment. An animal in a natural setting 
must know what to approach and avoid in order to survive; therefore, the active 
information seeking, information processing and the consequent actions will increase the 
chance of the animal's survival (Warren, 1978). However, the problem of this theory is, as 
Warren has admitted, that the linkage between the perception and the action is not fully 
probed. Also the limitation of the application of the theory based on animal studies, often 
favoured by behavioural psychologists, is evident especially when human beings' problem- 
solving behaviour often happens in non-survival circumstances. Thus the question of the 
selection of perceptual stimuli which occur simultaneously, which stimulus to attend to and 
which to ignore, remained the focus of discussion and the concept of "attention" has 
emerged.
3.2.1.1. "Attention" in perceptual theories
Hallowell (1951 cited in Segall, Campbell and Herskovits, 1966) observed that people in 
different cultural groups have become more selectively sensitised to a particular array of 
stimuli which are unique to the cultural group. As shown above, the psychologists tend to 
use the term "perception" as processes that are more sensory and try to discuss this selective
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reaction to certain stimuli as a part of the sensory processes. Beriyne (1974) extensively 
discussed the development and divergence of the concept of "attention" in the perceptual 
theories of the Post-war Period different schools. Experimental Approaches believe that 
the attraction of attention depends on stimulus intensity and the novelty determines the 
attention. It can be said the attention is "stimulus-specific" rather than "stimulus-response- 
specific." Theories o f Selective Attention are, albeit diverse in their emphases, widely 
known. The most widely accepted models are (a) filtering of one stimulus out of several 
simultaneously arriving stimuli to pass through to the higher levels of the central nervous 
system, (b) the rejected messages which are registered and may capture the attention when 
the content of the message has a significance for the subject, (c) all the stimuli arrive at the 
pattern-recognising structure of the brain but the strength of the stimulus determines how 
far the information is processed and whether it eventually leads to attention, (d) attention 
works through "analysis by synthesis" so that a person can attend to thoughts as well as 
external stimuli, and (e) attention is assigned to one channel or stimulus sequence at a 
particular moment, though it can switch over to another channel when necessary. The 
Continuity Theory suggests that when an organism, an animal or a human being, has been 
rewarded for a particular "approach response" to a particular stimulus, the organism's 
sensory system is affected by the initiation of this association. The Non-continuity Theory 
points out that the specific attribute of the stimulus is "attended to" and forms the basis of 
the reaction. However, if the type of reward is not ascertained by the first attribute, the 
formed reaction behaviours will be shifted to the different stimulus attribute rather abruptly. 
Last, Classical Conditioning with Compound Conditional Stimuli, well known as Pavlov's 
Stimulus-Response (S-R) conditioning, also has implication for selective attention, that is, 
the strong stimulus "overshadows" the others. Also the later studies found that the 
organism only learns when events violate its expectations.
These theories of perception and cognition have been developed by Western scientists and 
researchers and, as Bond (1991) criticises, these cognitive psychologists assume that the 
processes of cognition and perception are universal. It is accepted that the processes of 
cognition are more physical, thus function for all people in the same way. However, it is 
known that the East Asians in general score higher on spatial, numerical, or non-verbal 
intelligence tests but not in verbal skills and achievement (Bond, 1991). This leads to a 
question of "attention" in perception as well as universality of the cognitive process, if not a 
biased environmental determinism. There are, indeed, studies on the cultural differences in 
perception which have been undertaken to clarify not only the processes but also the 
contents of what people perceive. Some of them will be examined in the following 
sections.
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3.2.1.2. Cultural differences in perception
Cultural differences in perception have been tested by many researchers. However as in 
other cultural studies, the findings are not free from criticisms. Cultural differences in the 
perception of speech, pictorial perception, visual illusions and perceptual consistency have 
been observed and could be attributed more to physiological differences rather than cultural 
differences. The findings have been criticised more than verified. Pick and Pick Jr. (1978) 
summarise the inherent difficulties in the existing studies as follows:
1. Appropriateness o f the attribution is the first difficulty. I f  the cultural differences 
are attributed to the experience for instance, correct understanding o f (1) the 
essential nature of the relevant experience and (2) the mechanism of its operation is 
essential. But in many studies, this point is often questionable.
2. A sensitive issue of the methodological complication is (1) comparability of sample 
subjects, (2) language and communication ambiguities and (3) cultural biases in 
research materials and tasks. As long as the researcher works in a "foreign" 
environment through the interpreter, these problems are inevitable.
Despite the inherent difficulties and criticism, cultural differences in perception have been 
observed. The following studies will exemplify the complexity of the cultural differences in 
perceptual systems as other factors are also intermingled. The Colour Perception study by 
Bornstein (1973 cited in Pick and Pick Jr., 1978) has proved the hypothesis that the cultural 
differences of colour naming is a reflection of physiological differences in the colour vision.
This vision differences would occur because of the different levels of sensitivity at the end 
of the colour spectrum. And this physiological difference is attributed to geographical 
differences, i.e. clarity and strength of the end of the colour spectrum vary at different levels 
of latitude.
Also in the area of spatial orientation. Berry's study in 1974 (Berry, 1974) found cultural 
differences. It compared the spatial orientation of Temne people in West Africa and 
Canadian Inuit.- Berry's hypotheses were that the hunting people like Inuit possess good 
visual discrimination and spatial skill and the field dependence, i.e. the judgement about a 
person's subjective spatial orientation or the orientation of the objects; mild and supportive 
socialisation which encourage individual development and self-reliance, and the variation of 
stimuli in the environment affects the development of field dependence. Temne people are 
farmers and their child rearing is "harsh". They hardly leave the nwnerous-path-through- 
bush environment. On the other hand, Inuit are hunters and their child rearing is "mild" 
and encourages self-reliance. They live in a uniform and monotonous visual environment;
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therefore subtle variation is the cue for their survival. The study supported the hypotheses 
and Canadian Inuit have better field dependency; also within the cultural groups, 
westernised groups are found to be more field independent.
Perhaps more appropriate to this research, studies on the differences in perception of 
Chinese and Caucasians were conducted. Francis Hsu (cited in Bond, 1991: 23) used the 
unstructured Rorschach ink-blots and found that Mainland Chinese tend to perceive the 
stimulus as a whole and Americans, parts of the whole. The same result was observed in 
the study of memory structure (Yu and Jing, 1984; Zhang and Peng, 1984; Zhang, 1985;
Yu et al, 1985). They found that using phrases and idioms helped recall the stimuli and 
memory decreased as chunk complexity increased. Although they did not find significant 
differences in short term memory between Chinese and Americans, they derived the reasons 
for the Chinese tendency to perceive a stimulus as a whole from the composition of Chinese 
characters. Each part has its own meaning but when parts are combined to form one 
character, the meaning changes. Thus more attention must be paid to the character as a 
whole. Chiu Lian-hwang's study on Chinese children in Taiwan and American children 
(cited in Bond, 1991: 23-24) also suggested that Chinese children perceived the object on 
the basis of overall pattern while Americans on the basis of characteristics shared by 
objects. Chinese children also combine the objects after examining them as a whole but 
Americans combine the objects after decomposing them into parts. With unstructured 
formats such as a sentence completion test or the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), 
Chinese again showed the interpretation of the picture as a whole (Bond, 1991). And in 
similar tests, Japanese American gave more emotional responses when answering in 
Japanese and more factual responses when answering in English (Ervin-Tripp, 1968, 1973).
3.2.2. Culture and Social Norm
So far, cultural differences in perception have been examined without identifying what 
culture is. Bond (1991) cited a quote from Hajime Nakamura to illustrate the 
characteristics of Chinese culture and wrote "Chinese are more concrete and practical than 
Americans in the objects that they choose to draw, and more pragmatic in their tendency to 
evaluate ideas in terms o f their immediate application (Bond, 1991: 24-25)." But are all 
Chinese culture (Chinese in China and compatriot outside China) the same no matter where 
they live or do all Americans belong to the same culture? In the following sections, culture 
and social norm will be defined and explained as they are closely interrelated.
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3.2.2.I. Culture
Since this study involves cultural values and differences, understanding characteristics of 
different cultures is essential. First of all, theories of "culture" will be looked at. Then, 
based on the theories, the stereo-typed images of social groups which are relevant to this 
study will be briefly summarised in this section. The stereo-types are not necessarily 
always true. However, they may be true in an exaggerated sense, as typified values, 
manners and taboos which are common among members of a particular social group. 
Barnouw (1963) defined "culture" as the configuration of all the more or less stereotyped 
patterns o f learnt behaviour, which are handed down from one generation to another within 
a group via languages and imitation.
Culture is collective values and experiences, patterns of behaviour within a particular social 
group. Culture affects the perception, value orientations, emotions o f members of the 
cultural group. However, culture is not biologically inherent; cultural norms must be 
learned by socialisation and communication.
Hofstede (1984, 1991) writes, that human beings possess Mental Programming at three 
levels; (1) the Universal Level, (2) the Collective Level, (3) the Individual Level (Figure 
3.1). The universal level mental programming is least prevailing but is fundamentally 
significant and shared by all mankind. The most prevailing programming is the individual 
level and this
Figure 3.1. Three levels of uniqueness in human mental programming
Specific to 
Individual
Inherited and 
Learned
PERSONALIT
Specific to 
group or 
category
LearnedCULTURE
InheritedHUMAN NATUREUniversal
Sou rce: H ofstede, 1991
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cannot be shared by any other person. However it is not always easy to distinguish each 
level of mental programming, e.g. separating individual personality from collective culture, 
or identifying a phenomenon culture-specific or universal.
The collective level is shared with some but not all other people. It is shared by a certain 
group of people and different from other groups (Hofstede, 1984, 1991). "Culture, " such as 
language, expressions, deference, and daily human activities, in other words, value systems, 
belongs to this level. Basically in agreement with Hofstede, Altman and Chemers (1980) 
rephrase Hofstede's Mental Programming in a more lucid way. They suggest that a group 
which shares a culture fulfils the following conditions;
1. shares beliefs and perceptions, values and norms, customs and behaviours
2. cognitions, feelings, and behaviours are shared among a group of people in a 
consensual way
3. these shared beliefs, values, and styles of behaviour are passed on to others, 
especially children, and the socialisation and education of new members of the 
culture help preserve consensus from one generation to the next
4. culture appears in objects in the physical environment
Parallel to Hofstede's collective level mental programming. Bond (1991) defines culture as a 
group. Based upon Henri Tajfel's work, he concludes that a culture or nation is a group 
from which group members develop their personal self-esteem and pride. When the group 
members feel under attack or under scrutiny, they tend to claim "that they are special, 
different, or unique ffom  other cultures or nations (Bond, 1991: 1)". Claiming their 
exclusive status as a distinctive group reinforces the group members' self-esteem, pride and 
values they share.
Hofstede (1991) also identifies five dimensions of a culture: power distance, collectivism 
versus individualism, femininity versus masculinity, uncertainty avoidance and a long-term 
to a short-term orientation in life (Table 3.1.).
Power distance is defined as an extent to which the less powerful members of an 
institution, e.g. family or company, accept and expect an unequal distribution of power. 
Hofstede's study of over 50 countries (1991) showed that Hong Kong ranked 15/16 on the 
power distance index, Taiwan 29/30th, Japan 33rd, Germany and Britain were tied at 
42/44th. In western societies, where Germanic languages are spoken (German, English, 
Dutch, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish), are generally regarded "small" power distance 
societies in which interdependence is a dominant form of human relationship. On the other
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hand, in "large" power distance societies, i.e.. Eastern societies like China, preference is 
ambivalent: one end of the continuum is the preference for dependence upon those who are 
more powerful and the other end is rejection of a paternalistic figure, or counterdependence. 
Hofstede (1991) traces the history o f this power distance back to Roman times. The 
Germanic part of Europe was divided into small tribal groups under local lords while Latin 
Europe under the Roman Empire and Chinese Empire were under the rule of a single power 
centre.
Collectivism versus individualism is another continuum. On the collective end of the 
continuum, people are born into strong, cohesive and exclusive in-groups, e.g., extended 
families, schools or companies. The groups are responsible to look after their members in 
return for unquestioning loyalty, provided group interests precede personal interests. In 
contrast, in individual societies, individuals are expected to be responsible for themselves, 
and as a consequence, ties between people are rather loose. On this continuum, according 
to Hofstede, the economic account is more plausible than the historic one. The level of 
national wealth lets individuals have access to more resources which allow them to do their 
"own thing", which consequently replaces collectivism with individualism. The 
individualism is more dominant in countries with a cold climate where survival depends on 
individual initiatives. Moreover population growth relates to collectivism: the higher birth 
rates means a larger sized family, therefore a stronger in-group tendency. In Hofstede's 
study in 1991, Britain was third in the individualism index, Germany 15th, Japan 22/23rd, 
Hong Kong 37th and Taiwan 44th.
Femininity and masculinity are located at opposite ends of a continuum. There is no 
correlation between femininity/masculinity and national wealth or geographic factors. In 
Hofstede's study (1991), Japan scored first on the masculinity index, Britain and Germany 
were tied at 9/10th, Hong Kong was 18/19th, Taiwan was 32/33rd. Feminine societies have 
a tendency to be more tender and permissive, and the masculine societies more tough and 
corrective. In feminine societies, men and women have the same modest and caring values. 
In contrast, in masculine societies, men are expected to be assertive, ambitious and tough 
and women to be tender and the carers of relationships. Masculine countries strive for a 
performance society and feminine countries for a welfare society. The 1972 report o f the 
Club of Rome on the Limits to Growth revealed that the governments in masculine cultures 
are more likely to give priority to economic growth at the cost of the living environment 
while governments in feminine cultures are more likely to choose the conservation of the 
living environment.
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The dimension of uncertainty avoidance is expressed by a continuum of relatively rigid to 
relatively flexible. In a rigid society, people are less tolerant of uncertain, unstructured 
situations and they become emotional due to nervous stress. These societies try to 
minimise threatening feelings by strict formal/informal laws, rules, and various safety 
measures. Hofstede (1991) obseived that in the societies of strong uncertainty avoidance, 
people tend to be busy, and highly stressed, emotion and aggression may be ventilated, there 
may be many precise laws and rules, they are more dependent on authority, there are few 
citizens' protests, and little conservatism and extremism. Uncertainty avoiding cultures 
foster a belief in an absolute Truth and the western religions have a Book. The societies of 
weak uncertainty avoidance are located at the opposite end; they are repulsive of formal 
rules unless absolutely necessary, thus there are few general laws and rules. People are 
relaxed and display low stress, are expected to suppress aggression and emotions, 
participate more in political decisions, more citizens' protest, tolerance and moderation. 
Uncertainty accepting societies search for virtue as they assume there is no Truth which all 
human community can embrace; what an individual does to improve him/herself is 
important. In Hofstede's study (1991), Japan was 7th on the uncertainty avoidance index, 
Taiwan 26th, Germany 29th and Britain 47/48th. Although the Chinese speaking countries 
show a larger power distance, their low uncertainty avoidance may be attributed to the fact 
that the Chinese Empire did not develop the concept of "government by law" but was 
guided by broad principles like Confucian teachings.
Long-term  versus short-term  orientation is based on Michael Bond's Chinese Value 
Survey (Hofstede, 1991; Bond, 1991) which adds Confucian dynamism as a dimension of 
the culture. This long-term orientation is highly correlated with values of persistence 
(perseverance), thrift and tenancy in the pursuit of whatever goals. The long-term 
orientation index showed that Mainland China scored outstandingly high (the first on the 
index), Hong Kong second, Taiwan third, Japan fourth, Germany 14th and Britain 18th out 
of 23 countries/regions surveyed. This index strongly correlates with the economic growth 
data published by the World Bank for the period of 1965-1987. The East Asian countries 
in Bond's survey scored relatively low in the short-term orientation which includes personal 
steadiness and stability, protecting one's face, respect for tradition, reciprocation of 
greetings, favours and gifts. These obviously "Eastern" values are consciously de­
emphasised, otherwise pursuing business at hand will be detracted.
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Table 3.1 Selected key differences of five cultural dimensions (Source: Hofstede, 1991)
A. Key differences between short-term and long-term orientation
Short-term orientation Long-term orientation
Respect for traditions
Respect for social and status obligations regardless o f  
cost
Social pressure to 'keep up with the Joneses' even if  it 
means overspending
Small saving quota, little money for investment 
Quick results expected 
Concerned with 'face'
Concerned with possessing the Truth
Adaptation o f  traditions to a modern context 
Respect for social and status obligations within limits
Thrift, being sparing with resources
Large savings quota, funds available for investment 
Perseverance towards slow results 
W illingness to subordinate oneself for a purpose 
Concerned with respecting the demands o f  Virtue
B. Key differences between small and large power distance
Small Power Distance Large Power Distance
Inequalities among people should be minimised
There should be, and there is to some extent, 
interdependence between less and more powerful 
people
More educated persons hold less authoritarian values
than less educated persons
Hierarchy in organisations means an inequality o f
roles, established for convenience
Decentralisation is popular
The use o f  power should be legitimate and is subject
to the criteria o f  good and evil
The way to change a political system is by changing
the rules (evolution)
Pluralist governments based on outcome o f majority 
votes
Inequalities among people are both expected and 
desired
Less powerful people should be dependent on the 
more powerful; in practice, less powerful people are 
polarised between dependence and 
counterdependence
Both more and less educated persons show almost 
equally authoritarian values 
Hierarchy in organisations reflects the existential 
inequality between higher-ups and lower-downs 
Centralisation is popular
Might prevails over right; whoever holds the power 
is right and good
The way to change a political system is by changing 
the people at the top (revolution)
Autocratic or oligarchic governments based on 
cooptation
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C. Key differences between the collectivist and the individualist
Collectivist Individualist
People are born into extended families or other 
ingroups which continue to protect them in exchange 
for loyalty
Identity is based on the social network to which one 
belongs
Harmony should always be maintained and direct
confrontations avoided
High-context communication
Trespassing leads to shame and loss o f  face for self
and group
Collective interests prevail over individual interests
Private life is invaded by groups
Opinions are predetermined by group membership
Laws and rights differ by group
Economy based on collective interests
Ideologies o f  equality prevail over ideologies o f
individual freedom
Harmony and consensus in society are ultimate goals
Everyone grows up to look after him/herself and 
his/her immediate (nuclear) family only
Identity is based on the individual
Speaking one's mind is a characteristic o f  an honest 
person
Low-context communication
Trespassing leads to guilt and loss o f  self-respect
Individual interests prevail over collective interests 
Everyone has a right to privacy 
Everyone is expected to have a private opinion 
Laws and rights are supposed to be the same for all 
Economy based on individual interests 
Ideologies o f individual freedom prevails over 
ideologies o f  equality
Self-actualisation by every individual is an ultimate 
goal
D. Key differences between weak and strong uncertainty avoidance
Weak uncertainty avoidance Strong uncertainty avoidance
Uncertainty is a normal feature o f life and each day is 
accepted as it comes
Low stress; subjective feeling of well-being 
Aggression and emotions should not be shown
Comfortable in ambiguous situations and with 
unfamiliar risks
Lenient rules for children on what is dirty and taboo 
There should not be more rules than is strictly 
necessary
Time is the framework o f  orientation 
Comfortable feeling when lazy; hard-working only 
when needed
Precision and punctuality have to be learned 
Tolerance o f  deviant and innovative ideas and 
behaviour
Citizens competence versus authority 
Citizen protest acceptable
Regionalism, internationalism, attempts at integration 
o f  minorities
One groups' truth should not be imposed on others
The uncertainty inherent in life is felt as a continuous 
threat which must be fought 
High stress; subjective feeling o f  anxiety 
Aggression and emotions may at proper times and 
places be ventilated
Acceptance o f  familiar risks; fear o f  ambiguous
situations and o f  unfamiliar risks
Tight rules for children on what is dirty and taboo
Emotional need for rules, even if  these will never
work
Time is money
Emotional need to be busy; inner urge to work hard
Precision and punctuality come naturally 
Suppression o f deviant ideas and behaviour; 
resistance to innovation 
Citizens incompetence versus authority 
Citizen protest should be repressed 
Nationalism, xenophobia, repression o f  minorities
There is only one Truth and we have it
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E. Key differences between femininity and masculinity of society
Feminine Masculine
Dominant values in society is caring for others and 
preservation
People and waim relationships are important 
Everybody is supposed to be modest
Both men and women are allowed to be tender and to 
be concerned with relationships 
Sympathy for the weak 
Work in order to live
Resolution o f  conflicts by compromise and
negotiation
Welfare society ideal
Permissive society
Small and slow are beautiful
Preservation o f  the environment should have highest
priority
Women's liberation means that men and women 
should take equal shares both at home and at work
Dominant values in society are material success an 
progress
Money and things are important
Men are supposed to be assertive, ambitious, and
tough
Women are supposed to be tender and to take care o f  
relationship
sympathy for the strong 
Live in order to work
Resolution o f  conflicts by fighting them out
Performance society ideal
Corrective society
Big and fast are beautiful
Maintenance o f  economic growth should have
highest priori^
Women's liberation means that women will be 
admitted to positions hitherto only occupied by men
Table 3.2. Summary of five cultural dimensions (dominant form) in selected groups
Group Chinese Japanese German British
Orientation long long short short
Power distance
* large = more hierarchical
* small = interdependent
large large small small
Individualism vs. collectivism collective collective individual individual
Uncertainty avoidance weak strong strong weak
Masculinity vs. femininity feminine masculine masculine masculine
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3.2.2.I.I. Chinese culture
According to Hofstede (1991), Chinese societies scored very high on the long-term 
orientation index, fairly high on power distance index, low on individualism index, rather 
low on the masculinity index and medium to low on the uncertainty avoidance index. In 
other words, Chinese societies are thrifty and persistent, group interest prevails over 
individual interests, harmony and consensus in society are the ultimate goal; might prevails 
over right, the powerful have privilege, emphasis on hierarchy; laws and rights differ by 
group, few general laws and rules; permissive, tender and modest, tolerance, suppressed 
aggression, low stressed, and comfortable in ambiguous situations. Although the Chinese 
in Mainland China were not included in Hofstede's study. Chon, Cragin and Scherling 
(1983, cited in Bond and Hwang, 1986) repeated Hofstede's survey in Mainland China and 
the result closely corresponded to that of Hofstede's, especially the dimensions of 
collectivism and power distance. Bond and Hwang thus suggest that their findings provide 
fair prediction of the behaviour of Chinese inside Mainland China.
Long-term  orientation: The Chinese have traditionally valued thrift and
perseverance perhaps simply due to the sheer lack of materials. The short-term orientation 
such as personal steadiness and stability, protecting one's face, respect for tradition, 
reciprocation of greetings, favours and gifts is still evident in Chinese society, but were 
controlled in order to attain their national economic goals (Hofstede, 1991). Yang (1986) 
and Hajime Nakamura (cited in Bond 1991) described the Chinese as very concrete and 
practical, very pragmatic in their tendency to evaluate ideas in terms of their immediate 
application to illustrate Chinese pragmatism. This pragmatism made it easier to adapt to 
new ideologies, e.g. Marxism, or Western technology in order to attain national economic 
goals.
Power distance: The Chinese consistently score higher than western groups
on various measures of authoritarianism (Bond, 1991). Historically, Confucian teachings 
emphasise the hierarchy and filial piety; the Chinese accept inequality of power as inherent 
(Dreyer, 1993; Bond, 1991; Bond and Hwang, 1986). In such a society, an individual's 
educational level, social class, sex, age, and so forth influence the sense of individual 
powerlessness. Deference to authority is perceived as upright, prudent, and to the benefit 
o f society. Deference can take the form of dogmatic behaviour, respect for tradition, 
obedience to political demand rather than personal principles, and literal interpretation of 
rules.
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Uncertainty avoidance: In Hofstede's study, Taiwan scored midway (26th)
and Hong Kong and the Chinese from Singapore scored very low (49/50th and 53rd 
respectively) on the uncertainty avoidance scale. Yang (1986) suggests that social 
modernisation has changed the personality of the Chinese in Taiwan from traditional social- 
oriented to individual-oriented traits. The strong Confucian influence complicates Chinese 
reactions to uncertainty avoidance, such as citizens' incompetence versus authority, 
acquiescence to fate (mandate of heaven), high anxiety, fear of spontaneity, tight rules for 
taboo, which may seem to suggest high anxiety avoidance. However, generally the Chinese 
scored high on self-restraint, cautiousness and perseverance.
Collectivism: Bond (1991) expands the explanation that the agricultural history of China 
developed the belief that goods and resources of this world are fixed in supply. Thus, this 
led to a highly competitive and suspicious attitude towards others, discouraging association 
with anyone from the out-group. The Chinese are generally less sociable and extroverted, 
and more 'shy' and socially anxious but show an intense attachment to the primary groups. 
They are more "cabined, cribbed, confined" than westerners by family responsibilities and 
political authority (Bond, 1991: 35). Collective mentality is also shown when the Chinese 
describe themselves; they tend to use more group-related concepts, i.e., are attentive to 
others, and more terms that relate to family roles; and they see their ideal "se lf  as being 
closer to their social self (Bond, 1991; Yang, 1986).
Femininity: The Chinese avoid confrontation as much as possible and when such a
situation inevitably arises, they opt for non-confrontational approaches to their resolution to 
a greater extent. They believe that the strategies such as 'indirect' confrontation through 
mediators or arbitrators, or avoiding reactions, like falsely promising or withdrawing and 
waiting, enable them to avoid hostility without losing control over the outcome of the 
dispute for themselves.
Perhaps Bond's definition of culture as a group is more appropriate when the case of the 
Chinese culture is concerned. As Altman and Chemers (1980) stated in their fourth point 
above, the so-called "Chineseness" can be observed in almost all Chinese societies inside 
and outside China. Some multi-cultural behaviour studies also concluded that Chinese 
groups show more similarity to each other in terms of values, but less similarity with regard 
to the rates of homicide (Bond, 1991: 4). In contrast. Bond's multicultural research on 
Chinese values such as moderation, self-restraint, protecting one's face, found that Chinese 
cultures do not hold the same values. For instance, on the dimension of collectivism, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, the People's Republic of China, and Taiwan rated 10, 7, 4, and 1 
respectively (Bond, 1991: 39). These findings violate Altman and Chemers' first point that
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members in a culture share beliefs and perceptions, values and norms, customs and 
behaviours of a group in society,
3.2.2.1.2. Japanese culture
Japan scored high on the long-term orientation index, extremely high on masculinity and 
very high on uncertainty avoidance, rather low on power distance, in the midway on 
individualism versus collectivism (Hofstede, 1991). Japanese society seems to be power 
and achievement oriented, busy and with an obsession for accuracy and detail. This has 
made their products world famous, in spite of its obvious reverence for power and authority 
and the fact that harmony of group members is prioritised over hierarchy.
Long-term  orientation; Japan scored remarkably high on the long-term orientation
index. It had a veiy high percentage (12 %) of private saving as a share of the Gross 
National Product in 1988 (Hofstede, 1991). The countiy valued thrift and perseverance 
before the Bubble Economy boom. The short-term orientation which includes personal 
steadiness and stability, protecting one's face, respect for tradition, reciprocation of 
greetings, favours and gifts is still very strong in Japanese society, but consciously de­
emphasised especially after World War II (Hofstede, 1991). The secret of the post-war 
economic miracle in East Asia is its flexibility to de-emphasise the short-term orientation, 
adapt and improve Western technology and the collective motive to attain the national 
economic goal.
Pow er distance: The Japanese scored rather low on the power distance scale. The
middle class, who are supposed to have equal rights, is large in Japan. Although at national 
level, might and economic power are pursued, at individual level mediocrity is sought.
This may be related to the Japanese love for within-group harmony. However, the 
hierarchical system and heavy reliance on authority, powerful companies and institutions 
are all still evident in Japanese society. Moreover the Japanese seem to be aware of the 
significance of the West who have been teachers, businessmen and missionaries, but not 
colonists, and will never allow any changes against Japan's westward stance (Randle and 
Watanabe, 1985: 149).
Collectivism or individualism: Although Japan scored somewhere in the middle in
the individualism index, it is known that the idea of “group” is extremely important in 
Japan. Randle and Watanabe (1985: 143) observe that Individualism in the West is
generally considered as "a person's endeavours to do what their conscience tells them, in
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Japan it is much more readily equated with egotism and selfishness". One feature of 
forming groups is not the equivalent of exclusivity. The Japanese are flexible and work 
according to unseen rules. They feel bondage to their groups, but they also feel obliged to 
maintain good relations with neighbours. In other words, this groupism is seen as the 
reflection of the Japanese love for harmony, "for the Japanese logically ask what good 
disharmony can do" (Randle and Watanabe, 1985: 145).
U ncertainty avoidance: The Japanese have a very high tendency towards
uncertainty avoidance which is obvious in the Japanese obsession with precision and 
punctuality, and the work ethic. Formality and rigid manners are developed in order to 
avoid unnecessary embairassment or humiliation and to protect face (Aida, 1972; Lebra, 
1983; Creighton, 1990). Randle and Watanabe (1985) comment that it is inconceivable in 
Japan not to want to work because the Japanese are conscious of their limited land area and 
natural resources. Especially the older generations believe that work should fill life and 
they are at a loss to know what to do when given a two-day weekend. Although in the eyes 
of foreigners like Randle and Watanabe (1985) there are no Japanese who take the country's 
prosperity for granted, Japanese society is concerned about the younger generations who 
know how to enjoy their leisure time, and the effect this has on their work attitudes 
(Onodera, 1990; Yamane, 1991; Rafferty, 1992).
Masculinity; The paternalistic attitudes of Confucianism are part of the fabric of Japan. 
Following the long Shogunate, the "living god" Emperor, the military government, and the 
father of the family were all forms of authority and even under the "democratic" monopoly 
government after World War II, the Japanese have been pursuing endless development and 
progress. However, simultaneously, permissive and flexible attitudes reveal the other side 
of Japanese masculinity-femininity. For instance, the Japanese can accept foreign female 
executives (Randle and Watanabe 1985) although very few Japanese women hold important 
positions in the government, business and industry (Randle and Watanabe, 1985; Hofstede, 
1991). Similarly, different religions and philosophies are compatible and co-existing. As 
in the religion of Virtue, believing and practising kindness, honesty and hard work, are more 
important than religious affiliation.
3.2.2.1.3. British culture
The British respondents in Hofstede's study scored very low on the power distance index 
and uncertainty avoidance index, very high on the Individualism index, and rather high on 
masculinity index. Also the long-term orientation index was very low. Interestingly,
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Britain and Germany scored equally for power distance and masculinity. Individual 
interests precede collective interests, there is belief in equal distribution of power and 
wealth, hard work when necessary but also a feeling of ease at being lazy; "delay" or 
"changes" are paif of life, international conflicts should be resolved by a show of strength or 
power and the maintenance of economy receives the highest priority.
Long-term  orientation: The British scored very low in the long-term orientation
which includes values of persistence (perseverance), thrift and tenacity in the pursuit of 
whatever goals; their emphasis is more on the short-term orientation such as personal 
steadiness and stability, protecting one's face, and respect for tradition. The British have a 
reputation for being "unflappable, cool, calm, and collected in the face of both failure and 
success, anger and joy" (Hannah, 1987). They hate to draw public attention to themselves. 
Their respect for tradition has hindered innovation and risk-taking, in areas such as the 
advancement of science or business. When over-stressed, personal steadiness and stability 
also prevents taking initiative and challenges.
Power distance: The British respondents scored very low on the power distance
index. In small power distance cultures, the middle class is large, there are pluralist 
governments based on the results of majority vote, and there is the expectation of 
interdependence between less and more powerful people. Nonetheless, Hofstede's study 
(1991) based on data from Britain, France and Germany also revealed that within the small 
power distance countries, the segment of the lowest status and education levels showed the 
highest power distance values and the segment of the highest status and education level 
showed the lowest power distance values.
Individualism: The British, especially the English, value privacy quite strongly and
prefer to pursue their interests individually because they think it is not anyone else's 
business and shy away from getting involved in other people's affairs (Hannah, 1987). 
They are also infamous for the "bloody-mindedness" or their stubborn, awkward, and 
uncooperative behaviour. They are stubborn about individual principles rather than about 
general ideologies (Hannah, 1987). These individualist values in England and Scotland 
were recognised centuries ago when the average citizens were very poor and based in an 
agricultural economy (Hofstede, 1991).
Uncertainty avoidance: Britain proved to be a weak uncertainty avoiding society.
They can be very tolerant of eccentric people so long as they are harmless (Hannah, 1987). 
The British have more tolerance towards deviant ideas and stimulate basic innovations. 
According to Hofstede (1991) that is the reason why Britain produced more Nobel Prize
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winners than Japan but Japan produced more new products which require detail and 
punctuality. Likewise, the weak uncertainty avoiding cultures like Britain have produced 
more great empiricists like Newton and Darwin and in the strong uncertainty avoiding 
cultures like Germany, the quest for Truth produced more great philosophers like Kant, 
Hagel and Nietzsche (Hofstede, 1991). British teachers prefer to have less structured, 
open-ended learning situations with vague objectives, and top British managers tend to 
spend more time on strategic problems than on daily operations (Hofstede, 1991). 
Hofstede also noted a paradox that in the weak uncertainty avoiding cultures like Britain, 
laws and rules are less sacred but more respected.
M asculinity: The British show a high tolerance of their fellow British, but their
corrective values rather than permissive values allow some British to refuse to accept that 
other cultures have a valuable or interesting contribution to make (Hannah, 1987). A 
surprising number of natives seem to actually feel the British are best, and they do not 
consider themselves as Europeans. The Falklands crisis between Britain and Argentina was 
an example of conflicts between masculine cultures. The military dispute, at the cost of 
many lives and enormous financial expense, did not resolve the problem and the Falklands 
still remain a disputed territory (Hofstede, 1991).
3.2 2.1.4. Germ an culture
In Hofstede's study (1991) the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany) was tested 
and scored rather low on the long-term orientation, power distance index, but rather high on 
masculinity, uncertainty avoidance and individualism. Sometimes the collective interests 
precede the individual interests, there is a belief in equal distribution of power and wealth, 
they feel uncomfortable if not keeping themselves busy; "time is money"; international 
conflicts should be resolved by power and the maintenance of economy receives the highest 
priority.
Long-term  orientation: Germany is located in the lower half of the long-term
orientation which, like Britain, includes values of persistence, thrift and tenacity in the 
pursuit o f goals, ordering relationships by status and having a sense of shame. For 
instance, private savings as a share of the Gross National Product in 1988 were reported to 
be 12 % for Japan, 8% for Germany and 4% for Britain (Hofstede, 1991). Germans have a 
profoundly sensitive and painstaking approach to everyday things. The short-term 
orientation such as personal steadiness and stability, protecting one's face, and respect for 
tradition often hinder innovation and risk-taking. This lack of such features which would
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encourage creativity and innovation may be explained by the fact that 30 % of parliament 
members are civil servants; on the other hand, the German spirit of negotiation, 
compromise and what happens behind the scenes helped in the success of post-war 
economic growth (Abecasis-Phillips, 1991).
Power distance: Like Britain, Germany scored low on the power distance index.
Indeed in Germany, the government is pluralist based on the results of majority vote, and 
there is an expectation of interdependence between less and more powerful people, and 
moreover, decentralisation of power is historical. The history of Germany was the struggle 
for unity within a conglomerate of the Kingdoms, principalities, duchies and city states 
which existed well into the nineteenth century and Germany is still politically divided into 
Lander. The Lander's fear of centralised power by the Federal Government is illustrated by 
the never resolved discussion about setting up a national television station (Abecasis- 
Phillips, 1991).
Individualism: Among European countries, Germany, apart from its younger
generation, is less a country of individualism (Abecasis-Phillips, 1991). Traditionally 
German virtue de-emphasised civil courage and promoted loyalty to the King, the Emperor, 
the State and hence to the Führer. Abecasis-Phillips calls this virtue of loyalty and 
obedience the eleventh commandment (1991). He also observes that the whole structure of 
society, way of life, legal system, in fact everything, is to ensure conformity. Triandis 
(1990) suggested that British and Germans in the nineteenth century were more successful 
with collectivist populations because they were more comfortable when dealing with the 
hierarchies. Collectivists are comfortable in an unequal status relationship. Indeed, the 
fact that German respondents in Hofstede's study scored less individualistically than British 
respondents may be reflected in their languages; the English language lost the hierarchy in 
addressing others, the German language still retains it.
Uncertainty avoidance: Germans showed a very high tendency to avoid uncertainty.
Abecasis-Phillips (1991) remarked that Germans tend to think and act in a certain 
programmed way. The tendency toward "time is money" was severely criticised in 
Michael Ende's book "Momo". The Germans are also well-known for their pursuit of 
excellence and for their well-ordered ways of doing things; on the other hand they seem to 
have difficulty in relaxing, are humourless, obsessed with detail and punctuality (Hofstede, 
1991; Abecasis-Phillips, 1991; Hannah, 1987). It is also evident in the way citizens 
approach law and order. Laws and rules are to avoid uncertainty caused by other people's 
behaviour (Hofstede, 1991). The constitution is a written one; the Law is divided between 
civil and criminal and both are written down in paragraphs. Citizens constantly quote them
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not only in court but also in public. They feel uncomfortable if their claims are not based 
on written legislation. Many citizens are members of an insurance scheme which pays for 
most of the court costs and lawyers' fees involved (Abecasis-Phillips, 1991; Ross and 
Zacher, 1983).
M asculinity: The Germans scored as high in masculinity as the British. The dominant
values in society are material success and progress. Their pursuit of excellence often 
overlooks the resultant environmental hazards (Abecasis-Phillips, 1991). Failing in school 
is a disaster in a masculine society and the German school system forces children at a tender 
age to identify their aptitude in academic or vocational areas. The corrective nature along 
with the strong uncertainty avoidance results in extremism, xenophobia and repression of 
the minority which they already proved in the Nazi years and the strenuous early years of 
reunification.
As shown in the above mentioned Hofstede's cultural dimensions, a combination of 
different dimensions construct a unique culture. In other words, a combination of the 
dimensions forms a unique social norm, influences shaping a national characteristic and 
collective values. Although Hofstede's model of cultural dimensions is not perfect or the 
only model in social psychology, his dimensions contain significant factors which may 
explain why the nations of similar cultures, that is, linguistically, historically and physically 
close to each other, show surprisingly different attitudes towards the physical environment 
and its development, laws and alternative solutions for environmental problems. For 
instance, the nations of similar economic and historical development, such as Britain and 
Germany, have distinctively different views on the implementation of laws regarding 
pollution. These points which cannot be explained by the historical and geographical 
background or economic development levels will be examined and discussed in the cultural 
context in the following sections of this chapter.
3.2.2.2. Social Norm
Culture, as a assimilation o f value systems, is "the collective programming o f  the mind 
which distinguishes the members o f  one human group fi'orn another" and values are "a 
broad tendency to prefer certain states o f  affairs over others" (Hofstede, 1984, 1991). 
Since the values are implanted at a very early age, according to Hofstede (1984), they are 
non-rational but utilised as a ruler to justify one's rationality.
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This value system is a core of social norms, which shapes and maintains the particular 
structure and pattern of a society. The social institutions, i.e. the family, education 
systems, politics, and legislation are examples which are affected by this shaping. Such a 
system in a closed society will hardly change; even if the social institutions changes, old 
social norms sweep and smoothen the new institutions to fit into their values as new social 
norms. These values, according to Hofstede (1984), "change rarely by direct adaptation o f  
outside values, but rather through a shift in ecological conditions; technological, 
economical, and hygienic. In general, the norm shifts will be gradual unless outside 
influences are particularly violent (such as in the case o f military conquest or 
deportation) ".
The norm can be classified into two types; the desired and the desirable. They differ 
slightly from each other as shown in Table 3.3. The desired norm is statistical, which 
indicates the values actually held by the majority. The desired norm relates more to 
pragmatic issues. In contrast, the desirable norm is absolute or deontological (pertaining to 
what is ethically right), therefore relates to ideology. The desirable norms can be 
completely detached from the actual behaviour and more easily indoctrinated than the 
desired nonns.
Table 3.3. Distinction between the desired and the desirable and associated distinctions
NATURE OF VALUE THE DESIRED THE DESIRABLE
dimension of value intensity direction
nature of corresponding 
norm of value
statistical, phenomenological 
pragmatic
absolute, deontological 
ideological
corresponding behaviour choice and differential effort 
allocation
approval or disapproval
dominant outcome deeds and/or words words
terms used in measuring 
instrument
important, successful, 
attractive, preferred
good, right, agree, ought, 
should
affective meaning of this 
term
activity plus evaluation evaluation only
person referred to in 
measuring instrument
me, you people in general
Source: Hofstede, 1984
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3.2.3. Perception, Attitudes and Action
Cognitive psychologists tend to use the term "perception" rigidly for sensory information 
processing and often neglect the interaction between cognition and emotional processing. 
However, in social psychology and sociological research, sensory information processing 
and emotion (affect) processing are treated as separate but interrelated systems. What a 
person perceives affects the evaluation of the attitude object and accordingly the subsequent 
action. Moreover, what a person perceives is screened by his/her emotion, therefore, 
emotion processing and information processing must be treated as an inseparable system. 
As Weiner (1986) put it, "Motivation has been inseparably linked with the study o f  overt 
behaviour However, we experience, feel, and think, as well as act, and all these processes 
have a place within the study o f  motivation, (p.285)". In this section, how perception/ 
cognition, attitudes and norms affect the psychological process to result in an action will be 
discussed by using the prominent attitude-behaviour models.
Both attitudes and beliefs mediate these psychological proceedings and subsequent action 
but they are distinguished by motivation and emotion. Attitudes are viewed as 
motivational, emotional, perceptive and cognitive processes. Belief on the other hand is 
considered as the embodiment of attitudes and is emotionally neutral and can exist 
independent of attitudes or can stand without motivation. The work of Krech, Crutchfield, 
and Ballachey in 1962 (cited in Kassarjian and Kassarjian, 1979: 4) derived three
components of attitudes as follows:
a. cognitive: the beliefs the individual has about the situation or object;
b. feeling : the affective component or the emotions concerned with the object;
c. action-tendency: behavioural readiness associated with the attitude
Kiecli, Crutchfield, and Ballachey emphasise the affect component of attitudes. This 
definition brings forward an assumption that the stronger the emotion, both positive or 
negative, the greater the action-tendency involved (Kassaijian and Kassarjian, 1979). As 
attitudes are regarded as dynamic and functional, other research approaches the attitudes 
from a different angle. The classic model by Daniel Katz (1960) defines attitudes as 
functions to fulfil individuals’ quest for meaningful perception. Katz derives four functions 
of attitudes as follows:
a. Instrumental, active, or utilitarian function. This means that the individual
will develop positive attitudes toward those aspects of life which help him
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adjust to the environment, satisfy his needs, or otherwise are helpful to him, and 
negative ones toward those aspects that are a hindrance to such adjustment.
b. Ego-defensive function. Many attitudes function to protect the self- 
image or ego from anxieties, unacceptable impulses and threat.
c. Value-expressive function. This function serves to derive satisfaction from 
expressing attitudes appropriate to the individual's personal value system and to 
give expression to his self-concept.
d. Knowledge function. In this classification, attitudes serve as standards or 
frames of reference in the search for meaning, the need to understand, the need 
for clarity, consistency, and a better organisation of perceptions and cognitions.
What is remarkable about Katz' four functions of attitudes is that attitudes consist of the 
cognitive aspects, emotional, motivational, or evaluative parts. That is, attitude cannot 
remain neutral. It is "insistent, dynamic, stirred-up" and "a trigger to action" (Kassarjian 
and Kassarjian, 1979: 7). Kassarjian and Kassarjian emphasise the individual's
commitment with the object or issue as critical.
Fishbein has developed an attitude model from the perspective of the learning theory; an 
attitude consists of the affective component and acts as an evaluation of beliefs about 
attributes (cited in Kassarjian and Kassarjian, 1979: 6). Later his theory is further
developed by various researchers (Figure 3.2.). The theory of reasoned action is developed 
by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) and the theory of planned behaviour by Ajzen and Madden 
(1986). Although Ajzen and Fishbein make it clear that these models are to explain 
behavioural intention, they are widely accepted as the attitude-behaviour process model. 
Ajzen and Fishbein hypothesise that behaviour is directly determined by the intention to 
behave, and intention is affected by attitude and subjective norm (or perceived social 
pressure). Attitude and subjective norm are also influenced by the anticipation of outcome.
This anticipation which affects attitudes is expressed as a combination of beliefs (bj) and 
evaluation (e[) of the outcome (Sbj ej). Further, the anticipation which affects the 
subjective norm, is a combination of belief (b;*) of social pressure to perform a behaviour 
and motivation to comply (mj) (Zbj* mj).
Furthermore, the theory of reasoned action is meant to be applicable to volitional behaviour 
and the theory of planned behaviour is introduced to complement it. In the theory of 
planned behaviour, the action is subject to interference by internal and external forces. The 
"perceived behavioural control" is defined as a person's belief of how easy or difficult 
performing the behaviour will be. This perceived behavioural control is hypothesised to 
have either a linear effect on intentions or a non-volitional determination of action. The
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former has the motivational implication to influence the behaviour but this implication is 
not supported strongly enough by the studies. The latter occurs only when the perceived 
control can substitute the actual control over external and internal factors which influence 
the behaviour.
The theory of trying by Bagozzi and Warshaw (Bagozzi, 1992) attempts to explain the 
behavioural striving toward goals. The theories of reasoned action and planned action 
assume the behaviour as single performance. The theory of trying perceives it as a 
sequence of attempts to achieve a final goal. To achieve this goal, a person is involved 
with mental and physical effort following the formation of the intention to try. In the 
theory of trying, attitudes are treated more carefully by dividing them into three 
components: attitudes toward success, failure and process. In this theory, attitudes and 
expectations play a more significant role in the attitude-behaviour processes. The 
perceived behavioural control is replaced with expectations of success and failure as 
Bagozzi and Warshaw distinguished the former, "self-efficacy" from the latter, "outcome 
beliefs" and they believe that the expectation refers to goal attainment. The last major 
difference between the theories of reasoned and planned action and the theory of trying is 
the treatment of the past behaviour; the past trying influences both the intention to try and 
trying.
The theories of reasoned action and planned action have enormous influence on the attitude- 
behaviour models. Calder and Ross in 1976 drew a general model of attitudinal processes 
based on the literature around 1975 (Calder, 1979). The model (Figure 3.3.) is more 
cognitive processing oriented. In other words, external stimuli and beliefs are integrated to 
generate attitudes, and the perception is incorporated later to reinforce the learning process. 
Later research proved that the stimuli which can be recalled rather than recognised, are 
more likely to elicit behaviour (Kiugman, 1979). The beliefs are first examined through 
consistency processes to "satisfy psychological rules (Calder, 1979: 29)". The resulting 
attitude and other variables such as social norms determine behaviour. Behaviour also 
brings feedback to the external stimuli. By doing so, behaviour, "the experience" becomes 
an inseparable part of external stimuli.
Fazio's early work (Regan and Fazio, 1977 cited in Calder, 1979) is already conceived in 
this model: the direct behavioural experience affects attitudes beyond that of attributes.
Thus experience alters people's perception of stimuli and they react not only to the external 
stimuli but also associated experience to the stimuli. The behaviour also needs to be 
examined through dissonance theory so that it does follow his/her beliefs and does not 
increase tension and discomfort.
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Figure 3.2. Three Attitude Theories
A. Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975)
Attitude
Intention A  Behaviour
Subjective
norm
B. Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen and Madden, 1986)
Attitude
Subjective
norm
Intention Behaviour
Perceived ^  X  
Behavioral Control jT ^
C. Theory of Trying (Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1990)
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Expectation o f  
.. success
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toward failure Intention 
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failure
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Source: Bagozzi (1992: 179)
Anticipation which affect attitudes is outcome o f  Sbj e; where bj = belief, ej = evaluation 
Anticipation which affect subjective norm  is outcome o f Ebj* m; where bj* = belief, nij =  motivation
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In this sense, dissonance theory is considered motivational in nature. Calder also notes that 
"when perceived responsibility is high, the theory predicts that a person's attitudes will 
eventually come to mirror his behaviour (Calder, 1979: 30)". On the other hand, self­
perception is merely information processing. However, in self-perception processes, 
people must believe that their behaviour comes from internal forces rather than external in 
order to affect their attitudes.
In Fazio's later work (1986) on individuals' social behaviour, the attitude towards the object 
must be first accessed from memory (Table 3.4.). Only when the attitude is accessed, will 
the attitude filter the perceived attitude object. This selective perception biases the 
individual's immediate perceptions of the attitude object. Then the perceptions in the 
immediate situation in which the attitude object is encountered need to be interpreted. 
These immediate perceptions lead to defining the event in order to determine the direction 
and nature of behaviour. Interpretation and definition depend on the individual's 
"knowledge structures, ajfect, values and expectations (Fazio, 1986: 209)". Normative 
guidelines also tremendously affect the individual's definition of the situation and 
subsequent behaviour, especially when it is counter to an individual's attitudes. If the 
definition of event is not attitudinally congruent, behaviour may not be congruent to 
attitudes. Fazio observes this may be one reason why attitude-behaviour consistency does 
not always occur. Although Fazio admitted that a more comprehensive version of his 
model is Fishbein and Ajzen's theory of reasoned action, this model emphasises more the 
perceptual processes which determine the consequent behaviour in conjunction with social 
norms.
In the current critique, notion of desire, emotional self-regulation and subjective norm in the 
attitude-behaviour models is argued (see Bagozzi, 1992 for detailed discussion). Desire to 
do or not to do something, implies motivational commitment regardless of an individual's 
beliefs. Bagozzi argues that the intention will not be forthcoming if attitudes are not 
accompanied by the desire to act. Desire is motivational, has periodicity, refers to future 
state only and needs to be satisfied unlike an attitude. Desire can predict behaviour while 
attitudes cannot. Bagozzi criticises that most of the attitude-behaviour models lack this 
mechanism. This evaluation or appraisal leads to emotional responses, and then coping 
activities. In this process, when the outcome is planned or unplanned, "outcome-desire 
conflict" occurs when an experience is unpleasant or an individual fails to attain the goal.
This conflict motivates an individual to cope by avoidance, relieving change or tolerating. 
Execution of coping activities, however, depends on the attributes of responsibility and self- 
efficacy. In contrast, when experience is pleasant or there is successful achievement, 
"outcome-desire fulfilment" occurs.
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Figure 3.3. A general model of attitudinal processes (Calder and Ross, 1976)
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Figure 3.4, The proposed model of the attitude-to-behaviour process (Fazio, 1986)
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Emotional regulation is the mechanism that evaluations of stimuli and situations into 
Coping activity for this fulfilment will be maintaining or increasing satisfaction. When an 
outcome is anticipated, "outcome-desire avoidance" for unpleasant anticipation, and 
"outcome-desire pursuits" for pleasant anticipation, occur. In the case of outcome-desire 
avoidance, associated emotions are negative and the intention to avoid the undesirable 
outcome arises. On the other hand, in the case of outcome-desire pursuits, the outcome is 
anticipated to be pleasant. The intention here is to realise the goal.
A subjective norm is the degree to which an individual believes that the people who are 
important to him/her think that he/she should carry out the particular behaviour. However, 
the social pressure is not the only factor that motivates a person to act. The significance of 
personal identity in society (a group, organisation, and so forth) sei-ves as a basis for 
appraisal and motivation. Also emotion in a subjective norm plays an important role. An 
emotional reaction towards self and a focal person reinforces or retards the activation of 
intention. Especially feelings of guilt and perceived resentment turn on an individual's 
awareness of being approved of by other members of society, which in turn gives a 
motivational basis for activating intention.
Schwartz (1968, 1977) argues that environmentalism and pro-environmental behaviour are 
based on normative values. Schwartz's norm-activation theory treats environmental 
concern and pro-environmental behaviour as a type of altruism; an individual's pro- 
environmental behaviour is more probable when an individual becomes more aware of the 
harmful consequences of environment problems and feels moral obligation and is motivated 
to prevent or mitigate harm from others. This altruistic norm can also be extended to the 
welfare of non-human species, i.e. the biosphere in general, which is often embraced by the 
deep ecologists. Stern, Dietz and Kolof (1993), however, argue that environmental concern 
and pro-environmental behaviour is activated not only by the social-norm or subjective 
norm, but also by the trade-off between altruistic and egoistic motivations because an 
egoistic evaluation of perceived cost and benefit from the behaviour is believed to be the 
dominant motivation for human behaviour. This argument is parallel to Bagozzi's critique 
(1992), though, Bogozzi placed more emphasis on the individual's personal identity in 
society in place of the egoistic cost-benefit calculation.
3.3. Perceptions of the Natural Environment
Although there are obvious individual differences, it is safe to say there is a uniformity in 
the perceptions of the natural environment. Such uniform values and ideology that are
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shared by a social unit are called "culture" (Hofstede, 1984), and each culture holds certain 
attitudes towards the natural environment. These attitudes are often disguised as the 'ideal' 
landscape, the 'ideal' way of treating the physical environment, or even a part of religious 
teachings. Further the people who are aware of these 'ideals' think that their attitudes and 
behaviour towards the natural environment are based on these 'ideal' codes, thus they are 
biophiliac.
However, the 'ideals' seldom conform to the behaviour. There are different reasons for this 
disharmony. Recent American studies try to find the reasons for the discordance between 
attitudes and the behaviour of tourism product consumers as (1) confusion of information 
and (2) a sense of powerlessness as an individual for environmental issues (US Travel Data 
Center, 1992).
These 'ideals' rarely reflect the actual behaviour in the society, but rather they seem to be 
required to direct societal behaviour. If  there are moral codes or even written laws which 
indicate the 'ideal' attitudes and behaviour, there is a need to stipulate such codes and laws 
so that people will not cause irreversible harm to their environment. Most laws were 
created to prevent the occurrence of crimes and violations which are easily predictable, and 
society has a low tolerance threshold for deviance. These laws and codes can take the form 
of written laws, moral codes, customs and habits, religious teachings, or even the aesthetic 
values.
These 'ideals' are needed since reality is heedlessly destructive. Ordinary citizens need to 
be educated in some way or another that 'reality' is not right, otherwise the physical 
environment will soon be destroyed. Such an introduction of a less destiuctive way of 
interaction with the physical environment, reduces the destruction, if not completely 
stopping it. At the same time it allows mankind to raise its self-esteem and rationalise 
destructive human nature so that mankind can behave better. Therefore, from a rather 
cynical viewpoint, when a cultural difference is discussed, it is assumed that the more 
idealistic the moral codes/ written laws in that particular social unit are, the more 
destructive can be human nature is in reality.
3.3.1. Landscape and Nature
Simmons (1993) believes that the transformation of the landscape into an object in itself is a 
Dutch invention of the seventeenth century. The Dutch exported it in painted form. In the 
same time period, the epistemology of the natural sciences developed and people turned to
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look at the landscape. The landscape then turned into an art, in the form of music, literature 
and gardens. The picturesque landscape or nature was highly regarded as if it resembled 
the cultural notion of high art. Travelling also changed the taste of the landscape. The 
introduction o f Japanesque and Chinoiserie at the turn of the last century obviously affected 
the preference for European aesthetics including the landscape. Lowenthal (1985) observes 
that people today habitually travel abroad in search of nostalgia where they feel secure and 
can find familiar landscape in their memory. In this section, the development o f the 
concepts of landscape and nature, current cultural preference and how the preference 
changes and is projected to gardens will be examined.
3.3.1.1. Development of Concepts
In the Judaeo-Christian Western societies. Creation is often regarded as unfinished and 
humankind's job is to intervene in nature to perfect God's unfinished work (Simmons, 
1993). However, the meaning of nature or wilderness has changed over time and the 
associated "ideal" forms have also changed. In East Asia, nature and wilderness were 
perceived and expressed quite differently in their languages until the Western influence 
flooded into these nations at the end of the nineteenth century. There are a number of terms 
and phrases associated with landscape. However, the most fiequently used terms of 
“nature” and “wilderness” will be taken as examples and how these terms have developed 
into contemporary concepts will be briefly considered.
3.3.I.I.I. "Nature"
“Nature” was first referred to as “Landscape”, namely as an object and a thing, in Europe 
relatively recently in the seventeenth century and today, this concept has subsequently 
shifted into "the realm o f  objects enables it to enter a consumer domain, also form  o f  visual 
appearance" {as Ornas and Svedin, 1992).
Originally the Latin word natura had the same meaning as phisis in ancient Greek and bh'th 
in Goth (Watanabe, 1977a). Therefore, it meant more of the inborn quality rather than the 
natural objets such as fauna and flora. Shakespeare frequently used the word "nature" in his 
work. However, the majority meant "power to create, inborn, quality or personality" rather 
than natural objects (Watanabe, 1977a). The modern concept of "nature" seems to have 
come from Francis Bacon (Saegusa, 1972). Kant and Newton seem to understand "nature"
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as the assimilation o f "the objects of any intellectual experiences" and by the time of Hegel 
"nature" was separated from "spirit" or "mentality" (Saegusa, 1972).
In England in the eighteenth century, the British poets like Thomson, Goldsmith and Cooper 
established the word "nature" to indicate natural objects and landscape in the literature.
This is probably because the development of Deism defined nature as a mechanism of 
creation and as a consequence natural objects and natural scenery became a part of the 
"created" objects (Watanabe, 1977a).
The ancient Japanese language lacked an equivalent word to the corresponding concept to 
the European "nature" until the Chinese word Shi-zen was imported. The collective
noun for the mountains, rivers, flora and fauna appeared in the Japanese language 
(Tellenbach and Kimura, 1989) through the Buddhist text in the sixth century. Yet the word 
Shi-zen (or Ji-nen in the Buddhism texts) originally did not have an equivalent meaning to 
the European word "nature"; It meant an object's "manner o f  being or becoming" 
(Tellenbach and Kimura, 1989). Until the turn of the twentieth century, the word Shizen 
had been used as an adjective or adverb to indicate a non-artificial state. Saegusa (1972) 
traced the Japanese translation of the English word "nature" back to the late eighteenth 
century; it was translated as "Ten-chi [Heaven and Earth]" in 1873, in 1877 "Ten-nen 
[natural made]", 1984 "Ten'ri [Heaven's ethic]" and "Zoh-ka [creation]" and 1904 "Ban'yu 
[millions of beings/phenomena]". The use of the word Shizen as an equivalent to the 
English "nature" seemed to have been popularised by the end of the nineteenth century. 
Natsume Soseki, a popular novelist in early twentieth century, carefully made a distinction 
of Shizen as "quality of human beings" and as "natural objects" in his essay about the British 
poets' sensitivity to nature; he stated that the British poets wrote about "the nature of human 
beings" rather than the natural environment (Yamoto, 1971; Watanabe, 1977a).
Similarly in Chinese, Laozi [ca. 600 B.C.] used the word Ziren as the state of being non- 
artificial or with no human intervention. However, the study of foreign vocabularies in 
modern Chinese published in Beijing (cited in Watanabe, 1977b) acknowledged that the 
modern Ziren [ ^ ^  is a result of a Japanese invention; the Japanese altered the meanings of 
the existing vocabularies or invented a new idiomatic combination of words when they first 
absorbed the alien ideology from the West in the late nineteenth century. These new- or re­
born vocabularies were exported to China.
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3.3.1.1.2. "Wilderness"
The origin of the word wilderness is believed to be wil(d)-déorness, which means "the place 
of the wild deer" in Old English. In medieval times, wild deer probably meant simply wild 
animals. (Simmons, 1993: 160). In the Judaeo-Christian source, wilderness has a savage 
image; the Book of Deuteronomy (32:10) explicitly defines wilderness as desert, “the waste 
howling wilderness” (Simmons, 1993: 163). The Germanic word Wildern means "savage 
and uninhibited places left to nature, though not without vegetation,” (Simmons, 1993:
161) and corresponds to the meaning of the modern English word.
In today's English language, the definition of wilderness used in the US Wilderness Act of 
1964 is "a place where human influence is limited, either because it has never been present, 
or because humans have come and gone. It is a land without permanent structures or roads, 
is not regularly cultivated nor heavily and continuously glazed, but may have been subject 
to seasonal pastralism (Simmons, 1993: 160)". In Australia, the word wilderness is
avoided; instead, "biophysical naturalness" is used to define "the one end areas unlogged 
and ungrazed which are remote from settlement and access routes and free from permanent 
artificial structures and so qualify for consideration as wilderness (Simmons, 1993: 160)".
According to Simmons, the Chinese word for wilderness means "the place where people 
have never or rarely been and which is so far kept in the natural state". He also conjectures 
that it might be associated with an emptiness such as desert or the haunt of beasts, and 
transferred meanings include remote, rural or sparsely populated areas: (Simmons, 1993:
162)
The Japanese have several words to describe wilderness. Simmons chose one word arano 
which he believes is the closest to the meaning of wilderness. He wrote "[the] ara part of 
the word {no means 'field' or 'rural place') may mean 'harsh' or 'rough', but it also has an 
etymological connection to the verb am, 'to be born, appear, grow' (Simmons, 1993: 162)". 
However when the same characters are pronounced differently, koya, that etymological 
meaning will be lost. Other Japanese words to describe wilderness include "uninhabited 
land" and "land of no boundaiy".
3.3.1.2. Cross-cultural studies on Landscape Preferences
Cross-cultural studies on the preference of the landscape have been done by geographers, 
architects and the environmental psychologists, who employed the term "perception" as a
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world-view, an outlook on life or a general cognitive product; or they prefer not to use the 
term "perception" all together. The outcomes, however, do not seem to reach the perfect 
concert. Culture is unquestionably a dominant determinant of the landscape preference and 
many studies have endeavoured to prove that aesthetic preference differs considerably 
between social groups (e.g. Lowenthal, 1968). Some studies found that there is an apparent 
cultural influence on the preference of the landscape (Sonnenfeld, 1967; Hull IV and 
Revell, 1989; Yang and Brown, 1992). Others, however, such as Shafer and Tooby (1973), 
Zube and Mills, Jr. (1976) Ulrich (1977) and Brown and Daniel (1987) advocate that there 
is considerable agreement in preference of the landscape among the respondents.
Among these studies which agree that there are significant cultural differences, their 
implications vary. The Sonnenfeld study (1967) finds a significant difference in evaluation 
of the landscape among natives and non-natives and also among non-native groups. All of 
them show a preference for those landscapes that are most similar to their "home-type" 
environments and that "Choices often indicate not only what is attr'active in landscape, but 
what appears deficient in the local or home environment." On the other hand, Hull and 
Revell (1989) and Yang and Brown (1992) suggest that, in addition to the universal 
preference elements, the non-natives prefer the landscape of novelty. Hull and Revell's 
findings reveals that landscape preference is learned and the past experience determines the 
environmental quality as well as the aesthetic values. They also emphasise that the 
"purpose" affects the evaluation o f a landscape. Therefore, in their study, the native 
Balinese evaluate the landscape which represents their life-style and the agricultural 
prosperity whereas the non-native. Western tourists prefer the obvious signs of the Balinese 
culture and people which are a novelty in their eyes. Yang and Brown's result is similar to 
the result of Hull and Revell's study. In their study, all respondents show a preference for 
exotic scenery, i.e. the Japanese garden, and the Korean respondents prefer the Western 
style landscape and the Western tourists favour the Korean landscape more.
On the other hand, Shafer and Tooby (1973), Zube and Mills, Jr.(1976), Ulrich (1977) have 
found considerable agreement among their respondents, campers of different nationalities, 
Australians and Americans, Swedes and Americans respectively on scenic evaluation. In 
addition to this, Kwok (1979) has found that a similarity in the semantic evaluation of the 
natural and built environment between the Chinese in Singapore and the British. Yet, it is 
noteworthy that Zube and Mills, Jr. (1976) also note that the possible reasons why their 
results differ from the Sonnenfeld study are (1) the distance between cultures in the studies 
was not as great as in the Sonnenfeld’s study and (2) a consequence of the different 
questions asked in each study.
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Hull and Revell (1989) and Brown and Daniel (1987) also argue that the reasons for 
disagreement in preference are not necessarily culture-bound. Besides Hull and Revell's 
pointing out that the purpose of the landscape evaluation influences perception, 
methodological shortcomings in the evaluation and preference are suggested. For instance. 
Brown and Daniel find the following factors have no effect on the evaluation of a 
landscape:
1. the sample of participants/ observers,
2. the landscape representation medium,
3. the obsei'ver's response format,
4. the time respondents took to view the scenes.
On the other hand, affecting-factors are:
1. the season when the survey is conducted,
2. the labels attached to the scenes,
3. the range and the relative mixture of environmental conditions presented 
(Brown and Daniel, 1987).
According to Hull and Revell(1989), the use o f an unfamiliar landscape reduces the 
meaning one can 'read' in a landscape which forces a respondent to answer outside o f the 
realm of his/her experience.
3.3.I.3. Gardens as a symbol of the landscape
Human beings change the landscape for their own use or for aesthetic pleasure. Moreover 
they even pay a higher price for pleasurable views. There are three categories of 
landscaping, according to Fairbrother (1974), even though most of the areas belong to more 
than one category: (1) a slight alteration from the natural state, e.g. where the primitive 
people live by hunting, (2) alteration without concerning the aesthetic beauty for people's 
own use, e.g. urban areas and farming areas; (3) deliberately designed to generate aesthetic 
pleasure, e.g. parks and gardens.
Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein (cited in Kaplan, 1983) have said that people need 
contact with trees, plants and water to be able to feel more whole in the presence of nature, 
go deeper into themselves and to draw sustaining energy from nature. Although private 
gardens have been a rarity for the privileged few over the centuries, people interacted with
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nature one way or another, for instance agricultural vegetation, countryside, paintings and 
arts (Kaplan, 1983). The gardens, or the "tamed" and managed natural environment have 
been, and still are, undeniably a significant factor in contributing to the well-being or the 
"wholeness" of individuals.
Gardens are often regarded as a symbolic expression of people's emotional involvement 
with nature, i.e. how people feel about the natural environment or the relationship with the 
natural environment (Sime and Kimura, 1988; Kaplan, 1983). Especially in Western 
culture, the importance of gardens, particularly the spiritual significance attached to 
gardens, can be traced back to the Garden of Eden. The Mesopotamian garden parties and 
the laurel crown for the victors in the early Olympic games are examples of the Man-Nature 
relationship (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975). In the Far Eastern counterparts, Chinese 
landscape paintings date back to the year 1200 and Japanese gardens are dated even before 
then (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975). Some researchers view the importance of the gardens 
and involvement in gardening today as the longing for the symbolic place of innocence or 
paradise (Cooper-Marcus, 1990), re-establishing the relationship with "Mother Earth," 
(Francis and Hester, 1990), and the seasonal changes of natural beauty in the garden are 
"subconsciously a strong reminder o f  life, death and rebirth" (Sime and Kimura, 1988).
The relationship with gardens is a universally condensed form of an emotional attachment 
to the natural environment, an expression o f concerns and caring, responsibility to and 
appreciation of the natural environment. However, the intensity of attachment seems to 
differ greatly from one culture to another. Asian gardens, especially Japanese gardens are 
said to be a miniature of the natural environment. The Asian aesthetic experience of 
intimacy and unity with nature is often the result of strenuous and continual effort at self- 
cultivation (Tu, 1989). In contrast. Western gardens are highly artificially, often
geometrically designed. These gardens are, however, regarded as natural in their time
because the garden symbolises perfection of nature with human help (Simmons, 1993). 
Sime and Kimura (1988) attempted to explain the Westerners’ relationship to the natural 
environment as a clear distinction between mankind and the natural environment, which 
consequently leads them to eschew an intimacy with nature. Some of the characteristics of 
the major types of gardens are summarised as follows:
3.3.1.3.1. Chinese Garden
The Chinese myth of creation says that human beings have emerged from "the bowels o f  the 
earth like any mountains or plant, and therefore was one o f them in spirit" (Jellicoe and
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Jellicoe, 1975: 68). In other words, the spirits in all nature were friendly and equal to 
human beings. Hence people worship the ancestral spirits and other spirits. The Chinese 
garden is a form of an attempt to approach nature as closely as possible. Thacker (1979: 
43) summarises the essence of the Chinese garden as "its intimate association with nature; 
its striving fo r  movement; its representation o f  permanence; and its ethical and 
philosophical preoccupations" however in a very symbolic form. Rocks and plants are 
given specific symbolic meanings and significance; a garden is not designed in a formal, 
symmetrical and manipulated arrangement as in Western gardens but in a natural and most 
harmonious way. One distinctive aspect of the man-nature relationship in Chinese 
gardening is that people play a subservient, observing, contemplating and insignificant role 
in the nature scene (Thacker, 1979).
The Chinese classical gardens were developed in the Sung [960-1279] and Ming [1368- 
1644] dynasties (Keswick, 1988) and fall into three major categories: (1) the great imperial 
parks in which palace and temple complexes were built among naturally formed hills and 
serpentine lakes, (2) public parks in areas of natural beauty, and (3) private gardens 
(Keswick, 1990). Geomancy was used to choose the site and layout of the gardens. The 
new landscape must consist of the basic elements of the yang (the stimulating male force) 
such as mountains and rocks, and the ying  (the tranquillising female force) such as still 
water (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975). The combination of cosmic forces, yang and ying, must 
be in harmony before the actual landscaping takes place. The garden is designed for all 
moods and all weathers, for the purpose of meditation, conversation and poetry-reading. 
Therefore the garden must be filled with tranquillity, and the fragrance of plants and trees to 
enhance spiritual exploration.
Even though the garden designs are based on a deep appreciation of the natural landscape, 
the "naturalness" in the gardens is expressed quite differently. For instance, the hills and 
lakes in the imperial gardens are often man-made. The public gardens are amid unusual 
natural beauty with some human intervention such as pedestrian paths, open pavilions at 
scenic points, and so forth. The "naturalness" in the private gardens is most indirectly and 
interestingly expressed among the three. This type of garden was surrounded by high walls 
within the urban area, with complex divisions o f the areas by walls and windows. Thus the 
garden gives an impression of being very artificial. Yet, the garden was designed "not as a 
mindless place but rather a place to actively engage in contemplation o f  the human/nature 
relationship" (Mooney, 1991). The garden was created with elements designed to reflect 
the beauty of nature and to achieve a tranquil atmosphere, and designed to be a place to 
achieve Laozi's state of total freedom/ nothingness (Lam, 1990). Also based on Daoism 
and Confucius [550-478 B.C.] philosophy of qi or "forces of nature", standing midway
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between the heavenly and earthly qi created in the garden will help scholars to attain the 
enlightenment to experience the seamless web o f  all creation (Keswick, 1988).
3.3.13.2. Japanese Garden
The traditional Japanese garden originated, and was integrated and developed from the 
traditional Chinese Garden. Yet unlike the extrovert and in breadth outlook of the Chinese 
landscape gardens owing to the vast land mass, the Japanese garden is introverted and in 
depth, due to the severely limited arable land (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975). The Japanese 
garden symbolises the appreciation of the natural environment on a larger scale and most 
importantly to capture nature alive (Itoh, 1973). The indigenous Japanese landscape are the 
volcanic mountain ranges with small cultivated strips of lowland, and in most areas the sea 
as the foreground, the scenery the Japanese loved and feared. With meticulous human 
intervention, nature in a Japanese garden is tamed and is not as threatening as real nature 
(Kalland, 1992; Sime and Kimura, 1988; Stewart-Smith, 1987).
The Japanese favourite pastime of cherry blossom viewing, moon-viewing and shell- 
collecting was established by the aristocratic élite as early as in the fifth AD (Thacker, 
1979). These seasonal pastimes are associated with literature, poem composition, paintings, 
devising colour codes of dress according to the season and occasion, and also the choice of 
trees and plants for the gardens. By the eleventh century, the book of gardening called 
Sakuteiki gave detailed rules and instructions on gardening. Thacker (1979) wrote that 
suggestion is the repeated key word for the Japanese garden. The stones, rocks and artificial 
hills symbolise the longevity or the mountains in Paradise. In the Zen garden, no plants or 
water are used but the quartz and rocks symbolise natural elements. Moreover, in contrast 
to the highly artificial western gardens, the aesthetic perfection of the garden is achieved by 
offering a subtle hint of naturalness to a too-perfect man-made landscape.
The paradise garden developed and sophisticated in Kamakura period [AD 1185-1332], for 
example the Moss Garden of the temple, tried to create the absolute tranquillity which 
makes a person’s mind "attuned to ... the feeling o f  kinship with nature, the sense o f one's 
spirit merging with the spirits o f  other natural things and the eternal behind them all " 
(Kuck, 1968 cited in Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975: 91) In the Muromachi [1333-1573] and 
Momoyama periods [1573-1615], the pictorial gardens evolved and reached a peak. 
Influenced by the Chinese gardens, the pictorial gardens were designed as a place for 
contemplation and the highly skillful optical illusions enhanced this purpose (Jellicoe and 
Jellicoe, 1975). As a more sophisticated form of the pictorial garden, the "borrowed"
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scenery or landscape gardens emerged in the seventeenth century and were imitated by 
many others from then onward. The gardens often include the famous Japanese landscape 
such as Mount Fuji (Thacker, 1979) or the familiar and beloved landscape of mountains, 
ricefield and villages (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975) as a part of the garden prospects. The 
garden remains poetic while the mood of the garden suddenly changes as a distant scenery 
of mountains and villages appears as people wander around.
3.3.1.3 3. English Garden
The first designed landscapes in central civilisation can be traced back to the post-glacier 
times in southern Mesopotamia, where gardens were the idealised scenes of green oasis and 
patterns o f the agricultural land between the Tigris and Euphrates (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 
1975). The domestication of horses by the Assyrians introduced the hunting-park into 
which wild animals and foreign trees were imported. The expansion o f the Islamic world 
played an important role in spreading the sophisticated paradise gardens across Egypt and 
North Africa to Europe via Spain (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975).
The English Garden originates from the garden of Eden, "a natural garden o f  all manners o f  
beautiful plants, a gat'den whose charm can only have depended on those plants" (Hyanis, 
1966). The history o f gardening in Britain can be traced back to Roman times. Roman 
gardens were the first gardens in Western Europe composed of elements from the Greeks, 
Egyptians and Syrians (Hyams, 1966). In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the 
expansion of Christendom was also the exploitation of the landscape as cloisters and 
monasteries required vast land for gardens and farming (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975). The 
landscape arts then were intuitive and biblically symbolic rather than well-designed 
(Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975) and typical English gardens are believed to have been 
established sometime in the seventeenth century.
In the eighteenth century, three schools of thought were mixed and affected the European 
landscaping namely: (1) Western classicism developed from Baroque Italy or the Grand 
Monarchy of France, (2) China, which originally fascinated the French Court with its 
frivolity and novelty but its principles were often mistaken for those of England and known 
as "Anglo-Chinese" in the continent, and (3) England, which rebelled against classicism and 
favoured a totally new and liberal expression (Jellicoe and Jellicoe, 1975). Although the 
paradise garden is said to be the ideal English garden, English gardens in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries were more involved with the large scale moving of earth, the making of 
lakes and the planting o f trees (Hyams, 1966). This change of gardening techniques was,
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interestingly, often attributed to the influence of Chinese gardening. According to Chinese 
philosophy. Nature was no longer subservient to human beings but an equal and benevolent 
partner. The influence of Chinese animism or 'nature-worship' on the English 'Back to 
Nature' movement and discovery of the similarity in manners and views of Chinese 
Confucianism and English gentry are said to be the origin of this English 'Landscaping’ 
gardening. English gardens in the eighteenth centuiy were clearly indicating a direction 
towards "artistic control over the artificially irregular, veiy attractive to men who are 
becoming confident o f  their power to change the natural scene at will...in a picturesque 
(Hyams, 1966).
3.3.1.3.4. German Garden
It is evident in the sagas and Grimm Brothers' fairy tales, that ordinary people's life has been 
closely related to the forests in Germany, owing to its geography of dark forests, mountains 
and rivers. However, as is evident in contemporaiy German cities, the parks and woods are 
not incorporated into urban planning; if they were, it would look quite different from inner- 
city parks in Britain.
The development of private gardens in Germany followed more or less the same path as 
English gardens. Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Italian 
Renaissance traditions were the major stream of gardening in southern Germany and 
Switzerland. In these times, human beings were still superior to nature and in control 
(Thacker, 1979). Often influenced by new movements in England, Italy and France, it was 
the nineteenth century when Germany established its own school of gardening (Verein zur 
Beforderung des Gartenbaues in den kgl. preufiischen Staaten) founded by Von Humboldt, 
Prince von Pückler and other prominent figures of the time (Olschowy, 1978).
There was a remarkable change in the style of gardening in the eighteenth century in 
Britain, France and in Germany. Thacker (1979) noted that the British gardener Lancelot 
Brown (1716-83) whose approach was to reveal the "latent capability o f  the site, the natural 
potential o f  a scene", played an influential role in gardening in Europe. Also Edmund 
Burke's publication in 1757 defined two kinds of beauty; (1) the beautiful, for things which 
were smooth, regular, delicate and harmonious and the sublime, for things which also 
moved us to aesthetic approval, but were rough, gloomy, violent and gigantic, (2) the 
manifestations of untamed and uncivilised nature, i.e. the wilder parts of the countryside, 
mountains, storms, and so forth, and scenes of a lovely, savage and primitive kind. 
(Thacker, 1979: 212) This period of "economic beautification and improvement of the
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countryside (Okononiischen Landesverschonerung und Landesverbesserung)" was the 
centre of German land cultivation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Gustav 
Vorherr was a prominent figure in Bayern and Peter Joseph Lenné in Prussia who served as 
Gardening Director of Potsdam was very much influenced by his trip to England 
(Olschowy, 1978). They led the German courts to the pursuit of the newly defined 
naturalness to extremes.
3.3.2. Religions/ Philosophies and Nature
Religions and philosophies in each culture seem to have a significant influence on their 
aesthetic beauty of the natural environment. Based on the importance of the aesthetic, 
balance of elements, and values of flora and fauna in the teachings, people cultivate the 
land, fell trees, add man-made elements and change the "naturalness" of the surroundings. 
In Western cultures where Judaeo-Christianity dominates, the way people perceive and treat 
"Nature" tend to be quite different from those in the Confucius-Buddhisni dominant 
cultures.
As Hargrove (1989) advocates, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Europeans were aware 
that Eastern natural aesthetic sensibilities played a significant role in the birth of Western 
natural aesthetic sensibilities. Moreover, he points out that the Western natural 
environment has never been as badly damaged by anything that was imported from the East 
as Western technology did to the East. Yet, he continues to argue that the Asian 
environments were degraded before the West disturbed them culturally, because of their 
lack of awareness of environmental consequences of their action and a lack of scientific 
knowledge of ecological relationships, in spite of their good intentions towards the 
environment.
3.3.2.I. In China
Although some claim that ancient China also had the myth of creation, such as stated by 
Jellicoe and Jellicoe (c.f. 3.3.1.3.1. Chinese Garden), it seems to have been long lost. 
Philosophy, rather than religion, was one of the important elements of Chinese tradition: it 
reached a higher level of sophistication 2,500 years ago (Bruun, 1992; Wang & Yang, 
1992). The Chinese philosophy was developed and diversified from about 500 to 300 B.C., 
a period known as the Hundred Schools era (Dreyer, 1993). One of the outstanding 
characteristics of Chinese philosophy is its anthropocentrism and sociocentrism in basic
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orientations (Bruun, 1992). The result is, humans and human society are the most crucial 
issue in the world.
These schools of philosophy can be roughly divided into two extreme ideas: one emphasises 
the separation of the Universe and mankind; the other stresses the unity of the Universe and 
mankind. The former type of philosophers, Xunzi emphasised that the Universe and 
mankind are clearly different and Liu Yuxi said that the heaven and the human beings 
interact with each other and use each other. However, these philosophies had little 
influence on the perception of the relationship between the natural environment and 
mankind (Xu, 1993). The latter type is more widely accepted and became a general 
Chinese view of the world. Some scholars regard this humanistic vision, the notion of 
humanity as "forming one body with the universe", as Confucian in Character (Tu, 1989; 
Wang & Yang, 1992). Yet, some like Xu (1993) advocate that the idea was firmly 
established by Mencius [ca. 372-289 B.C.] and at a later stage the idea of the harmony of 
the Universe and the human being as the ideal human life has emerged.
There are three major views in ancient China. (1) Zhuangzi's "let the nature do" Daoist 
view, (2) the Xunzi's "to reform nature" view, (3) the Confucian philosophy book, 
Yizhuan's view of harmonious relationships. (Xu, 1993).
Confucianism: Confucianism is n.ot ancestor worship as often thought in the West,
but is an idealistic approach to maintain a harmonious life through the hierarchical 
structures among relations, the community and nation. Confucius emphasises the 
importance of the unity of the family and kin, and even suggested "graded love" which 
encourages deeper caring for immediate relations than for more distant ones (Shaner, 1989; 
Dreyer, 1993). Although implications are not always explicitly extended to nature, the 
influence of Confucian teaching is ubiquitous in Chinese life. The Confucian philosophy 
book Yizhuan states the importance of harmony between the Universe and humankind and 
that humankind should learn the natural laws (how they change) because the changes have a 
purpose, and people should adjust to the changes. (Xu, 1993).
Daoism: The Daoist (or Taoist) philosophy was inherited from the Confucian idea of
the "three spheres" of heaven, earth, and the human, which are closely interfused with each 
other (Parkes, 1989). Both Confucianists and Daoists study nature and have a profound 
understanding in the objective law of nature and the relation between nature and 
humankind. They term the conception of nature and its laws as a 'view of Heaven's way' 
and the conception of the relation between nature and the human as a 'view of the nature- 
man relation' (Wang & Yang, 1992). According to Zhuangzi's "Let nature do" view, letting
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nature be as it is Heaven's way and changing/ reforming nature is man's way (Xu, 1993). 
Nature dictates all and so life does nothing contrary to nature. Daoism warns people not to 
destroy nature blindly. It denies the values of human activities and encourages people to 
come back to the original natural state/ conditions (Xu, 1993). The detachment from and 
reduction of egocentric desires lead mankind to attain harmony by doing nothing or by way 
o f a certain apatheia (Parkes, 1989; Dreyer, 1993). In later Daoist philosophy, "natural 
experience" was also given value and significance as it was enhancing an awareness of 
active participation with the Dao, that is, the well-balanced and harmonious processes that is 
the cosmos itself (Shaner, 1989).
Qi (or Vital force): Both Confucians and Daoists hold the idea that all creation is
composed of the same fundamental force or qi [or ch’i], and also human beings combine 
both earthly and heavenly qi (Keswick, 1988). In Ancient China, the creation of the 
cosmos never took a form of God or deity but an organismic process. According to Tu 
(1989), the organismic Chinese cosmos is made of a dynamic energy field wherein the most 
basic stuff is a vital force, a substance both spiritual and material. In Chinese philosophy, 
there seems to be no distinction between energy and matter.
This organismic process has three basic motifs: continuity, wholeness, and dynamism. In 
this context, as Tu (1989) states, nature is all-inclusive, the spontaneously self-generating 
life process which excludes nothing. In other words, even the destruction caused by 
humankind and natural disasters is also accepted and included.
Chinese culture optimises the use of natural powers, even to a degree where the qi is 
regarded as a limited resource subject to Human competition (Bruun, 1992). Xunzi's view 
of "to reform nature" in simpler words is "to Control, Reform and Manage nature" in order 
to find alternative ways to utilise surplus materials and resources. It also suggests using 
everything for the benefit of human life in spite of the shortcomings, as Xu (1993) argues, 
of neglecting the profound understanding of nature and its laws or how to regulate it. 
Bruun ( 1992) comments that "an important conception in the Chinese discourse on nature 
is 'the world that matters' contrary to 'the world beyond,' mostly left unexplored and 
unnamed". In practice, the Chinese do anything to "their nature" when the well-being of 
humans and human society is concerned. This may be attributed to the fact of being an 
anthropocentric society with the influence of "graded love".
Feiigshiii: Some call Fengshui a borderline science, dealing with borderline
phenomena between nature and culture; it investigates their interaction, and does so for 
specific purposes (Bruun , 1992). This originally meant in Chinese “spirit of the wind
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(feng)'''' and “water (shu i/\ had to be propitiated or disaster would ensue (Dreyer, 1993).
Fengshui expresses great concern for immediate nature, how to bring it to bear positively on 
human fortune but other people's nature is not included. It narrowly focuses on aspects of 
immediate interest to people. In addition, in the Fengshui conception, the Chinese view is 
reflected that "Nature" not only contains essential resources, but it is resources per se, 
awaiting to be utilised.
Yin and Yang: In Chinese philosophy, as shown in the symbol for the
complementary yin-yang principle, a little bit of yin within the surface represents yang and 
vice versa. The interaction of these two primary principles is supposed to produce all the 
phenomena of the Universe. There is no clear dichotomy but rather complementarily.
Therefore, when yin  reaches towards the end, yan begins to assert itself and vice versa (as 
Ornâs & Svedin, 1992; Dreyer, 1993). The same can be said for the relationship between 
nature and humankind. Humankind and nature depend on each other; as a consequence, 
human activities and activities in the natural realm influence each other.
Maoism: In China, however, the Cultural Revolution under Mao Zedong's leadership
has had devastating effects on the already impoverished natural environment in China.
Mao's encouragement to use natural science to conquer and change nature to "attain 
freedom from nature" (Gibbs, 1967: 127), the failure of the Great Leap Forward movement 
largely by misai location of resources and forced cultivation of unexploited areas (Chao,
1974), and the condemnation of the warning of over-population by scientists (He, 1991) 
caused a prolonged economic crisis and the problem of environmental decay. However, 
officially there existed no environmental problems and the issue was not looked into until 
the mid 1980s. It is believed that such drastic changes in value systems had dire effects on 
people's traditional views and beliefs about the natural environment.
3.3.2.2. In Japan
From the beginning of recorded history, the Japanese world view seems to be one 
characterised by an intimate, and emotional encounter with the natural world (Shaner, 
1989). Shintoism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism have been the religions of Japan, 
despite the criticism that they never took real root in the Japanese mind (Stewart-Smith, 
1987; Ohnuki-Tierney, 1984). Judaeo-Christianity perhaps has an exceptional position in 
this permissive society: it is respected but its exclusivity is considered unacceptable
(Randle and Watanabe, 1985). Shintoism, the only indigenous religion, and Buddhism 
have traditionally been regarded as the most important. These religions are optimistic and
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emphasise continuous renewal. Randle and Watanabe (1985: 111) give an example of "an 
earthquake" not as the judgement of god, but as part of the life cycle, and what is destroyed 
can be built again. Confucianism, though no longer a religion as in China, widely 
permeates into daily life. As a consequence it has become part of custom without requiring 
any psychological commitment on the part of the individual (Ohnuki-Tierney, 1984). Since 
the Confucian and Daoist teachings are basically the same as those in China, Shintoism and 
Buddhism will be examined here.
Shintoism: Shinto is developed from a simple form of animism. The Ainu animism
among the Ainu people, the aboriginal people of the northern half of Japan and currently 
living in the Northern island Hokkaido, hold the belief that natural phenomena and all 
living beings and objects, were gods or spirits known as Kamui. The kamui lived in a 
world above the sky and some brought good things, some misfortune and others neither.
The Ainu worship the things that were useful to them in such a way that their fishing and 
hunting are within the limits of harmony with nature. They take only their daily 
requirement o f salmon, waiting until the fish had spawned following which they would die, 
before taking enough to smoke for the winter. Similarly, natural habitats provide food. 
They also worship the kamui of forests, lakes, mountains and rivers (Stewart-Smith, 1987).
In Shinto, there is no distinction between the living, and non-living, animate and inanimate. 
Kami, human beings and other creatures exist on equal terms. A kami is something that 
evokes a feeling of beauty and awe, and the worship of the kami stems from the fascination 
and appreciation of their beauty but not fear (Stewart-Smith, 1987). To the Japanese mind, 
the kami which brings good and useful things for their lives is worthy of worship. This 
equal status and fearless relationship is the source of the implication of oneness with nature 
in Shintoism. This oneness suggests a respectful man-and-nature relationship with no 
intervention. This would also expect to provide a basis of protection for the natural 
environment; on the other hand, this equality leads to the idea of an ability to take care of 
itself (Stewart-Smith, 1987; Kalland, 1992; Kalland and Moeran, 1990) i.e., nature will 
always replenish itself and provide what is needed. Moreover, the Japanese love of nature 
was not recognised until when the literary collections, the Man'yoshu (ca.759) wherein 
nature was tamed and appreciated, were published (Kalland, 1992; Shaner, 1989).
Buddhism: In Japan, Buddhism, already transformed by the Chinese, has become a
more optimistic religion. Enlightenment becomes something attainable by every living 
being without much effort, such as fasting. It also emphasises reincarnation. Therefore, 
an individual's merciless wrong-doing to animals and other creatures would move him/her 
down the scale in his reincarnation. Buddhism teaches that the taking of any life is
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shameful. Therefore, eating fish and vegetarian food instead of red meat developed and 
was encouraged (Stewart-Smith, 1987). Such Buddhistic prohibition of the killing of 
animals and the eating of meat, which seems to derive from a primitive hygienic concern 
(Ohnuki-Tierney, 1984), not only saves the lives of animals, but also cultivates people's 
attitudes towards nature.
Zen is the Buddhist sect especially renowned for its strong harmony with nature and it 
appeals to the Japanese because of its full acceptance of the unity of man with nature. 
Stewart-Smith (1987) also suggests that this idea of unity with nature is appealing to the 
Japanese because it finds "sympathy with their Shinto ideals and its practice o f gentle 
contemplation suited their aesthetic sensibilities". Moreover, the Zen teachings do not 
contradict the Shinto equality of kami and all life, and the reciprocal relationship between 
man and nature. As a consequence, the Japanese came to believe that people at one with 
nature have the right to mould it at their will and vice versa.
3.3.2.S. Britain and Germany
The migration of Saxons and Angles from the continent to the British Isles did not seem to 
bring the two nations any closer in terrris of national characteristics. Their aboriginal 
beliefs, religions and sagas were soon swept away by the spread of Christianity. Although 
they are distinctively separate cultures, since their dominant religious doctrine is 
Christianity and the ideology and preference of the ruling class were often intermingled 
over centuries, their attitudes and beliefs towards nature will be examined together.
Paganism: Before Christianity arrived, pagan animism was prevalent in Europe.
Every tree, every spring, and every hill had its own guardian spirit. These guardian spirits 
such as centaurs and mermaids were unlike people, but still accessible to humankind. 
Before cutting a tree or setting a dam in a stream, people had to appease the spirit in charge 
of that particular situation and keep it satisfied. It was impossible for people to exploit 
nature without being sensitive to the feelings of natural objects (White, Jr., 1973).
Christianity: Judaeo-Christianity has brought the idea that time is non-repetitive and
linear, and forms the basis of western ideology. It also brought a "striking story of creation 
(White, Jr., 1973: 25)" into the Western world. The story of Creation in Judaeo-
Christianity gives humankind authority over other creations. It says in Genesis 1:28, "...fill 
the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish  o f the sea and the birds o f  the air and over every 
living creature that moves on the ground (Genesis, 1984: 4)". All creations are to serve
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humankind's purpose. God has planned it for humankind's rule and benefit. Christianity 
insists on the dualism of humankind and nature, and needless to say, human being as 
master. It also insists that it is God's will for humankind to exploit nature to his own end.
The only exceptions are the Greek and Latin Churches, and St. Francis of Assisi. The 
former view nature as a symbolic system through which God speaks to people, thus they 
developed "natural theology". The latter believes that all animate and inanimate things are 
designed to glorify God, thus possess an equal status to human beings in God's eye (White,
Jr., 1973).
Perfectibility: This notion stemmed from Christianity and the basic idea is that nature and 
humankind are separate entities. The Christian West created "a humanised world within 
the world o f  nature (Simmons, 1993: 179)". A motif of this notion is the eventual
perfectibility o f humanity and, in some versions, the concomitant perfection of nature, since 
it could be flawless if humans were less than faultless. Simmons (1993) speculates the 
underlying rationale for this "improvement" is to transform the wilderness and pure 
ecosystem into cultural systems. The philosopher Francis Bacon [1561-1626] suggested 
that perfectibility is the only way by which the Fall would be reversed and Eden regained 
(Simmons, 1993).
W eltanschauung: The German word for world-view, specifically to the Western
world-view is formulated as a end-product of Christianity, perfectibility and environmental 
determinism. Christian teachings strongly influenced human dignity and individual worth 
which led to the French Revolution and the industrial revolution starting from England. 
Democratic and technological ideas were integrated and increased the distribution of wealth 
more equitably among the population (Moncrief, 1973). This world view is fundamentally 
the assumption o f human dominance over nature and natural resources (Simmons, 1993).
The development o f a belief in "progress" and "development", inevitable material growth, a 
tendency to solve problems by the application of science and technology forms a 
macrocosmic view, which is known today as Weltanschauung. It is a utopian presumption 
of individualism and utility maximisation as being rational, analytical and technical 
(Mehmet, 1995) which often does not apply to non-Western societies. As a result, this 
world-view, especially in terms of development, is intolerant of non-Western cultures and 
even denies the cultural diversities in non-Western cultures (Mehmet, 1995).
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Table 3.4. Key words of the people-nature relationship in philosophies and religions
Type People's relationship 
to nature
Key words
Confucianism philosophy nature dominance -harmony between the 
Universe and humankind 
-people should obey the law 
of nature
Daoism philosophy nature dominance -nature dictates all 
-"let nature do" view
Qi world view nature dominance 
but people can make 
use of it
-nature is all inclusive 
-the spontaneously self- 
generating life-process
Fengshui borderline
science
nature dominance 
but people can use it 
to benefit
-how to bring nature to bear 
positively on human fortune 
-nature as essential resources 
-"reform nature" view
Yin and Yang philosophy interdependent -human activities and 
activities of nature influence 
each other
Maoism ideology human dominance -man can conquer nature
Shintoism religion equal -oneness with nature 
-nature is capable of looking 
after itself
Buddhism religion equal and reciprocal -harmony with nature 
-taking any form of life is 
shameful
Paganism religion nature dominance -guardian spirits are in charge 
of the natural environment
Christianity religion human dominance -people's mastery and 
stewardship to nature 
-separation of humankind 
from nature
Perfectibility philosophy human dominance -eventual perfection of 
humanity and the 
concomitant perfection of 
nature
-people should improve the 
incomplete form of nature
Environmental
determinism
world view nature dominance -the physical environment 
determines the way people 
live
-the human species is 
constrained by limits of 
resources
Weltanschauung world view human dominance -utility maximisation 
-individualism 
-rational and analytical 
-development
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3.4. Attitude towards Law and Authority
Generally laws and rules in a society are viewed as a means to prevent uncertainties in the 
behaviour of people in addition to low tolerance of deviance (Hofstede, 1991). From this 
viewpoint, in uncertainty avoiding societies there are many formal laws and informal rules 
controlling the rights and duties of citizens. In such a society, people grow up in a tightly 
structured environment and develop psychological needs which often lead to the 
establishing of rules or rule-oriented behaviours. These behaviours are clearly nonsensical, 
inconsistent, or dysfunctional, but what is written in the rule book is more important than 
what is actually happening. In contrast, countries with very weak uncertainty avoidance 
tend to show low anxiety in unstructured or unexpected environments. Therefore, fewer 
laws and only absolutely necessary rules exist in such societies. It is social control that 
reinforces people's habits to behave according to social norms and people pride themselves 
that many problems can be solved without formal rules. In societies of weak uncertainty 
avoidance, what happens in reality matters more than what is written in the rule book. 
Also, the laws and rules are less sacred but well respected.
In a society which pursues absolute Truth, there must be laws and regulations which 
everyone must follow. There is a tendency that if rules cannot be respected, those who 
violate them are sinners and need to repent. On the other hand in societies which value 
virtue rather than absolute Truth, the tendency is that if rules cannot be respected, they 
should be changed. For example, the Asian characteristic of people's attitudes towards law 
and order is the belief that there exists no absolute righteousness or code of justice. In 
addition to this, Asians' reluctance to bring up any court cases, such as tort, obviously 
hinders the effective implementation of the law. Such practices probably seem 
inconceivable to people who live in a Western society. There it is believed that social order 
can be kept only with regulations by laws.
Attitudes towards law and order do not necessarily reflect actual practice in daily life. 
However, an understanding of these attitudes will shed light on the question of the 
efficiency of the stipulation of Environmental laws. If the majority of the population do 
not pay respect to the written law, there seems to be little point passing more acts and laws 
or Environmental protection.
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3.4.1. China
In spite of Han Fei's warning that "government by man" would destroy the nation, China 
never developed the concept of "government by law". Confucian teachings had a strong 
influence on the legal system of traditional China. Confucius teaches the idea of law as 
relative to one's status rather than as an absolute standard (Dreyer, 1993). In ancient China, 
a gentleman was bred by education but not by birth, and was assumed to be guided in his 
conduct by knowledge of the correct moral principle. On the other hand, the uneducated 
needed punishment. Since differences were believed to be inherent in the nature of things 
(Dreyer, 1993; Bond, 1991), the harmonious operation of such differentiated legal systems 
were believed to be necessary to achieve a fair social order. Even today, the Chinese 
believe that stipulated laws are rigid, artificial, and insensitive to the changing 
circumstances of life. On the other hand, the judgement of wise, sympathetic but fair men 
is a better way to regulate personal, social, and political relationships. (Bond, 1991).
The significance of family and authority has led to the system in which most matters are 
judged, punished or negotiated before bringing them to the law court. Hence, the concept 
known as "torts" in the West never took root in the Chinese mind. The inability to solve 
problems among family members and kin is an indication of the failure of authority. 
Moreover, court case costs are extremely high as the practice of payment, known as 
"bribery" in the West, exists at all levels of government (Dreyer, 1993; Bond, 1991), 
"Bribery" may be cash, expensive liquor, or a promise of an outstanding favour, of an 
immediate or long-term nature. Such a practice is not considered to be corruption unless 
the amount of cash is excessive. It is understood that the bureaucrats concerned are 
underpaid and have obligations to their families (Dreyer, 1993). Granting favours is also 
an important element of paternalism and such a quid pro quo exchanges are more common 
in hierarchical societies not ruled by the written law. (Bond, 1991).
Although people at the highest levels of leadership are expected to conform to a rigid moral 
code, they seem relatively indifferent to what goes on at the lower levels so long as there is 
peace. Generally, in the vast countryside, people are neither positively loyal to the existing 
government nor actively opposed to it, but simply concerned with the problems of their 
daily lives (Dreyer, 1993; Pye, 1968). In contemporary China, although the Confucius- 
based political system, i.e., a dominant hierarchy and a single ideology, has been maintained 
in the form of one pai*ty, one ideological system during the Cultural Revolution, (Pye, 
1968), people's attitudes toward law and authority has greatly changed, particularly in the 
People's Republic of China after the Tiennanmon Square incident in 1989. Sengoku and
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Qian's study (1992) reveals the strong tendency of anarchy and anomie, especially among 
the younger generations.
3.4.2. Japan
Japanese attitudes towards law and order have many similarities to that of the Chinese. 
Before the modernisation of the country, as in China, problems were solved among family 
members, and if this did not work, arbitiary help from outsiders, neighbours or the 
community was sought. Seeking legal help indicated an inability to keep peace within the 
community and it stigmatised the community's ability.
A striking difference in the concept of law and order in Western societies and the Japanese 
society is that the law has nothing to do with "righteousness" in the Japanese mind. 
Slightly different from the Chinese "relativity of law", fairness, not righteousness, of the 
law is contextual. Henceforth, the law is a means to maintain order in Japan. In human 
life, righteousness is of course important but order is also as important. Nakagawa explains 
the underlying rationale behind this Japanese thinking that "righteousness and order are 
ultimately incompatible; hence the priority is placed upon either one, depending on the 
legal system" (Nakagawa, 1989)
In Nakagawa's view, the Japanese hold double standards with righteousness. and law; 
righteousness is solely for an individual's own accord and law for society. When legal 
righteousness is referred to from the empirical viewpoint, it seldom matches with the ethical 
requirements which should not be bent, and it is often merely tedious and troublesome 
social rules. Therefore, even when the legal responsibility is accomplished, another 
responsibility at a higher level still remains.
Like Chinese society, the Japanese are also known for being extremely reluctant to bring up 
legal cases (Nakagawa, 1989; Condon, 1985; Christopher, 1983). In most of the legal 
cases, no matter how fair the process, the result is often humiliating and isolating. The 
harmony between the group and self is a great concern of the Japanese; 
humiliation/embarrassment is intolerable. The tort or any other type of law case is not 
simply a matter of losing profit for the Japanese. Therefore, Official Instructions (Gyosei 
Shido) are often employed in the case of industrial conflicts to find a friendly solution. 
This was once criticised that it would weaken the authority of the legal system. However, 
it is also important to acknowledge this is a method based on the cultural background 
(Nakagawa, 1989).
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Similar to legal cases, the civil movement has quite a different motive from those in 
Western societies. The Japanese hold a view that nothing can be changed by the power of 
men unless the change is what Heaven wishes. The reason why the legal bodies are 
accused or there is protest when they administer the law is because the Japanese feel 
tremendous discomfort from the commands given by the abstract body called the "legal 
system". Therefore, they accuse the legal bodies of doing things, rather than the content of 
the law.
3.4.3 Britain
Having examined the Chinese and Japanese concepts of law and order, it is evident that 
idealistic legal righteousness in Western systems is quite different from the counterpart in 
East Asia. Nakagawa (1989) observed that human desire is required to be socially 
regulated. Therefrom the need of a man-made law arises. Law is fictions and anti-natural 
but human beings who cannot live naturally/wildly must have it. By law, people's profit and 
desire are regulated/controlled. Hence order is kept in human society. Yet, it is also desired 
that the function of the realisation of order by law is carried out by an individual's voluntary 
action as it is more effective than by force. Therefore, the governing power transforms 
itself into "duty/ obligation" and the acceptance of desire is called "rights" in Western 
societies.
Britain, one of the weak uncertainty avoidance societies in Europe, shows more relaxed 
attitudes and low anxiety without tight regulations. For instance, the British constitution is 
not a written one. The attempt to pass the Industrial Relations Act never succeeded in 
Britain while labour-management relations in Germany have been codified in detail 
(Hofstede, 1991). The British queuing habit at the bus stop or in shops is not enforced by 
law but by social control. There are many strikes, boycotts and sit-ins in British industries 
and demonstrations and petitions by citizens because people in a weak uncertainty 
avoidance society like Britain believe that they can participate in and influence political 
decisions. They are ready to protest against government decisions; they are in favour of 
strong and controversial protest action if necessaiy; and they believe the government 
should not suppress such activities (Hofstede, 1991).
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3.4.4. Germany
The Germans, having scored relatively high on Hofstede's uncertainty avoidance index, feel 
more comfortable in a structured system. As a typically strong uncertainty avoiding 
country, the German constitution is a written one and was enacted in 1949. The law is 
divided between civil and criminal and both are written down in paragraphs (Abecasis- 
Phillips, 1991). Germans are impressed by the public discipline shown by the British of 
forming neat queues everywhere without a written law governing queuing behaviour 
(Hofstede, 1991).
In Germany, legislation is considered the most important instrument to set out any social 
programme with binding force (Ross and Zacher, 1983). What is promised to a citizen by 
law are his/her personal rights. In other words, the citizen will feel anxious if his/her 
claims are not based upon written legislation. The citizen's confidence in legislation being 
implemented is important for a high level of conformity to the law (Ross and Zacher, 1983). 
Paragraphs on civil and criminal laws are constantly quoted by average citizens not only in 
court but also in public (Abecasis-Phillips, 1991). Germans feel at ease to go to the law to 
obtain their rights from landlords, tenants, employers, the local ministry of education or 
even from their neighbour. It is because court procedures are not intimidating and court 
expenses are not as prohibitively expensive as in some other countries. As for expense, 
many people are members of an insurance scheme which pays for most of the court costs 
and lawyers' fees involved (Abecasis-Phillips 1991).
The German attitude toward more and precise laws and rules is reflected in the European 
approach to environmental law. The European approach is based on the principle of 
Vorsorgeprinzip (anticipation or foresight) which requires the "least possible amount of 
emissions even if there is no known adverse effect:...controls should be set at the point of 
emission and should be tight as available technology allows" (Birtles and Stein, 1994: 13).
On the other hand, the British approach is to implement controls on pollution nearest to 
those affected in order to regulate pollution (Birtles and Stein, 1994).
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3.5. Environmentalism and Value Orientations
3.5.1. Perception of Risk
Over 5,000 lives were lost in the recent Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake (or better known as 
Kobe Earthquake) in January 1995, and it revealed how unprepared the Japanese 
government and citizens were against such large scale natural disaster. Japan is one of the 
countries most frequently struck by earthquakes and it boasted its earthquake-proof 
architecture and high-technology. In contrast, in California on the other side of the Pacific 
Ocean, there were only 61 deaths in Northridge in 1994 and 62 in Loma Prieta / San 
Francisco in 1989 (Hirsh, 1995; Church, 1995), though luckily the earthquake did not strike 
the most populous neighbourhoods (Begley, 1995). The San Francisco case fits well into 
the cognitive processing theory of actively seeking prevention measures against the 
undesirable outcome. However, the Japanese seemed to learn differently from its abundant 
experiences in the past; the Japanese learned helplessness before natural disaster through its 
history which was described as "no looting" "no riots", the numbed and apathetic state of 
"gaman (perseverance)" (Nikkei Keizai Shinbun, 23/01/1995). So were the pollution and 
related-diseases in the past but the pollution related problems have greatly improved in the 
past decade. Similarly in Mainland China, citizens had to learn how to cope with 
detrimental annual floods and citizens in Taipei in Taiwan with hazardous pollution. This 
section shows how these natural and man-made disasters are perceived and how a particular 
risk is selectively chosen for attention.
3.5.1.1. Psychology of risk perception
Within the psychology of perception, risks and hazards are learned through data from the 
sensory organs. Most distinctively, the cognitive processing system is capable o f storing 
remains of previous perceptions and can retrieve them when processing new input. As 
shown in the attitude-behaviour models in the previous section, external stimuli and 
situations are actively sought, learned and evaluated continuously. This process, according 
to Pigeon et al (1992), assimilates current input in the terms set up by past experiences, and 
consequently extend and modify the stored experiences, or knowledge structures, upon 
receipt of new stimuli. (Pidgeon et a/, p.98).
Simon, a cognitive psychologist, built the theory of bounded rationality in the late 1950s. 
This theory assumed that all rational humans try to maximise their profit or other preferred
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advantage and their imperfect knowledge forces the decision-maker to construct a simpler 
and more personalised model and their behaviour is based upon this model. Kates (1962, 
cited in Smith, 1992) applied the bounded rationality theory to perception o f hazards, 
stressing that such choices are based on a combination of individual knowledge. In Kates' 
argument, it is this experience which determines the perception of hazards and consequently 
responses to environmental risk.
In the study of Kleinhesselink and Rosa (1991), the clustering on the known-unknown risk 
dimension o f the same hazard is quite different between cultures. For example, the 
Japanese respondents marked dreadfulness of nuclear hazards as an old and known risk but 
the Americans answered new and unknown. Kleinhesselink and Rosa suggest that the 
cultural differences in risk perception are attributable not only to a perceptual bias, but also 
to an objectively different risk environment the respondents have experienced, and Rayner 
(1987) called it "cultural relativism" and "usable knowledge" which determine the 
perception of risk.
Regional differences in natural hazards will give another example of different experiences 
and knowledge of hazard by cultures: the nature of the physical environment determines 
certain hazards which are specific to different regions. For instance, major earthquakes are 
mostly confined to the margins of lithospheric plates, river floods to floodplains and tropical 
cyclones to coastal zones in relatively low latitudes. Variations in population density also 
lead to differences in the exposed risk. For example, Japan's geographical location on a 
tectonic plate boundary ensures a threat from earthquakes. In an average year, three or four 
tropical cyclones come ashore. The population pressure, i.e. the density in three 
metropolitan areas exceeds 5,000 people per km^. Rapid economic growth and industrial 
development have greatly increased hazard susceptibility. (Smith, 1992).
Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein (1985) also summarise the determining factors of 
differences in risk perception as follows:
1. Cognitive limitations, coupled with the anxieties generated by facing life as a 
gamble, cause uncertainty to be denied, risks to be distorted, and statements of 
fact to be believed with unwarranted confidence.
2. Perceived risk is influenced or biased by the imaginability and memorability of 
the iiazard. People may, therefore, not have valid perceptions even for familiar 
risks.
3. The experts' risk perceptions correspond closely to statistical fiequencies of 
death. Lay people's risk perceptions are based in part upon frequencies of
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death, but there are some striking discrepancies. It appears that for lay people, 
the concept risk includes qualitative aspects such as the likelihood of a mishap 
being fatal. Lay people's risk perceptions are also affected by catastrophic 
potential (pp. 151-152).
As in the case of experts in Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein's study, the Japanese people 
at the time of Hanshin-Awaji earthquake, both lay persons and experts seem to be 
overconfident about the earthquake-proof architecture and technology which consequently 
has led to people's insensitivity to the tenuousness of the assumptions upon which their 
judgements were based.
Risk is a straight foiward consequence o f dangers in the physical environment yet attitudes 
towards risks depend on individual personalities (Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982). A few 
deaths as a result of an industrial accident will be judged more severely than the same 
number of deaths in natural disaster. This may be because people tend to attribute the 
deaths to affective implications of the dread characteristics of the incidents such as fright, 
terror, tearfulness, trepidation, aversion, dismay, anxiety and worry (Craik 1985). People 
tend to be more forgiving of nature than the industry and organisations for the physical 
hazards as they perceive they have little control over natural hazards but industrial accidents 
can be controlled (Glickman, Golding and Silverman, 1992). The sense of control in the 
situation or voluntaiy or involuntary acceptance of the hazardous circumstances affect the 
perception of risk. Man-made hazards tend to be more voluntarily accepted and the impact 
of the incidents are perceived more diffused (Figure 3.5.).
Different societies perceive and weigh different risks with different levels of significance.
The public perception of risk and its tolerance level could be determined by collective 
values. This collective value alone would bias the recognition of real physical risks. Such 
cultural filters shape the perception of nature in systematic ways, blocking inconsistent data 
and highlighting confirmatory data (Wynne, 1985). For example, Bond observes that the 
Chinese have "a rather affectionate relationship with Fate, the great leveller (Bond, 1991:
61)". The Chinese believe that there are elements of the unpredictable, uncontrollable and 
inescapable in their lives. In contrast, the Westerners are "very combative with Fate, 
regarding her (feminine, o f course) as the measure o f  their ignorance and their inability to 
bend Nature to their wills (Bond, 1991: 61)". Douglas and Wildavsky (1982) argue that 
the choice of risks is manipulated by social institutions or politics, and the type of 
anticipated risks depends on the individual's prior social commitment.
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Figure 3.5. Spectrum of hazards
Natural ■> Manmade
Involuntary
\1/
Voluntary
earthquake
tsunami
cyclone
volcanic eruption 
tornado 
avalanche 
flood 
drought 
bushfire
transport accidents 
industrial explosions 
water pollution 
radioactive fallout 
civil riot
food additives 
smoking
mountaineering
Intense
\1/
Diffuse
A spectrum of environmental hazards from geophysical events to human activities. 
Hazards which are Increasingly man-made tend to be more voluntary In terms of 
their acceptance and more diffuse In terms of their impact.
Source; Smith 1992
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3.5.1.2. Environmental issues as risk
According to the statistics over the past four decades, three regions of the world have 
suffered more severely from natural disasters than the rest: East Asia and the Pacific; Latin 
America and the Caribbean; and Southern Asia (Table 3.5.). In the case of natural 
disasters, the size of the country or regions is not that significant. For instance. Southern 
Asia comprises only 4 per cent of the world's land area but suffers 18 per cent of the 
disasters (Glickman, Golding and Silverman, 1992). In other statistics by Thompson 
(Table 3.6.), the classification is slightly different from Glickman, Golding and Silverman, 
yet it shows the worst percentage of lives lost happened in Asia (85.6 per cent). Both North 
America and Asia estimates approximately one-third of all disaster strikes; the resulting 
fatalities are highly concentrated in Asia. This could be attributed to higher population 
densities and more susceptiblity but less technical preparedness for natural disasters in Asia.
By contrast, there was a total of 124 industrial accidents in the United States and Canada, 86 
in Europe and the former Soviet Union, and 83 in all other nations, with respective fatality 
totals o f 2,016, 2,680 and 10,280 (Table 3.7.). Thus the average number o f deaths per 
major industrial accident is approximately 16 for the U.S./Canada region, 31 for all 
Europe/former U.S.S.R. region, and 124 for all other nations (45 if the extensive deaths in 
the accidents in Afghanistan and Bhopal are excluded). Although the United States and 
Canada experienced the largest number of accidents, the result was relatively fewer deaths.
This could probably be because of under-reporting as major industrial accidents tend to 
claim fewer deaths per event than natural disasters, but the social and economic 
representations may be far more severe than the death toll alone would suggest (Glickman, 
Golding and Silverman, 1992). In a similar observation. Smith (1992) pointed out that 
while economic damage from natural disasters takes place in the developed countries, more 
loss of life occurs in the developing countries like Asia. This is largely because of the 
location of Asia in the tectonically active zones or near tropical zones which are more prone 
to cyclones, Asia tends to suffer more from natural disaster and the regions' high population 
density results in high fatalities (Table 3.7., 3.8.). However, even in the same region, 
fatality is much higher in the countries of lower income levels (Table 3.9.)
Douglas and Wildavsky (1982) categorised the choices of worries into the following three:
(1) risk of human violence, (2) risk from technology and (3) risk from economic failure. In 
the developed countries like the United States, society has already reached the point where 
the priority has been removed from the third category. In an example of low level radio­
active waste, i.e., risks from technology, economic motives were most emphasised in New 
York, where fishing and farming are important economic bases.
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Table 3.5. Natural Disasters Worldwide by Region, 1945-1986
REGION NUMBER OF 
DISASTERS
THOUSANDS 
OF DEATH
DEATHS PER 
DISASTER
DEATH PER
MILLION
POPULATION
North America 149 15 104 2
Latin/ America Caribbean 239 239 999 21
Europe/ USSR 127 166 1308 2
(126)* (444) *
Middle East/ North Africa 86 129 1505 24
Sub-Saharan Africa 45 9 201 1
Southern Asia 234 808 3452 10
(233)* (308)* (1321)*
East Asia/ Pacific 401 977 2435 5
(400)* (691)*
Total 1267 (J264) 2343 (1033) 1849 (837)
* ;  Numbers in parentheses exclude the three w orst disasters.
Source: Glickman, Golding & Silverman, 1992
Table 3.6. Proportional incidence of disasters and loss of life by continental areas, 1947- 
1981
(Adapted from Thompson, 1982)
Disaster incidence 
(%) Lives lost (%)
North America 33 1.0
Caribbean and Central America 7 4.5
South America 6 4.2
Europe 11 2.2
Africa 3 2.0
Asia 38 85.7
Australia and Oceania 2 0.4
100 100.0
Source: Smith, 1992
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Table 3.7. The Ten Worst Natural Disasters & The Ten Worst Major Industrial Accidents
The Ten Worst Natural Disasters Worldwide 
1945-1986
The Ten Worst Major Industrial Accidents 
1945-1986
YEAR LOCATION TYPE NUMBER 
OF DEATHS
YEAR LOCATION TYPE NUMBER 
OF DEATHS
1948 USSR Earthquake 110,000 1974 U.S. Explosion 576
1949 China Flood 57,000 1978 Germany Explosion 245
1954 China Flood 30,000 1978 Spain Explosion 218
1965 Bangladesh Cyclone 36,000 1979 USSR Unknown 300
1965 Bangladesh Cyclone 30,000 1982 Afghanistan Explosion 2,700
1968 Iran Earthquake 30,000 1983 Egypt Explosion 317
1970 Peru Earthquake 66,794 1984 India Toxic Vapour 3,849
1970 Bangladesh Cyclone 500,000 1984 Brazil Explosion 508
1971 India Cyclone 30,000 1984 Mexico Explosion 503
1976 China Earthquake 700,000 1986 USSR Explosion 300
Total 1,589,794 Total 9,514
Source: Glic mian, Golding & Silverman, 1992
Table 3.8. Number of disasters, average disaster-related deaths and damages per event, 
ranked separately by country (top ten regions), 1900-88 (Adapted from OFDA,1988)
Disasters Disaster deaths Disaster damage 
(thousands US$)
India 199 USSR 284,334 Italy 611,694
Philippines 134 China 80.812 Spain 374,686
Indonesia 110 India 44,379 Chile 121,505
Bangladesh 109 Bangladesh 26,981 USSR 90,645
Japan 91 Ethiopia 16,138 Argentina 84,758
China PR 89 Niger 7,826 Mexico 80,563
Brazil 68 Mozambique 7,262 Colombia 51,969
Mexico 60 Italy 2,949 Pakistan 39,370
Peru 55 Pakistan 2,061 China 39,296
Iran 53 Japan 2,005 Peru 32,498
Source: Smith, 1992
Table 3.9. Incidence of tropical cyclones and number of people killed in selected high-, 
middle- and low-income countries, 1980-8 (Adapted from OFDA, 1988)
Economy Cyclone
events
Deaths Deaths per 
event
Japan — high income 11 254 23
Philippines — middle income 22 4,322 196
Bangladesh — low income 8 10,733 1,341
Source: Smith, 1992
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However, in Britain and Hungary, where the respondents came from areas of natural beauty, 
worry about health, the future of tourism and recreation were most common, but economic 
motives were less important. (Vari, Kemp and Mumpower, 1991).
The developing countries, on the other hand, are still in the midst of striving to pursue 
economic success and in order to do so, they offer more relaxed environmental regulations 
to attract more foreign investment. In such a situation, these countries not only have little 
control over the industrial and trade policies, but also they are willing to risk environmental 
pollution (Yearly, 1991). In addition, especially in less developed countries, population 
growth, increasing urbanisation, land shortages, and economic hardships often forcibly 
relocate people to the most hazardous areas, while endemic poverty limits emergency 
preparedness and response and individual coping activities (Glickman, Golding and 
Silverman, 1992). The cases of Mainland China and Taiwan fall into this category, though 
Taiwan achieved the "economic miracle". These countries including Japan which still 
suffer from the legacy of the "economic miracle" or those who are now achieving it are 
taught to consider pollution as a sign of prosperity and the quality of individual life comes 
after successful economic achievement. In many cases, the quality of life is substituted by 
the possession of material wealth.
Today the definition o f environmental hazards cannot be confined to natural hazards as it 
used to be. Natural hazards were considered as 'Acts of God' and this implied that human 
beings do not create these hazards and have no hope o f mitigating or controlling them. 
However, it has been gradually admitted that both deliberate and inadvertent human 
influence plays a significant role in creating environmental hazards today. Smith (1992) 
points out a couple of major reasons for this phenomenon: firstly, various forms of
environmental pollution have come to people's attention which were considered as "quasi­
natural hazards"; secondly, technological growth and its associated hazards, especially of 
nuclear and space programmes in the developed countries. People are concerned more 
about hazards caused by human error rather than by technological failure; thirdly, the 
transfer of technological applications to the developing and less developed countries 
enlarges the threat which used to be confined to the developed countries.
As people became more aware of the role human beings play in creating environmental 
hazards, they also realised the smallest environmental change could greatly affect their 
possessions and life-style, and also cause economic loss. As the interest groups' voice 
becomes louder, the public believe that it is time to do something. The interest groups use 
invoking the environmental crisis to collect more voluntary support for less cost, and justify 
their rightness by referring to nature or God as arbiters (Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982),
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Since it is easier to analyse and criticise the pollution problems in other countries as this 
does not require much emotional involvement, these interest groups' activities often target 
the other countries.
3.5.2. Environmentalism and Value Orientations
The roots of the environmentalism movement in the West are much deeper than those in the 
East. The history of the roots of the environmental movement are discussed in Chapter 
Two and will not be repeated here but the value orientation of environmentalism in the West 
will be closely looked at in this section.
From the time of Plato, nature promised the proper functioning of all world and to follow 
nature meant to be plenty (Simmons, 1933: 167). This view was, however, later replaced 
by the Judaeo-Christian notion of nature as subordinate to human beings. Simmons derives 
two major reasons based on this Western world-view why nature needs to be protected in 
the modern Western societies.
There are two major types of reasons for nature protection and conservation: utilitarian
values and non-utilitarian values (Table 3.10.). Utilitarian values are further divided into 
scientific reasons and economic reasons. Scientific reasons come out of instrumental 
attitudes and the needs of scientific research are emphasised. Economic reasons are 
somehow recreation oriented. Simmons illiterates the type of tourists who enjoy this type 
of nature protection as the enthusiasts who travel in the managed "wilderness" with the 
motto take nothing but photogf'aphs, leave nothing but your footprints. In contrast, the 
non-utilitarian values are more on a cultural and ethical basis. The values came from the 
Western view of nature and wilderness as the garden of paradise. Thus, nature and 
wilderness must be protected in order to "contribute to some perceived ecological 
equilibrium on a global scale (Simmons, 1993: 167)". It is not necessary to replace the 
natural environment with more useful or productive land because the cultural values are 
inherent in itself.
Simmons (1993) further categorised modern environmentalism in the West based upon 
values and attitudes towards nature. His categories are anthropocentrism in the sense of 
capitalism, inherentism which is the midway position of the spectrum of categories, and 
instinsicalism, the closest to extreme ecocentrism.
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Table 3.10. Reasons for wilderness preservation (Simmons, 1993)__________
UTILITARIAN VALUES 
Scientific
Preserving a sample of ecosystems to ensure biotic diversity 
Conserving gene pools and potentially useful organisms 
Protecting natural areas for research and monitoring
Economic
Providing a particular form of recreation 
Conserving wildlife
Protecting watersheds and water quality 
Conserving scenery for tourism 
Avoiding diseconomies of development 
Promoting a 'balanced' land use pattern
NON-UTILITARIAN VALUES 
Cultural
Conserving a cultural heritage 
Preserving aesthetic values 
Providing educational opportunities
Ethical
Rights of non-human entities 
Scope for individuality
Social value of exercising restraint over change and transformation
Source: Adapted from L.C, Ireland, Wilderness Economics and Policy, Lexington Books, Lexington, MA and Toronto, 1979,
p,2.
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1. Anthropocentrism This theory lies immediately behind capitalism
described above, and many other materialist value-systems (such as that of 
Marx) as well. In non-human nature, all value is an instrumental value which 
depends upon its contribution to human value, preferably as measures in 
monetary terms. Thus nature becomes either a resource or a non-resource 
without value.
2. Inherentism This theoiy recognises that the very concept of value is 
human and so any attribution of it to nature is dependent upon human 
consciousness and the constructions which that makes. Nevertheless, our minds 
can attune to the fact that some of the values in nature do not derive from 
humans but from nature itself.
3. Intrinsicalism The notions of inherentism are taken further and we are 
forced to admit that some value in nature is independent of human values and of 
human consciousness itself. The environment has an inherent value which has 
nothing to do with anything human: it is to some extent a parallel world from 
which we ought perhaps to become decoupled. Knowledge of its values must 
be independent of all experience and acknowledged to be intuitively 'true' 
(Simmons, 1993: 184).
Simmons believes that the first category, anthropocentrism, is the dominant paradigm today 
and the intrinsicalism the minority limited to the Deep Ecology movement. He is also 
convinced that the majority of environmentalists today will fall into the category of 
inherentism, not being too extreme on either side. (Simmons, 1993).
About the same time Simmons (1993) produced three paradigms by values and attitudes. 
Pepper (1993) also developed a typology of European environmentalists (Table 3.11.). His 
idea is based on his previous research that environmentalism has become a political issue in 
Europe rather than pure environmental concern. Therefore, his categorisation is by policy 
type and resource management. His initial level of groupings are ecocentrism and 
technocentrism.
Ecocentrism considers humankind as a part of a global ecosystem, and subject to ecological 
laws. "Bioethic" is the central idea of ecocentrism, which treats non-human nature as an 
equal to humanity, or even places a priority on it. This thought constrains human activities; 
it is most obvious in limiting economic and population growth. Ecocentrism is not anti­
technology on the whole so long as technology is "environmentally benign" or 
"democratic", but it opposes the ownership or the elitism of technology.
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Technocentrism is aware of environmental problems. But its approach is either solving 
problems by maintaining the current form of society which attains unlimited growth (the 
'cornucopian' view) or by applying careful economic and environmental management (the 
'accommodators'). In either case considerable faith is in science, technology, conventional 
economic reasoning, and the ability of their practitioners. There is little desire for genuine 
public participation in decision-making, or for debates about values. Technocentrism is 
politically reformist and requires a radical distribution of political power. Similar to the 
idea of "perfectibility", technocentrism is manipulative. But Pepper emphasises that 
"interventionists", who freely intervene in nature, are non-interventionist in the market 
economy, and "accommodationists" adopt an environmental management approach based 
on cost-beneflt and risk analysis, in conjunction with inteiwention in the economy, through 
environmental taxes and penalties, standard-setting and so forth.
Dake (1991) in the United States is concerned tliat current studies on perception of risk and 
hazard lack an understanding of who fears what and why requires serious attention to the 
political, historical, and social context in which risks are discussed. He tried to incorporate 
a world-view of beliefs, values and social functions into the mental model of risk and 
hazard perception, emphasising cognition is not the sole agent which affects perception. 
Dake's argument is based on the following three assumptions:
a) technologies are perceived in a political context, which includes not only a wide 
variety of potential hazards, but also the highly visible controversies regarding 
them;
b) perceptions of the socio-cultural environment in which technological risks are 
framed and debated takes place within the broader framework of the person's 
understanding and (dis)satisfaction with society and their place in it;
c) individuals take a stance toward this complex matrix of technology and society 
in a more or less organised and integrative fashion guided by wide-ranging 
worldviews (Dake, 1991: 62).
The main purpose of Dake's measure of contemporary world-views and cultural biases is an 
attempt to predict public perceptions of technological risk, preference for societal-level risk 
taking, and a variety of other social, economic, political and environmental concerns, 
provided the world-views and cultural bias scales are correlated with a personality and 
political orientation. For contemporary world-view, Dake has chosen three models. 
Cotgrove's Cornucopian -Catastrophic paradigms, Dunlap's Human exemptionism - 
Ecological world-view paradigms and Contemporary worldvieM» A - Contemporary 
worldview B  by Reuyl, et al and Buss and Craik (Table 3.12.).
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Table 3.11. European perspectives on environmental politics and resource management: 
contemporary trends in environmentalism based on O'Riordan's model (1989)
Ecocentrism Technocentrism
Gaianism
Faith in the rights of 
nature and of the 
essential need for co­
evolution of human and 
natural ethics.
Communalism
Faith in the co-operative 
capabilities of societies 
to establish self-reliant 
communities based on 
renewable resource use 
and appropriate 
technologies.
Accommodation
faith in the adaptability 
of institutions and 
approaches to 
assessment and 
evaluation to 
accommodate 
environmental demands.
Intervention
Faith in the application 
of science, market 
forces, and managerial 
ingenuity.
'Green' supporters; 
radical philosophers.
Radical socialists; 
committed youth; 
radical-liberal 
politicians; intellectual 
environmentalists.
Middle-ranking
executives;
environmental scientists; 
white-collar trade 
unions; liberal-socialist 
politicians.
Business and finance 
managers; skilled 
workers; self-employed; 
right-wing politicians; 
career-focused youth.
0.1-3 per cent of 
various opinion surveys.
5 -10  per cent of various 
opinion surveys.
55 - 70 per cent of 
various opinion surveys.
10-35 per cent of 
various opinion surveys.
Demand for redistribution of power towards a 
decentralised, federated economy with more 
emphasis on informal economic and social 
transactions and the pursuit of participatory justice.
Belief in the retention of the status quo in the 
existing structure of political power, but a demand 
for more responsiveness and accountability in 
political, regulatory, planning and educational 
institutions.
Source: Pepper (1993)
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Stephen Cotgrove (1982) measured the environment, science and technology, and what 
composes the good life and two opposing positions emerged; Cornucopian and 
Catastrophic. The Cornucopian holds economic growth as its core value. He/she has the 
rights and ability to utilise nature as an instrument to attain the purpose of masteiy and 
dominion over nature. They put much trust in social institutions to solve problems such as 
population expansion, resource consumption, and the negative impacts of technology. The 
Catastrophic, on the other end of the continuum, challenges the appropriateness of man- 
over-nature doctrines. He/she urges the radical transformation of individual values and 
societal institutions move urgently away from materialistic values. Society is facing 
dangers from pollution, population growth, and shortages of various resources which are, to 
the Catastrophic, inherent problems of industrial capitalism.
In Riley Dunlap's paradigms of world-views (1983), two conflicting groups emerged. 
Dunlap called them human exemptionalism and the ecological worldview. The 
exemptionalist believes the unique characteristics of humans, especially science and 
technology, will eventually set human beings fi-ee from the ecological limits from which 
other species suffer. The ecological worldview, in contrast, does not view human species 
any different from other species. Human beings alone cannot be liberated from ecological 
constraints.
The third model, contemporary worldviews was originally suggested by Reuyl, et al in 1977 
and further developed by Buss & Craik in 1983. Contemporary Worldview A is based upon 
the notion of a high-growth, high-technology, centralised free-enterprise society, with a pro­
business stance on regulation, materialistic goals, and rational, quantified decision-making 
processes. On the other hand. Contemporary Worldview B  emphasises the levelling off of 
material and technological growth, redistribution of wealth from richer to poorer nations, 
lower levels of consumption, decentralisation of both control and population, goals of 
human self-actualisation, and participative decision making guided by non-materialistic 
values.
Dake's further analysis o f world view paradigms tries to find a correlation between the 
paradigms and individual biases (Table 3.13.). His hypotheses are based on Western 
cultural biases such as measures of hierarchy, individualism, egalitarianism, and a broad set 
of concerns that people have about contemporary society (Dake, 1991: 65). These
hypotheses concern the relations among cultural biases and the concerns that individuals 
express about social deviance, market issues, nature and technology.
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Table 3.12. Three models of world-view paradigms
Paradigm 1 Paradigm 2
Cotgrove
(1982)
Cornucopian:
core values of economic growth; 
domination over nature, especially to utilise 
nature for his own ends & purpose; 
more trust in societal institutions to solve 
the problems.
Catastrophist:
challenges the man-over-nature doctrines; 
the values of natural environment is 
intrinsic; urges radical transformation of 
individual & societal values to move away 
from materialism; The problems are 
inherent to industrial capitalism.
Dunlap
(1983)
Human exemptionalism; 
unique human characteristics, especially 
science and technology free people from 
the ecological limits that constrain other 
species.
Ecological worldview:
human species is not free from ecological
constraints.
Reuyl, et al 
(1977)
Buss & Craik 
(1983)
Contemporary Worldview A: 
embraces the notion of a high-growth, 
high-technology, centralised free-enterprise 
society, with pro-business stance on 
regulation, materialistic goals, and rational, 
quantified decision-making processes.
Contemporary Worldview B: 
stresses the levelling off of material and 
technological growth, concern about social 
and environmental impacts of growth, 
redistribution of wealth from richer to 
poorer nations, lower level of consumption, 
decentralisation of both control and 
population, goals of self-actualisation, and 
participative decision making guided by 
non-materialistic values.
(Source; Dake, 1990)
Table 3.13. Cultural Bias Summarised
Hierarchist Egalitarian Individualist
Social
Deviance
concern about behaviour, i.e. 
demonstrations & civil 
disobedience as they are 
disrespectful to the authority.
less concern 
reject the prescriptions 
associated with hierarchy and 
show less concern about 
social deviance,
support self-regulation, tlie 
freedom to bid & bargain; 
concern about social 
deviance is based on the risk 
to the market; closer stance 
to hierarchists than to 
egalitarian.
Natural
Environment
less danger
nature is perverse or tolerant; 
it will take only as much 
damage as experts & 
authorities predict.
nature is fr agile in order to 
justify equal sharing of the 
one finite Earth.
less danger
nature is resilient; free
market mechanisms will
increasing abundance for all;
more compensation than
damage.
Technology less danger
the hazards of technology 
can be managed by their 
experts; technology improves 
the quality of life.
the dangers associated with 
technology is great; An 
inegeritarian society will 
insult fragile nature just as it 
exploits the poor.
less danger
technology is a vehicle for 
unlimited individual 
enterprise.
Source: Dake, 1990
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Adherents of hierarchy examine social behaviour for acts of social deviance because 
fighting back against authority is a threat to their preferred form of social relations. Thus 
the hierarchists express great concern about behaviour disrespectful to authority such as 
demonstrations and civil disobedience. By contrast, the egalitarians tend to detest the role 
differentiation characteristic of hierarchy because ranked roles means inequality. The 
egalitarians believe that no coercive system should set a standard or force others to do 
things. Hence, egalitarians reject the prescriptions associated with hierarchy, and thus 
show much less concern about social deviance.
In Dake's study, the results showed that Contemporary Worldview A is positively but 
mildly correlated with Social Risk Taking (r = .32), correlated with Hierarchy ( 4 -  .47) and 
Individualism (r = .60), but negatively with Egalitarianism (r = -.20). On the other hand, 
Social Risk-Taking is correlated negatively with Contemporary Worldview B (r = -.39). 
Worldview B is negatively correlated with Hierarchy (r = -.20) and Individualism (r = - 
.10) but positively with Egalitarianism (r = .44). In other words, the findings proved his 
hypotheses that (a) cultural biases are related pervasively and strongly with societal 
concerns; (b) hierarchy and individualism are related to concern about social deviance, but 
that egalitarianism is less so; (c) the worldviews of hierarchy and individualism may be 
differentiated by examining attitudes toward market issues; and (d) egalitarianism is related 
to concerns involving technology and the environment, but that hierarchy and individualism 
are not (Dake, 1991: 73). For egalitarians, technological and environmental dangers are 
the most concerned areas, for hierarchists. the threats to authority are most worrisome and 
for individualists the greatest concern is market failure. As Dake predicted, both cultural 
biases and contemporary world-views address individual orientations towards what is 
thought of as the ethos of a culture or the thought of an age, yet from different points of 
departure.
3.6. Concluding Remarks
In the disciplines of psychology, sociology, anthropology, geography, law and other 
branches of social science, researchers have tried to prove and disprove that there are 
cultural differences in aesthetic values, preference of landscape and the treatment o f the 
natural environment and its resources. This chapter has attempted to review existing 
secondary data in this area and has reached the conclusion that there is a so-called "cultural 
difference" in perception and handling of the natural environment.
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Although there is no physiological evidence that people from different cultural, ethnic 
groups have a different sensory process mechanism, it is confirmed that the way people 
compose a meaningful outcome from the stimuli is culture-bound. What is familiar and 
acceptable in their culture affects their sensory processing. Some cultural groups are 
selectively sensitised to a particular stimulus which is an essential cue in their lives. For 
example, sensitivity to colours because of different clarity of colour spectrum at different 
latitude, field dependence of limit people, the Chinese tendency to perceive stimuli as a 
whole rather than a part because of their use of Chinese characters. Culture is an 
assimilation of values and experiences. An individual born into a particular culture is 
raised and socialised to master its unique values and norms. Some researchers suggest that 
the uniqueness of a culture is determined by the different combination of cultural 
dimensions, such as the power distance dimension, the masculinity dimension, and so forth.
The combination of cultural dimensions determines the things to be valued, how to relate to 
other human and non-human species, ways to understand things and to solve problems.
Such cultural and social norms and personal experiences play an important role in 
perception, formation of attitudes leading to a behaviour.
Language as a component of a culture also determines the definition of terms. In this case 
"nature" and "wilderness" in European languages find no exact equivalent in Asian 
languages. If  the definition of the terms are different, what is considered to be "natural 
environment" in one culture is not necessarily so in another culture. Culture determines 
what should be a favourable shape of landscape and scenery. Aesthetic values in a culture 
allow people to mould and shape "wilderness" into an acceptably aesthetic "domesticated 
nature", which is especially evident in the formation of gardens. Religions and 
philosophies are an assimilation of cultural wisdom which are cultivated within a culture 
and also reinforce the social values and norms. They directly or indirectly instruct people 
how to relate to the natural environment and resources. Some religions identify people as 
active interveners in the natural processes and others identify people's powerlessness before 
the power of natural processes.
Environmental orientations and cultural values along with historical experiences examine 
people's attitudes and reactions towards environmental hazards. Those cultures which 
discourage people from intervening with nature will take a different measure of 
environmental protection and mitigating hazards. Those cultures which do not believe in 
strict regulations and laws tend to leave environmental protection and pollution control to 
people's voluntary initiatives. Culture creates unique world views. Combined with these 
world views, the advancement of science and technology gives more choice in 
environmental concerns.
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Landscape preference and aesthetic views have played a significant role in the development 
of tourism. Especially in Britain, the tourists in the eighteenth century searched for 
picturesque villages and captured the scenery in a painting to decorate their house (BBC2, 
07/01/1996). Environmental concern has caught the attention of the tourism industry in the 
past decade or so as discussed in Chapter One. However, whether or not the tourism 
industries in different cultural settings perceive the same problem in the same way and 
conceive the same kind of concerns has not been studied. This research, therefore, has 
been designed to probe if the tourism industries in different cultural settings show culture- 
bound differences in their perception of the natural environment, environmental hazards, 
and their responsibility to environmental protection.
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss the methodological issues in the cross-cultural survey, especially 
the case when the distance between the cultures is large. However, before starting on the 
details on the methodology, the shortcomings of the literature and secondary data reviewed 
for this suiwey will be summarised as they have not only led to the research questions of the 
study, but also prompted the use o f a pilot study as a supplement to the weak theoretical 
framework in this field of the study. Following the literature critique, the general scope of 
the survey research will be summarised, then the existing problems of the cross-cultural 
research will be briefly reviewed with special emphasis on the research in Asian societies. 
Furthermore how an attempt was made to minimise these difficulties while designing the 
survey for this research will follow.
4.1.1. The Secondai-y Data
4.1.1.1. Review of the secondaiy data
In Chapter Two, current environmental concern in general was reviewed. As 
industrialisation in the West took place much earlier than in the East, concern and warnings 
on public health emerged largely from the scientists. British scientists were concerned about 
human impacts on the natural environment even at the beginning of the nineteenth century; 
German scientists began campaigning for the protection of the countryside as soon as the 
wave of industrialisation swept the nation in the last half of the nineteenth century (c.f. 2.2.). 
Not only the intellectual campaigns but also actual laws and regulations concerning health 
hazards and environmental protection already existed long before industrialisation in the 
West. However, in East Asia, Japan was the only country which had experienced Western- 
style industrialisation before the two World Wars; even with the rather primitive technology 
of that time, environmental problems became apparent with pollution-related diseases. 
Similarly, Taiwan achieved the economic miracle after the Second World War with more 
advanced technology which caused more pollution and health hazards. Mainland China 
suffered from an inefficient production system under the planned market economy. In 
Mainland China, there existed no "pollution" officially until recently for various political 
reasons, even though scientists warned the government over two decades (c.f. 2.2.).
Each country in the West and the East has a history of environmental degradation of different 
lengths and different reasons for the environmental movement. Nonetheless, the
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international protocol and treaties try to control the emission of hazardous substances and 
effluence in each country to the so-called "global standard", regardless of the history of 
environmental degradation, the level of degradation, economic levels, cultural and social 
backgrounds o f the nation. Environmental policies however, ironically reflect the cultural 
differences in attitudes towards laws, concepts and definitions of the environment and 
amenities (c.f. 2,3.).
Tourism is an industiy which involves the environment and natural resources. Its economic 
impacts have been debated over decades in the tourist destinations, but physical and social 
impacts also reached the point where they can be no longer neglected. Numerous 
conferences and conventions have convened, and the tourism industry has also begun not 
only intellectual campaigns but is also taking action (c.f. 2.1. and 2.4.). Many practitioners 
and academics in the tourism and hospitality have been aware that an "environmentally 
friendly" operation is an essential strategy for the industry to suiwive both competition and 
the future existence of the industry. Some are also aware that "green" became a new type of 
a tourism product and attracting more customers has become a priority over the original 
meaning of being "green". Attempts have been made in the past decade to conduct 
researches and to build "model destinations" which are believed to be environmentally 
sustainable; nevertheless, many of these are now transformed into other destinations where 
the original environmental sensitivity has been lost and with the struggle to sell its "natural 
beauty" to attract more tourists (c.f. 2.4).
In spite of awareness and efforts, existing tourism and hospitality studies have been 
conducted by researchers from the countries where tourism has long been established. In 
many cases the researchers are from tourist generating countries rather than receiving 
countries, and their major interest is how to preserve the high quality environment which is 
suitable for their notion of "tourism" and "leisure". This establishment of the notion of 
"tourism" and "leisure" cannot be overlooked as it is inevitably related to the establishment 
of the national economic levels. There has been no research conducted in the areas where 
"tourism" and "leisure" are uncomfortably new concepts, but are trying to develop a tourism 
industry to be more environment friendly is believed to be a global trend. Even the tourism 
industry in such newly emancipating countries cannot escape from its responsibility for 
sustainable tourism development. Yet the research on environmental awareness among the 
people who work in the tourism and hospitality industry in these countries is to date non­
existent.
In Chapter Three the socio-psychological background which is believed to influence the 
differences in perception and reaction to the environmental problems and pollution was
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examined. Although the examined factors were not the only influencing factors, cultural }
values and social norms are the most distinctive elements of cultures: they interact with 
religions and philosophies and also determine the aesthetic values in the landscape and the 
surroundings.
Studies on culture and the physical environment have been done quite extensively but 
separately in different disciplines. For instance, anthropological studies approached cultural 
differences in the views and beliefs about the nature and natural environment and the 
sociological and social-psychological perspective in interpersonal relations and social 
interaction, human cognition in the context of the physical environment (c.f., 3.1, 3.2, and
3.3.). Meanwhile, architects, geographers and environmental psychologists pointed out 
cultural preferences in the landscape (c.f., 3.1. and 3.2). Religions and philosophies do 
affect how people within a cultural group perceive and treat the natural environment and its 
resources. Based upon the significance of the aesthetic, balance of elements, and values of 
flora and fauna in the teachings, people cultivate the land, fell trees add man-made elements 
and change the so-called “naturalness” of the surroundings. Many studies also have proven 
that Biblical views in the West on the natural environment are quite different from the views 
in the Eastern religions (c.f. 3.2.).
It is not only the views of the physical environment which are affected by cultural values and 
social norms. They affect how people within a cultural group approach the laws and 
regulations. Such findings have implications for the significance and treatment of laws and 
regulations concerning environmental protection and pollution. They also imply that the 
ends of the laws and regulations need to be enforced by different means and manners which 
suit the cultural attitudes towards the laws (c.f. 3.3.).
As the concept of amenity was firmly established in the economically developed Western 
societies, the rise of environmentalism was observed in fairly early years. Pollution and 
environmental degradation called public attention and anti-pollution and conservation 
movement have become social phenomena. Therefore, sociologists and social scientists 
have already suggested different paradigms of environmentalists and environmentalism in 
Western societies (c.f. 3.5).
4.1.1.2. Shortcomings of secondary data
Studies on East-West differences regarding views of the environment, landscape preference 
and perceptual differences, have been extensively conducted mostly by Western researchers.
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However, there are three notable shortcomings in the existing secondary data. The first is 
the lack of relevant information especially in East Asian countries. Environmental decay 
and pollution problems have been neglected for decades in East Asia where the heavy 
industries and intensive production have been the source of the economic success (c.f. 2.1. 
and 2.2.). The international protocol and pressures from the developed countries have 
forced the developing countries to catch up with global standards for the harmful substances 
and effluents, and production of statistics is hurried. Indeed the statistical data such as 
"State of the Environment" yearbook are available in most of Asian countries nowadays. 
Yet, they have not reached the stage of conducting social research into the environmental 
issues, let alone establishing a sociological paradigm of environmental movements in Asian 
countries. Henceforth, the literature and information which are comparable to the secondary 
data from the West are mostly unavailable in the East, even in their own languages.
The second shortcoming is that these studies were too specific in their discipline in spite of 
the number of existing studies focused upon the East-West cultural differences. For 
example, the anthropologists investigated the basic concepts and beliefs about the natural 
environment, but they did not extend their study to the individual's subsequent behaviour 
towards the natural environment. Alternatively the case study is done in such a way that 
made comparison with the other culture almost impossible. The fact that these studies were 
not interdisciplinary in nature or lacked cross-cultural comparisons leads to the question of 
whether the result would be the same as in these studies if each area of interest was combined 
and administered to the cross-cultural subject groups.
The third shortcoming is lack of adequate research in the area of tourism and hospitality. In 
addition to the aforementioned lack of research in the regions in which "tourism" and 
"leisure" were newly introduced concepts, there is a lack of research in the socio- 
psychological aspect of environmental issues in tourism. Although, some individuals in the 
tourism industry seem to be well aware that there is a gap in implementation of 
environmentally friendly strategies in the tourism industry in the developed and the 
developing countries, there seem to be no previous studies done yet to explain the fact from 
any perspectives apart from the economic level of the nations. If those cultural value 
differences which social scientists have proven are truly the major force which determines 
the consequent behaviour, the gap in implementation of environmentally friendly strategies 
in tourism development should also be explained by cultural value differences.
The three above mentioned shortcomings of existing secondary data led this research to the 
following research aims:
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1. To collect and compare up-dated information about the levels of environmental 
concern in the countries where the notion of "tourism" and "leisure" are 
established and where they are not established.
2. To conduct a survey o f environmental concern among the people working in the 
tourism industry in the countries where the notion of "tourism" and "leisure" are 
established and where they are not established.
3. To integrate the cultural and social aspects of environmental concern into the 
tourism research.
Consequently, this research attempts to find out the possible reasons for such a gap in 
handling environmental issues by focusing on the cultural differences in perception and 
attitude towards nature and natural resources in relation to tourism development. As 
mentioned before, the survey techniques to be employed must cover a wide range of 
attitudinal questions, such as risk perceptions, religious attitudes towards the natural 
environment, the level of authoritarianism and so forth. If such assumptions regarding 
cultural differences are confirmed as the major reasons, the outcome of this research would 
be guidelines for the tourism industry, the developers and the environmentalists who would 
get involved with the business and the development in different cultural settings.
4.1.2. Research Questions of this Suiwey
Cross-cultural studies, when successful, fill the gap in global understanding. However, this 
is a challenge as researchers tiy to connect the unconnected or the remotely connected and to 
make sense out of it. Many cross-cultural studies have been done in the past in various areas 
of interests, yet none of them seem to be credited as making a perfect comparison. First of 
all, the researchers' interest in a single aspect o f a culture is selective and, as Bond (1991) 
pointed out, therefore the studies cannot reflect the unique pattern of the whole culture. 
Questionable repeatability is a concern in cross-cultural studies. Such a lack of validity, 
however, is understandable as cultures and societies are the living creatures and change at a 
noticeable or unnoticeable pace over time which is often beyond the control of the 
researchers. Criticisms are often about the inadequate quality of communication of the 
researchers and about the cultural factors which could have been better controlled.
This research aims to elicit the cultural differences, if any, in attitudes towards the natural 
environment and its resources and attitudes towards tourism development. As noted in 
Hofstede (1984, 1991) and others, culture is an assimilation of values, morals, philosophies 
of life, historical experiences and so on. Does culture affect people's attitudes towards their
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natural environment and its use and protection? If attitude is culture-bound, are there any 
differences in people's attitudes towards the global issues, in this case the environmental 
problems? These questions have led this study to test the following hypotheses:
1. People's attitudes towards the natural environment are culture-bound.
2. People's attitudes towards the relationship between the natural resources and 
tourism development are affected more by cultural factors than by actual national 
economic levels.
3. People's attitudes toward global issues are a reflection of their general attitudes 
towards the natural environment. Thus there is no universal approach to the 
problems.
As this research requires a cross-cultural survey, particular focus was placed on the survey 
method design. First of all the general methodological scope of the social research will be 
discussed, and then more specific methodological concerns in the cross-cultural survey will 
be focused on.
4.1.3. General Scope of Sui-vey Research
4.1.3.1. Introduction
Whether it is a cross-cultural study or not, the fundamental processes of social research are 
the same. First of all, the general scope of survey research in social science will be 
discussed. Moreover, the existing problems and particular concern for the cross-cultural 
study will be probed.
Although there are various opinions how to design and conduct social research, Oppenheim's 
outline (1992) for the researchers seems to be a basis for them (Figure 4.2). His logic of 
fourteen steps of the research outline is clear and obvious, though essential: it begins with 
(I) setting a research aim, (2) literature review, (3) conceptualisation with exploratory 
interviews, (4) decide on design of study, (5) setting a hypothesis, (6) design the research 
instrument, (7) pilot work, (8) design samples, (9) draw samples, (10) field work, (11) 
processing data, (12) statistical analysis, (13) test the hypothesis and (14) research report.
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Figure 4.2. Oppenheim's outline of research process
Field work
Pilot work
Hypothesis
Literature
Design of study
Aiin
Research instrument
Design samples
Draw samples
Hypothesis testing
Processing data
Statistical analysis
Research report
Conceptualisation with exploratory interviews
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4.I.3.2. P reparation stage
It seems possible to group the fourteen steps into four stages: the preparation stage, the 
design stage, the data collection stage and the processing stage. Oppenheim's steps from one 
to five can be included in the preparation stage.
Aim and design of the study First and foremost the research aim must be decided. This 
aim needs to study the existing literature. The literature review identifies the well studied 
areas and little studied areas and also whether or not the existing research problems are under 
controllable circumstances or uncontrollable circumstances (Oppenheim, 1992). The 
conceptualisation of the research topic with exploratory interviews will also identify the 
domain of the study. Having identified the research aim and domain of the study, the design 
of the research needs to be decided. In many cases social research tends to be “analytic 
relational”, in other words, associations between specific variables and particular hypothesis 
are explored (Oppenheim, 1992). In the analytic relational survey, the nature of the research 
is more oriented towards finding associations, explanation and prediction but less oriented 
towards representativeness, description or enumeration. Similarly, more "why?" and "what 
goes with what?" will be asked than "how many?" or "how often?".
In the case o f this research, the literature review revealed the lack of primary information on 
environmental statistics and literature on environmental awareness in some countries; also 
the existing secondary data are not quite comprehensive as each study specialises in very 
narrowly focused areas (Figure 4.1. A: Literature Review). The preliminary study was 
employed to identify the research aim and domain (Figure 4.1. B: Preliminajy Study). In 
addition, the result from the preliminary study led to research questions and the idea of target 
samples (Figure 4.1. C: Research Question).
Tlieoiy and Hypothesis When the design of the study is decided, analytic rational or
other, the area of interest or domain facet of the research and background facet will then be 
decided accordingly (Donald, 1995). In social research there are two approaches of 
interaction between research and theory (Figure 4.3.). Although some argue that research is 
not necessarily tied to formal theory-building or theory-testing, those researchers who ignore 
theory are still working with implicit theory (Breakwell, 1995). Theory testing is often an 
important approach. However, the theory construction approach is also important in social 
research (de Vaus, 1986). In practice, many studies suggest that there is no pure theory 
testing or theory construction but an interplay of both (de Vaus, 1986; Breakwell, 1995) and 
it affects the process of the research (Figure 4.4.). Hypothesis., on the other hand, is a formal 
statement of predictions derived from theory, early research or even hunch (Davis, 1995). A
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Figure 4.3. Two approaches to social research
The Theory Construction Approach
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Figure 4.4. De Vans' logic of tlie research process
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series of research questions may be identified instead of hypotheses depending on the 
research methods. The formulation of a hypothesis or research questions at the onset of 
research design is essential in order to identify operational definitions and variables, 
feasibility, and testability of the research as well as to ensure the collected data will actually 
address the research hypothesis or questions (Barrett, 1995).
In this research, the research aim and questions derived from the preliminary study were 
transformed into a series of testable questions, or hypotheses (Figure 4.1. C: Research 
Question). Although this research agrees with de Vaus' point that there is no pure research 
of hypothesis testing, the emphasis was placed upon hypothesis testing rather than hypothesis 
construction.
4.I.3.3. Design stage
In the designing stage, Oppenheim's steps six to eight, research instruments and samples are 
designed. The research question or the domain o f the research determines the research 
method. The research method, by definition, is a whole process of data collection, 
organising and analysing data. There are three major methods in social research, namely 
case study, survey and experiment (Figure 4.5.). Although types of data collection 
techniques for each method are similar, for example, questionnaire, observation, or 
interview, detailed techniques can vaiy considerably. It is also suggested that using a variety 
o f research methods to collect data may be appropriate for many studies (de Vaus, 1986).
Research instrum ent The research method in turn enables the researcher to design the 
research instrument. Survey is a method of social research, but within this method there is a 
variety o f techniques for data collection such as questionnaire, interviews, observation and so 
foith (Figure 4.5.). Each technique obviously has advantages and disadvantages. For 
example, the advantages of the interview technique are the high response rate, opportunities 
to correct misunderstanding, control of incompleteness and a sequence of questions, and 
carrying out observations simultaneously. Further, this technique cannot be affected by 
respondents' reading difficulties. On the other hand, the disadvantages are the fact it is an 
expensive and time-consuming technique to conduct and process. In addition, it is too 
expensive for the interviewers to reach respondents who live in widely dispersed areas. Also 
this face-to-face technique cannot avoid interviewer bias. In contrast, as Oppenheim (1992) 
commented, the disadvantages and advantages of the techniques are the mirror image of each 
other, advantages of the postal questionnaire are low cost of data collection and processing, 
ability to reach respondents in the widely dispersed areas and abroad, and avoidance of
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Figure 4.5. A range of metliods of research and techniques of data collection
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(Source: de Vaus, 1986)
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interviewer bias. The disadvantages are, however, the low response rates and consequent 
biases, no opportunities to correct misunderstanding or to offer explanations to help. This 
technique has no control over the sequence of the questions to be answered, no check on 
incomplete responses or the passing on of questionnaires to others. It also restricts the 
subjects to be able to read and comprehend the questions. Finally there is no opportunity to 
carry out assessment by observation.
Having set the hypotheses, the research instrument was determined (Figure 4.1. D: Sample 
Choice, E: Instrumental Choice). From the preliminary study, the time consuming sorting 
tasks, word-association task, lengthy statement categorisation proved to be very informative 
and suitable for the purpose of the research, but there is the need to re-design in a more user- 
friendly and easy-to^answer format. Meanwhile, after consideration of the sample 
population's familiarity with the instrument, the questionnaire was chosen as the survey 
instrument since it is cost and time effective.
Questionnaire design Once the technique is chosen, the questions can be constructed. For 
instance, the most popular technique is the questionnaire (de Vaus, 1986; Fife-Scliaw, 
1995b). Nonetheless, the questionnaire must be designed with careful thinking with 
anticipation because it is impossible to return to the respondents to collect additional data 
missed out earlier. Thus, the dependent, independent and test variables must be clearly 
identified before constructing questions. There are a number o f points to take into 
consideration when designing a questionnaire. The following are the most widely cited 
points.
(1) Sequence: To construct the questionnaire, sequences of the modules within the 
questionnaire, then within the modules need to be decided (Oppenheim, 1992; de 
Vaus, 1986). In other words, grouping questions into sections, the logical flow of 
questions, from easy to difficult, from concrete to abstract questions and keeping 
varieties of questions are essential.
(2) W ording: Not only the sequence of the questions, but also question wording 
affect the responses. The questions must be in a simple language, short but precise, 
with a clear frame of reference. Ambiguous, double-barrelled, offensive and leading 
questions must be avoided (Fife-Scliaw, 1995b; Oppenheim, 1992).
(3) Question types: The type of the questions, i.e. "closed" questions with pre- 
coded answer categories or "open" ended questions, should be chosen to suit the 
design of study. The "close-ended" questions clarify the response alternatives, easy 
to answer but possibly rule out unexpected answers (Fife-Schaw, 1995b). The 
selection of the forced choice questions, such as Likert-style scales, choosing
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attitudes statements, and ranking must be handled carefully. The range of the given 
alternative responses must be exhaustive. Offering a "don't know" option is another 
point of discussion (Fife-Schaw, 1995b; Jones, 1993; de Vaus, 1986; Converse and 
Presser, 1986).
(4) Sampling size: The larger sample size yields a better estimate of the 
population parameters, but of course it will be more costly. Estimating sampling 
errors by calculating standard error will provide a rough guideline of the sample size 
to be drawn (Fife-Schaw, 1995a; de Vaus, 1986). Oppenheim (1992), however, 
emphasises that the sample's accuracy is more important than the size itself. 
Similarly Fife-Schaw (1995a) suggests choosing the right sample size in which the 
sampling error is minimal. The way to draw samples, for example, simple random 
sampling, stratified sampling, matched samples, quota sampling and so on, also 
needs to be considered.
(5) Sampling approach: After selecting samples, how to approach the
respondents, such as sponsorship, stating the purpose of the research, duration of 
questionnaire, confidentiality and anonymity, should be decided (Barrett, 1995; de 
Vaus, 1986).
(6) Evaluation: The questionnaire is a product of the research problem, the 
theory or hypothesis, administration method, and data analysis techniques (de Vaus, 
1986). However, the questionnaires involve evaluation and extensive testing 
through pilot work before finalising the questions and format (Barret, 1995). 
Repetitive pilot studies may be necessary to derive alternative responses for the 
forced-choice questions, and eliminate fruitless questions and redundant or unreliable 
items.
Attitude scaling Not all social research employs the scaling but it is appropriate to 
mention as it is used in the main survey of this research. Scaling in social research is 
considered "a formalised version of an everyday process" (de Vaus, 1986: 94). It is a 
composite measure of concept. It is desirable to use a set of questions around one concept 
so that the complexity of the concept will be tapped and will also differentiate a respondent 
from another who is otherwise similar. There are several widely used scaling methods such 
as Likert-type scaling, semantic differentials, Guttman scaling, ranking and so on. The most 
suitable type of the scaling must be sought for the particular research. However, there are 
principles of measurement for all scales:
1) Uni-dimensionality or homogeneity: The scale should be about one thing
at a time as uniformly as possible. It should also be internally coherent, that is.
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each item measures the same underlying concept. (Oppenheim, 1992; de Vaus, 
1986).
2) Reliability: Reliability means the indispensable attribute of consistency. The 
traditional scaling methods are often strong in this respect (Oppenheim, 1992; de 
Vaus, 1986).
3) Validity: At present it is often impossible to find a reliable and valid external 
criterion against which to validate an attitude scale (Oppenheim, 1992)
4) Linearity and equal or equal-appearing intervals: Although the
assumption of linearity is another point of discussion, it makes quantitative 
scoring possible (Oppenheim, 1992).
5) Reproducibility: Especially for attitude measurement, a score on an attitude 
scale should be able to indicate which statements the respondent agreed or 
disagreed, which in turn indicates the respondent's place on the attitude 
continuum (Oppenheim, 1992).
The questionnaire design was most crucial for this research as it aimed to measure attitudes 
in different cultures (Figure 4.1. G: Questionnaire Design). The basic questions to be asked 
were derived from the preliminary study result and literature review, validity of attitude 
scaling in several different languages were thoroughly considered. Sequence, wording and 
types o f questions required special attention because of the linguistic ambiguity, social habits 
and cultural bias. These points of particular concern and how they are overcome are 
discussed in detail in a later section (4.1.5.). The questionnaire was tested and evaluated by 
the pilot study (Figure 4.1. F: Pilot Study). The outcome was reflected in the corrections 
and amendments to the questionnaire (Figure 4.1. H: Corrections, G: Questionnaire Design).
4.I.3.4. Data collection and analysis stages
Researcher in an unfam iliar society: In social research, there are two types of
researchers: the researchers who study people in their own ethnic groups or social
phenomena in their own society and the researchers who study in other ethnic groups or 
societies. The latter group are again divided into two types: those who emphasise the 
understanding and insider's view as a precondition of research, and those who emphasise 
model building without understanding culture, society or the meaning of symbols (Wax, 
1971). The fieldwork, like this cross-cultural study, requires the understanding and insider's 
view in different groups as well as employing the model builders' technique, such as the 
questionnaire survey. There are two initial stages for the researchers to go through: the 
stage of initiation or re-socialisation, when the researchers try to involve themselves in the
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kinds o f relationships which will enable them to do their fieldwork. Finding a sponsor-guide 
or knowledgeable insiders in the alien society will be of enormous assistance to the 
researchers (Bulmer, 1993b; Bulmer and Warwick, 1993; Wax, 1971). Having become 
involved in a variety of relationships, the next stage is the one during which the researchers 
are able to carry out the fieldwork. There is also the post-field stage, when the researchers 
finish their report and tiy to return to their own society (Wax, 1971).
Self-administered questionnaire When the researcher has been socialised in an alien 
society and reached the point of being able to carry out the survey research, actual sampling 
takes place. The postal survey is usually chosen as the research instrument; the self­
administered questionnaires are usually mailed out first class mail, with a covering letter and 
the postage-paid return envelope (Dillman, 1978). The covering letter introduces the survey 
and promises confidentiality so that it motivates the respondents to co-operate. The 
disadvantage of postal survey is the low response rate. Oppenheim (1966) estimates 40 to 
60 per cent is an average response rate for the postal survey; Dillman (1978) improved the 
response rate by several follow-up letters and his response rates were 60 to 94 per cent. It is 
also proved that the respondents who received the stamped envelopes showed a slightly 
higher return rate (76%) than the respondents who received business replies (72%) (Dillman, 
1978). When the self-administered questionnaire is distributed in person, it is usually 
presented to the respondents by the researcher or by someone in an official position such as 
teachers (Oppenheim, 1966, 1992). The purpose of the survey is explained and then the 
respondents are left alone to complete the questionnaire. The completed questionnaire may 
be collected immediately afterwards or several days later. This method yields a high 
response rate, accurate sampling, and a minimum of interviewer bias while allowing the 
researcher to provide necessary explanations (Oppenheim, 1966, 1992).
In order to maximise the response rate and at the same time to minimise the subjects' bias 
and researchers' bias, the self-administrated questionnaire was chosen to be distributed. 
Wherever possible, the questionnaire was posted with a covering letter and a return envelope, 
distributed and collected by a middle-person or distributed and collected on the spot by the 
researcher (Figure 4.1. I: Field Work). Also the follow-up interview to complement the 
survey findings was conducted whenever possible. The methods of sampling were 
differentiated according to the sample population. How they were differentiated will be 
discussed in 4.2.2.5.
D ata analysis Once the data have been collected, they need to be analysed.
Having clarified the research questioii or hypothesis, the number of variables to work on 
should be identified. The number of variables determines whether the univariate, bivariate
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Figure 4.6. Flowchart for selecting analysis and statistical techniques
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Table 4.1. Some methods of analysis (Source: de Vaus, 1986)
Univariate methods Bivariate methods Multivariate methods
Frequency distribution Cross tabulation
Scattergrams
Regression
Rank order correlation 
Comparison of means
Conditional tables 
Partial rank order correlation 
Multiple and partial correlation 
Multiple and partial regression 
Path analysis
Table 4.2. Bivariate analyses (Source: Fife-Schaw, 1995c)
Tests of differences Tests of association
parametric test non-parametric tests 1. Pearson product moment 
correlation (r)
2. ANOVA
3. Kendall's tau (x)
4. test of independence 
(association).
Phi (0 ) for 2x2 tables
5. Point biserial correlation (if 
cases approximately 50/50 split on 
dichotomous variables)
between
two
groups
1. independent 
groups t-test
2. paired scores t- 
test
1. Median test, 
test,
Mann-Whitney U- 
test
2.Sign test, 
Wilcoxon test
three or
more
groups
1. One factor 
independent 
groups ANOVA
2. One-factor 
repeated 
measures 
ANOVA
1. Kruskal-Wallis H- 
test
2. Friedman test, 
Cochran's Q test
Table 4.3. Multivariate analyses (Hammond, 1995)
Making predictions Differences between groups Underlying structure
1. Simple regression
2. Multiple regression
1. Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA)
2. Discriminant analysis
1. Factor analysis
2. Cluster analysis
3. Multidimensional 
Analysis (MDS)
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or multivariate technique is required for the analysis (Figure. 4.6.). Once the univariate, 
bivariate or multivariate technique is decided, which particular analytical technique to use 
should then be selected. One helpful selection factor is the level of measurement of the 
variables used (de Vaus, 1986). There are three types of level of measurement of variables: 
nominal, ordinal or interval/ratio.
The analytical methods for the collected data were pre-determined by the pilot study, 
however, the other methods were also explored at the same time to find the best analytical 
method (Figure 4.1. J: Analysis). As this survey mostly used ordinal and nominal scales, 
one-way ANOVA and Multidimensional Scaling were selected for statistical analysis out of 
several possible methods. Details of the analytical methods will be discussed in 4.4.
4.1.4. Existing Difficulties in a Cross-cultural Study: Overview
None of the cross-cultural research is free from criticism largely due to methodological 
difficulties. These difficulties occur as researchers try to measure the values and practices in 
different cultures with their own standard as an absolute index. These difficulties can also 
be divided into two types: the problems of the researchers and the problems of the samples.
The researchers' problems are like independent variables. They stand on their own. The 
problems are inherent in nature, though could perhaps be controlled to a certain extent. The 
three major problems of the researchers are identified here. First of all, it should be asked 
how familiar the researcher is with the culture of the interest. The degree of familiarity with 
the target culture affects the interpretation of the outcomes (Pick and Pick Jr., 1978; Wuelker, 
1993). When the researcher is less familiar with the target culture, the interpretation of the 
outcome will be more biased as the researcher tends to use the value standard of his/her own 
culture as an index for comparison. Likewise, even when the researcher is as familiar as a 
native with the target culture but does not have sufficient knowledge of the value standard in 
other cultures for comparison, the interpretation of the outcome will also be biased. Also, 
the cultural study is rather a subjective matter and a single aspect of the culture studied may 
not reflect the culture itself. Therefore ''any comparison made must be understood within the 
context o f  the culture and against the background o f  other comparisons, but such 
sympathetic 'packaging' o f  a comparison depends on the capacities o f the psychologist 
involved(Bonà, \99\: 2)".
Second, as an extension of the first problem, the linguistic problems should be focused on 
(Wuelker, 1993; Pick and Pick Jr., 1978). If the researcher does not have a good command
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of the language used in the target culture, or contrary, even if the researcher can speak well 
enough at an academic level, lay persons may not understand the jargon and there will be 
misunderstanding and misinterpretation. Employing an interpreter will help minimise 
communication problems, but there will be a bias of the interpreter added to the outcome. 
Also there is a problem of equivalent terms and vocabularies in different cultures. This 
point will be discussed more in the following section.
Third, the status of the researcher in the target culture affects the type and amount of 
information obtained. Unlike the anthropologists who stay over an extensive time either as 
outsider observers or outsider participants of a cultural group, the transient researchers are 
the intruders to a cultural group. They come and interview, or conduct experiments, as equal 
or even superior to members of the cultural group and stay for a short time and go. 
Therefore, the cultural group evaluates the researcher from his/her social status, gender, age, 
race and so forth. For example, in a society where females are treated as subordinate to 
males, the female researcher in general will have difficulty in having access to the 
information which is no problem for the male researcher. In a xenophobic society, the 
researcher who has an obvious "foreign" appearance may be treated as an outsider and be 
given "rose-tinted answers...for fear of offending [the researcher]" (Wuelker, 1993: 165) or 
even information specially prepared for the "outsiders" which is not necessarily a true 
reflection of the national opinion.
In contrast to the researchers' problems, some of the problems of the subjects are like 
dependent variables and some others are not. Namely, the subjects' problems fall into two 
categories: the problems closely related to, or the consequence of the researchers' problems 
and the problems which are independent o f the researchers' problems.
As for the problems related to the researchers' problems as mentioned above, the choice of 
the subjects will be based on the availability and the chosen samples do not necessarily 
represent the population (Pick and Pick Jr., 1978; Wuelker, 1993). Factors such as short 
duration of the survey, limited access to the information sources, communication problems, 
limit the subjects to those people who are available during the survey period, who are willing 
to co-operate or who are interested in the study, or who can communicate with the researcher 
directly or indirectly. Therefore, a danger of over-generalisation of the findings always 
exists and this problem should be eliminated unless the purpose of the research is of a 
preliminary nature.
The second problem is the subjects' bias (Pick and Pick Jr., 1978; Wuelker, 1993). As the 
subjects are biased at the level of selection due to the above mentioned reasons, subjects' bias
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in conforming to the researcher's expectations could also be high. The subjects may be more 
informed and more exposed to foreign cultures, or perhaps more educated than the average 
population and they may know the most desirable responses to the given questions. Also the 
status and appearance of the researcher affect the subjects' tendency to conform. This bias 
could be more extreme in the highly conforming and courtesy oriented cultures.
Third, the subjects' familiarity with the suivey methods should be taken into consideration 
(Bulmer, 1993a; Jones, 1993). For instance, if the subjects are not familiar with the format 
of the self-administrative questionnaire, the researcher may not be able to obtain any valid 
responses. In addition, if the measurement instruments, i.e. photographs, pictures, or simple 
apparatuses are not known to the subjects in their daily life, they may not elicit the type of 
responses the researcher expects.
The above mentioned problems can be diminished as the related researchers' problems are 
controlled. However, unlike the 100 percent controlled experimental settings, these cannot 
be completely eliminated in the field studies. Moreover, there are problems which cannot be 
controlled by any means. Among these uncontrollable factors, the cultural influence on the 
subjects' responses and the psycholinguistic issues will be discussed more in the following 
section.
4.1.5. Specific Concern of this Survey
This survey is designed to measure the East-and-West cross-cultural differences on the topic 
of attitudes towards the natural environment. The comparison of East-and-West was 
decided for several reasons. As was argued in the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, 1992, the 
environmental issues are regarded as closely related to the economic imbalance in the North 
and the South. As if it confirms the dispute at the Earth Summit, environmental concern has 
been more fiercely realised in Western societies in the past decade or two, though the 
environmental concerns are still overshadowed by economic development in Eastern 
societies. Hence, countries at different economic development stages were sought. Most of 
the Western societies are considered economically developed, and the Eastern countries are 
at the various stages of economic development. For instance, Japan in the East is, on one 
hand, the second largest economy of the world (Lyons, 1995), and Mainland China on the 
other hand, has been alarmingly rapid in transforming from "a weak, disintegrating China" 
into "economically and politically and militarily powerful China" (Walsh, 1993; 38). 
Therefore, how much the economic stage influences the environmental concern in a society 
can be compared across and within the subject groups. Also, as reviewed in Chapter 3,
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different cultures have different approaches to the man-nature relationship. It is also the 
purpose of this study to prove that theoretically culture-bound attitudes towards nature 
affects people's attitudes towards tourism development. Man-dominant attitudes towards 
nature in Judaeo-Christianity is controversially argued by White Jr. (1973) and other 
researchers; Ethics of action which are concerned as evil in Oriental societies and significant 
in Judaeo-Christian societies are contrasted by Zoja (1995). Thus, the countries of Judaeo- 
Christian history and countries of Oriental ethics are selected. Also the influence of 
colonialism, such as adaptation of foreign customs and loss of aboriginal values and 
philosophies, is taken into consideration. Most of the East Asian countries have never been 
colonised by Western countries; thus the traditional ideology and philosophies are believed 
to be preserved (Table 4.4). The selection bases will be discussed more in detail in the 
following sections and be summarised in the survey methodology section (c.f. 4.2).
Table 4.4. Basic points of concern for sample choice
Nortlierr
Gennany
Europe
Britain China
(Mainland)
East Asia 
Taiwan Japan
Economic level Developed Developed Developing Developing/
Developed
Developed
Major industiy Seivice Service Agriculture Light/
Service
Light/
Service
Dominant religion Christianity Christianity Confucian Buddhism/
Confucian
Shintoism/
Buddhism
Caste system No No No No No
Multilingualism No No No No No
Western colony n/a n/a No No No
Exposure to 
Western culture
n/a n/a Yes
(limited)
Yes Yes
International 
tourism flow
Yes
(outbound)
Yes
(outbound)
Yes
(inbound)
Yes
(outbound)
Yes
(outbound)
Environmental 
awareness data
Available Available Available
(limited)
Available
(limited)
Available
(limited)
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The measurement methods must have been the methods widely used in the Western societies 
and also known in the Eastern societies. As the methods employed were constructed based 
upon, so called "Western" mentality, some questions might have been incomprehensible to 
some Asian subjects. Yet the expected East-West differences, if successfully extracted, 
could be much larger than those among the with in-group differences due to the size of gaps 
o f ways o f thinking and linguistic barriers. Therefore, special attention was paid to the 
characteristics of Asian Culture in general and the influence of linguistic ambiguity.
4.I.5.I. Asian culture
In order to avoid unnecessary complications, the Asian cultural-groups chosen for this survey 
are Japan, Mainland China and Taiwan. The rationale of the choice of the samples will be 
discussed in the later section in this chapter. However, the characteristics of Asian cultures 
reviewed here will apply to most of the Asian countries.
A number of the researchers have noted that there are difficulties in conducting surveys in 
the Developing Countries, in this case Asian countries except Japan. The definition of the 
Developing Countries here, based on Buhner's definition (1993a), are the countries which 
tend to have:
1. economies with Agriculture dominant activities
2. low per capita income
3. low nutritional standards
4. low literacy / educational level
5. low productivity
6. relatively poor provision of health, water, and social seiwices
7. relatively poor transport and communication facilities
8. high birth rate and death rate
9. short life expectancy
10. a high incidence of ill-health, malnutrition and disease
Perhaps Mainland China is the only sample which fits into this "developing country" 
definition at the time of survey. However, the conditions in Mainland China and Taiwan are 
changing extremely rapidly.
Conducting a survey in Asian countries is not easy on two levels: first at the technical level, 
and second due to cultural influences on the value system. The limitations of administering 
the survey in terms of technicality in the Developing countries suggested by Bulmer (1993a,
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1993b), Bulmer and Warwick (1993), Wuelker (1993), Mitchell, (1993), and Jones (1993) 
are:
1. the aggregate data derived from official statistics is mostly the by-product of 
administrative processes, and often not suitable for a social science research. 
Thus, first hand data collection is essential.
2. the traditional administrators do not believe in the values and use of the social 
science data, and what is worse, they do not know what to do with quality data. 
Therefore, unlike in the most Western countries, conducting a suiwey is not a 
common practice.
3. for the above reason,
a. the mail questionnaire is rarely suitable
b. a structured interview is used for large scale surveys
c. the duration of the interview is very brief
d. often the survey is prone to non-sampling errors
e. a random sampling or the street interview is often rejected
4. the case study method as an alternative method involves
a. the in-depth study o f a particular milieu
b. gathering data by (1) informal interview, (2) use of knowledgeable 
informants, (3) participation/observation of events
5. the within-society heterogeneity in many Developing Countries, e.g. religions, 
languages, traditions and so on, causes a problem of the equivalence of data.
At the second level, the cultural influence in value systems often inhibits Asians to 
participate in the survey (Wuelker, 1993; Jones, 1993). Most Asian countries are known to 
be collective, conforming and harmonious societies. Such a motive of individuals to be "the 
same as the other members in the society" affects their perception of the survey participation 
as negative if the sui-vey was not backed up by a publicly recognised institution. In sum, the 
following points were particularly concerned when the questionnaire was designed:
1 courtesy bias (Jones, 1993)
a) no obvious pleasing answers should appear in the questionnaire
b) use of projection-technique which removes burden of being 
“negative”
or “critical” in opinion
c) avoid “neutral” or “don't know” answer for the Asians have higher 
tendency to choose it (Jones, 1993; Converse and Presser, 1986)
d) “forced choice” questions for agree-disagree scales (Converse and 
Presser, 1986)
2 lack of equivalent abstract concepts (Bulmer and Warwick, 1993; Wuelker,
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1993; Mitchell, 1993)
3 political factors which affect the response; for instance, in the more 
authoritarian countries, more conformity with government policy could be 
expected. (Wuelker, 1993)
4 control questions should be included in order to check the correctness of 
responses. (Bulmer and Warwick, 1993; Wuelker, 1993)
5 translation of the questionnaire into the counti y's official language should be
tested for its reliability by a reverse-translation method suggested by
Converse
(cited in Iyengar, 1993)
Even in Western culture, as Converse and Presser (1986) report, many more people will say 
"don't know" when that alternative is explicitly offered, particularly in a separate question. 
Offering a middle position does not affect individuals who feel strongly about an issue but it 
does those who do not feel strongly. And it is not unusual, according to Converse and 
Presser, for 20 % of respondents to choose a middle alternative when it is offered. In Asian 
societies in which offending others' feelings or expectations is supposed to be an impolite 
way of handling interpersonal relationships, the subjects have a much higher tendency to 
choose neutral answers. To illustrate this, the pilot study for this research showed that more 
than 30 % of respondents chose the "don't know" option or left the question unanswered 
when the "don't know" option was not provided. At the same time, leaving the subjects in 
the situation where they have to choose the neutral answers all the time should be avoided as 
it is considered as humiliating the subjects.
When the questionnaire was ready with great care and the survey was ready to be carried out, 
the following points were also focused:
1. The climate, as people tend to do nothing except routine jobs in a hot humid summer 
in East Asia.
2. To avoid any religious events and festivals, and the end/beginning of the fiscal year 
for possible delay.
3. It is reported that sending a non-Asian to interview could be disastrous (Jones, 1993). 
It is also widely known in East Asia that information and literature prepared in 
foreign languages are not necessarily the reflection of truth (Bulmer, 1993a, 1993b: 
Bulmer and Warwick, 1993; Wuelker, 1993; Mitchell, 1993; Jones, 1993).
4. courtesy bias (Jones, 1993)
- courtesy must be presented by an interviewer without criticism
- very strong reassurance of anonymity of respondents
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- use of reliable "middlemen" to be introduced to respondents (Jones, 1993; 
Converse and Presser, 1986)
4.I.5.2. Linguistic ambiguity
It is not an exaggeration to say that the communication ability of the researchers and the
subjects determine the outcomes. This is because languages are often regarded as the
cultural phenomena and different ways of reasoning and logic are revealed in the language 
constructions. The level of bilingualism of either the researcher or the subject, including the 
interpreter, is the key to understanding the survey outcomes. Grosjean (1982: 240-241) 
summarised the types of the bilinguals which were originally suggested by Weinreich in 
1953 as follows:
In Type A, the coordinative type, the words o f  the two languages are kept 
totally separate, in that each word has its own very specific meaning. Thus 
the word "book” has its own meaning and the Russian equivalent "kniga" has 
its own, different meaning. In Type B, the compound type, the bilingual
knows the words "book" and "kniga" but has one common meaning fo r  both; 
that is, each word conjures up the same reality. In type C, the subordinative 
type, the bilingual interprets words o f  the weaker language through the 
words o f  the stronger language. Thus, fo r  example, i f  Russian is the 
bilingual’s weaker or newly learned language, the word "kniga" may well 
evoke the word "book, " which in turn refers to the meaning the person has 
fo r  that word. In other words, the coordinate bilingual has two sets o f  
meaning units and two modes o f  expression; the compound bilingual has one 
set o f meaning units and two modes o f  expression, and the subordinate 
bilingual has the meaning units o f  the first language and two modes o f  
expression; that o f the first language and that o f  the second, learned by 
means o f  the first.
The level of bilingualism is quite important as it is often reported that bilinguals switch from 
one language to another, usually from the weaker language to dominant language, under 
stress, fatigue, environment, or information overload (Grosjean, 1982; Domic, 1978; 
Taylor, 1990). Despite the myth that bilinguals are born translators, they often have 
difficulty in translation, especially in writing (Grosjean, 1982). When emotion is involved, 
many bilinguals report that they can express certain kind of feelings better in their second 
language. Bilinguals say that swearing is easier in the second language because the affective 
content of words is just not the same for them in the two languages, or because they feel freer 
to do so in that language (Grosjean, 1982; Taylor, 1990) or even because the bilingual's first 
language does not have the equivalent words.
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In addition to this, psycholinguistic studies show that bilinguals report that their 
personalities, attitudes and behaviour seemed to be changed as they changed languages. On 
one hand, some argue that this phenomenon is because the bilinguals' use of one language is 
confined to a particular topic and a circumstance with specific people. Therefore, bilinguals 
do not feel the same when they talk about other topics with other people (Ervin, 1964; 
Grosjean, 1982; Taylor, 1990). Bond (1991) argues with his Chinese samples that they do 
not seem to lose their Chinese identity by mastering foreign languages from the West 
because of the Chinese pragmatic approach to language as a useful instrument for 
communication. On the other hand, Mklifi (1978) found that Tanzanian bilinguals gave 
varying views on agnosticism or democracy when they discuss the topic in English or in 
Swahili and Ervin-Tripp (1968, 1973) found that the Japanese Americans express their 
feelings very differently on the same sentence completion tests and TAT cards when they 
were conducted in English or in Japanese.
Often the topics of interest, in this case environmental issues, have no equivalent concepts in 
the subjects' mother tongue or the topics are quelled in their society for some reason. If 
bilingualism is topic-, circumstance- and associated emotion-specific, the aforementioned 
findings imply two possibilities caused by bilingualism: the first implication is the
possibility that bilingualism helps the subjects speak more freely about the topic which is 
unfamiliar in their mother tongue, though the level of fluency in the language will be another 
concern. The second implication is that what the subjects answer in their second language it 
may not be the true reflection o f the opinion of the general population. That is, if the 
questions were asked in their mother tongue, their responses could be quite different than 
when they were asked in the foreign language. These contradicting possibilities can be 
examined and the differences, if any, can be diminished only if the same subjects are double 
checked by questioning them both in their mother tongue and the foreign language.
4.2. Sniwey Methodology
As reviewed in the earlier chapters, although there are a number of studies which focus on 
the East-West cultural differences, the notable shortcoming is that these studies are too 
specific in their discipline, e.g., the anthropologists and historians investigated the basic 
concepts and beliefs about the natural environment, but they did not extend their study to the 
individual's subsequent behaviour towards the natural environment; or the case study is done 
in a way that makes the comparison with other cultures almost impossible. The fact that 
these studies were not interdisciplinary in nature or the lack of cross-cultural comparisons
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leads to the question of whether the result would be the same if each area of interest was 
combined and administered to cross-cultural subject groups.
However, the lack of theoretical background is the biggest obstacle. Unfortunately no 
previous study in tourism tries to explain the fact that there is a gap in implementation of 
environmentally friendly strategies in the tourism industry in the developed and the 
developing countries. If those cultural value differences which social scientists have proven 
are truly the major force which determines consequent behaviour, the gap in implementation 
of environmentally friendly strategies in tourism development should also be explained by 
the cultural value differences.
This research attempts to find out the possible reasons for such a gap in handling 
environmental issues by focusing on the cultural differences in perception and attitude 
towards nature and natural resources in relation to tourism development. As mentioned 
earlier, the survey technique to be employed must cover a wide range of attitudinal questions, 
such as risk perceptions, religious attitudes towards the natural environment, the level of 
authoritarianism and so forth. If  such assumptions of cultural differences are confirmed as 
major reasons, the outcome of this research would be a rough guideline for the tourism 
industry, the developers and the environmentalists who would get involved in the business 
and development in the different cultural settings. For the purpose of comparison, this 
research has chosen samples fi*om Northern European countries and Far Eastern countries.
4.2.1. Pilot Study
Having mentioned the shortcomings of the theoretical background, the pilot study is a 
preliminary one to determine the direction of the main survey. Besides, most literature was 
based on case studies and there was not much comparability across the studies. Therefore, 
the pilot study was designed to measure cultural differences by using the same scales on 
different cultural groups.
The pilot study was conducted at two stages; the preliminary study (first stage) and a set of 
pilot study (second stage). The preliminary study was to identify the domain and range of 
facets of the research, i.e., what it is that is being measured and the possible responses to the 
stimuli provided by the domain facet. The position of the preliminary study is shown as A: 
Preliminary Study in Figure 4.1,. The researcher had a priori idea, though broad and vague, 
of the domain facets, namely what is the body of the research; they needed to be narrowed 
down and be more specific. The outcome from the preliminary study will be the range of
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facets. The pilot study was re-designed based on the results of the preliminary study (shown 
as D: Pilot Study in Figure 4.1).
F irst Stage; The preliminary study was carried out on students in March and April, 1993 
(four Mainland Chinese, four Taiwanese, three Japanese, three Germans, four South Koreans, 
two Singaporeans and six Thai) in The Department of Management Studies in Tourism and 
Hotel Industry at the University of Surrey. The purpose of the study was to narrow down the 
problem areas as much as possible. Thus, this group was first administered a grid analysis 
method (a combination of sorting tasks , and word-association tasks). Statements were 
derived from the outcome to produce a lengthy questionnaire (multiple choice and forced 
choices). This questionnaire was administered to the same subject group. The descriptive 
analysis o f the result showed a wide range of differences in the environmental concerns of 
each group. This outcome was reflected in the pilot study.
Second Stage: The pilot study was quite extensively altered as a result of the preliminary 
study. Although the length of the questionnaire was more than halved, there were many 
points to be probed. Hence, in the pilot study, in order to obtain as much information as 
possible, a number of questions o f a qualitative nature were employed, such as sorting tasks, 
sentence completion tasks and sentence construction tasks. The copy of the pilot 
questionnaire is found in Appendix B. The aims of this pilot study were (1) to narrow down 
the problem areas further, (2) to find an easier way for the respondents to answer, (3) to 
highlight the possible cultural differences which need further investigation. The pilot study 
was conducted between July to September 1993.
For the pilot study, the sample size of the survey was calculated as 134 using one-tail Type I 
Error formula:
zVN  =  a  = 0.05, z =  1.64
Therefore, the sample size of the pilot study was estimated as a minimum of ten respondents 
in one cultural group. The respondents from the following countries/regions were chosen:
East: Japan, China (Mainland and Taiwan)
West: Britain and English speaking respondents 
For the purpose of comparison, the East Asian countries chosen were traditionally 
Confucius-Buddhism dominated which have never been colonised by any European or North 
American countries. The choice of these respondent groups were to prove or disprove the 
influence of religious teachings (Judaeo-Christianity versus Confucius-Buddhism) on the 
attitudes towards the natural environment and the occidental-oriental differences. Due to
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time and mobility restrictions, the respondents are limited to postgraduate students, short- 
course students and visiting delegates to the University of Surrey.
As the respondents are familiar with Western survey methods, self-administering 
questionnaires were employed. The questionnaires were translated into four languages: 
English (original), Japanese, Mandarin Chinese used in Mainland China and Mandarin 
Chinese used in Taiwan. The questionnaire was of a qualitative nature and designed to find 
out the following four points of interest plus the demographic data.:
(1) Level of Awareness
(2) Significance of Environmental Issues
(3) Perception of Tourist Destinations and Home-town
(4) Level of Responsibility
It is not the purpose of this section to exhibit lengthy findings from the pilot study, though 
they were essential to counterbalance the lack of theoretical framework and used as the basis 
of the main survey. Therefore summary tables and diagrams are found in Appendix C and 
only the summary of the findings is drawn as follows:
I. English Spealdng Respondents
(1) Level o f  awareness: The overall level of awareness was lowest among the four
groups. The most obvious characteristic of this group is that there was no problematic issue 
which was unknown to the majority of the respondents. In other words, the distribution of 
information and interests among people is not even or uniform. The highest proportion for 
the least known issue was 21.42 % for "food shortage".
(2) Significance o f Environmental Issues: There was no consensus for the most
immediate or significant problem, yet the issues they were concerned with were "air 
pollution", "deforestation" and "war" (9.8 % each). The English speaking groups’ reasons 
were "ecologically" centred.
(3) Concepts o f Nature, Environment and Natural Resources: The overall view showed 
that there were too many terms which fell into two or more categories in this respondent 
group, e.g., "people", and "landscape" were categorised into nature and environment as well 
as to natural resources. To the respondents in this group, natural resources and the 
environment were "deteriorating", but natural resources and nature were "strong". These 
three categories have power to affect human life. Nature is expected to possess benign 
powers, such as the power to create, grow and heal. The environment is also strong, but not
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strong enough to save itself from deterioration. Nature needs to be protected but natural 
resources are to be controlled as they are profitable factors for human life.
(4) Perception o f  Tour Destinations and Hometown: The respondents’ reasons for their
likes and dislikes of their own hometown are more geographical (spacious, size of the town 
etc.) and aesthetic. In the tourist destination, the group of respondents seek for differences in 
"Natural elements" and "Cultural elements" but at the same time the negative aspect of 
"Natural elements" does not bother them either. Again, in this group, there is no consistency 
in likes-dislikes of the hometown, suggestions for improvement in hometown as a tourist 
destination, likes-dislikes of Tourist destinations.
(5) Level o f  Responsibility: Although the respondents in this group are from societies 
wherein individuals are more emphasised, the person who is most influential for one's own 
decision is "social norm (43.8 %)" and the "self (39.3 %)" is second. The most responsible 
bodies for the action were "authority (51.6 %)" and the responsibility of "self (19.1%)" is 
minimal. Their interests are more on "Social and Family Values (39,3 %)" and 
"Environmental Concern (38.2 %)" come second.
II. Chinese (Mainland) Respondents
(1) Level o f  awareness: This was the best informed group among the four respondent 
groups and the level of awareness of problematic issues was the highest. There were veiy 
few unknown issues among this group( 10-20 %). The most unknown issue was "ozone layer 
depletion (20 %)".
(2) Significance o f  Environmental Issues: The most significant or immediate problem 
was "over-population (16.6 %)". This group has a very high tendency not to give reasons 
for the importance of the issue, yet the most frequently cited reasons were of an "economic" 
nature.
(3) Concepts o f  Nature, Environment and Natural Resources: This group's personification 
of nature, environment and natural resources was quite different from the rest of the group, 
though, slightly closer to other Asian groups. Almost no term fell into the overlapping 
categories. Many terms were not categorised. Nature, the environment and natural 
resources could not be described with adjectives such as "fragile", "strong", "plenty" or 
"deteriorating". These categories need no protection by human being according to this 
group. Nature solely has power, but only destructive.
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(4) Perception o f  Tour Destinations and Hometown: In contrast to the English speaking
respondent group, the Asian groups were consistent in their responses. The Mainland 
Chinese dislike their hometown because o f "pollution" problems and wish to improve them 
when their hometown develops as a tourist destination. They like their hometown for its 
"emotional" attachment, "human elements" and "natural elements" and they wish to see some 
o f these factors in their ideal place to live and tourist destinations. The Chinese respondents 
were also very concerned about "security" in the tourist destinations.
(5) Level o f  Responsibility: Both Chinese groups showed a similar pattern of response in 
this section of the questionnaire. The Mainland Chinese showed a slightly higher percentage 
on "self (49.1 %)" then "social norm (40.9%)" as the most influential entity which affects 
decision-making. The bodies who must take action were "social unit (45.9 %)" and 
"authority (44.2%)" but not "oneself (9.8 %)". The most urgent action to be taken was 
"Environmental concern (50.8%)" and this is far more important than the second action 
"Social and Family Values (27.8 %)".
III. Chinese (Taiwan) Respondents
(1) Level o f awareness: This group is another well informed group and the level of 
awareness is the second highest of the four. However, as a characteristic of this group, 
unknown problematic issues are uniform and high (5-60%) among the respondents. The 
issue most people were unaware of was "desertification (60 %)".
(2) Significance o f  Environmental Issues: The most significant problem for this group
was 16.6 % for "air pollution". Like the Mainland Chinese group, this group also has a 
high tendency not to provide reasons. The most frequent reasons were of a "materialistic" 
nature.
(3) Concepts o f Nature, Environment and Natural Resources: The Taiwanese respondents' 
position is somewhere between the Mainland Chinese and Japanese respondents. The term 
"Environment" was used rather uniquely among this group because only the Environment 
was described as "strong" and "deteriorating" but Nature and Natural Resources were not 
described at all. The Environment possesses all powers, except the power to "create". 
Nature for the Taiwanese seemed to be something not to be relied on or interfered with at all.
(4) Perception o f  Tour Destinations and Hometown: This group also liked their 
hometown for its "natural elements" and "human elements". The problems in the hometown 
focused on "population" and "pollution" problems and the respondents thought they were of
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primary importance. They are keen on "security" in the tourist destinations, but the negative 
side of the "natural elements" in the tourist destinations does not seem to bother them very 
much.
(S) Level o f  Responsibility: The Taiwanese Chinese are more influenced by "social norm
(43.5%)" than "self (35.8%)" when they make a decision. However, the responsible body is 
an anonymous "social unit (48 %)" and the "self (18.3 %)" is the least responsible. The 
concerns are "Environmental concern (35.8%)" as well as "Social and Family Value (25.1 
%)".
rV. Japanese Respondents
(1) Level o f  awareness: This was a relatively well informed group because only 30 
% (seven out of twenty-one) of the listed items are unknown to the respondents. The types 
of unknown items seem to be a reflection of an affluent society on things such as Food 
Shortage. The tendency of the proportion of each unknown item is closer to the English 
speaking respondents. The issue most respondents did not know about was "over-crowding 
(50 %)".
(2) Significance o f Environmental Issues: The most significant problem for the 
Japanese respondents was "war (16.6%)". The Japanese gave very personal, even egocentric 
reasons, such as "I do not want to be involved" or "I do not want my life to be stirred up".
(3) Concepts o f Nature, Environment and Natural Resources: Nature contains a 
"harmonious flow of vital forces" and is a "spontaneous being". Natural resources are 
"scarce" but Nature is "strong" and "fragile", and the Environment is "deteriorating". 
Nature, the Environment and Natural resources need human intervention. Nature does not 
either "create" or "destroy" but has the power to influence mankind such as "governing 
people".
(4) Perception o f  Tour Destinations and Hometown: The Japanese group's responses
indicated that what the Japanese are looking for are "natural elements" and a "convenient 
life" (under the category of "other") at home, an ideal place to live and the tourist 
destinations. The term "over-crowding" in Section One of the questionnaire was unknown 
to 50% of the respondents. However, they did not want to go to tourist destinations with a 
"population problem" and this very problem must be improved when their hometown 
becomes a tourist destination.
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(5) Level o f  Responsibility: The Japanese respondents showed the most individual
reactions in this section. "Self (70.9%)" is the only entity which can affect one's decision­
making but does not have any responsibility (7.2%) for action. For them, "Economic 
priority" is the least important (9.0%) but "Environmental concern (43.6 %)" is the top 
priority. Although, Japan is a democratic country, "political helplessness (25.4%)" appeared 
as the second issue respondents were most concerned about which something should be done.
From this small sample pilot study, there was no definite pattern of any kind among the 
groups; in other words, no solid evidence for culture-bound differences. However, there was 
a tendency for both Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese respondents to show identical patterns 
o f response, and Japanese and English speaking respondents were relatively similar. 
Henceforth, the first question relating to differences among groups is partially answered. 
The outcome of this pilot study also raised two points for further investigation:
1) the developed countries such as North America are fiercely active in nature 
conservation in their own and other countries. However, English speaking 
respondents (the majority of them were British) and Japanese respondents were 
found to be less aware and more indifferent in this study. Why?
2) People's perceptions of Hometown, where they actually reside, and Tourist 
Destinations where they visit temporarily, do not necessarily agree with each 
other. However, under the assumption that their own hometown becomes a 
tourist destination, they treat the conditions as for their own "place to live" rather 
than a "place to visit". Will this gap between the perception of a place as seen 
by visitors and the hosts affect tourism development, and if yes, how and to what 
extent?
There are inevitable limitations for this pilot study, such as sample size, biases and contents 
of the questionnaire. (1) Sample size: Though proportionally justified, the number of the 
sample in this pilot study is too small to draw any generalised conclusions. Yet, as a 
preliminary study, the conclusions can be a good indicator for a major study. (2) Biased 
samples: Due to time and mobility limits, the sample respondents used in the pilot study 
were quite biased in terms of education, and exposure to different cultures and global issues. 
However, this would not affect the major survey as the samples for the major study would 
also be biased; comparability of the samples is weighted more than the generalisability. (3) 
Subjects' bias: The respondents were informed of the purpose of the questionnaire before 
they filled it in, thus there was a possibility that they were subconsciously giving ideal or 
"exemplary" answers. (4) About Contents: Some of the questions were commented on as 
"too specialised" or "too difficult to answer". Also the form of the questionnaire was mostly
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O p e n -e n d e d ,  s e n te n c e  c o m p le t io n  a n d  s o r t in g  w h ic h  t o o k  re s p o n d e n ts  20 t o  30 m in u te s  t o  
a n s w e r  a l l  t h e  s e c t io n s .
As a concluding remark, the outcome of the pilot study answered its aims, which were (1) to 
narrow down the problem areas further, (2) to find an easier way for the respondents to 
answer, (3) to highlight the possible cultural differences which need further investigation, by 
indicating a few points to be re-designed: (a) First of all, the length of time spent on the pilot 
questionnaire was considered to be too long (20-30 minutes), a revision of the form was 
necessary; (b) sentence completion tasks and sentence construction tasks left too many 
options for the respondents to pick. Consequently, (i) responses which were expressed 
differently could be grouped and categorised, (ii) many respondents were tempted not to 
answer, (iii) in some questions differences were too small to prove if they were culture- 
bound; therefore they can be eliminated from the major questionnaire. Overall, the results 
of the study turned out to be encouraging. A major survey will therefore be carried out as in 
the same line of questions.
The pilot outcome raised two points of further investigation: (1) incongruence of lack of 
interests in environmental issues and the economic development level as seen in the cases of 
English-speaking and Japanese students, and (2) different perception of the same site from 
the visitors' point of view and from the residents' point of view. In order to cover these 
points, it is recommended to employ follow-up interviews in the major survey so as to 
supplement the findings from the standardised questions. Therefore, the self-administrative 
questionnaire aims to measure respondents' attitude by multiple choice, ranking and a Likert- 
type scale and to collect information by multiple choice and an interview by semi-structured 
questions will supply additional information which cannot be elicited by a standardised 
questionnaire.
Due to lack of adequate data or previous studies in this field, this research is considered to be 
a preliminary study, and it aims to set a standard for the future measurement. Therefore 
without the known parameter of the population, the sample population for the main survey 
should be the opinion leaders, or the "experts" in the tourism industry or environment 
concerning bodies who seem to have more knowledge and opinions about environmental 
issues. In addition, the cultural diversity in the sample countries, Britain, Germany, China 
(Mainland and Taiwan) and Japan is too wide. In order to minimise, if not eliminate, the 
differences and confounding factors among respondents, the priority was placed on the 
comparability of the responses and mutually exclusive factors are removed. As a result, the 
opinion leaders, or the "experts" seem to be the best choice for this survey.
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4.2.2. Main Survey
As revealed in the second set of the pilot study above, collecting data on attitudes towards the 
natural environment and tourism development from different cultural groups requires special 
attention to detail. Attitude is something not easily measured objectively and often shows a 
tendency to conform with socially desirable norms. In the main survey, to overcome the 
shortcomings in the cross-cultural surveys, the following points were particularly focal:
1. Survey instrument and its design
- conceptual equivalence in different languages
- sensitivity of the topic and response rates
- the easy-to-answer and straightforward question format (close-ended 
questions)
2. Sampling
- choice of countries, regions and subjects (people)
- distribution channels
- timing of sui'vey
3. Analytical methods of collected data
- metric data of qualitative nature
Details of how these points were taken into account of will be explained, and also limitations 
and difficulties of the chosen method will be discussed in the following sections.
4.2.2.I. Selection of cultural groups
This research attempts to find out the possible underlying reasons for a gap, if any, in 
handling the environmental issue by focusing on the cultural differences in the sense of 
responsibility and in perception and attitude towards nature and natural resources in relation 
to tourism development. For comparison, this research has chosen samples from the East- 
Asian countries of similar cultural background with different national economic levels and 
from two European countries of similar developed economy and similar cultural background.
The main purpose of this survey is a cross cultural comparison, especially of Eastern cultures 
and Western cultures. Therefore Mainland China, Taiwan and Japan as East Asian samples 
and Britain and Germany as European samples were selected. The bases of the choice are 
the following:
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A) The East Asian samples should be
1. countries which have never been colonised by any Western countries so that 
the profound influence o f colonialism, i.e. adoption/synchronisation with the 
Western value system, is diminished if not avoided.
2. Judaeo-Christianity, including Islam, is not the dominant religion of the 
country.
B) For the purpose of minimising the complication in the survey,
1. no obvious social caste system should exist in the society, lest racial and caste 
prejudice occurs. Where the caste system is apparent, evidently only the élite 
from a particular social group can answer the questionnaire/interviews. Hence, 
it will create obvious subcultures within the cultural group.
2. the apparent multilingualism, but not dialects, within a society should be 
avoided. In a multilingual society, value systems from the different cultures 
tend to be intermingled.
3. the society should have some exposure to Western culture so that the 
superficial influence of Western culture can be observed, which implies that the 
concept of social science, i.e. survey/ interview for the research, is not totally 
alien to the respondents.
C) For the purpose of fulfilling the objectives of this thesis,
1. sample countries and regions must have either industry at the transition stage 
from agriculture centred to manufacture centred, or the industry that is moving 
from manufacture centred to seiwice-industry centred.
2. there should be an international tourist flow (inbound or outbound).
3. the counti-y, at least its government, is keen on developing the tourism industry 
as one of the major sources of national income.
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4.2.2.2. Choice of survey instrument
For the purpose of this survey, possible choices of the survey instrument were the 
questionnaire or the interview. Based upon the assumption that the respondents in the 
chosen cultures are exposed to Western culture and are familiar with the questionnaire, the 
self-administrative questionnaire was selected as a main survey method. The questionnaire 
has advantages of collecting a large amount of targeted information in a short time with little 
misinterpretation of the question. It also covers the researcher's communication weaknesses 
in foreign languages as the questions were asked in the official languages o f the selected 
areas. Although some claim this is a limitation to data collection, the questionnaire is better 
than the interviews as the most adequate questions will be asked in a short time, and in the 
case of multiple choice questions, respondents can limit their focus of answers. The postal 
suiwey is more time and cost-effective than training interviewers. It also leaves the 
respondents in charge of making decisions whether or not to respond while it can enforce the 
anonymity of respondents which consequently reduce the rejection rate.
In order to achieve a high response rate, local contacts were chosen to distribute the 
questionnaire. In Asian countries, without an introduction by well known and trusted 
persons, it is impossible for a foreigner or a person from an out-group to do any business, 
including a survey. The use of the local contacts not only enables the sui'vey to be carried 
out smoothly, but also increases the response rate as it is important for Asians not to lose 
face, and expecting a return from the contacts in the future by doing a favour, in this case by 
responding to the survey.
The interview was dropped as a main survey instrument because it is costly and time- 
consuming. The researcher's weakness in official languages of the selected areas was another 
reason to re-consider the use of interview. Thus the interview was conducted where possible 
only for supplementary data collection. Although the interviewees were limited in number 
and to those who were willing to discuss the topic, it would provide additional information to 
the data from the questionnaire. Similar to the distribution of the self-administrative 
questionnaire, the local contacts played a significant role in setting interview arrangements in 
East Asia. Interviews were carried out by the researcher with a voluntary interpreter in 
Mainland China and Taiwan, and the researcher alone in Japan and Britain.
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4.2.2.3. Design of survey instrument
A preliminary study and a pilot study consisting of open-ended questions and sentence 
mapping, were conducted prior to designing the questionnaire for the survey. Mainly the 
understanding of terms and categorisation patterns of environmental items, the level of 
awareness of environmental problems as risk/hazard, and preference of natural conditions in 
the tourist destinations were examined. The data was sorted mostly by frequencies and 
Multidimensional Scarogram Analysis (MSA) to help structure the qualitative data. The 
results o f the pilot study have already been discussed in 4.2.1. and will not be repeated here. 
However, it is important that the outcome becomes the basis of the close-ended 
questionnaire.
The purpose of the first questionnaire was to seek an easier and more objective way for the 
respondents to answer the subjective issues. It was designed according to the Likeit-type 
scale of agreement-disagreement to the numerous statements. Also the standard questions 
such as Post-Material Values (Oppenheim, 1992; Cotgrove, 1982) and environmental 
concern (author? Oppenheim?:) were altered slightly to suit the context and included.
This questionnaire was piloted among the MSc course students at the University of Surrey, 
and analysed by Factor Analysis. The number of questions was reduced and wording and 
phrases were amended to design a more easy-to-understand and much less misleading 
questionnaire. The assumptions for the Factor Analysis, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) were considered when the questionnaire was revised, 
as these were the analytical methods intended to be used. The first questionnaire took the 
respondents almost one hour to complete but the revised version took ten to fifteen minutes 
to respond to without losing much of the required information.
The revised questionnaire consists of three sections: (1) environmental issues in private life;
(2) environmental issues at organisational level; and (3) demographics. A copy of the 
questionnaire (English version) is attached in Appendix D. In all sections, respondents were 
given choices of answers, which are derived from the pilot studies, including "others" to 
specify their opinions. The questions are all forced choice, except the choice of "neutral" in 
the Likert-type scale in the attitudes measurement. The first section was designed for the 
respondents to consider how much environmental issues concerned their daily life. The 
second section is to contrast how much their affiliated organisations are concerned about 
environmental management.
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The first section contained the set of core questions, i.e. questions of attitudes towards the 
natural environment and tourism development. This consisted of 21 questions, concerning 
four areas: the man-nature relationship (6 questions), tendency towards individual 
powerlessness (5 questions), impacts of tourism activities (7 questions) and environmental 
issues versus personal profit (3 questions). The five interval scale (strongly disagree to 
strongly agree) was used. Some questions were measured on the reverse scale so that the 
respondents would not mark the scale blindly.
The questions to measure the sense of responsibility for environmental issues were asked in 
the first and the second sections. In the first section, the forced choice question was asking 
for personal views of who should be most responsible for environmental management. Two 
multiple choice questions in the second section asked whether any pressurising groups were 
placing pressure on the respondent’s organisation and who should be placing pressure on the 
respondent’s organisation.
In the demographic sections, the same basic questions were asked but questions were asked 
in different ways according to educational systems, job mobility in selected societies and so 
forth. Questions in all three sections were coded for analysis. However, the coding was not 
shown on the questionnaire in order not to confuse or mislead the respondents.
4.2.2.4. Sampling
The questionnaire was either mailed or handed in person to the managerial level staff in the 
tourism related business and tourist boards, media, environmental experts, and the 
educational institutions. Specific groups of samples rather than a general population were 
chosen because the survey is entirely exploratory and intended to use Multidimensional 
Scaling analysis which requires a small sample who are sensitive to subtle differences of 
stimuli (questions) or knowledgeable in the area of study (Schiffman et al, 1981). The 
samples were chosen randomly from the published nation-wide tourism-and-hospitality 
directory and environment references, or they were introduced by the researcher's contacts in 
each location. In Mainland China, the samples were collected solely by the latter method 
due to administrative complications.
Moreover, the same questionnaire was distributed to university and college students in the 
sample countries. The student samples were collected for comparison with the "expert" 
samples, albeit a minor part of the study. Although it was proven that there are no major 
differences in responses and knowledge among the students in different disciplines (Dealing,
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1987; Skevis, 1990), only the students in tourism and hospitality areas were selected in order 
to minimise the confounding factors. Due to the researcher's mobility during the field work 
and the limited number of institutions providing tourism and hospitality curricula, the 
number of colleges and universities was limited.
4.2.2.S. The differentiated methods by samples
East Asia: Field work took place in Taipei (Taiwan), Beijing, Tianjin and Chengdu
(Mainland China), and Tokyo (Japan) over the period of five months from March to July, 
1994. The questionnaire was designed in Japanese, and in two versions of Mandarin 
Chinese as certain words and idioms are slightly different in Taiwan or the Mainland. In 
addition, Chinese characters used on the Mainland are much simplified. The purpose of 
preparing the questionnaire in the mother tongue of the respondents is twofold; (1) a user- 
friendly format. A questionnaire in a foreign language, i.e., English could intimidate 
respondents to comply, thus less responses. (2) it will make it possible for the respondent to 
provide the responses which they experience in their daily life. However, the disadvantage 
of employing the mother tongue is that, ideas that exist in the foreign tongue which may 
provide a more unrestricted and different perspective may not be expressed (Grosjean, 1982; 
Taylor, 1990; Iyengar, 1993). The completed questionnaire was either collected on the spot 
or collected by the contact persons the next day in Mainland China. The majority of the 
Taiwanese and Japanese respondents were provided with a self-addressed and stamped 
envelope for returning the completed questionnaire. The confirmatory interview was also 
conducted. In Mainland China and Taiwan, the interview was in English with interpreters, 
and in Japan the interview was in Japanese. However, the interviewees were not always the 
same person who responded to the questionnaire. In such a case, interviewees were asked to 
fill in the questionnaire before the interview. The interview was semi-structured and 
interviewees were encouraged to elaborate their answers as much as they wished. Therefore, 
the shortest interview took only twenty minutes and the longest took almost two hours. 
Although it is a custom in Japan to enclose a small gift such as a telephone card in the postal 
survey, nothing except a return envelope was enclosed. Nonetheless small gifts as a token of 
appreciation were given to the interviewees as it is an important custom in these East Asian 
cultures.
Europe: The questionnaire was designed in German and English, with minor changes
in the phrasing of questions, e.g., asking two questions instead of one because of different 
connotations associated with the terms used in the question. The questionnaire in Germany 
was distributed from January to March, 1995. However, since the process was interrupted.
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the rest o f the questionnaire was sent out in May, 1995. The earlier groups were given an 
address in Germany as a return address and the later group was given an address in Britain.
In England the questionnaire was distributed from February to March, 1995. The interviews 
with the British respondents were conducted in June and July, 1995. Some interviewees 
responded to the questionnaire prior to the interview. Those interviewees who did not 
answer the questionnaire prior to the interview were not asked to fill it in. The main ^
interview questions were given to the respondents at the time of making the appointments. i
Although the format of the inteiwiew was the same as that used in the East Asia, i.e. semi­
structured interviews, and interviewees were encouraged to elaborate their answers as much 
as they wished, in most cases it took about 45 minutes to complete. The interview with the 
German group could not be conducted due to financial limitations.
Students: The field work took place at the same time as the "expert" samples were
collected. The same questionnaire was distributed to the student samples. The only 
difference is that the questionnaire was distributed and collected by the lecturers, with no 
postal sampling or follow-up interview. Some groups were given approximately 20 minutes 
to complete questionnaire and it was collected on the spot and others were allowed to take it 
home and return it later.
4.2.2.6. Response rates
In Mainland China, 130 surveys were distributed. In Taiwan, 373 surveys were distributed, 
and 256 in Japan. In Germany 460 were sent out and 444 in Britain. The number of valid 
questionnaires returned were 109 in Mainland China, 177 in Taiwan, 117 in Japan, 121 in 
Germany and 122 in Britain. The valid response rates were 83.84%, 47.45%, 47.27%, 
26.30% and 27.48% respectively. The high response rates in East Asia are believed to be 
due to the influence of local contacts especially in Mainland China, respondents’ avoidance 
of loosing face by being impolite when self addressed and stamped envelopes were enclosed, 
and assured anonymity of responses. In Germany, return envelopes (some were given a 
return address in Germany and other were given an address in Britain due to administrative 
problems, without stamps) were enclosed. For British respondents freepost return envelopes 
were enclosed. There is no guideline for the response rate as it varies by topic, length of the 
survey and target respondents. However, for the postal survey, the rate can be as high as 
80% and can drop to below 40% for sensitive topics (Fife-Schaw, 1995c). Hence the 
response rate of the European samples is understandable though below expectation, when 
sensitivity of the topic of this survey is concerned (Table 4.5). Regardless of the sampling 
methods, the anonymity of the responses was 100% for each sample.
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The student samples were collected by the lecturers either on the spot or a couple of days 
later. The sampling was repeated when necessary especially when the number of institutions 
used was fewer (Table 4.6). Due to this sampling method, the response rates in East Asia 
and Germany were nearly 100 %. Among the British students, however, approximately 200 
questionnaires were distributed and only 24 valid responses were returned. This yielded 12 
% valid response rate. Like the industry/expert counterpart, the anonymity of the responses 
was 100% for each sample. The students were not given any incentives to answering this 
questionnaire.
Table 4.5. Number of surveys distributed and return rates
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
No. of questionnaires distributed 
No of valid questionnaires returned 
Valid response rate (%)
130
109
83.84
373
177
47.45
256
117
47.27
460
121
26.30
444
122
27.48
Table 4.6. Number of valid responses from student samples
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
No. of institutions 3 3 2 1 1
No of valid questionnaires returned 123 142 119 100 24
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4.3. Limitations and difficulties
Although linguistic ambiguity, prejudices and unfamiliar customs were removed or avoided 
as carefully as possible, there still exist inevitable limitations and difficulties in sampling. 
First of all, the researcher's linguistic barriers in Chinese and German limited the sampling of 
interviewees to those who can communicate in English or those who are willing to 
communicate through interpreters. Second, the researcher's less recognised social status 
(being a Ph.D. student, female, and in most cases younger than the respondents) was another 
barrier to conducting a smooth survey in Japan. Third, time and financial constraints limited 
the survey method and the data collection.
Taking into consideration that the survey would be conducted with managerial level people 
whose time is money, little time can be spaied for completing a questionnaire. In order to 
reduce the rejection rate, the number of questions was kept to a minimum which forced some 
questions to be excluded. Therefore, it was inevitable that questions were close-ended, i.e., 
in a forced-choice foimat or multiple choices which are derived from the pilot study. 
Without open-ended questions, the questionnaire lost flexibility and consequently lost the 
wealth of information. Similarly the interview was semi-structured so that it would provide 
both the researcher and interviewees the guidelines for the conversation and minimise 
diversion, and also keep the duration o f the interview as short as possible. However, it also 
affected the amount of obtained information.
4.4. Analytical Methods
The demographic data and some questions were analysed mainly by descriptive statistics 
such as frequencies and cross tabulation. The key questions such as the sense of 
responsibilities for the environmental issues and the core question of attitudes towards 
environmental issues and tourism were analysed by One-way Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) to examine the national differences. The core question was also analysed by 
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) to explore if there is any latent structure of the attitudes 
and perception of environment and if the structure varies from one nation to another.
4.4.1. One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
When the metric data are collected from more than two groups, a popular method to find the 
differences among them is to compare the means of the variables. Analysis of variance
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(ANOVA) is a name for a collection of statistical methods which compare the means of a 
variable or variables across groups of observation. The theory of ANOVA is heavily 
mathematical (Iversen and Norpoth, 1987: 9) and its computation method is related to t-test 
and regression analysis. ANOVA makes assumptions about the normal distribution of 
scores, and the distribution of hypothetical sample means are normally distributed and 
independently collected observations (Fife-Schaw, 1995c; Iversen and Norpoth, 1987). 
However, Iversen and Norpoth (1987) suggest that the obsei*vations themselves can be used 
to check on the assumptions. ANOVA has a couple of major variations. One-way ANOVA 
is the typical method used to test the null hypothesis which states that the groups differences 
occurred by chance. The number of independent variables should be two or more, however, 
one-way ANOVA does not investigate the interaction of independent variables. The 
interaction of independent variables and their effects on the dependent variables are 
measured by two-way ANOVA (Iversen and Norpoth, 1987). When there are a number of 
independent variables and multiple dependent variables, multivariate analysis o f variance 
(MANOVA) is often used instead of repetitive computations of ANOVA (Hammond, 1995). 
However, only one-way ANOVA will be further discussed in this section as other ANOVA 
were not employed in this study.
Technique: The assumptions for the data in ANOVA are independent, random data
collection, normal distribution of scores and sample means. The dependent variables in 
ANOVA is a metric or interval variables (Iversen and Norpoth, 1987). ANOVA compares 
the means of variables among groups of obsewations. The t-test is a special case o f one-way 
ANOVA (Hammond, 1995; Iversen and Norpoth, 1987) and the ratio of variances (F-ratio) 
derived from t-test will be used to compare two groups (independent variables). When 
there are more than two independent variables to compare, one-way ANOVA investigates 
whether there are systematic differences between the sample means, or the differences 
occurred by chance. The null hypothesis, "the population means are equal", is tested by F- 
ratio. The F-ratio is, the same as in t-test, the ratio of the group mean square to the residual 
mean square. The F-ratio around 1.00 suggests that the differences are random variations; 
thus the null hypothesis is true. But if the value is much larger than 1.00, the differences are 
not simply by chance; thus the null hypothesis is false.
Advantage and disadvantage: The assumption of a normal distribution of the residuals
need not be a matter of great concern as long as the sample of observations for each category 
is relatively large (Iversen and Norpoth, 1987). ANOVA is very flexible and can be utilised 
to analyse the data derived from various research designs (Hammond, 1995).
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Alternative methods: Discriminant analysis requires very rigid assumptions of normal 
distribution of scores (Hammond, 1995).
4.4.2. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
The Multidimensional scaling (MDS) procedure is a strong mathematical tool to represent 
the similarities of objects spatially (Schiffman et al, 1981; Fenton and Pearce 1988; Hair, Jr. 
et al, 1990). MDS is a measurement of stimuli which may not be clearly articulated or the 
evaluation may be too objective to be standardised (Schiffman et al, 1981; Hair, Jr. et al, 
1990). By MDS procedures, objects judged similar to one another are represented as points 
close to each other in a resultant spatial map; objects judged to be dissimilar appear distant 
from one another. Prior knowledge of the attributes of the stimuli is not necessary, but the 
MDS mapping provides a hidden or underlying structure among stimuli within the data 
(Schiffman et al, 1981; Fenton and Pearce 1988; Hair, Jr. et al, 1990).
Technique: MDS shared its origin with Factor Analysis as it was originally devised to
measure the parametric data but development of new methods to measure non-parametric 
data gave a new aspect to MDS (Hammond, 1995). The number of stimulus sets required 
for the analysis is relatively small: Schiffman e ra /  (1981) recommended 12 stimuli for two- 
dimensional solutions and 18 stimuli for three dimensional solutions. Kiuskal and Wish 
(1978, cited in Schiffman et al, 1981) recommended 9 stimuli for two dimensions, 13 for 
three, and 17 for four; Young (1970, cited in Schiffman et al, 1981) and Spence and 
Domoney (1974, cited in Schiffman et al, 1981) recommended six for one dimension, 11 for 
two, and 17 for three. Some suggest that theoretically the number of stimuli minus one is 
the number of dimensions to be measured (Hammond, 1995; Schiffman et al, 1981), e.g. nine 
dimensions for ten stimuli, but this is unrealistic as it is almost impossible to visualise more 
than three or four dimensions.
The number of the dimensions to be analysed was determined by the changes in goodness of 
fit with dimensionality (Schiffman et al, 1981; Hair, Jr. et al, 1990). ALSCAL which is 
intended to be used for this survey, provides stress and squared correlation as the measure of 
goodness of fit. An elbow appears in the curve when goodness of fit was plotted against the 
number of dimensions. This elbow indicates an essential improvement of goodness of fit 
when the number of dimensions changes. The number of dimensions at this elbow, 
therefore, is the maximum number of dimensions to be considered. As shown in the Figure 
4.7. on the following page, goodness of fit of the data set for this survey has an elbow at the 
dimensions of two.
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Interpretability was also taken into account. Some researchers even consider interpretability 
as the most important criteria (Hammondj 1995). As Schiffinan et al (1981: 12) cautiously 
mentioned "dimensions that cannot be interpreted probably do not exist " Although the 
data set for this survey fulfilled the recommended number of stimuli for three dimensional 
analysis, it was identified after a couple of trials with the data set, that the third dimension 
could not be interpreted meaningfully; it was thus decided to carry out the two-dimensional 
analysis.
Advantage and Disadvantage: The disadvantage of the MDS is that the
interpretation of data is subjective and arbitrary especially because there is no a priori 
assumption of structure or linear models to be a guide line. This is a common problem for 
exploratory analyses. However, it gives greater flexibility and efficacy for theory building 
(Hammond, 1995). MDS has advantages in terms of assumptions for analysis and output of 
data. For assumptions for analysis, in simple words, MDS is flexible. Schiffman et al 
(1981) emphasise that MDS procedures which use direct similarity measures as input have 
the advantage o f being low in the researcher's bias. Similarly the attributes of the similarity 
structure are not necessarily known prior to the analysis. That is, without expectations or 
models to impose on the data, MDS is considered as a most suitable method for entirely 
exploratory work. The variables used in Factor Analysis must be measured on at least an 
interval scale, while the MDS does not necessarily require this assumption (Hair, Jr. et al, 
1990). The ALSCAL programme, a type of MDS models, is extremely flexible as it 
provides both metric and nonmetric scaling. Also MDS does not assume linear relationships 
between variables and that allows MDS analysis to be free from restrictions o f the 
dimensionalities and interpretability of output (Schiffman et al, 1981). As for output, the 
MDS model has the advantage of it being easier to interpret distances between points rather 
than angles between vectors of Factor Analysis. Especially ALSCAL output is provided on 
the co-ordinate axes which can be readily interpreted as perceptual distances, i.e., the map of 
locations (the MDS plot) are aligned not only by distances but also in correct directions. 
Moreover, it is often believed that the higher dimensionality provide a better fit of the data, 
but the solution is not necessarily free of errors. The computation strategy for MDS was 
designed to yield a solution with a high degree of interpretability and minimal error in low 
dimensions (Schiffman e/a /, 1981).
Alternative methods: Multivariate research tends to explore if there is any
implication of an underlying structure of the data. When the latent structure of data is 
sought. Factor Analysis, Cluster Analysis and MDS are often applied. Perhaps Factor 
Analysis is the most popular but misused method (Hammond, 1995). Factor Analysis is a 
term for various techniques which primarily examine the hidden linear traits. This
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assumption of linear relationships between the variables often results in a relatively large 
number of dimensions (Schiffman et al, 1981; Hair, Jr. et al, 1990). Tliis is, according to 
Scliiffman et al (1981: 13), "a severe assumption with regard to perceptual data”. Besides, 
although Factor Analysis is r^arded as an exploratory analysis, the choice of the appropriate 
technique and the number of factors to extract are expected prior to the analysis and thus it 
cannot be entirely exploratoiy (Hammond, 1995). The choice of rotation is anotlier pitfall for 
Factor Analysis. A wrong choice of Oithogonal rotation (e.g. VARIMAX) to force the 
underlying structure to be uncorrelated and Oblique rotation (e.g. OBLIMEN) to be correlated, 
could cause an "unnecessaiy artefactiial” restriction to tlie data (Hammond, 1995: 377). Also 
the data must fit a measure of covariance or correlation. Factor Analysis requires a sample 
size of four times as many as the number of variables or over 200 subjects for a reliable 
analysis (Child, 1990; Hammond, 1995)
Cluster Analysis assumes a simple type model (Hammond, 1995). It is often used to cluster 
people rather than variables. The liierarchical metliod to cluster variables examines tlie 
similarity of tlie object and combines two most similar objects into a new cluster. Tlie 
advantage of the Cluster Analysis is the acceptability of a wide range of data types as it simply 
measures association. However, the disadvantage is, like Factor Analysis, it requires a priori 
expectation of the number of clusters to be extracted. Thus it is not suitable for an entirely 
exploratory analysis..
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4.5. Concluding Remarks
As outlined in this chapter, this research started without a finii tlieoretical framework. 
Therefore much emphasis was placed on the pilot studies upon which the main sui'vey is based. 
(This is simply due to tlie lack of comprehensive theoiy on cross-cultural perceptions of natural 
environment in context of tourism development.) It is probably an inherent shortcoming of 
socio-psychological research wliich tends to test low- or niiddle^range theories designed to 
explain relatively narrowly focused phenomena (Breakwell, 1995). This research followed tlie 
general outline of sui'vey research design, witli an emphasis on concern about cultural 
differences especially on linguistic ambiguity. Hierefore, sampling, questionnaire design and 
distribution methods and possible analysis teclmiques were evaluated and revised many times 
before actually conducting fieldwork.
Although the questionnaire was designed as carefully as possible, tlie final product was far 
from perfect. As is always tlie case, pilot studies could not represent tlie perfect parameters of 
the population. However, when tlie data were collected, these unexpected responses were 
anticipated. Therefore the follow-up interview was added to tlie data collection metliod. As 
anticipated, unexpected responses became apparent after data collection, and alternative and 
additional analytical techniques were souglit. Taking tlie exploratory nature of tliis study into 
consideration, Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) analysis was the best choice among other 
teclmiques as it was least affected by tlie researcher's expectation and the respondent's bias in 
responses.
In the following chapters, the findings of the research will be presented in tliree sections. In 
tlie first section, the demographic data and key questions will be analysed by descriptive 
statistics. A summaiy of interview data will supplement more fundamental information of tlie 
sample population's attitudes. In the second section, attitude scales are analysed by using 
MDS. In tlie final section, the descriptive statistics and MDS analysis will be integrated for 
further discussion.
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5.1. Summary
Tliis survey was conducted in five countries/r^ons from 1994 to early 1995. The selected 
areas were Mainland China, Taiwan, Japan, Germany and Britain. The self-administrating 
questionnaires were distributed to two different groups in each area; (1) managerial level 
people in the tourism industry and in environment protection-related organisations, and (2) 
university-level students.
Collected data will be presented in this chapter and tlie following chapter. In tliis chapter, the 
profile of respondents in each areas will be introduced (5.1.1.and 5.1.2.) and tlie relationsliip 
between the demographic factors and the suiwey responses will be probed (5.2.). In the final 
section of tliis chapter, the follow-up interviews conducted with managerial level people in tlie 
tourism industry and with environmental experts will be summarised.
In the findings chapters, the temi “East Asian” is used in a collective but narrow sense, 
referring to Mainland Cliina, Taiwan and Japan, and tlie term “European” to Britain and 
Germany. The term “Cliinese” refers, when used collectively, to botli Mainland Cliinese and 
Taiwanese respondent groups for almost all of them are from Chinese cultural background.
5.1.1. Summary of demographic data (iu frequencies)
5.1.1.1. Data from the tomism industry and environmental experts
Age group and Gender Tlie targeted sample population was managerial level people,
tlius a higlier age group was expected. Yet tlie respondents fall into tlie wide range of tlie age 
groups as tlie people who answered tlie questionnaire were not necessarily tlie people who 
received tlie questionnaire. The returned questionnaires were completed by various levels of 
tlie employees. Tlie mode of tlie age groups are 21-30 years for tlie Mainland Chinese group, 
41-50 years for tlie Taiwanese, Japanese and British groups, and 31-40 years for tlie German 
giOLip. The Mainland Cliinese mode is 63% of the sample population but the other groups' 
modes are approximately 30%. Tlie bias of the Mainland Chinese group is because young 
educated élite who are trained to be managers were inadvertently selected by tlie local contacts 
to be the research subjects. Among tlie Taiwanese, Japanese and British samples, over 56% of 
the respondents were aged 41 and over (56%, 65% and 60.6% respectively), whereas only 
12.9% of the Mainland Chinese and 49.5% of Gemian samples fall into the same age group 
(Figure 5.1.).
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The gender information shows that the majority of the respondents are men except in Mainland 
China (Figure 5.2.). The gender ratio of Taiwan (71.2%), Japan (84.6% ), Germany (75%) 
and Britain (68%) shows the absolute male dominance in the tourism industry in tliese groups. 
Tliis may be caused by the skewed age distribution towards tlie older segment in tlie sample 
groups. Fuitliermore, lower female participation rates in die older sectors of tlie work-force 
may be explained as in East Asian societies, women are not encouraged to continue to work 
full time after their marriage. The break-down of age groups and gender in otlier 
demographics will also be cross-referenced where appropriate.
Education Most of tlie respondents have liiglier education (Figure 5.3.), Wlien tlie 
postgraduate and undergraduate levels are combined, 60 to 80% of tlie respondents are 
included. Taiwanese, German and British respondents tend to have much liiglier degrees. 
The Geiman educational system is slightly different from the rest of the groups, i.e., imiversity 
graduates hold at least the degree of Magister (equivalent to tlie master's degree). Tlie low 
proportion of postgraduate d ^ e e  holders perhaps projects tlie situation tliat Mainland Cliina 
after tlie Cultural Revolution and Japan have condemned or disregarded liiglier intellectual 
qualifications and there are only a handful of people with liiglier degrees tliere even today.
W ork Experience The years of experience in the present profession or occupation and 
tlie level of involvement in corporate decision-making suggests tliat length of the experience and 
involvement do not seem to be highly correlated (Table 5.1, 5.2.). Especially in the area of 
tourism and environmental agencies, people's career movements appear to be fluid. For 
Taiwanese and Japanese respondents, over 33% of die sample population have stayed in tlieir 
current job for 1 to 4 years or over 25% for more tlian twenty years. Especially in Japan, 
26% of respondents over 40 years old have 1-4 years experience. 30% of German respondents 
are in tlie business for 5 to 9 years but another 28% are only 1 to 4 years. Most immobile is 
tlie British group; nearly 38% have remained in the same profession over twenty years. 
Mainland Cliina also shows a steadiness in spite of tlie fact tliat tlie majority of tlie respondents 
are younger tlian tliirty years old. Apart from an even distribution of gender over the years of 
experience among tlie Mainland Cliinese respondents, among the rest of the groups, tlie 
majority of men have over 20 years work experience and die majority of women have 1-4 years 
experience.
Levels of Involvement in Decision Maldiig Aldiougli die targeted respondents who ar e 
chosen from the published directory or local contacts are supposed to be the persons of liiglier 
managerial levels, die actual respondents are not necessarily die addressed persons. Tlierefore, 
die respondents' level of involvement in corporate level decision making varies from "directly
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involved" to "not involved at all" (Table 5.2.). The German group shows a very even break­
down of the levels of the involvement, and has the largest propoition of direct involvement 
(36.4%). In spite of the higlier education, middle age groups and a high male proportion, the 
majority of Japanese respondents are not directly involved in tlie decision making. The 
Taiwanese group shows the comparative ratio of the respondents to the level of education for 
the levels of involvement; it seems that tlie higher education level is correlated to more direct 
involvement in decision-making. The Mainland Cliinese group consists of ratlier younger age 
gioups with liigher education and very steady long years of work experience, but somehow a 
large proportion of the respondents (46.8%) are not involved in decision-making at all. Even if 
tliey are, tliey are involved indirectly (40.4%). This question does not appear on die 
questionnaire for die British respondents and cannot make a fair comparison between die 
European groups and the East Asian groups. However, this generally low involvement among 
die Asian groups may be explained by Asian characteristics of (1) being humble, (2) avoidance 
of responsibility because of die liierarchical social system in which authoritative bodies are 
solely responsible for decision-making or (3) a possibility diat a larger number of persons at 
die non-committal positions responded to the questionnaire.
Occupation The proportion of each occupation in diis study does not represent die actual 
strata of tourism related occupations. This is largely because die only available means to 
obtain die names of the companies and institutions was die published directory and the network 
of die local contacts. The registered companies and institutions in die directory are not 
necessarily typical of the existing organisations in each countiy. Also the classification of the 
types of business differs from one country to aiiodier. For example, an airline company in 
Mainland Cliina is unliappy to be included in die tourism industry as it is proud of its identity 
as a part of die transportation industry. Anodier aspect of difficulty is die respondents 
perception of dieir own profession (Table 5.3.). For instance, a mechanical engineer working 
in die engineering section of a hotel would mark liis/lier occupational affiliation as "odier" 
rather dian "hotels". There is, neveitheless, not a big gap between the perceived occupation 
and objective occupation wliich is coded by die type of die organisation in diis study. Also at 
die time of survey distribution, institutions in Mainland Cliina were state-riui and all 
respondents belonged to die public sector but respondents were asked to fill in die types of the 
affiliated institutions. In European countries, tour operators and travel agencies were more 
responsive and consequently occupy a larger proportion. However in Taiwan and Japan, more 
central and local government bodies responded to the questionnaire. Hotels also participated 
more in all countries except Japan. T ie  National Tourist Administration and regional tourist 
offices, both private and public, responded more in Japan and Geniiany. In Britain, die print 
media's response was very high compared to odier sectors.
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Figure 5.1. Age Group
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Figure 5 .2. Gender
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Figure 5.3. Levels of Education
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Table 5 .1. Year of Expenence in the Industry/ Profession______ (Figures are in
Years China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
20 + 4.6 25.4 29.1 20.7
15-19 13.6 11.1 5.8 15.6
10-14 32.1 11.3 9.4 14.0 13.9
5-9 1.8 13.6 12.8 # # # # 12.3
1-4 0.9 28.1 17.2
Missing 7.3 2.3 0.9 0.8 3.3
DercCTitage)
Table 5.2. Level of Involvemoit in Corporate Decision Making (Figures are in percaitage)
Levels China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Directly involved 5.5 22.0 9.4 W A n/a
Indirectly involved 40.4 38.5 32.2 n/a
Not involved 29.9 30.6 n/a
Missing 7.3 2.8 0.0 0.8 n/a
Table 5.3. Objective Occupational Code and Perceived Occupation (in parentheses) in
Occupational Code China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. N T A / 6.4 (13.8) 6.2 (6.8) n/a (19.7) 24.0 (27.3) 8.2 (4.9)
R eg io n a l T o u ris t O ffice
2. C en tra l/ 6.4 (1.8) 20.9 (11.9) n/a (26.5) 6.6 (5.0) 1.6 (0.8)
Local G o v e rn m e n t
3. H otels 48.6 (43.11 25.4 (22.7) n/a (9.4) 14.0 (13.2) 10.7 (10.7)
4. R e s ta u ra n t 7.3 (7.3) 3.4 (5.1) n/a (0.9) 0 (0) 0.0 (O.Oj
5. R etail 0.0 (0.0) 1.7 (1.1) n/a (99) 0 (0) 0.0 (4.1)
6. Airline 1.8 (1 8) 3.4 (2.8) n/a (5.1) 2.5 (3.3; 4.1 (4.9)
7. O th e r T ra n s p o rt 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (00) n/a (5.1) 3.3 (4.1) 5.7 (3.3)
8. T our O p e ra to r / 10.1 (7.3) 15.8 (21.5) n/a (10.3) 42.1 (36.4) 32.0 (28.7)
T ravel A g en t
9. E n v iro n m en ta l 0.0 (0.9) 2.8 (9.6) n/a (4.3) 0.8 (0.8) 7.4 (4.1)
A g en cy
10. E d u ca to r 14.7 (11.0) 0.6 (3.4) n/a (4.3) 0 (08) 0.0 (16)
11. M edia 0.0 (0.9) 6.8 (5.6) n/a (4.3) 3.3 (3.3) 13.1 (13.9)
12. E n v iro n m en ta l 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.6) n/a (0.9) 0 (0.8) 9.8 (3.3)
E xpert
13. O th e r 4.6 (4.6) 7.3 (8.5) n/a (8.5) 0 (4.1) 7.4 (16.4)
M issing 0.0 (7.3) 5.6 (0.6) n/a (0.0) 3.3 (0.8) 0 (3.3)
Table 5.4. Size of the Organisation by Number of Employees (Figures are in percentage)
Size China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1000 + Employees 13.8 16.9 34.2 8.3 13.9
500-999 25.7 7.9 6.8 4.1 6.6
100-499 : ' a t * 10.3 14.0 15.6
50-99 12.8 13.6 5.1 6.6 10.7
1-49 10.1 24.9 ' .
Missing 7.3 2.3 1.7 0.8 4.1
2 1 2
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Size of Organisation The size of the organisations wliich respondents are affiliated to varies 
from one countiy to another. Nonetheless the largest in both Mainland China and Taiwan is 
100 to 499 employees while small size companies of 1 to 49 employees is the mode in Japan, 
Germany and Britain (Table 5.4.). In general the institutions in Mainland China are of 
medium size. Tliis phenomenon may be because of die limitation of private enterprises at die 
time of survey distribution in Mainland China. In Taiwan and Britain, the sizes are relatively 
equally broken down. In Japan the sizes are eidier small or large, and medium size is minimal. 
In Geimany the size of the organisation tends to be small.
5.1.1.2. Data from university students
Educational systems are culture-bound. However, in diis survey students in tourism and 
hospitality courses at teitiaiy level institutions were chosen. Students at undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels or equivalent were targeted, diougli vocational training course students 
were excluded.
Tlie age range and gender proportion were expected to be uniform, yet the Japanese group 
tended to be younger and die Gennan to be older (Figure 5.4.). Dispersion of age groups in 
die British group and the Taiwanese group may be due to die nature of the courses offered, for 
instance continuing education schemes, in different educational systems.
Tlie gender proportion is a striking contrast to diat of managerial level respondents (Figure
5.5.). The population of the tourism industry and environmental experts showed male 
dominance, whereas the student population is female dominant, except die German group. 
Although sampling bias is taken into consideration, and the argument that these courses in 
higlier education are relatively new and were unavailable for present managerial level people is 
inevitable, it is still questionable whereby these female students who earned liiglier degrees in 
tourism and hospitality management will find dieir places in die tourism industiy.
5.I.I.3. Recapitulation of respondents’ profile
As for die tourism industiy and environmental expert groups, die general profile of the 
respondents can be summarised as follows: a man in die middle age group or sliglitly older 
(younger for Mainland Chinese group) and is highly educated. Tlie years of work experience 
in die current position or profession are either over twenty years or less than five years. Taking 
his age into consideration, this radier short experience may be due to the corporate
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Figure 5 4. Age Group (Studait)
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Figure 5 .5. Gaider (Studait)
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restructuring schemes during the economic recession, i.e.. changes of position by promotion or 
a post-retirement appointment.
The perceived occupation of respondents differs from one group to another. A large proportion 
of Mainland Chinese respondents belonged to National Tourist Administration and hotels; 
Taiwanese respondents to hotels and tour operators and travel agencies; government and tour 
operators and travel agencies for Japanese respondents; National Tourist Administration and 
tour operators and travel agencies for German respondents; and British respondents were 
affiliated to tour operators and travel agencies and media. Further, veiy few respondents were 
directly involved with corporate decision-making (except 35% of Gennan respondents). 
Finally tlie size of the organisation/institutions tlie respondents were affiliated to is rather small 
for tlie Japanese, Gennan and British groups (1 - 49 employees) and mediimi size (100-499 
employees) for Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese gioups. This may be because of the 
different market systems, namely tlie free-market system or centrally controlled system, as 
Taiwan suggests a growing tendency in the emergence of small size enteiprises. Nonetheless, 
the fact that tlie Japanese group’s second largest proportion belongs to a large size organisation 
(over 1000 employees) advocates tliat tlie coiporate stmcture does not solely rely on tlie market 
system but also cultural factors.
In contrast to the industry/expert groups, the general profile of tlie university level respondents 
was a woman in her early twenties who is reading undergraduate or postgraduate courses in 
tourism and hospitality. However, ironically, it was revealed in the industry/expert gioups, 
tliat veiy few female staff stayed in tliis profession more than five years. Therefore, die 
differences between student groups and industry/expert groups, if any, tlie gender factor should 
be treated with care in tlie analyses.
5.1.2. Summary of key questions (in frequencies)
Key questions were asked to draw respondents' attention to tlie relationship between tlie 
environmental issues today and themselves. Tlie questions probed how respondents feel about 
tlie position of environmental issues in tlie tourism industry such as whetlier or not tlie 
concerned infonnation is available in the industry. More importantly the questions tried to 
identify who tliey perceive is responsible for tlie environmental issues, and also to identify 
cultural differences, if any, in tliis view of responsibility.
The seventeen questions are concerned with three areas of the relationship between 
enviionmental issues and tlie respondent liini/herself, namely (1) general awareness of
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environmental issues, (2) awareness of environmental issues in the context of tourism and (3) 
sense of responsibility. The issues in each area are:
(1) general awareness of environmental issues
1. Are environmental issues a threat to your life?
2. Priority ranking o f  the national policies
3. Obstacles fo r  placing prionty on environmental management
4. Existing presstire groups
5. Possible causes o f environmental problems
(2) awareness of environmental issues in tlie context of tourism
1. Will the tourist’s impression be affected by environmental decay?
2. Is information in the tourism industry sufficient?
3. Is education fo r  tourism employees sufficient?
4. Is information fo r  residents sufficient?
5. Is action taken by residents to change the situation?
(3) sense of responsibility.
1. Desiredpressime groups
2. Whose responsibility to solve the environmental problems?
3. Government’s responsibility is it to solve environmental problems.
4. Society’s responsibility^ to solve the environmental problems.
5. M y fam ily’s responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
6. M y responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
5.1.2.1. Data from the toimsm industry and environmental experts
5.I.2.I.I. Awareness of environmental issues in general
To tlie first question whetlier or not environmental issues are perceived seriously in 
respondents' daily life, a veiy liigli proportion of tlie Mainland Cliinese, Taiwanese and Gennan 
respondents answers “yes” (Figure 5.6.). This could be explained as subject bias, but tliis is 
self-explanatoiy when severity of air and water pollution in tlie urban areas in Mainland Cliina 
and Taiwan are concerned. Reinforcement of recycling, public advertisements and penalty foi- 
violation are quite prevalent in these societies, especially in Taiwan and Germany introducing
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the ecosystem and the environment to the school curriculum. With Japanese and British 
respondents, on tlie otlier hand, tlie differences between tliose who answered “yes” and “no” are 
rather small. Over 56% of the British respondents consider environmental problems to be 
serious but tlie rest of the respondents do not believe tliat the problems are at a tlireatening 
level. If the English characteristic of understatement is taken into account, and the fact no 
respondents left the question unanswered, die British seem to have a radier higli awareness of 
die issue. Tlie majority of Japanese respondents considered that environmental issues are not 
that serious. Tliis coincides with the comment by Barrett and Tlierivel (1991) diat die 
Japanese are less worried about die environment and less responsive to environmentalists than 
people in odier countries.
Tlie question about national policy is asked to cross-examine later widi die question of 
responsibility. The respondents are given choices of national level policies, wliich are also 
derived from die pilot study, to rank diem by priority. In diis way the respondents' consensus 
on the priority of national policies, radier than the policy of the highest priority die majority of 
respondents choose, is obtained (Table 5.5.).
Tlie Mainland Cliinese and British show die same pattern of priority in wliich national 
economic development is ranked as first and enviromnental issues as fifth on the list. The 
Taiwanese respondents show a similar pattern to die Mainland Cliina and Britain, but die 
environmental issues are not ranked least on the list. The Japanese and Gennan subjects also 
show a veiy similar pattern of priority. The Japanese group ranks national economics as die 
first and environmental issues as the foith and fifth. Thus human resource management is not 
on the list of prioritised national policy, whereas die Geraian gioup agrees diat national 
economic growdi is first, environmental issues are fourdi and human resource management is 
fifth.
Widiiii die limited choice of national policies, die perceived priority of each policy reveals die 
gap between what the respondents diink to be a priority and where diey think dieir govenuiieiit 
places die priority. Tlie British group is least disappointed by dieir govenniieiit as they 
perceive die government places priority on die national economic development, social welfare 
and enviromnental issues wliich matches widi dieir idea of priority. Moreover the Japanese 
group agrees with a half of die government's priority. Tlie Taiwanese and Gennan 
respondents must be most frustrated as dieir idea of priority is in die reverse order of what diey 
diiiik die government's priority is on national policies. However, when the accumulation of die 
priority ("total" column), i.e. what die majority of die respondents considered as the policy of 
first concern, is looked at, national economic growdi is die higliest priority for the Mainland 
Chinese, Japanese and Gennan groups, and social welfare for the Taiwanese and British
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groups. Similarly, the management of enviromnental issues is ranked the second priority for 
tlie Mainland Cliinese and German gioups, third for Taiwanese and Japanese groups, and tlie 
fouitli for the British.
None of the respondent groups answered enviromnental management or solving environmental 
problems as the top priority in tlie national policy in tlie previous questions. The next question 
tries to examine possible reasons why environmental management received such a low priority 
on the agenda. The respondents were asked to choose three reasons from tlie given set of 
answers.
The goal of national economic growtii and the pursuit of individual profit are coimiioii 
obstacles for all the respondent groups selected (Table 5.6.). The larger proportion of East 
Asian respondents chose pursuit of individual profit as the more significant obstacle rather than 
tlie national economic goal, wliile tlie European gioups selected tlie national economic goal as 
more significant. For the Japanese gioup the worst obstacle was citizens' ignorance about 
environmental problems, and the European groups also scored tliis reason ratlier liiglily. 
Financial or budgetary restrictions in implementing management schemes was another serious 
cause for all, except the Taiwanese group. The proportion for tliis reason was liiglier in tlie 
European groups. A fairly large proportion of the Chinese groups chose legislation and 
regulations as an obstacle, but in comparison, citizens' ignorance was relatively minor as an 
obstacle.
A similar question was asked to probe the level of pressure from intemal/extemal groups onto 
tlie organisations tlie respondents are affiliated to (Table 5.7). It is interesting to see tliat tliere 
is such a high proportion of respondents across the groups who did not answer the question of 
die existing pressure groups. This may be due to tlie fact currently tliere are not many groups 
giving recognisable pressure to the respondents' organisations because of (1) the type of 
organisations, (2) lack of interest or (3) lack of habit to pressurise tlie organisations for 
sometliing; or (4) the respondents had never given tliouglit to it. Tlie latter is especially true 
for East Asian coiuitries where tlie contradictoiy concepts of environmental management are 
not fimily established yet in an industiy-oriented society. Moreover, environmental 
management is often considered as part of the total quality management in Japan, but not as an 
independent concept. Besides, the East Asian groups mianiniously responded that the media is 
giving most pressure and tlien tlie central government. The European groups, on the otlier 
hand, think customers and clients give more pressure than tlie media (Germany; 33%) or tlie 
pressure groups (Britain: 30.3%). It is also noteworthy that the customers/clients and 
employees play a significant role in the European groups in terms of proportion but in the East 
Asia, they do not. In comparison, althougli tlie stages of the environmental concern and
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Table 5.5. Ranking of National Policy Priority
Priority (Mainland China) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total
1. National Economic Growth 8.5 1.7 2.5 0.0 18.1
2. Social Welfare 3.4 20.3 18.6 15.3 17.8
3. Foreign Policy 1.7 22.0 16.9 17.8 17.4
4. Human Resource M anagement 2.5 15.3 16.9 18.6 17.1
5. Environmental Issues 5.9 10.2 19.5 17.8 17.5
6. Other 0.0 1.7 1.7 0.8 1.7 1.2
7. No Answer 8.5 11.0 11.0 11.0 12.7 10.8
Priority (Taiw an) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total
1. National Economic Growth 3 * # 24.1 12.8 11.8 7.5 18.4
2. Social Welfare 19.3 14.4 5.3 18.6
3. Foreign Policy 8.6 10.2 19.8 w 26.2 17.5
4. Human Resource M anagement 7.0 11.8 13.9 21.9 17.4
5. Environmental Issues 21.4 17.1 18.2 18.7 16.0 18.2
6. Other 2.1 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.6
7. No Answer 5.9 8.6 9.1 10.2 12.3 9.2
Priority (Japan) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total
1. National Economic Growth 10.2 3.1 0.8 0.0 18.0
2. Social Welfare 6.3 19.7 15.7 3.9 17.5
3. Foreign Policy 6.3 13.4 10.2 3.9 17.3
4. Human Resource M anagement 0.0 2.4 20.5 28.3 29.1 16.1
5. Environmental Issues 1.6 3.9 8.7 43J3 17.3
6. Other 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.5
7. No Answer 9.4 11.0 12.6 15.7 18.1 13.3
Priority (G erm any) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total
1. National Economic Growth 5 7 # 12.4 5.8 11.6 8.3 19.0
2. Social Welfare 20.7 24.8 13.2 6.6 18.8
3. Foreign Policy 6.6 22.3 18.2 14.0 18.7
4. Human Resource M anagement 5.8 9.9 19.8 22.3 r 18.0
5 Environmental Issues 5.0 14.9 18.2 2a»t 28.1 18.7
6. Other 1.7 0.9 0.0 1.7 0.8 1.6
7. No Answer 3.3 5.0 5.0 5.0 9.9 5.6
Priority (Britain) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total
1. National Economic Growth 79*9 12.3 3.3 1.6 4.1 18.7
2. Social Welfare 11.5 MA ' 26.2 11.5 3.3 19.4
3. Foreign Policy 1.6 20.5 13.9 20.5 18.3
4. Human Resource M anagement 1.6 10.7 18.9 - -\-4iA 18.0 18.2
5. Environmental Issues 6.6 6.6 13.1 23.0 41*9 18.2
6. Other 2.5 2.5 0.0 1.6 1.6 1.6
7. No Answer 3.3 3.3 3.3 6.6 10.7 5.4
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Figure 5.6. Is Environmental Issues a Threat to Your Life?
100% T SSiSgamma
90% ■ -
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□  2. No 
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China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Table 5_6^  Obstacles for Priority on Environmoital Management (Summary)
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. National Economic Growth : W # :
2. Financial Restriction 28.9 08J1
3. Legislation 48.3 41.7 19.7 25.7 20.5
4. Citizens' Ignorance 13.3 53.0 56.6
5. Individual Profit ....M J m  - t ^ 8 9 *  ;
6 Other 3.1 2.7 3.2 1.1 7.4
7. No Answer 39.8 36.9 38.5 32.2 25.4
Multiple choice (each column totalled 300%)
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Table 5TL Existing Pressure Groups to the Organisation (Summary)
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Custom ers 26.2 18.1 14.1
2. Employees 5.1 9.1 4.0 26.4 27.1
3. Central Government " m m 10.7 18.1
4. Local Authorities 32.2 19.8 17.3 27.3 19.6
5. Legislators 15.2 6.3 14.2 26.4 13.9
6. Suppliers 3.3 5.8 1.6 0.8 2.4
7. Shareholders 1.6 0.0 0.8 0.0 2.4
8. Competitors 14.4 8.5 4.0 24.7 10.6
9. Unions 24.5 3.7 5.5 0.8 0.8
10. Media # 4 22.1
11 Pressure Groups 11.0 11.7 18.1 15.7
12 None 1.6 18.7 26.0 24.8 28.8
13 Other 9.3 19.3 8.6 11.6 9.0
14 No Answer 4 7 .$
Multiple choice (each column totalled 300%)
Table 5.8. Causes of Environmental Problems (Summary)
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Industrialisation ....^ .... i ' m o  ^ 62.4 '
2. Consumerism 14.3 27.3 62x7 # . 7  '
3. Individual Comfort 27.1 29.9 32.7
4. Technocentricity 10.2 33.6 36.9 35.5 18.8
5. Lack of Knowledge 'SBvS s 4 5 .* 40.5 37.8
6. Economic Policy 14.6 22.5 20.5 21.5
7. Political Manoeuvre 16.0 7.1 10.7 13.1
8 Other 0.8 1.0 1.9 3.4 12.7
9 No Answer 33.0 21.4 38.6 5.8 21.3
Multiple choice (each column totalled 300%)
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corresponding actions are quite different in tlie East Asia and Europe, tlie level of central 
government involvement is much liiglier in tlie East Asia. Tliis perhaps reflects tlie fact tliat 
the reliance on government guidance is very liigli and citizens' movements, including pressure 
groups, are ratlier inactive in these countries even in tlie initial phase of social action. The 
term unions (e.g. trade union, workers' union) often means employees' association or societies 
within tlie organisation or cross-sections of tlie organisation in tlie East Asia. Especially in 
Taiwan and Japan, they rarely crash against the employers even at the time of negotiation but 
play a role as mediator between the employees and tlie employers. This niiglit explain ratlier 
liigli figures in the East Asian groups, particularly tlie Mainland Chinese group, and low 
figures in the European groups as pressure groups to tlie organisations.
Finally tlie possible causes of environmental problems are asked (Table 5.8.). From tlie given 
set of answers, industrialisation is the cause the majority of the respondents stated. For tlie 
Japanese and tlie European groups, the second cause is consumerism; however, tlie proportion 
of respondents who chose consumerism dropped shaiply in tlie Cliinese groups. hi tliis 
question, citizens' lack of knowledge played an important role for tlie Cliinese groups, 
especially tlie Mainland Cliinese (72.9%). The Japanese group also considered citizen's lack 
of knowledge as an important cause (48.0%) but tliis figure is closer to tlie European groups 
than to tlie Cliinese gioups. Moreover the pursuit of individual comfort ratlier tliaii happiness 
of tlie mass is chosen as tlie cause by Taiwanese and German respondents. A larger 
proportion of tliese groups also answered tliat the pursuit of personal profit was an obstacle to 
degrading tlie significance of enviromnental management. The rest of tlie groups also selected 
the pursuit of personal profit as an obstacle in the previous question, but as a cause of 
environmental problems, tlie pursuit of individual comfort was rather minor. More tliaii one 
tliird of tlie Taiwanese, Japanese and Gennan respondents are also concerned witli over­
reliance on teclinological advancement as a cause. It is interesting when these comitries' 
reputation in liigh-tech industiy is concerned. The British group has an different view from tlie 
otlier groups; economic policy is a cause of environmental problems (43.5%) along witli 
national economic goals and consumerism, but tlie ratlier liigh proportion of "otlier causes" 
(12.7%) should be noted. Furtlieniiore, a relatively large number of Mainland Chinese 
(33.9%) tliink tliat environmental problems are political manoeuvres to slûft people's attention 
from otlier matters.
5.1.2.1.2. Awareness of environmental issues in relation to toiuism
The next five questions are concerned with tourism. The respondents were asked to give an 
answer that their affiliated organisation would share so that the respondents are free from tlieir
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own responsibility for the answer and the tendency to give a more desirable answer ratlier tlian 
tlie desired one will increase. As tlie desirable answer concerns other people's responsibility 
for action and not the respondents' own, when it comes to tlie evaluation of facts, the responses 
are expected to be more accurate and critical.
How much die tourism industiy is given infonnation regarding tlie environmental issues 
showed the differences between the Cliinese groups and the rest (Table 5.9.). Both Mainland 
Cliinese and Taiwanese subjects felt infonnation was lacking. The Japanese, Gennan and 
British subjects agreed that the amount of infonnation given was enougli. Especially tlie large 
proportion of tlie European respondents believed tliat , sufficient infonnation was provided 
(Germany 87.6%, Britain 84.4%). On the other hand, altliou^i the Japanese group (38.6%) 
answered "moderately infonned", approximately tlie same proportion of respondents (35.4%) 
felt infonnation was lacking. As a total, more Japanese believe tliat the provision of 
infonnation in tlie tourism industiy is not adequate.
Althougli tlie provision of information about environmental problems in die tourism industry is 
generally good enougli, educating and training the tourism employees is a different aspect. It 
is a well laiown fact diat die majority of tourism employees are seasonal or part-time workers 
because of the nature of tourism related business. For die question whether enviromnental 
education and the corresponding training for die tourism employees is provided, die answer is 
mianiniously "no". Almost one half of die Gennan gioup who responded to the previous 
question diat infomiatioii was quite well provided, answered die tourism employees were not 
offered education and training (48.8%), diougli about one diird (28.9%) said the opposite. 
Fuithermore die Geimans showed the largest proportion (22.3%) of not answering diis question 
among other groups (Table 5.10.).
Tlie next question asked if the enviromnental decay in tourist sites would affect the tourists’ 
impression of the area (table 5 .11). The respondents were from all over die nation but due to 
the fact most headquarters or main offices of the organisations are located in die major cities, 
respondents' view can inevitably be biased. Aldiougli die overall opinion said diat 
enviromnental decay would affect die impression of tourists, die Clnnese groups considered the 
severity of effects was more serious than die Japanese and European groups. More dian two 
diirds of die Mainland Cliinese and Taiwanese respondents answered die effects of decay as 
"strong" or "veiy strong".
Tlie following two questions are about die host population in die tourist destinations. 
Although the host population cannot be treated die same as tourism employees, impacts of 
tourism activities on dieir lives are inescapable. Tlie respondents may not have direct contact
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Table 5.9. Environmental Information for Tourism
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Very Well Informed 8.5 1.6 2.4 11.6 17.2
2. Well Informed 13.6 10.2 3.1 N 43(.-8 •* * 30.3
3. Moderately Informed 17.8 15.5 32.2
4. Lacking Information 35.4 9.1 9.8
5 Not Informed 0.8 6.4 10.2 0.8 5.7
6. No Answer 9.3 5.9 10.2 2.5 0.0
Table 5.10. Education for Tourism Employees
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Yes 24.6 15.3 20.5 28.9 17.2
2. No 74*4 48JT
3. No Answer 10.2 2.8 5.1 22.3 2.5
Table 5.11. Environmental Decay and Tourists' Impression
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Affect Very Strongly 29.7 6 Z 4 18.1 3.3 11.5
2. Affect Strongly 4 9 ,Z r 35.8 19.8 30.3
3. Affect Mildly 10.2 4.8 26.0
4. Affect Little 1.7 0.0 7.9 28.1 18.9
5. Do Not Affect 0.0 0.0 1.6 1.7 4.1
6. No Answer 9.3 7.0 10.2 0.8 4.1
Table 5.12. Information for Residents
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Very Well Informed 3.4 1.6 0.0 2.5 0.8
2. Well Informed 11.9 8.0 18.1 23.1 10.7
3. Adequately Informed 14.4 17.3 18.0
4. Lacking Information 11.9 33.9 # # # # #
5. Not Informed 0.0 7.5 0.0 0.0 4.1
6. No Answer 10.2 6.4 11.8 2.5 4.9
Table 5.13. Residents' Involvement
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Very Actively Involved 0.8 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
2. Actively Involved 14.4 5.3 7.9 28.9 17.2
3. Passively Involved 20.3 38.6  ^ *2.2
4. Doing Little 47S 32.6 17.3 10.7 31.1
5. Not Involved 6.8 16.0 0.8 0.8 2.5
6. No Answer 10.2 7.5 11.8 1.7 4.9
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witli tlie host population in their country but the question asks their opinion on behalf of their 
employers whetlier tlie host population is infonned and involved. Residents at tlie tourist sites 
are treated differently from tlie people working in the tourism industiy. In general, infonnation 
provided to tlie host population was perceived less than to tlie tourism industiy (Table 5.12.). 
However, as an exception, tlie residents in Mainland Cliina were better infonned than the 
tourism industiy. Tlie Japanese groups tliouglit even tliougli information was provided, it was 
not enough. Slightly more Gennan respondents (38.0%) thought the residents were adequately 
informed, but about the same proportion (33.9%) observed tliat information was lacking. 
More than 60% of tlie Taiwanese and British groups considered infonnation for the residents 
was lacking.
This result is reflected in tlie respondents' view of residents' involvement in changing the 
situation, to improve or to worsen, tlie present situation (Table 5.13 ). Nearly half of tlie 
Mainland Cliinese respondents said tliat tlie residents were doing little to change tlie situation, 
tliough 20% of respondents said tliat tliey were passively involved. Tlie rest of the groups 
tliouglit tlie involvement was passive. One third of tlie Taiwanese and British respondents also 
believed that the host population was doing little. Only tlie Gennan group responded tliat tlie 
host population is involved botli actively and passively, and tlie otlier groups' answers range 
from passive involvement to doing little.
5.1.2.1.3. Responsibility
Two types of questions about tlie responsible actors for environmental problems are asked: 
One type asks tlie respondents' sense of responsibility from a collective view rather tlian an 
individual view; tlierefore, the question does not impose tlie respondents' own responsibility for 
tlie answer {desirable nomi). Another type asked tlie respondents' opinion, thus their own 
responsibility is inevitably reflected {desired nomi: c.f. discussion on desirable versus desired 
nonns is in Chapter Three). Tlie question of the desired pressurising groups probes tlie 
collective view of responsible actors (Table 5.14.). Tlie following question asks tlie individual 
view of tlie primaiy actor who should take the initiative in solving environmental problems 
(Table 5.15.). The second and tlie tliird questions ask desirable actors (Table 5.16., 5.17.); 
the fouitli question probes tlie respondents' own responsibility among seemingly equally 
sigiificaiit choices (Table 5.18.), Tlie response choices are derived from tlie results of tlie 
pilot study.
Across tlie groups, tlie central goveniment is tlie most desired body to pressurise (apart from 
being the second most for tlie Mainland Chinese group) and individuals are also expected to do
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their share. Tlie Mainland Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese and British respondents count on tlie 
local governments and authorities to give pressure to organisations. Only the Gennan group 
expected more from the legislators (43%). The Cliinese groups, however, did not regard 
individual communities to be the desired pressure groups, instead they relied more on tlie power 
of tlie media. In general, when tlie respondmts' own responsibility is not inflicted upon tlie 
responses, all gioups show Iiigli expectations from central, local goveniment bodies and 
individuals. However, when the respondents' own responsibility is projected in tlie answer, tlie 
responses change.
The first question about "responsibility" asked tlie respondents to identify tlie primary actor for 
solving enviromnental problems. The result is similar to the Yankelovich-Clancy-Shulnian 
Study in the US in 1990 wliich reveals tliat 54% of the consumers believe that tlie goveniment 
should be tlie primaiy actor (US Travel Data Center, 1992), and a more recent sui-vey in tlie 
UK in which about 60% of tour operators and others state tliat government has total 
responsibility (Tourism Concern for WWF, forthcoming). 61% of tlie Mainland Cliinese 
respondents, a moderately liigli 50.8% of the British and 46.5% of tlie Taiwanese respondents 
selected tlie government as tlie primaiy actor. Among tliese gioups, tlie second liigli responses 
were society as a primaiy actor; 14.4%, 31.1% and 27.8% respectively. In contrast, Japanese 
(35.4%) and German (47.1%) respondents perceived society as tlie primary actor and tlie 
goveniment as secondaly (29.9%, 29.8% respectively). The especially low rating of tlie 
responsibility of "myself, i.e., respondent-oriented action, in tlie Mainland Chinese group 
(4.2%), which was roughly one-third of tlie Taiwanese rating and one-half of the British, 
corresponded inversely to the liigli rating for the "government". However, tlie Japanese and 
Taiwanese respondents' rating for the responsibility of "myself was liiglier than for otlier 
groups. The Japanese rated tlie liigliest 17.3% and tlie Taiwanese 14.4%.
Altliougli the answer for the previous question indicates tliat tlie goveniment is expected to be 
tlie primary actor for solving enviromnental problems, people are also aware that govemments 
have otlier priorities on tlieir agendas. For tlie Mainland Cliinese and tlie British, tlie 
government's most significant responsibility was national economic development (41.5% and 
36.1% respectively), compared witli responsibility for environmental management (16.1% and 
3.3%). Altliough the British showed a veiy higli expectation to tlie Goveniment as a primaiy 
actor to solve environmental problems (50.8 %), environmental management seemed to be one 
of tlie lowest priorities on tlie agenda. The Taiwanese and Gennans seemed to be more 
concerned about tlie maintenance of social order (29.9% and 37.2%) tlian environmental 
management (27.3% and 11.6%). Tliis figure, combined with responses to the next two 
questions, indicates veiy higli anxiety among tlie Taiwanese and Gennans over social
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instability. Among the tliree groups, tlie Japanese respondents tliouglit tliat tlie government's 
priority was social welfare (37.0 %) witli low environmental concern (15.7 %).
Mainland Chinese, Taiwanese and Germans similarly rated enviromnental management 
(44.9%, 47.1% and 42.1% respectively) as society's primary responsibility. However, "my 
family" and "myself in tlie first question who are supposed to be members of a society seem to 
carry little responsibility in environmental management, especially in tlie Chinese groups. Tlie 
responsibility of society is often considered as a desirable norm and personal responsibility as 
a desired norm (Hofstede, 1984). The desirable norm is someone else's responsibility to take 
an action but tlie desired norm concerns an individual's own action. The responses from tlie 
Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese clearly illustrate tliis point. For tlie Japanese, on tlie otlier 
hand, citizens' welfare was society's primaiy responsibility, and for tlie British maintaining 
social order and peace.
At die level of "self, tliere are no significant between-group différences. All groups regarded 
tlieir most important responsibility to be tlieir family's happiness. Both the Japanese and the 
British answered tliat tlie national economic development was not a personal responsibility and 
placed greatest emphasis on the family's happiness. All East Asian groups rated liiglier 
personal responsibility on tlie management of natural and cultural heritage tlian die family's 
economic happiness. Tlie European groups in contrast, placed much more emphasis on die 
family's economic stability dian nature/heritage management. The British group rates family's 
economic stability ten rimes liigher than nature/heritage management. This probably projects 
the seriousness of pollution and environmental decay especially in die urban areas of Mainland 
Cliina and Taiwan today wliich results in higlier awareness and the East Asian subjects' 
courtesy bias and shame-complex, i.e., losing face by being igiorant. Tlie liigh rating on 
social order could be a reflection of die inlierent desire for social order in die Cliinese culture 
(Pye, 1968) combined widi political tension after die Qitaohu (Thousand Island Lake) incident 
on die Mainland in early 1994, in wldch tourists from Taiwan were killed in a siglitseeing boat 
accident. Aldiougli it has not been probed in diis sui-vey whether or not die respondents 
consider "family's happiness" to be directly related to "environmental issues" or to "economic 
stability", it will be helpful to know how much individuals feel obliged to tackle environmental 
issues to enable diem to bring happiness to dieir family.
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Table 5.14. Desired Pressurising Groups (Summary)
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Individuals Aid- M A  '
2. Communities 17.1 28.4 «*9 ' r;  ^ -
3. Central Government ■ , „  , . 74.7 s.4. Local Authorities k k i  \ 32.3 ' ' «4L7
5. Legislators 22.0 15.5 14.1 18.0
6. Suppliers 3.3 5.4 2.4 1.6 2.4
7. Shareholders 2.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 1.6
8. Competitors 1.7 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.0
9. Unions 15.2 0.5 0.0 1.7 1.6
10. Media 12.6 29.7 13.1
11 Pressure Groups 4.2 5.3 0.8 6.6 9.8
12 None 0.0 0.0 1.6 2.5 1.6
13 Other 1.7 1.5 1.6 4.9 4.9
14 No Answer 34.8 28.8 32.2 8.3 13.9
Multiple choice (each column totalled 300%)
Table 5.15. Who should take an initiative?
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Government 4 M T  : 29.9 29.8
2. Society 14.4 27.8 " 31.1
3. My family 0.8 3.2 0.8 0.8 0.0
4. Myself 4.2 14.4 17.3 8.3 4.9
5. No Answer 19.5 8.0 16.5 14.0 13.1
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Table 5.16. Most Significant Responsibility of Govemmmt
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. National Economic Growth 10.7 17.3 9.1
2. Citizen's Welfare 6.8 22.5 28.9 26.2
3. Natural and Cultural Heritage 16.1 27.3 15.7 11.6 3.3
4. Social Order and Peace 13.6 13.4 - a w f - ' . 18.9
5. No Answer 22.0 9.6 16.5 13.2 15.6
Table 5.17. Most Significant Responsibility of Society
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. National Economic Growth 11.0 1.6 3.1 8.3 7.4
2. Citizen's Welfare 5.1 3.2 14.0 22.1
3. Natural and Cultural Heritage 29.9 18.9
4. Social Order and Peace 19.1 38.5 17.3 26.4
5. No Answer 22.9 9.6 17.3 9.1 18.9
Table 5.18. Most Significant Responsibility of Myself
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. National Economic Growth 4.2 2.7 0.0 2.5 0.0
2. Family's Economic Stability 11.0 11.2 10.2 11.6 30.3
3. Family's Happiness
4. Natural and Cultural Heritage 19.5 20.3 11.0 7.4 3.3
5. Social Order and Peace 5.9 8.6 5.5 7.4 1.6
6. No Answer 23.7 10.2 18.9 7.4 13.9
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5.1.2.2. Data from university students
5.I.2.2.I. Awareness of environmental issues in general
Similar to tlie responses of tliose of Hie tourism industry and environmental experts, all students 
except tlie Japanese group, perceive tlie environmental issue as a cause for concern (Table 
5.20.). The proportion of mainland Cliinese, Taiwanese, Gennaii and British students who 
feel that environmental issues are at a tlireatening level to tlieir lives (83.7%, 93.0%, 88.0%,, 
and 54.5% respectively) is at least 5% liiglier tlian tliose of the industry/experts, hi contrast, 
roughly 10% more Japanese students (68%) perceive environmental issues not threatening 
compared to tlie industiy/experts (56.4%).
Students’ understanding of national policy priorities coincided more or less witli tliat of 
industry/experts (Table 5.19.). The basic agenda they believed as the prioritised policy was 
practically die same as die choice of industry/experts, widi minor differences in ranking. For 
instance, Mainland Chinese students as well as the industiy/expeits believe that national 
economic growdi is die most stressed policy; die Mainland Cliinese students' second prioritised 
policy is social welfare while for the industiy/experts it is foreign policy. For bodi Taiwanese 
students and die industiy/experts, social welfare is die most prioritised. However, on die 
students' list, environmental issues appeared a much more immediate choice (die second and the 
diird priority ranking) while die industiy/experts listed social welfare as second and diird 
ranking. Japanese students seem to believe that their government is less concerned about die 
environment and their ranking of environmental issues as a priority is quite low compared to 
odier student groups. Even the Japanese industiy/experts, as a whole, believe diat liiglier 
priority is placed on environmental issues; instead Japanese students consider die national 
policy emphasises human resource management which die industiy/experts neglect. Likewise, 
die European counterparts, both German and British students, perceive more emphasis on 
foreign policy and social welfare and less on environmental issues. In general, apart from die 
Taiwanese group, students seem to be more objective and cynical about die national policy 
priority as diey see environmental issues receive die lowest priority on die political agenda, 
compared widi dieir industry/experts groups. Fewer students also perceived national economic 
growdi as the most prioritised policy. Perhaps reflecting die chronic anxiety after die 
prolonged economic recession in Britain, more British students diaii die British industiy/experts 
seem to believe that die liigliest priority is placed on national economic growdi.
For die question of national policy priority, it is suspected that more students would give “no 
answer” as diey usually have less direct socio-political interaction diaii the industiy/experts 
groups. Nonetheless, Mainland Chinese, Taiwanese and Geniian students seemed to feel less
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restricted and fewer students did not answer; meanwhile, many more Japanese and British 
students tlian die industry/experts did not answer. Tiiis pattern of giving “no answer” will be 
examined again later.
What students considered as die possible obstacles for die environmental issue and its 
management did not coincide with what the industiy/experts would consider (Table 5.21.). All 
groups agreed that die national economic goal and individuals' pursuit of profits were die main 
obstacles. However, a higher proportion of Cliinese gioups (22.5% for Mainland Chinese and 
27.57% for Taiwanese) considered die individual pursuit of profit was die obstacle wliile more 
Japanese, Gemian and British groups (23.5%, 26.0% and 24.2% respectively) stated die 
national economic goal was die obstacle. Japanese and British students (26.1% and 21.2% 
respectively) were also critical of citizens' ignorance about environmental issues as being an 
obstacle. For Taiwanese students (17.4%) and to a lesser extent die Mainland Cliinese 
students (13.0%) legislation was the problem, but for the European groups and the Mainland 
Cliinese group the financial/budgetary restrictions was a more serious concern.
Similarly, students' perception of die possible causes of die serious global environmental 
problems is almost die same as that of the industry/experts (Table 5.22.). Unanimously 
industrialisation was the cause of die enviromnental crisis. Also in die economically developed 
countries, Japan, Gennany and Britain warned that the high level of consumerism was die 
cause (16.2%, 27.7% and 18.9% respectively); the Cliinese groups' rating for consumerism as 
a cause was comparatively low (4.1% and 3.3%). But people's pursuit of individual comfort 
radier dian mass satisfaction is anodier cause most of die groups agree widi. Students from 
island societies, especially die Japanese were concerned about people's over-reliance upon 
teclmological advancement. Uiis point is remarkable as none of die industiy/expert groups 
consider technocentricity as the major cause of the crisis. The Chinese groups show a 
tendency to be concerned widi people's lack of knowledge about environmental issues and also 
strong scepticism that the global environmental crisis is merely a political manoeuvre to shift 
people's attention from odier matters.
The questions about the existing pressure gi oups and die organisation diey are affiliated to are 
regarded as inappropriate for die students to answer, as diey all attend educational institutions 
which are rarely pressurised to go green, unlike enteiprises. Yet whedier or not to answer die 
question is left to die students. It is not suiprising quite a few students left die questions 
Luianswered.
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Table 5.19. Ranking of National Policy Prionty by Students
Priority (M. China/ student) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total
1. National Economic Growth afg.B 8.1 4.1 0.8 3.3 18.9
2. Social Welfare 5.7 S3.* 19.5 13.8 18.4
3. Foreign Policy 0.8 24.4 22.0 22.8 20.3 18.0
4. Human Resource Management 3.3 17.9 3 3 * 24.4 23.6 18.5
5. Environmental Issues 3.3 13.0 20.3 18.4
6. Other 2.4 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8
7. No Answer 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 8.9 7.0
Priority (Taiwan/ student) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total*
1. National Economic Growth 17.6 24.6 21.1 16.9 15.5 19.2
2. Social Welfare 24.6 14.8 12.0 4.2 19.6
3. Foreign Policy 7.7 9.9 16.2 32.4 19.0
4. Human Resource Management 9.9 12.7 13.4 24.6 Nt 33.B-Ü» 18.9
5. Environmental Issues 18.3 UA 13.4 8.5 19.4
6. Other 2.8 0.0 0.7 0.7 1.4 1.1
7. No Answer 1.4 2.8 2.1 3.5 4.2 2.8
Priority (Japan/ student) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total*
1. National Economic Growth 12.6 3.4 0.8 0.8 15.8
2. Social Welfare 1.7 5.9 19.3 17.6 15.6
3. Foreign Policy 16.8 . .. 11.8 2.5 1.7 16.0
4. Human Resource Management 0.8 10.9 9.2 21.0 15.8
5. Environmental Issues 0.0 2.5 7.6 30.3 15.3
6. Other 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.3
7. No Answer 18.5 21.0 21.0 22.7 22.7 21.2
Priority (Germany/ student) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total*
1. National Economic Growth 18.0 11.0 15.0 9.0 19.2
2. Social Welfare 25.0 i i i i i i i i : 8.0 6.0 19.2
3. Foreign Policy 6.0 21.0 20.0 18.0 18.4
4. Human Resource Management 8.0 9.0 16.0 24.0 19.0
5. Environmental Issues 13.0 21.0 17.0 22.0 21.0 18.8
6. Other 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4
7. No Answer 4.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 8.0 5.0
Priority (Britain/ student) First Second Third Fourth Fifth Total*
1. National Economic Growth 4.5 4.5 0.0 0.0 16.8
2. Social Welfare 9.1 15.9 l i i i i i i i 9.1 2.3 16.8
3. Foreign Policy 0.0 11.4 6.8 13.6 16.8
4. Human Resource Management 0.0 4.5 15.9 29.5 16.8
5. Environmental Issues 0.0 6.8 4.5 16.4
6. Other 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7. No Answer 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.9 18.2 16.4
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Table 5.20. Is Environmoital Issues a Threat to Your Life?
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Yes 31.1 :
2. No 16.3 6.3 10.0 40.9
3. No Answer 0.0 0.0 0.8 2.0 4.5
Table 5.21. Obstacles for Priority on Environmental Management (Summary)
(student data) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. National Economic Growth i ; m ' " -
2. Financial Restriction 10.6 17.1 $5*9
3. Legislation 13.0 2.0 9.6 6.1
4. Citizens' Ignorance 16.8 17.1 7.6 21.2
5. Individual Profit 22.5
6. Other 1.6 0.7 0.0 2.0 3.0
7. No Answer 6.5 3.1 8.4 14.0 9.1
Table 5.22. Causes of Environmoital Problems (Summary)
(student data) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Industrialisation
2. Consumerism 4.1 3.3 ; ...1&9
3. Individual Comfort -- 11.2 12.1
4. Technocentricity 8.4 16.0 7.7 11.4
5. Lack of Knowledge Z L Z 12.6 12.3 8.3
6. Economic Policy 8.1 8.0 7.3 10.7 7.6
7. Political Manoeuvre 10.8 2.2 2.7 5.3
8. Other 0.8 0.2 0.6 1.0 3.0
9. No Answer 6.8 1.9 8.1 1.0 9.8
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As far as general awareness about environmental issues is concerned, British students show tlie 
liighest tendency to not answer tlie questions when compared to tlie industry/expert 
respondents. The high proportion of Japanese students (21.2%) and British students (16.4%) 
did not answer the national policy priority and tlie German students (14.0%) and tlie British 
students (9.1%) gave no answer for the possible obstacles for enviromnental issues to be 
prioritised.
5.1.2.2.2. Awareness of environmental issues in relation to tomism
Although students are on the tourism and hospitality courses, tliey are critical about whether 
tlie tourism industry is well informed about enviromnental issues (Table 5.23.). Only tlie 
British students (34.1%) believe tlie tourism industry is moderately infonned about 
environmental issues and tlie rest believe that the industiy is lacldng information. Especially 
over 57% of tlie Chinese students are of tlie same opinion. Tliis contrasts shaiply witli tlie 
opinion of the Gennan industry/expert group (43.8%) who consider the tourism industiy to be 
well infonned of tlie matter. However, when it comes to the provision of appropriate 
education and training for tourism employees, botli students and the industry/expert groups 
agree tliat neither education or training is ^ven.
Wlien tlie question whetlier enviromnental decay in tlie tourist destinations in their countiy 
affects inbound tourists' impression of tlie area is asked, tlie students' response is very similar 
to tlie industiy/expert groups (Table 5.25.). Tlie students from all over tlie countiy are 
attending institutions in large cities or tlie outskirts, tlius “urban” bias is inevitable. However, 
students tend to perceive tliat enviromnental decay affects tourist’ impressions at tlie same 
levels.
Similar to tlie view of enviromnental iiifomiation for tourism employees, most students see tliat 
the residents in destination areas are provided witli iiisufificient infonnation (Table 5.26.). 
Like tlieir industry/expert coiuiteipait, tlie majority of Mainland Cliinese students perceive tliat 
residents are adequately informed. In general most students consider tliat residents are given 
information.
Nonetlieless students see tlie residents participation to change tlie current environmental 
conditions, as either passive or little (table 5.27.). The Mainland Chinese students’ response is 
very similar to tlieir industiy/expert counteipart. They are critical and 59.3% tliink that 
residents are doing little and 22% are passively involved. The rest of tlie student groups agree
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Table 5.23. Environmaital Information for Tounsm
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Very Well Informed 2.4 4.9 0.8 1.0 4.5
2. Well Informed 10.6 4.9 4.2 17.0 25.0
3. Moderately Informed 25.2 23.2 19.3 31.0 ■
4. Lacking Information m m # .  " 18.2
5 Not Informed 1.6 4.2 10.9 8.0 9.1
6. No Answer 2.4 2.1 17.6 3.0 9.1
Table 5.24. Education for Tourism Employees
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Yes 21.1 9.2 18.5 4.0 15.9
2. No
3. No Answer 4.9 0.7 8.4 52.0 11.4
Table 5.25. Environmental Decay and Tourists' Impression
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Affect Very Strongly 26.8 l ü i É i i t e i 16.8 5.0 2.3
2. Affect Strongly 32.4 26.0 27.3
3. Affect Mildly 6.5 4.9 .  a #
4. Affect Little 0.0 0.7 2.5 28.0 11.4
5. Do Not Affect 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 2.3
6. No Answer 3.3 2.1 2.7 4.0 9.1
Table 5.26. Information for Residents
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Very Well Informed 2.4 14.8 3.4 2.0 0.0
2. Well Informed 8.9 4.9 13.4 12.0 2.3
3. Adequately Informed 19.7 19.3 37.0 29.5
4. Lacking Information 13.8 . 4 #
5. Not Informed 0.0 6.3 2.5 2.0 2.3
6. No Answer 3.3 0.0 5.0 4.0 9.1
Table 5.27. Residents' Involvement
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Very Actively Involved 0.8 2.1 1.7 0.0 0.0
2. Actively Involved 8.9 7.0 13.4 9.0 4.5
3. Passively Involved 22.0 m-r-
4. Doing Little 38.0 27.7 23.0 52.3
5. Not Involved 5.7 12.7 4.2 0.0 2.3
6. No Answer 3.3 1.4 5.0 6.0 9.1
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that residents are passively involved but the second majority consider residents to be doing 
little.
5.I.2.2.3. Responsibility
Questions regarding the sense of responsibility for enviromnent management seem to be a less 
restricted criterion for tlie students to answer, thougli tliey are sensitive questions. Compared 
to the industiy/expert groups, fewer students opt out of answering. Nevertheless, it was 
noticed tliat Taiwanese students showed a very liigli "no answer" rate compared to otlier 
student groups and Taiwanese respondents from tourism industiy and experts.
Students showed the result which was quite similar to that of the respondents in the society in 
many areas in this survey. For the desired pressure groups, tlie students' choice of actors was 
exactly the same as tliat of the industry/expert counterparts (Table 5.28.). The Cliinese gioups 
chose central govenuiient, local authority, individuals and media; die Japanese and British 
selected central government, local autiiorities, individuals and community; and more Geiman 
students considered legislators should be more pressing tiian die local audiority. Students in 
Mainland Cliina, Germany and Britain placed exactly die same weight on wliich actors were 
most desirable. Tlieir primaiy actor is die central govenuiient. In spite of such a similarity in 
choice, die students' emphasis is slightly different from the industiy/expert group. For 
instance, "individuals" are chosen to be one of die desirable pressuring actors, but in most 
cases not die primaiy actor. Only Taiwanese students consider die individual efforts to change 
the industries as important. Taiwanese and Japanese student groups place more emphasis on 
individuals as a pressuring actor than their industiy/expert counterparts.
Wlien the primaiy actor for solving environmental problems was questioned, student groups 
gave exactly die same choice as dieir industry/expert gioups (Table 5.29.). Nearly one half of 
Mainland Chinese (50.4%), Taiwanese (40.1%) and British students (47.7%) thouglit the 
govenuiient was responsible to take an initiative. Likewise, Japanese (42.0%) and German 
students (58.0%) emphasised society more for die lead. Their second liigli choice of the actors 
were "society" for Mainland Cliina, Taiwan and Britain, "govenuiient" for Japan and Geniiany. 
However, compared widi the industiy/expert groups, there is a sliift in proportion of die 
students' choice. For example, 61.0% of die industry/expert respondents in Mainland Cliina 
answered diat govenuiient should be responsible while 50.4% students said so. Similarly, 
29.8% of German industry/expert respondents chose govenuiient and 47.1% society, whereas 
23.0% of students for govenuiient and 58.0% for society. Younger people's choice is 
obviously shifting from reliance upon govenuiient initiatives to social initiatives. Yet, die
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British students' veiy low score on "myself (2.3%), rather low scores of Mainland Cliinese 
students (7.3%) and Gennan (9.0%) should also be noted. In contrast, similar to tlie 
industiy/expert groups, tlie Taiwanese (12.7%) and Japanese (18.5%) score tlie responsibility 
of "myself higli. In Mainland China, Japan and Gennany, a larger proportion of students 
tlian industry/expert respondents recognised the responsibility of "myself but in Taiwan and 
Britain less students wanted to take initiatives of their own.
On one hand, student group's dependence on tlie initiatives in enviromnental management by 
tlie government is quite high. On tlie otlier hand, students are also aware of tlie govennnent's 
priorities. All students understand the government's priority as tlie industry/expert groups do 
(Table 5.30.). The pattern of choices is tlie same for botli groups, except Taiwanese students 
who see "citizen's welfare" as the top priority (32.4%) and "social order" the tliird (31.0%) 
wliile the Taiwanese industry/expert groups see tlierii in tlie reverse order. Mainland Cliinese 
and British students emphasise "national economic growth" as tlie government’s top priority 
(56.1% and 45.6% respectively), Japanese students "citizens' welfare" (40.3%) and German 
students "social order" (49.0%).
In view of society's responsibility, all student groups see "maintenance of natural and cultural 
heritage" as society's most significant responsibility (Table 5.31.). The higliest proportion of 
Japanese students support this view (38.7%) wliile the industiy/expert group are more inclined 
to support "citizen's welfare" (32.3%) and for British students "citizen's welfare" is as 
important as "social order" (botli 34.1%). Mainland Cliinese students see botli "maintenance 
of natural and cultural heritage" and "maintenance of social order and peace" are an equally 
important responsibility of tlie society (botli 34.1%).
The respondent's own responsibility is seen quite differently in the industry/expert groups 
(Table 5.32 ). Botli students and industiy/expert groups agree that tliey are responsible for tlie 
family's happiness more tlian ariytliing else. But tlie next important responsibility among tlie 
choice is quite different between these groups. Japanese, German and British students tliink 
tliat tliey should be responsible for tlie "maintenance of social order and peace" (22.7%, 11.0% 
and 11.4% respectively). Mainland Chinese students see "family's economic stability" is their 
responsibility (18.7%) and "maintenance of natural and cultural heritage" for Taiwanese 
students (31.0%). For tlie industiy/expert counterparts, tlie East Asian respondents consider 
"maintenance of natural and cultural heritage" as tlieir responsibility apart from "family's 
happiness" and the European respondents "family's economic stability". Tliis contrast is 
interesting as Mainland Cliinese, Taiwanese and German are known to show more concern for 
social order in reflection of its political instability and inherent desire for law and order 
(Hofstede, 1991; Bond, 1991; Bond and Hwang, 1986; Pye, 1968; Ross and Zacher, 1983).
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Table 5.28. Desired Pressure Groups (Summary)
(student data) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Individuals
2. Communities 7.0 13.6
3. Central Government \ z m  - # 2 5 . 3
4. Local Authorities V 9.7 20.S
5. Legislators 5.7 5.4 2.0 2.3
6. Suppliers 3.8 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.8
7. Shareholders 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.8
8. Competitors 0.8 0.0 1.1 1.3 0.0
9. Unions 4.6 0.7 1.1 0.0 0.8
10. Media 7.0 7.0 2.3
11. Pressure Groups 1.1 1.6 0.0 1.7 3.8
12. None 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0
13. Other 0.5 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.0
14. No Answer 5.1 2.8 9.2 1.7 9.1
Table 5.29. Who should take initiative?
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Government 34.5 23.0
2. Society 35.0 35.2 *2 .e 45.5
3. My family 0.0 2.8 0.8 0.0 0.0
4. Myself 7.3 12.7 18.5 9.0 2.3
5. No Answer 7.3 9.2 4.2 10.0 4.5
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Table 5.30. Most Significant Responsibility of Government
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. National Economic Growth m i 4.9 22.7 8.0
2. Citizen's Welfare 12.2 21.0 29.5
3. Natural and Cultural Heritage 5.7 31.0 10.1 13.0 2.3
4. Social Order and Peace 17.9 21.8 22.7 18.2
5. No Answer 8.1 9.9 4.2 9.0 4.5
Table 5 31. Most Significant Responsibility of Soci^y
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. National Economic Growth 18.7 4.9 2.5 6.0 6.8
2 Citizen's Welfare 4.1 2.8 37.8 19.0
3. Natural and Cultural Heritage 18.2
4. Social Order and Peace 30.3 16.0 32.0
5. No Answer 8.9 10.6 5.0 6.0 6.8
Table 5.32. Most Significant Responsibility of Myself
(student data) M.China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. National Economic Growth 9.8 2.8 2.5 0.0 2.3
2. Family's Economic Stability 18.7 9.9 10.1 8.0 9.1
3. Family's Happiness 41.6 ....a S a T ' 4
4. Natural and Cultural Heritage 8.9 31.0 5.0 10.0 6.8
5. Social Order and Peace 10.6 9.9 22.7 11.0 11.4
6. No Answer 10.6 11.3 2.5 7.0 2.3
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In tiiis siu-vey, both student and industry/expert gioups of these regions clearly show tliat social 
order and peace is the concern of tlie government and society and not an individual issue. 
However, Gennan, Japanese and British students take it as an important responsibility of the 
individuals.
5.2. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for cultirral differences
5.2.1. Demographic data and key questions
Tlie key questions regarding the sense of responsibility for enviromnental management are 
summarised in tlie previous section of tliis chapter. The same questions are examined to see if 
tliey are affected by any demograpliic factors of tlie respondents. First tlie responses from tlie 
tourism industry and enviromnental experts are analysed by using one-way ANOVA, and then 
tlie data from student groups are analysed in the same way.
5.2.I.I. Data from tomism industry and environmental experts
First of all tlie data is analysed by group to see if tliere is any demographic influence on the key 
questions witliin tlie groups (Table 5. 33.). Only key questions which can be answered by 
degree of agreement /disagi eement are analysed by one-way ANOVA. Tlierefore, liiglier mean 
scores indicate more disagreement or dissatisfaction. On tlie otlier hand, a lower mean score 
suggests more agreement and satisfaction.
Unlike the rest of the groups, the German group showed no demogi'aphic influence on key 
questions at all. Tliis luiifonnity of opinion regardless of demographic factors miglit suggest 
tliat infonnation about enviromnental issues is quite evenly and widely, tliougli quite 
selectively, spread tliroughout the society.
Between tlie groups, tlie Taiwanese group tends to be more different from tlie rest of tlie groups 
(Table 5.34.). The Taiwanese consider tliat environmental decay affects tourists' impression 
on Taiwan wliile otlier groups do not tliinlc enviromnental conditions are tlie major cause. The 
Taiwanese and Japanese groups feel tliat information regarding enviromnental problems and 
management is not sufficiently provided to the residents. On tlie otlier hand, it is tlie Mainland 
Chinese and Taiwanese groups who tliink tlie residents are not participating in any action to 
change the current enviromnental conditions in their areas. The British group is critical about
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Key Issues:
1. Are environmental issues a threat to your life?
2. Whose responsibility is it to solve environmental problems?
3. Government’s responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
4. Society *s responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
5. My fam ily ’s responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
6. M y responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
7. Will tourist's impression be affected by environmental decay?
8. Is information fo r  the tourism industiy sufficient?
9. Is education fo r  tourism employees sufficient?
10. Is information fo r  residents sufficient?
11. Is action taken by residents to change the situation?
Table 5.33. Questions Wliich Show Differences by Demographic Factors
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Code 1 11
nil
8,10
Occupation 11
Involvement 9 8
Size 7
Experience 7
Education
Age Group 7.9.11 8,9 8,11 1,11
Gender
<  0.01
Table 5.34. Between Group Differences by Mean Scores
Contrast Group(s) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Is env. Issues a  threat? Japan/Britain Low Low High Low High
3. Government's 
responsibility
4. Society's responsibility
6. My responsibility
7. Tourists' impression Taiwan High Low High High High
8. Information for tourism 
industry
Britain Low Low Low Low High
9. Education for tourism staff Britain Low Low Low Low High
10. Information for residents Taiwan/Japan Low High High Low Low
11. Action by residents Chinese groups High High Low Low Low
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tlie tourism industry; It agrees that environmental information is insufficiently provided to tlie 
tourism industry and related education and training of staff working in tlie tourism industiy is 
not adequate. Yet the British and Japanese feel environmental problems are a threat to tlieir 
own lives.
5.2.1.2. Data from miiversity students
Student groups show more gender differences in response (Table 5.35, 5.36.). Only one 
question is affected by gender among British students. Male British students, also Japanese 
male students feel more strongly that tlie environment related infonnation for tlie residents is 
not sufficient. Among otlier groups, the response for society's responsibility shows gender 
differences. More female students tend to choose "management of environment and liistoric 
heritage" and "social order". More Taiwanese male students tliinlc enviromnental degradation 
does not affect tourists' impression on Taiwan but agiee that tlie tourism industiy is not 
sufficiently infonned. Fuitliemiore, Mainland Cliinese male students are more concerned 
about the lack of education for tourism employees.
Age group is a influential factor among Mainland Cliinese students but Taiwanese students do 
not show any difference by age group (Table 5.35, 5.37.). Most commonly, enviromnental 
issues are considered to be a tlireat to tlieir life among older groups. On the otlier hand, tlie 
older group in Mainland Cliina disagrees with tlie lack of education for tourism employees and 
residents not taking enougli action to change tlie situation.
Between groups differences show that student groups' perception is quite different from tlieir 
industry/expert counterparts. Similar to the industiy/expert groups, Japanese and British 
students feel tliat environmental issues are a tlireat to tlieir lives. Regarding tourists' 
impressions, all Asian students tliink enviromnental degradation does have some effects, but 
European groups do not tliink so. For tlie same question. Mainland Cliinese and Japanese 
industry/expert groups do not tliink it affects tliem. Taiwanese and Japanese students feel 
infonnation for tlie tourism industry is insufficient, wliile only British industiy/expert group 
feel tlie same. On tlie otlier hand, British industry/expert group's concern about lack of 
infonnation for tlie tourism employees is not the concern of British students but of German 
students (Table 5.38.).
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Key Issues:
1. Are environmental issues a threat to your life?
2. Whose responsibility is it to solve environmental problems?
3. Government's responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
4. Society’s responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
5. My fam ily's responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
6. My responsibility to solve the environmental problems.
7. Will tourist's impression be affected by environmental decay?
8. Is information fo r  the tourism industiy sufficient?
9. Is education fo r  tourism employees sufficient?
10. Is information fo r  residents sufficient?
11. Is action taken by residents to change the situation?
Table 5.35. Questions Wliich Show Differences by Demographic Factors (Student)
(Student data) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Gender 4,9 4,7,9 4,10,11 1.3,4.6 10
Age 1,9,11 nil 1 1.6 (8)
*p < 0.001 0  F  probability < 0.05
Table 5.36. Gender of Higlier Mean Scores (Student)
(Student data) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Is env. issues a  threat? Male
3. Government's responsibility Female
4. Society's responsibility Female Female Male Female
6. My responsibility Female
7. Tourists' impression Male
8. Information for tourism industry Male
9. Education for tourism staff Male
10. Information for residents Male Male
11. Action by residents Female
Table 5.37. Age Group of tlie Higher Mean Scores (Student)
(Student data) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Is env. Issues a  threat? ^ 0 ^ 0 21-30
6. My responsibility 31-40
8. Information for tourism industry 21-30
9. Education for tourism staff 21-30
11. Action by residents 21-30
Table 5.38. Between Group Differences by Mean Scores (Student)
(Student data) Contrast Group(s) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
1. Is env. Issues a  threat? Japan/Britain Low Low H igh Low H igh
7. Tourists' Impression Asia vs. Europe Low Low Low High H igh
8. Information for tourism 
industry
Taiwan/Japan Low H igh H igh Low Low
9. Education for tourism staff German Low Low Low High Low
10. Information for residents China Low High H igh High H igh
11. Action by residents Japan/Germany H igh H igh Low Low H igh
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5.2.2. Demographic data and Attitudes questions
5.2.2.1. Data from tlie tomism industry and environmental experts
The core questions of tills survey to elicit people's attitudes and perception of nature and tlie 
natural enviromnent witli special attention to the tourism development in tlie area are measured 
by five points agree-disagree scales. Questions covering tlie natural environment (six 
questions), individual powerlessness (five questions), tlie relationsliip between tourism and tlie 
natural environment (seven questions) and enviromnental issues (tliree questions) are asked and 
tlie degree of agreement/disagreement is measured on an interval scale. The internal reliability 
of tliis test by Cronbach alpha is moderately high (alpha = 0.6607). Each question, 1 to 21, 
wliich appeared as a statement in tlie questionnaire is shown below. Some questions are 
scored in reverse so that the lower score indicates more environment oriented attitudes and the 
liiglier score more human oriented attitudes.
1 : Self-healing power o f  the natural environment
2: Environmental degradation as a necessaiy evil
3: Technology can save the environment
4: Acceptance o f  extinction o f  species
5: Little impact o f mankind to nature over time
6: Natural resources fo r  the next, generation
7: World leaders to stop wars
8: Individual's participation to push government
9: Individual voices have no affect on government decision
10: World peace by grass roots efforts
11: Little contribution to environment by individuals
12: Government's control on Tourism activities
13: Benefits from tourism on the natural environment
14: Tourism-raised environmental awareness (A: Ctdtural; B: Natural envii'onmenf)
15: Aggravation o f environmental deteriomtion by tourism
16: Tourists destroy the natiaal environment
17: Priority on economic benefit from  tourism
18: The tourism industry should take the initiative
19: Priority on trror'e industrialisation
20: Desire fo r  personal activities fo r  the errvrrvnmenf
21: Priority on irnprovenrent o f personal life
Tlie data is used first of all to detemiine if tliere are any differences by demograpliics. Since 
tlie data are not collected by a quota sampling metliod, an luiequal distribution is sometimes 
obsei-ved. Tlierefore, tlie one-way ANOVA and independent t-test are used instead of simple 
cross-tabulation. The One-way ANOVA and independent t-test show that some demograpliic 
factors affect attitudes and perception sigiificantly. The following table 5.39. summarises tlie 
question numbers which show statistically sigiificant differences by demographic factors.
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As shown in Table 5.39., Occupational Code and perceived Occupation seem to affect British 
samples' perception and attitudes towards tlie natural enviromnent. Question 14A and 14B are 
affected by tlie objectively coded and perceived occupation (See Appendix ? for detail). In 
contrast. Age Group affects the questions among Mainland Chinese. Questions 7 to 11 are 
concerned with tlie tendency of authoritarianism. Among these. Question 6, 8 and 14 show 
tliat tlie respondents over age 61 show veiy strong disagreement (more man-oriented) to the 
given statements where the rest of the age groups show strong agreement (more nature- 
oriented). The Japanese age difference for die Question 17 shows diat the respondents over 61 
years old have a higlier mean score than the other groups. In odier words, the older generation 
of Japanese diiiik diat tourists do destroy die natural enviromnent. Younger Gennan 
respondents are more pessimistic about teclmological salvation (Q3). Japanese do not show 
gender differences at all. However, Mainland Cliinese and British female respondents and 
Taiwanese and Gennan males have liigher mean scores (towards man-oriented). Among them, 
diey show a larger difference (p<0.01) between male and female respondents. The areas of 
differences vaiy from one group to anodier and camiot generalise die cross-cultural male- 
female differences.
Second, die same data are analysed by country. Again one-way ANOVA is used. Apart from 
Question 13, all die questions show signficant differences (p <0.001) and the between group 
tables (appendix ?) indicate wlùcli groups differ from wliich. Some of diem had an interesting 
contrasting grouping and are shown in Table 5. 40 . Tliis is indicated by liigh or low mean 
scores for die question and a higli score suggests more man-oriented attitudes and a lower score 
more nature-oriented attitudes.
Questions 1 to 4 concern the power of nature. East Asian groups do not trust nature's self- 
healing power as much as European groups do (Q l) but Mainland Cliinese also do not trust 
teclmological advancement to solve enviroimiental issues (Q3). Enviromnental degradation for 
die purpose of development (Q2) seem to be treated separately from die acceptance of 
extinction of species (Q4) by Mainland Chinese and British respondents. For die Mainland 
Cliinese, enviromnental decay for development is little accepted; nonetiieless die extinction of 
endangered species should not be interfered with. On die odier hand, British respondents 
accept enviromnental degradation for more development; rneanwliile endangered species must 
be saved. It seems diat die Mainland Chinese look at die problem of extinction as the "fate" of 
die species wliich nothing can alter, and since they do not believe much in technology for 
perpetual solutions or perhaps diey have lost faidi in teclmology after failure of die Great Leap 
Forward movement, they have a low tolerance level of enviromnental degradation to wor sen 
present conditions. In contrast, British respondents seems to believe that development is the 
ultimate purpose of human life and, as Pepper (1993) described as the characteristics of die
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Table 5.39. Attitude Questions Wliich Show Differences by Demographic Factors
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Code 5 72*.13,14B,
17,79*20
Occupation 11,14 16 14A,77*
Involvement 16,-/9* 18 8.11* n/a
Size 15 13* 2
Experience 17 14,17,19
Education 9*18 9*12
Age Group 6*. 7*. 8*, 9*, 10*11*^2, 14*
15,77* 3*, 19
Gender 18 3*.8,9* 2,8,11,20 6,19
* p <  O . O l
Table 5.40. Between Group Differences by Mean Scores (Attitude)
Contrast Group(s) China Taiwan Japan G e rm a n y Britain
Q1 Nature's healing power Europe vs. E.Asla high high high low low
0 2  Necessary evil Mainland China low high high high high
0 3  Technocentricity Mainland China high low low low low
0 4  Extinction of species Britain high high high high low
0 7  World leaders stop wars Chinese groups low low high high high
0 8  Individual participation Chinese groups low low high high high
011 IndMduals' contribution Mainland China high low low low low
0 1 2  Government supervision Chinese groups low low high high high
0 1 4  Awareness by tourism Chinese groups low low high high high
0 1 7  Economic benefit Europe vs. E.Asia high high high low low
0 1 8  Initiative by tourism Europe vs. E.Asia low low low high high
0 1 9  More industrialisation Taiwan high low high high high
0 2 0  Improve private life Chinese groups low low high high high
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technocratic, witli teclmology tliey should intervene witli tlie problem of extinction to dilute the 
negative feelings of being a poor steward of the natural enviromnent by compensating resources 
wliich have been or are about to be used up.
Lower scores for questions 7, 8, and 11 mean that tlie respondents tend to believe tliat 
individuals are powerless before autliority especially when the problem concerned is at national 
or global levels. Reliance and preference of hierarcliical society are often related to a low level 
of enviromnental concern (Iwata, 1977; Dake 1990). Both Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese 
groups showed low level influential power of individuals wliile other groups believe tliat 
individuals can affect national or global level issues (Q7, 8). However, when personal action 
is involved (Q ll), only Mainland Clnnese answered tliat tlie individuals can contribute to 
enviromnental problems.
Wlien tlie questions concerning tlie relationship between tourism and enviromnent are 
examined, tlie profile of tlie tourism industiy in each society emerges. In Mainland Cliina, 
activation of international tourism began in 1990 and has rapidly become one of tlie strongest 
foreign currency earner. In Taiwan, international inboiuid tourism has continued decreasing 
wliile outbound is rapidly growing. Hence, government support for tourism development is 
not strong enougli in eitlier regions. Tlierefore tlie Cliinese groups’ answer tliat tlie tourism is 
not well supei-vised and tourism activities alone are not influential enough to raise tlie 
enviromnental awareness (Q12, 14). hi Japan, international outboimd tourism is encouraged 
by the government largely for balancing die export suiplus, and domestic tourism development 
is regarded as regional economic development. Tlierefore it receives extensive government 
support. Consequently, East Asian groups expect more economic benefit from tourism 
development (Q17) but expect less diat die tourism industiy will take initiative in 
environmental actions (Q18).
Only Taiwan seems to have enougli of industrialisation (Q19). It is rather suiprising diat the 
developed coiuitries like Britain, Germany and Japan are still in favour of dieir govenuiient to 
encourage more industrialisation and profit making businesses radier dian tackling the 
environmental problems. It is necessary to consider the possibility of influence of economic 
recession which developed countries have been facing. It is also interesting that respondents 
from die developed countries have less aspiration to get involved in activities for environmental 
protection (Q20). Aldiougli it was not sigiificant enough to be included in the Table 5.38., the 
question for priority on desire to improve dieir personal life (Q21) suggests diat die British 
respondents has the higliest priority to improve personal life, followed by die Japanese and 
Mainland Cliinese, Taiwanese had die lowest and Germans the second lowest. (See Appendix F 
for detail)
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5.2.2.2. Data from university students
In terms of demographic factors, students are quite unifonn except for tlieir age and gender. 
Tliere are veiy few students who returned to school after some time of work experience. They 
are much older and tlieir background may be different from the rest of tlie student respondents, 
but the number of these exceptional "students" is negligible in tliis sample population. Yet, for 
the age groups, one-way ANOVA is used for Taiwanese and British student groups as they 
consist of more tlian thiee age groups. Age groups for tlie rest of tlie student groups and 
gender for all groups are tested by the independent t-test as tliey have only two categories.
Surprisingly British students do not show any distinctive gender differences in attitudes 
towards tlie natural environment and environmental issues (Table 5.41, 5.42.). German and 
Japanese students, on the otlier hand, show tliat male students hold more man-oriented views 
than female students. For example, Japanese male students see tlie effectiveness of 
government supemsion on enviromnental management (Q12) and tourism activities as a cause 
of aggravation of environmental problems (Q15). Gennan male students show an attitude of 
human dominance by approving enviromnental destmction as a necessary evil (Q2), 
improvement of personal life (Q21) by furüier industrialisation (Q19) and manipulating tlie 
extinction of species (Q4) because tliey see human activities have little effect on nature in tlie 
long run (Q5). In Taiwan, female students believe manipulation of extinction (Q4) and 
initiatives taken by tlie tourism industiy (Q18) are under people's control, while male students 
see little negative effects on tlie environment by human activities (Q5) but tlie individual's 
contribution to environmental protection is effective (Q ll). More female Mainland Cliinese 
students perceive their government supeiMsion over environmental management is effective 
(Q12) and tourism activities help to raise people's awareness of environmental issues (Q14). 
Male students are more confident in a powerless situation like a war that tlie problems can still 
be solved by powerful world leaders (Q7).
Altliough the age is close, all student groups show tliat tliere are certain questions affected by 
their age. For botli German and British groups, tlie tourism industiys responsibility to take 
tlie initiative to solve environmental problems (Q18) is supported by tlie younger group of 
German students and tlie older group of British students (Table 5.41, 5.43.). It is also noticed 
tliat whether or not the age group 21-30 is an older group or younger witliin the sample, this 
age group show a more man-oriented view compared with the rest of the age groups. For botli 
Taiwanese and German groups, age group 21-30 is more accepting of environmental 
destruction as the necessaiy evil to improve human life (Q2); in Japan, tlie age group 21-30
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consider tliat tourism impacts, botli positive and illative, should be controlled to benefit 
human beings (Q12, 13, 14).
Wlien the same data are analysed by country/region using one-way ANOVA, apart from 
questions 4 and 6, significant differences are seen. Although the industry/experts groups also 
show significant differences and identified contrasting groups such as European groups versus 
Asian groups, students show quite different contrast groups. Among the industry/expert 
groups, contrast groups are clearer and simpler, i.e., European versus Asian groups, Cliinese 
gioups versus tlie rest, and Mainland Cliinese versus tlie rest. On tlie otlier hand, students
form contrast groups such as Mainland Cliiiiese/British groups versus
Taiwanese/Japanese/Geiinan groups as well as European versus Asian groups, Cliinese groups 
versus tlie rest, and variations of the combinations. Moreover, individual groups differ from 
the rest (Table 5.44.). It could be said tliat younger generations are more diversified in opinion 
and cultural characteristics and differences are gradually diluted and diminished as tlie wave of 
westernisation spreads. Thus tlie differences are not as absolute and distinctive as among the 
older generations.
Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese students are of the same opinion witli tlieir industiy/expeit 
groups in views of nature's healing power against man-made damage (Q l) and desire to 
participate in more environment related activities (Q20). They see tliat nature does not have 
such self-healing power and they are liighly motivated to be involved with activities for
environmental protection. Also Mainland Chinese students feel as powerless as tlieir
industiy/expert groups against govenuiient. Tliey feel individual opinions do not affect 
govenuiient decisions (Q9) and govenuiient supeiMsion on enviromnental management is not 
effective enough (Q12).
European groups show a contrast to East Asian groups in individuals' influence on tlie 
govenuiient to be more enviroiuiientally conscious (Q8) and tourism industiy/s initiatives in 
environmental management (Q18). Gennan and British students support individuals' 
participation in activities to push tlie govenunent and favour tourism industry's initiatives. 
Tliis is an interesting comparison with Cliinese students' sense of being powerless individuals 
against government.
Taiwanese/Japanese/German goups are different from Mainland Cliinese/British groups in 
their technocentric attitude (Q3), human being's influence on nature over time (Q5), grass-roots 
efforts in world peace (QIO) and individual contribution to enviromnental management (Ql 1). 
It is ironic tliat Taiwanese, Japanese and Germans who have a liiglily advanced technology 
industiy show a less technology-centred view. British students, whose industiy/expert
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Table 5.41. Attitude Questions Which Show Differences by Demographic Factors (Student)
(Student data) China T aiwan Japan Germany Britain
Gender 7.12.14, 12,75* 2,5.13,18,19* nil
Age 15.21 (2) 7,12,73*,14 2,18* (18)
* p <  0.001
Table 5.42. Gender of Higlier Mean Scores (Student—Attitude^
( )  F  probability < 0.01
(Student data) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Q2 Necessary evil Male
Q4 Extinction of species Female
Q5 Man Is harmless over time Male Male
07  World leaders stop wars Male
011 Individuals'contribution Male
012 Government supervision Female Male
013 Benefits from tourism Female
014 Awareness by tourism Female
015 Aggravation by tourism Male
018 Initiative by tourism Female Male
019 More Industrialisation Male
021 Improve private life Male
Table 5.43. Age Group of the Higher Mean Scores (Student—Attitude)
(Student data) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
02 Necessary evil 21-30 21-30
07  World leaders stop wars 21-30
012 Government supervision 21-30
013 Benefits from tourism 21-30
014 Awareness by tourism 21-30
015 Aggravation by tourism <20
018 Initiative by tourism 21-30 51-60
021 Improve private life <20
Table 5.44. Between Group Differences by Mean Scores (Student--Attitude)
(Student data) Contrast Group(s) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Q l Nature's healing power Chinese groups High High Low Low Low
Q2 Necessary evil Britain Low Low Low Low High
Q3 T  echnocentrlcity China/Britain High Low Low Low High
Q5 Man is harmless overtime China/Britain High Low Low Low High
Q7 World leaders stop wars Taiwan/Britain High Low High High Low
Q8 individual participation Europe vs. Asia Low Low Low High High
Q9 no effect on govt decision China Low High High High High
0 1 0  Grass-roots for peace China/Britain High Low Low Low High
011 individuals' contribution China/Britain High Low Low Low High
0 1 2  Government supervision China Low High High High High
0 1 3  Benefits from tourism Germany Low Low Low High Low
0 1 4  Awareness by tourism Germany Low Low Low High Low
0 1 5  Aggravation by tourism Japan Low Low High Low Low
0 1 6 1ourists destroy nature Japan/Britain Low Low High Low High
0 1 7  Economic benefit of tourism Taiwan/Britain Low High Low Low High
0 1 8  initiative by tourism Europe vs. Asia Low Low Low High High
0 1 9  More industrialisation Taiwan Low High Low Low Low
0 2 0  Desire for participation Chinese groups High High Low Low Low
021 Improve private life Japan/Germany High High Low Low High
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counterparts have a lower tedmocentric tendency, on tlie other hand, hold a more teclmology 
dependent view. Taiwanese, Japanese and Gennan students also reject the idea that nature 
will be little affected by human activities in a long tenu. However, their sense of 
powerlessness in tlie individual’s contribution to enviroimiental management or uimianageable 
situation like winning world peace by grass-root efforts is ratlier low. Also German and 
Japanese students' desire to improve tlieir personal life is low in contrast to tlieir 
industry/expert goups' wish to improve tlieir life more than to protect natural resources (Q21). 
Taiwanese students support more industrialisation in contrast to tlieir industry/expert goups 
who wish no further industrialisation (Q18)
5.3. Summary of Interview
hi addition to tlie questioimaire, a follow-up interview was conducted witli tlie tourism industry 
group and the enviromnent expert groups in Mainland Cliina, Taiwan, Japan and Britain. Tlie 
interview witli the German g'oup was not carried out due to financial and time restrictions as 
well as tlie researcher's incompetence in language. An abridged suiimiary of tlie intei*views is 
shown in Appendix.
5.3.1. Interview as supplementary data
Subjects: Subjects in Mainland Cliina were chosen by the local contact persons. Tlie
choice was often made witliin tlie network of local contacts in order to minimise administrative 
complications. The inteiview was often in the form of group interview, i.e. a couple of people 
came from tlie same organisation and preferred to talk together in order to complement each 
other. Therefore, tlie intemewees in Mainland China were treated as representatives of tlie 
organisations. Tliat is, tlie summary table 5.45. contains 13 respondent groups but tlie actual 
number of interviewees involved were 44 - 29 men and 15 women- (Table 5.46.). The 
majority of the respondents luiderstood questions in English but many of tliem preferred to 
respond in Mandarin Cliinese wliich was translated by the accompanying local contacts.
hi Taiwan, subjects were selected by two metliods; some subjects were chosen by the local 
contacts, or recommended persons from tlie interviewees, and otlier subjects were chosen from 
tlie published directoiy at random. In general, recommendations and tiirougli personal network 
were more successful routes to making an appointment. Unlike tlie Mainland Cliinese, most of 
the Taiwanese respondents preferred to have individual interviews. TIius among the 20 
respondent groups, the actual number of interviewees involved was 25 (20 men and 5 women).
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Table 5.45. Summary of interviewees' affiliated organisations
China Taiwan Japan Britain
NTA 1 1 1 1
RTA 2
Hotel 3
Restaurant 1
Airline 1 2
Travel agent / tour operator 2 3 2 1
Enviroimient Bureau (EPA) 1 1
Other public agency 1 1
Tourism / Visitor Associations 1 2
Conservation group / NGO 1 2
Pressure group 1
Educational institution 5 2 1
Research institution 1 2 2
Print Media / publisher 2 1
Resort planner 1
Total 13 20 12 6
Table 5.46. The number of interviewees involved by gender and affiliation
China Taiwan Japan Britain
M F M F M F M F
NTA 1 1 2 1
RTA 5
Hotel 2 1
Restaurant 1
Airline 3 1 1
Travel agent/ tour operator 3 5 3 2 1
Environment Bureau (EPA) 2 2
Other public agency 5 1
Tourism / Visitor Assoc. 1 3
Conseivation group / NGO 2 2
Pressure group 1
Educ. institution 15 10 2 1
Research institution 2 1 1 1
Print Media / publisher 2 1
Resort planner 1
Sub Total (by gender) 29 15 20 5 13 1 3 3
Total 44 25 14 6
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Tlie majority of tlie respondents spoke eitlier English or Japanese and did not require an 
inteipreter. Japanese respondents were chosen from tlie published directory and the 
recommendation of local contacts. In tliis case, random choice from tlie directory and direct 
request to tlie respondents who returned the questionnaire witli extra comments (including 
contact address) earlier were more successful tlian recommendation. hi most cases, the 
interview was conducted witli one person; even if tliere were two persons, only one person 
spoke and tlie otlier person took note of tlie conversation. Tlierefore 14 people (13 men and 
one woman) are involved among the 12 respondent groups. Tlie interview was conducted in 
Japanese witliout interpreters. Many respondents made a clear distinction between tlieir 
personal opinions and tlie opinions of tlie organisations tliey belong to.
British subjects were chosen by recommendation, random choice from tlie directoiy and direct 
request to tlie questionnaire respondents who indicated willingness to discuss tlie topic fuitlier.
No single metliod was any better than otliers. All intemews were done on tlie "one person 
from one organisation" basis, thougli in one case two individuals volunteered to have an 
interview separately, hi total, six persons volunteered (3 men and 3 women) However, 
among all groups, tlie British subjects were tlie least willing to have an interview.
Interview style: hi East Asia, die respondents were told briefly at die time of making
an appointment the puipose of die intei*view and dienie of die discussion but no specific 
questions. Tlie respondents were reminded of die dieme of the discussion or asked to fill in die 
questionnaire before the intei*view. Once the inteiMew had begun, respondents were asked to 
talk freely about whatever came to dieir mind, and occasionally brouglit back to die point when 
die topic b ^ a n  to divert. If a point of interest was not spoken of, die researcher raised die 
point. However, in Britain, key questions were sent to die interviewees before die actual 
intemew. At die time of die actual inteiMew, iiiteiMewees were not asked to fill in die 
questionnaire, instead shown die key questions again, hiterviewees were asked to talk freely, 
including dieir opinions about the basic questions. The interview was tape recorded widi the 
permission of the intemewees.
5.3.2. Siumiiaiy of intem ew data
5.3.2.1. Awareness
From die summary of interviews, all groups showed a similar views of "an increase in people's 
awareness". In Cliina, die main concern is of the difference between the educated and
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uneducated. The basis of this concern does not only seem to be because a large proportion of 
interviewees are affiliated to higlier educational establislinients, but also a common concern 
among Cliinese opinion leaders in Mainland China and Taiwan. Educated people show more 
environmental concern and tlie uneducated, especially in Mainland China, the majority of 
illiterate population, do not even know that tliere are environmental laws. Also the majority of 
people are used to pollution and environmental problems, tlius they do not raise the issue to 
change tlie situation. It is pointed out that the Cliinese people have an attitude of “it is all riglit 
once one gets used to it (old Cliinese saying)” and tliey are used to pollution. Taiwan also 
concerns the gap between die generations. Younger generations and educated older 
generations show more concern. But the Taiwanese respondents made a clear 
acknowledgement diat die younger generation who received "environment education" show a 
distinct difference in attitudes. Psychologically bodi Mainland Cliina and Taiwan are still 
"hungry" and are concerned widi optimal use of resources radier dian presemng diem.
Although the gap between educated and less educated does not seem to be die major concern in 
Japan and Britain, die ordinaiy people are not particularly liiglily aware of environmental 
issues. Japan’s reason is because the information is not usually available to ordinaiy citizens, 
and Britain observed diat die peak of "environmental awareness" has already passed. Yet 
people take action as members of local pressure goups, in order to maintain and improve their 
personal life.
In general, the tourism industiys awareness is low as it pursues profit as die primaiy purpose.
It was also clear diat the tourism industry tends to inteipret ternis like "ecotourisni", "green 
tourism", "sustainable tourism" as a new type of tourism product to attract tourists to die 
countryside, rural areas and unspoilt natural enviromnent. If not misinteipreted, a relatively 
large number of interviewees in Cliina and Taiwan admitted diat diey have never heard of die 
terms; and all four groups unanimously ageed that the tenus, let alone die veiy concept, are 
not yet familiar in die tourism industiy.
5.3.2.2. Leadership
During die interview. East Asian interviewees talked about what is currently being done and 
what is lacking and dius necessaiy in die future. In contrast, as Hofstede (1991) pointed out, 
British interviewees talked about what has been done in the past and what is and is not being 
done at present but implications for die future are rarely talked.
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Mainland Cliinese and Taiwanese clearly acknowledge tliat central government and public 
sectors are doing their best to improve current environmental problems. At tlie same time their 
reliance on governmental leadership in environmental management is still evident, particularly 
as tliey want precise instruction of actions to be taken, and what is more, a harsher penalty will 
be favoured under certain circumstances. However, Taiwanese inteiMewees' voice against the 
government which gives order and penalty should also be noted. Tliis point will be clearer 
later as Cliinese characteristics were discussed by interviewees tliat the Cliinese wants a strong 
leader, a charismatic person or persons but not an institution, to lead people. Some 
intei-viewees mentioned tliat ordinary citizens are not ready for environmental concern and 
should be aware of tlie issues, but tliis is not as strong as tlieir dissatisfaction witli efforts by 
tlie government and the public sector.
Japanese interviewees seem to be aware of shortcomings of each actor, tliougli tlie responsible 
leadersiiip for the action is still unclear. The Government is disorganised, the division of 
ministerial labour makes it difficult to co-ordinate ministries; non governmental organisations 
(NGOs) cannot do as many environment protection activities as they would like to due to tlie 
lack of facilitation, i.e. no recycling systems; for tlie tourism and otlier industries business 
comes first. A successful business example through environment protection would be more 
convincing to tlie industry than penalty and regulations; and the lack of education leads to poor 
information and misunderstanding of concepts wliich in turn leads to lack of interest. As in a 
vicious circle, lack of interest leads back to lack of education.
Britain has decided tliat as tlie government has become weaker and more detached from 
ordinary citizens' life, citizens must take initiatives to pressurise public institutions and society 
to change. However, by nature, British people are non-confrontational, and prefer "iiiiddle-of- 
tlie-way" politics, and this trend's future is still unknown. The pressure is still weak on the 
tourism industry wliich reacts to consumer demands but does not lead tlie trend. The tourism 
industiy has a tendency not to take action unless other industries are taking action.
5.3.2.3. Tourism and enviromuent
Tourism is considered to be an important economic contributor in Mainland Cliina where tlie 
tourism industiy is young and in Britain where tlie tourism industiy is mature. In Taiwan and 
Japan where tlie major fonii of tourism is outbound, tourism is not considered to be a major 
contributor to tlie national economy and thus attracts little govemment attention.
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Mainland Cliina currently has environment related problems caused by domestic tourists ratlier 
tlian by foreign inbound tourists. The domestic tourists are not informed and tlius aware of tlie 
consequences of certain behaviours wliich negatively contribute to the natural environmental 
settings. Not only tlie ordinary tourists but also tlie tourism industry itself is not yet aware of 
the emanating concepts such as "ecotourism". They expressed frustration and tlie dilemma 
between environmental concern, business and restrictions imposed by tlie government. On tlie 
otlier hand, tlie tourism industiy as well as tlie government take possible preventive metliods for 
environmental destmction accompanying tourism development as tliey foresee tlie risk of long- 
tenii sui*vival in business.
Tlie tourism industiy in Taiwan revealed tliat tlie concept of “ecotourism” and “sustainable 
tourism” are not yet popular. Some of tlie interviewees have admitted tliat these tenus were 
unknown or mistaken for tlie new type of mass tourism products. Also there is an apparent 
gap between tlie stances tlie govemment takes and tlie industiy takes. The government and 
National Tourist Administration view tliat “ecotourism” has existed in Taiwan for a long time 
but tlie tourism industry views tliat tliis new concept was recently introduced without 
appropriate information/ seminars from die public body. The tourism industiy places more 
emphasis on outbound tourism and planning “ecotourist destinations” (wliich somids more like 
a “theme park”) and hotels in Taiwan without promoting inbound tourism.
Tlie Japanese tourism industiy showed an apparent lack of interest in “ecotourism” and 
“sustainable tourism”. Tlie tenus and concepts have been introduced to the tourism industry 
in Japan, tiiough recently, “ecotourism” and “sustainable tourism” have been evaluated as “non 
profitable” and “not suitable in Japan”. H ie tourism industry admitted tiiat if “ecotourism 
product” is consumers’ demand, die industiy must meet the demand; however, die tourism 
industiy at present pursues profits, dius sending cheap mass tourists to many foreign 
destinations. Both die govemment and the tourism industiy are aware of the importance of 
sustainable development and sustainable tourism but diey also emphasise diat implementation 
is not practical and diat it faces technical problems. Tliey seem to accept, albeit reluctantly, 
diat tourism is associated widi die image of “n^ative impacts”.
Tourism in Britain is an important economic contributor but is not well recognised by die 
government and people due to die industiy’s fragmented nature. “Ecotourism” and 
“sustainable tourism” are good concepts but they are not known in die tourism industiy yet, 
since the industiy placed priority on die profit, and lacks adequately educated personnel. As a 
consequence die front-line staff receives insufficient education and training.
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5.3,2.4. West versus East
The western approach to environmental issues is considerably different from eastern 
approaches. It was revealed during tlie interview that the interviewees from the East Asia do 
not always agree witli the concept of enviromnental protection itself which prevails in western 
societies. It must be kept in mind tliat the inteiviewees may not necessarily be good 
representatives of the rest of the industiy; tlie majority of tlie interviewees disagreed witli tlie 
environmental campaign as a fonii of imperialism/ colonialism, though the concept of 
conservation is generally welcomed. It is also unanimously voiced tliat economic affluence is 
the major key for tlie implementation of enviromnental protection.
Mainland China emphasises that China and otlier developing Asian countries are at a stage of 
economic survival and unable to stress enviromnental protection as much as they should. The 
Chinese mentality does not reject tlie western ideology and often agrees tliat there are many 
tilings China can learn from tlie West; however she should be cautious not to imitate blindly; 
certain core ideas must be retained but tlie western ideology must be shaped to fit Chinese logic 
and metliods. At present, western societies, especially tlie United States show little 
understanding tliat Cliina is doing as much as she can possibly afford.
Taiwan’s resentment against western criticism on Asia is veiy strong. Generally tlie idea of 
nature conservation for tlie future generation is welcomed, and its good influence is admitted; 
the Taiwanese interviewees are disdained by western criticisms and iiitei-vention on the 
“process” of environmental protection taking place in Taiwan and Asia. Hie Taiwanese are 
veiy proud of tlieir eastern logic and approach and often disagreed witli western approaches. 
They tliink that their eastern approach has more to contribute to environmental problems. Like 
the Chinese respondents in the mainland, they also believe that western ideology can be adapted 
but must be altered to fit to tlieir logic. Hiey identified industrialisation as tlie major cause of 
enviromnental destmction and are sympathetic witli Asian countries as victims of this 
industrialisation.
Japanese interviewees view environmental problems as a Noitli-Soutli problem. The North, 
the economically developed nations should not just criticise the Soutli, tlie economically less 
developed nations, but tliey are obliged to teach the Soutli how to develop witliout destroying 
tlie natural environment. But currently tlie North does not doubt tliat their principles are 
imperfect and imsuitable for tlie Soutli as tlie Nortli tends to assume cultural, political and 
economic factors to be universal and are oblivious to the differences. Hie Japanese express 
their frustration tliat the western countries do not seem to accept that each nation must have
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autonomy. Meanwhile, Japan criticised that developing Asian countries must change tlieir 
attitudes of over-reliance on financial and technical help from other countries.
Britain as a developed country suggests the danger of “sustainable tourism development” as 
western imperialism in a foim of ideology. Most of the interviewees see that economic state 
and capitalistic pressure on developing countries is a factor of neglecting environmental 
protection. It is true tliat Asian govemments have lots to do to support enviromnental 
management and presei*vation. However, it should not be forgotten that many western 
societies have already destroyed tlieir own natural environment and exploited natural resources 
in tlie developing coiuitiies; western criticism on developing countries is often to absorb tlieir 
guilt. Tlie interviewees are also aware tliat tliere are East-West differences in ideology and tlie 
notion of sustainable development. Tlie West and tlie East can learn a lot from each otlier. 
NoneÜieless, as British interviewees suggest, sustainable development must be universal 
regardless of cultural differences.
5.3.2.S. Other comments
Enviromnental problems have no boundaries and without co-operation from neiglibouiitig 
comitries, the problems cannot be solved. Most importantly tlie majority of tlie interviewees 
added tliat education is extremely important for people, particularly for tlie next generation to 
be environmentally conscious. In Mainland Cliina and Taiwan, people's expectation for tlie 
younger cliildren and their future is very lii^i. Difficulty spreading accurate knowledge over 
tlie nation is the hardest obstacle, especially witli tlie vast and most populous Cliina. In 
Britain, people have noticed tliat cliildren already have tlie language of the environmentalists. 
Yet in Britain and Japan, tlie younger generation is a source of concern as environmental issues 
seems to be a fashion or fad for tliem and tlieir life-style of liigli consumption does not seem to 
be changing. Meanwhile, not only tlie Taiwanese but also tlie Japanese younger generations 
are more Westernised and more susceptible to follow tlie "Western" logic and fasliion and tliis 
iiiiglit close tlie current gap between the West and tlie East in tlie future.
All East Asian intemewees mentioned tlieir national characteristics wliich liiiider tlie rise of 
environmentalism. Tlie Cliinese are aware of tlieir passiveness and powerlessness as 
individuals, and are cynical about the Cliinese virtue of getting used to tlie problematic 
surroundings and not complaining. Also Cliinese attitudes towards monetary wealtli aggravate 
the obsession witli industrialisation and modernisation.
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S.3.2.6. Overall view
In summary, all tlie interviewees are concerned witli tlie following points: (1) tlie general
population and the industries do not understand tlie concept of "sustainable development" and
(2) for the younger generation, tlie enviromnental issues are fasliionable even thougli they 
receive more relevant education and tliey still continue a life-style of higli consumption.
Wlietlier in Britain or tlie East Asian countries, the concept and tenus of "ecotourism", 
"sustainable tourism" and "sustainable development" are not spread as widely as the 
government and public agency claim tliey should be. Perhaps tlie government and public 
agencies have been promoting tliis new concept as tliey claim, but in general tlie industries 
including tlie tourism and hospitality industiy, are too busy profit-making to pay attention to its 
significance. Hie promotion of "ecotourism" and "sustainable tourism" by the govemment and 
public agencies is not loud enougli to reach the industiy and the general population. hi 
addition, availability and accessibility of tlie related information seem to be a problem.
Education is frequently mentioned. Education, not only in ecology and environmental issues, 
but also common sense to distinguish myth from reality, is an urgent necessity to spread tlie 
message of tlie significance of environmental issues at global level. Hardly any training and 
instructions for tlie staff working in tlie tourism and hospitality industry are provided at present 
wliich results in general oblivion to environmental issues witliin tlie industiy.
In tlie intemews, frustration and resentment about Western imperialism and disrespect for 
cultural differences are emphasised by East Asian intemewees. Even among tlie British 
intemewees, imperialistic attitudes of tlie developed countries regarding environmental issues 
are a concem. Many East Asian inteiMewees perceive tliat tlie Nortli-Soutli economic division 
is a product of western imperialism and so are tlie subsequent environmental problems. 
Hierefore, tliey are disappointed witli tlie irresponsible intei-vention and criticism of the 
developed nations about tlie environmental problems in Asia witliout questioning the veiy 
source of tlie problems and disregarding cultural differences.
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6.1. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
As tliis research aims at the identification of cultural differences in attitudes and perception of 
the natural environment and its resources, further analysis of the imderlying tlienie of 
perceptual construct will be examined in this chapter. Tourism as a fonn of development, in 
theory, should be perceived as part of the utilisation of natural resources. However, as 
descriptive statistics and interview data suggest, tourism development and enviromnental 
management are not seen in reality as related entities. Therefore, tlie attitudes scale will be 
fuitlier analysed by Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), as to how nature and development are 
perceived by respondents.
Teclinical details and advantages of MDS are discussed in Chapter Four (c.f. 4.4.2.2.). As
shown by ANOVA in Chapter Five, tliere are significant national differences in people's 
attitudes and perception towards the environment and tourism development. It also shows that 
tliere are East-West differences or Developed countries - Developing countries, differences in 
some questions. However, ANOVA does not provide furtlier information on how tourism 
development is perceived in tlie context of enviromnental problems. MDS analysis is carried 
out to answer the questions (1) if respondents from five different comitries/regions perceive tlie 
power of nature, individual helplessness, tourism and its impacts, and environmental issues 
similarly, and (2) whether tliere is any pattern of perceptual construct, and if yes, any 
difference in the pattern of construct from one gioup to anotlier.
6.2. Attitudes questions by MDS
The questions about people's attitudes towards tlie natural environmental are also analysed by 
MDS to examine whether or not tlie respondents in these five gioups perceive the relationsliip 
between tlie natural environment and tourism in a similar way. The key phrases of tlie twenty 
one entities asked are as follows;
1: Self-healing power o f  the natural environment
2: Environmental degradation as a necessaiy evil
3: Technology can save the environment
4: Acceptance o f  extinction o f  species
5: Little impact o f  mankind to nature over time
6: Natural resources fo r  the next generation
7: World leaders to stop wars
8: Individual's participation to push government
9: Individual voices have no affect on government decision
10: World peace by grass roots efforts
11 : Little contribution to environment by individuals
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12: Government's control on Tourism activities 
13: Benefits from  tourism on the natural environment
14: Tourism-raised environmental awareness (A: Cultural; B: Natural environment)
15: Aggravation o f  environmental deterioration by tourism
16: Tourists destroy the natural environment
17: Priority on economic benefit from  tourism
18: The tourism industiy shoidd take the initiative
19: Priority on more industrialisation
20: Desire fo r  personal activities fo r  the environment
21: Priority on improvement o f  personal life
The MDS plots these questions in a spatial co-ordination by perceived similarity or dissimilarity 
of questions. The MDS is employed instead of Factor Analysis or otlier paranietric-tests as it 
requires no a priori expectation of the perceptual structure, tlie assumption of linear traits or 
discreet groupings. The results of tlie analysis are plotted in two-dimensional MDS charts on 
the following pages.
6.2.1. Overall construct
6.2.1.1. Data from the toiuism industry and environmental experts
Wlien all twenty-one entities (twenty-two for European groups) were plotted on tlie two- 
dimensional plane, tliere appeared to be two distinctive differences: tlie first difference is
between tlie British respondents and tlie rest and tlie second is tlie European groups against tlie 
East Asian groups (Figure 6.1).
The first difference is the location of the entities. Tlie construct of tlie British respondents 
looks a mirror image of the German construct. As discussed earlier, tlie ALSCAL programme 
of MDS plots the map in tlie correct distance and direction as if  tliey were locations of the 
cities on a geogi apliical map (c.f. 4.4.2.). If tliis is true, tlie possibility of an accidental reverse 
plotting for tlie British group by analysis is eliminated. Thus tlie perceptual construct of 
British respondents is truly different from tlie rest of the samples.
Anotlier difference is found between European and East Asian groups. Witliout decipheiing 
the meaning of entities, tlie location of tlie entities illustrates tlie fundamental similarity and 
dissimilarity of the construct by culture. First of all, tliere is an East-West difference between 
tlie spread of tlie construct. East Asian's constructs are much closer to each otlier - tlie spread 
of the two entities which are perceived are quite different, and tlius, far distanced, but are still 
closer to each otlier when compared to European constructs. To illustrate, the spread of tlie 
Chinese groups shows tlie horizontal distance of five luiits (-2 to 3) and 2.5 vertical units (-1 to
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Figure 6. 1 MDS plot of Overall construct
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1.5) while the European groups show tlie 7 horizontal units (-3 to 4 for Germany, -4 to 3 for 
British) and 3 vertical units (-1.5 to 1.5). Tliis implies tliat the East Asian respondents 
perceive entities more similar to each other than the European respondents.
Second, the plotting for Mainland China, Taiwan, Japan and Gennany showed the entities 1,3,
4, 7, 13, and 15 on tlie riglit half of tlie plane. Tliree out of four groups also share tlie entities 
10, 11, 12, 17 on tlie r i^ t  half of the plane. On tlie left half of the plane are tlie entities 2, 5,
6, 8, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, and 21. Hie British group has all tliese entities in tlie opposite side of 
the plane, except entity 1. The entities in the left side of tlie plane cluster together along the 
horizontal axis (x-axis), while the entities in tlie riglit side are spread apart. The British group 
shows a similar pattern in a symmetrical manner: tlie entities in the riglit cluster togetlier along 
the x-axis, and the entities in tlie left spread apart.
Tlie riglit-side entities 1,3, and 4 are concerned witli hmiian control over nature. Tlie entities 
7 and 10 and 11 are about individual powerlessness over global level problems, namely war 
and peace. 12, 13, 15 and 17 are about benefits/damage to the natural enviromnent caused by 
tourism activities. Hie entities on the left, in contrast, are about the degiee of influence on 
nature caused by people (2, 5 and 6), entity 8 is about die power dilemma between individuals 
and the government, tourism’s contribution to environmental issues (14, 16, and 18) and 
personal involvement in environmental issues (19, 20 and 21). The location of tiiese entities 
suggests the cluster in the right half of die plane is impacts on the natural environment and the 
cluster in die left half of the plane is about influence o f  environmental issues on individuals 
and of course the pattern is reverse of for the British gi oup.
Wlien the vertical axis (y-axis) is divided into an upper half and a lower half of the plane, 
interestingly Geiinan and Mainland Chinese groups show a similar spreading pattern as do 
Taiwanese and Japanese groups. The entities 3, 4, 6 and 7 in the riglit half and 16, 19, 20 and 
21 in the left are in the lower half for die Gemian and Mainland Cliinese gioups and these 
entities in the upper half for Taiwanese and Japanese groups; die entities 12, 13, and 15 are 
located in die lower half for die Taiwanese and Japanese groups and in die upper half for 
Gemian and Mainland Cliinese groups. For die British group, except entity 12, die rest are in 
die upper half. It is interesting that entity 14 (14a and 14b for Gemian and British groups) is 
located in the lower half for the East Asian groups and in the upper half for die European 
groups. Hie cluster of entity 3, 4, 6 and 7 is about man's control/powerlessness in 
manipidating these global issues, and cluster 12, 13, and 15 is about the impacts o f  tourism 
activities on the natural environment, cluster 16, 19, 20 and 21 is the conflict between desire 
and activity o f  individuals and the environmental issues.
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Figure 6.2 The orientation of MDS plane
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Tlie clusters in tlie plane suggest tlie x-axis is an indication of tlie recipient of impacts, i.e., 
toward tlie left end is more people and toward tlie riglit end is more nature. Toward tlie 
hunian-end, tlie main concern becomes an individual, or even a mass of individuals. In otlier 
words, tlie natural environment and nature are tlie actor and tlie human beings are tlie receivers. 
In contrast, towards tlie nature-end, tlie natural environment becomes a receiver. Mostly man- 
caused impacts, or even consequential events of human control are tlie main concern. On tlie 
other hand, tlie y-axis is su^ested to be tlie indicator of control. Tlie upper end of the plane 
shows tliat human beings have more control over the natural environment, and tlie lower end 
show that nature has more control over itself. However, tliis indicator is working in relation 
to tlie x-axis; for example, people's control over tlie natural environment increases its power 
clockwise, and decreases anticlockwise. Likewise, nature's control over itself increases its 
power anticlockwise and decreases clockwise.
Tlie second distinctive difference is European - East Asian clustering. Tlie clustering was 
cross-examined witli liierarcliical cluster analysis (Wind and Robinson, 1990; Ludlow and 
Levy, 1990; Hammond, 1995) and two large clusters are indicated on tlie plane. On the plane 
labelled as above, tlie shape of clustering and entities to be clustered togetlier vaiy. For 
instance, tlie German group and tlie British group have an almost identical shape and 
clustering, albeit symmetrical. It is a shape of a croissant with an isolated island; the island of 
entities 4 and 7, and tlie croissant of tlie rest of tlie entities. Wars and the extinction of species 
are perceived as similar problems and intervention is similarly necessary. The larger group
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consists of two sub-clusters. One sub-cluster is about environmental impacts on tlie natural 
environment (12, 13, 14, 15, and 17), natural healing power (1) and inefFicacy of individual 
voices before government decision (9) in the upper half of tlie plane and the otlier consists of 
entities 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 11, 16, 18, 19, 20 and 21 in tlie lower half.
In comparison, tlie East Asian countries show two large islands of either a trapezoid or a 
triangular shape, one on tlie riglit and another on the left of the plane. Within the trapezoid or 
the triangle, sub-groups are quite a few small clusters, for instance, only two entities are in one 
cluster. Also the sub-groups of the Taiwanese responses are far apart as if they are polarised. 
Therefore, among tlie East Asian groups, larger clusters will be tlie focus of analysis ratlier 
tlian the detail of tlie sub-clusters. Tlie common entities for tlie riglit side of tlie plane are 1,3,
4, 7, 13 and 15; for tlie left side of tlie plane are tlie entities 2, 5, 6, 8, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 and 
21. Hie entities 1, 3 and 4 are about the power of nature (healing power, tedmological 
salvation and extinction of tlie species) wliich are subtly on tlie border of man-dominant and 
nature-dominant quadrants for Mainland Chinese, across these quadrants for Japanese, in tlie 
man-dominant quadrant for Taiwanese respondents. Hiey are considered to be beneficial for 
the natural environment rather than for human beings. Entity 7 (world leaders to stop wars) is 
luider people's control for the Taiwanese and Japanese, but for Mainland Chinese, people do 
not have control of it. Tourism development and its impacts on tlie natural enviromnent 
(entities 13 and 15) depends on human control for die Mainland Clnnese but it contradicts die 
Taiwanese view that tourism and its impacts are out of human control. Although these entities 
are still on die riglit side of die plane, namely "of benefit to die natural environment", bodi 
Cliinese groups consider diem to be closer to being beneficial for human beings.
6.2.I.2. Data from uiiiversity students
Hiere are diree major points where university students’ perceptual constructs are different from 
diose of die industry/expert groups. These points are:
1. The locations of entities 19, 20 and 21 are die opposite of the industry/ expert 
groups, Hiese entities are on die right side of die plane of die students’ construct, 
while the industiy/expert groups show them on die left side of the plane. For die 
British groups, industry/expert groups have diese entities in die right plane and die 
student group show these entities in die left side.
2. The British students’ construct is basically the same as that of die industiy/expert 
coiuiteipait, but 180° rotated clockwise.
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3. Tlie Gemian students’ perceptual construct cluster stretches only vertically. This 
extreme clustering indicates tliat Gemian students place equal impoitance on all 
entities, except entity 8.
Apart from tliese major differences, locations of tlie otlier entities are veiy similar to those of 
tlie industiy/expert groups. Therefore, tlie orientation of the students’ perceptual construct is 
assumed to remain tlie same.
Tlie most noticeable feature of tlie student construct is tlie location of entities 19, 20 and 21 of 
all groups except tlie British student group. These entities regarding environmental issues are 
located on the right side of die plane, towards nature as the recipient end. Entities 19 and 20 
are usually located close togetiier, near die x-axis wliile entity 21 is relatively apart from diem. 
Entity 21 of Taiwanese, Japanese and Gemian groups is towards die upper centre (y-axis) 
wliich indicates more human control over the activities; meanwliile, entity 21 of die Mainland 
Cliinese group is towards die lower centre, more control by nature. As for entity 21, 
Mainland Cliinese groups, bodi industiy/experts and students, seem to believe diat 
improvement of die quality of personal life is beyond people’s control.
The British group is die mirror image of die rest of die student groups as well as die British 
industiy/expert group. Tlie location of entities is similar to most of die industiy/expert groups. 
Especially die locations of entities 19, 20 and 21 are veiy similar to diose of Japanese industiy/ 
expert group, i.e. in the middle of die left side of die plane slightly more towards people as the 
recipient end.
Gennan students’ extreme clustering seems eitiier too idealistic or simplistic to weiglit all 
entities of different aspects. Some of them are contradictoiy to each odier, equally widiout any 
priority. In real life diis miglit be luiacliievable. Compared to die industiy/expert groups’ 
“wholeness” of die construct, the university students attitudes may be the reflection of die very 
nature of German culture, i.e. its corrective nature widi strong uncertainty avoidance, relatively 
strong collectivism and die pursuit of excellence in die global stage (Hofstede, 1991; 
Abacasis-Phillips, 1991; c.f. Chapter Three).
Wlien the student construct is examined widi cluster analysis, diese constructs of different 
shapes turn out to be two large islands of similar entities. The German group shows two 
islands of entities on the riglit side of die plane widi an isolated entity 8 on the upper left 
quadrant. Mainland Chinese and Japanese groups show two islands on the riglit and left sides 
of the plane. Tlie Taiwanese and British groups, however, have two islands and two or three 
entities which do not belong to eidier islands, namely entities 6, 5 and 18 for the Taiwanese
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Figure 6. 3 MDS plot of Overall construct (Student)
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group and 4 and 7 for tlie British group.
These islands of entities, when examined more closely, show that tlie entities which are located 
in tlie same island as entities 19, 20 and 21 are different between tlie Asian groups and 
European groups. To illustrate, East Asian groups’ entities 19, 20 and 21 are with entities 1,
4, 7, 15 and 17, while tliose of European groups are with 2, 5, 6, 11 and 16. It is also 
noteworthy tliat the European groups’ pattern is the same as tlie pattern of industry/expert 
groups. Although the location of tlie entities is different, often on tlie other side of die plane, 
entities wliich are perceived similar are die same among European respondents and Asian 
industry/expert groups. The East Asian students tend to perceive environmental issues (19,
20, 21) similar to die entities wliich are beyond their control (1, 4, 7, 15) and economic aspects 
of tourism. At the same time die European group see die environmental issues with entities 
which see die environment as resources for development (2, 5, 6), individual environmental 
contribution (11) and destruction of enviromnent by tourists (16). Unlike in die East Asian 
groups, entities 4 and 7 are remotely connected to die cluster in die European groups. Such 
differences suggest diat die East Asian students consider environmental issues as something 
beyond individual control and diey do sornediing widi economic benefits; meanwhile the 
European students perceive die environmental issues as sornediing to do widi human activities 
or control over nature. Tlius, the East Asian students seem to feel more “powerlessness” of 
individuals regarding environmental issues but die European students tend to see 
“responsibility” of utilising resources in die context of environmental issues.
6.2.2. Overall constmct by occupations
The demograpliic category of subjective "occupation" is used to create categories radier diari 
objective "occupational code" since it is found in Chapter Five diat perceived occupation has an 
influence on attitudes, especially among British respondents. The different occupation types 
were grouped into five categories: public sector, private sector, experts on environriient,
educators and media. Aldiougli very few “private” tourism enterprises existed in Mainland 
China in 1994, die occupation is categorised as “public” and “private” sectors by types of 
business.
National and regional tourist boards, central and local goveniment are included iri the "public 
sector" because tourist boards are often a part of goveniment bodies and do not possess much 
autonomy. On die other hand, environment agencies are also a part of larger public bodies, 
such as die Ministry of the Environment, but diey tend to be allowed more autonomy, 
especially in technical aspects. Also a large proportion of the r espondents who work for the
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Environment (Protection) Bureau tend to perceive tliemselves as experts on tlie environment 
ratlier than civil sei*vants. Therefore, enviromnental agencies as a perceived occupation is 
included in "experts on the enviromnent" along witli research institutions specialised in tlie 
environment and environmentalists.
The "private sector" consists of hotels, restaurants, shops, airlines and otlier transportation, 
tour operators and travel agents, and otlier tourism and hospitality related occupations. 
"Educators" and "Media" are obvious: respondents who identify their affiliation to educational 
institutions are "educators" and diose who works in die fields of print media, broadcasting, 
publications are "media". However, in some countries, die number of respondents in certain 
categories is too few to run die MDS, or no one falls into diat particular category. Hence, die 
categories discussed in diis section may not be fulfilled by all groups.
6.2.2.1. The Public sector
Tlie MDS plotting is examined widi cluster analysis and entities are grouped into clusters 
(Figure 6.4). It is interesting to see diat shapes of die clusters of East Asian groups resemble 
each other. The German gioup’s clusters are more similar to die East Asian groups’ than to 
die British group. The European groups’ constmcts are more widely spread than the East 
Asian groups.
The location of die Mainland Chinese groups’ entities is, however, almost syimiietrical to the 
other public sectors. Mainland Cliinese students and the private sector. Unlike other public 
sectors, entities 19, 20 and 21 are located in the riglit side of die plane. Tlie cluster of entities 
1, 2, 4, 7, 15 and 17 is located in die left side of die plane which suggests diat diis group seems 
to perceive the natural resources to be under hmnan control to serve people’s benefits. On the 
other hand, impacts from tourism should be controlled carefully to benefit the natural 
environment.
Tlie Taiwanese public sector has a construct similar to die Japanese private sector except for 
die locations for entities 3 and 7, and German media. It has a cluster of entities 1, 4, 12, 13, 
15 and 17 on die right side of die plane. The entities 1, 3, 4 and 7 in die lower right quadrant 
suggests nature has its own way which cannot be controlled by human beings. In contrast die 
entities in die upper left quadrant (5, 6, 8, 11, 14 and 18) insinuate die need for human control 
over human activities, in this case to protect the environment. Anodier characteristic of the 
Taiwanese public sector’s construct is die wider spread in the lower quadrants. Activities
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controlled by human beings are seen as relatively similar and located close togetlier but 
activities controlled by nature are seen as dissimilar to tlie activities in tlie upper quadrants.
The Japanese public sector’s constmct has die same entities on die right and left sides of die 
plane as die overall and private sector’s constmct. However, entities 1, 3 and 4 are in the 
upper right quadrant and 12, 13 and 15 are in die lower riglit quadrant wliich are located in die 
opposite quadrants in die private sector. These entities (1, 3, 4) about nature’s own power in 
die upper riglit quadrant suggests diat die Japanese public sector sees diat nature needs human 
protection widi teclmology.
The Gennan public sector has a very similar view to the private sector. However in die right 
side of the plane, entities 3 and 12 are clustered widi 4 and 7 wliile die private sector includes 3 
and 12 into die cluster on die riglit side of die plane. Also die cluster on die left side is 
somewhat tilted into die lower left quadrant. The Gemians like Mainland Cliinese do not seem 
to believe in tedmological salvation (entity 3 in die lower riglit quadrant); die natural 
enviromnent, citizens involvement and impacts from tourism (1, 4, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15)can be 
controlled for the sake of nature, but environmental issues are seen to be similar to taking 
initiatives to influence goveniment policy (2, 8, 16, 18) which is beyond control.
Tlie British public sector has a shape of die constmct wliich does not resemble any odier 
sectors of British groups or odier cultural groups. However, entities 19, 20 and 21 are located 
in die left side of die plane wliich is die same as most of die public sectors. The entities 3, 4,
7, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 15 are located in die left side of die plane wliich is die same as the British 
private sector. Aldiougli many entities are on the opposite side of die plane when compared to 
die rest of die public sectors, die British constmct is not exactly a mirror image but as a whole 
more towards die riglit side, more at die nature oriented end. At the same time, most of die 
entities are in die lower quadrant of beyond human control.
6.2.2.2. Private sector (Tomism)
The tourism related business sector or private sector is not necessarily die majority of the 
respondents but diis sector’s view seems to dominate in Taiwan and Germany (Figure 6.5). 
The German private sector’s constmct is exactly die same as diat of the overall constmct; The 
Taiwanese private sector has a constmct almost identical to the overall construct if entities 9 
and 15 are in the lower riglit quadrant.
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Figure 6. 4 MDS plot of Public Sector
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Figure 6. 5 MDS plot of Private Sector
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Figure 6. 6 MDS plot of Media
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Figure 6. 7 MDS plot of Experts on Environment
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Figure 6. 8 MDS plot of Educators 
(M ainland China)
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The constmct of the Mainland Cliinese private sector is also similar to the overall constmct 
except entity 7 in tlie upper riglit quadrant. Tliis suggests tliat Mainland Chinese believe in 
authority and its power to control a situation like war. Tliis constmct is also similar to tlie 
Mainland Cliinese student constmct, except tlie student constmct has entities of environmental 
issues (19, 20, 21) in tlie riglit cluster. In tliis constmct, the private sector tends to see that 
nature needs to be protected (1, 4), but teclmology is not considered to be under human control
(3), impacts from tourism needs to be controlled (7, 10, 12,13) but benefits from tourism are 
beyond human control (11, 15, 17).
The Japanese private sector’s constmct is similar to die Japanese experts group and media. 
The Japanese private sector tends to see human beings as relatively helpless to control nature 
and die extinction of species, and situations like war. However die use of natural resources (2,
5) and human resources (8, 10, 16, 18) and enviromnental issues can be controlled for the 
benefit of human beings.
The British private sector’s constmct is a mirror image of odier private sectors. It has most of 
die entities in the opposite side of the plane. Similar to die student constmct, entities 19, 20 
and 21 are in die ri^ it side of die plane. Tliis group seems to consider tedmological 
advancement (3), goveniment control (12), citizens movement (9, 10), impacts from tourism 
(13, 15) as for human convenience, but enviromnental issues (19, 20, 21) and human activities 
under control (2, 5, 8, 18) should be for nature’s convenience.
6.2.I.3. Media
Tliere were no Mainland Cliinese respondents who belong to die media profession. Tlierefore, 
no MDS plotting is available for diis group (Figure 6.6.).
The Taiwanese media is not similar to the rest of die Taiwanese groups, but rather similar to 
the Japanese private sector and experts on die enviromnent. It has two widespread clusters of 
entities, but most of die entities are located along die x-axis. One exceptional case is entity 2 
(necessary evil) to be controlled by human beings for die sake of bodi human beings and die 
enviromnent.
The Japanese media, in spite of its unique spread, is most similar to the overall construct, in 
terms of clustering. As widi the Taiwanese media, die riglit cluster (1, 4, 7, 12, 13, 15, 17) 
acknowledges die need for human control over impacts from tourism for nature. It also does 
not trust nature’s self-recovering power very much (1) but nature’s way, like extinction of
2 7 9
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species (4), is out of human hands. In addition, tliis group perceives tliat individual 
involvement in policies and enviromnental protection (9, 11) needs to be controlled by people. 
Cluster analysis reveals that the Japanese media as well as experts group rate tlie entities 2, 5,
18, 19, 20 equal. Wlien the location of tliese entities in tlie upper left quadrant is taken into 
consideration, it could be concluded that Japanese media and experts on the environment hold a 
more man-oriented utilitarian view towards nature and its resources.
The Gennan media also has a unique construct wliich does not resemble any otlier German 
group. Tlie construct is more like tliat of tlie Japanese private sector, except tlie Gemian 
media contains entities 14a/b in tlie riglit cluster and locations of entities 1 and 3 are different. 
These entities suggest that tlie Gemian media perceives tliat a heiglitened awareness is for tlie 
environment's sake but not for individual gain; technology (3) to be controlled by people for a 
more utilitarian purpose; and nature needs to be controlled by people for its protection and 
renewal (1).
The British media is veiy unique; in tlie left cluster, entities 2, 3, 4, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 21 
are located without being close to each other. These entities suggest that with liigli level 
human control, utilisation of resources can be justified to improve tlie quality of life. In tlie 
ri^it cluster, in contrast, entities 1, 5, 6, 9, 11, 16 and 17 are in tlie lower right quadrant, 8,
18, 19 and 20 are located in tlie upper quadrant. Upper quadrant entities imply tliat certain 
activities can be controlled for tlie sake of the natural environment, but mostly human activities 
are controlled by nature or beyond human control.
6.2.Z.4. Experts on environment
In tliis categoiy, tliere are not enougli respondents who identify tliemselves as experts on tlie 
environment in tlie Mainland Cliinese and Gemian groups to produce MDS mapping (Figure 
6.7.). Therefore only Taiwanese, Japanese and British groups are compared in tliis section.
Taiwanese experts on the environment have tlie same clustering as tlie Taiwanese private 
sector; however tlie spread is different. It has a cluster of 1, 4, 17 and 3 on the right upper 
quadrant. Nature (1,4), priority on economic benefits (17) and teclmology (3) seems to be in 
need of human control, but impacts from tourism activities are wider the control of nature (10, 
12, 13, 15). Otlier impacts and activities related to benefits for human beings seem to be 
clustered along tlie x-axis, neither controlled by man nor nature.
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111 tlie same line as Taiwanese experts, Japanese experts have a similar view to the Japanese 
private sector. Nevertlieless, the spread is quite different; entities are close to each other 
within the cluster. Tlie constmct is also similar to tlie Japanese media; in tenus of locations, 
the constmct is more similar to the media than to the private sector. As media, Japanese 
experts on environment see entities 2, 5, 18, 19, 20 as equal in tlie liierarchy. Yet, tlieir 
utilitarian view is hovering across the x-axis which does not imply tlie control of the activities.
British experts on the environment have two clusters which are located on tlie opposite side of 
tlie plane from those of tlie Taiwanese and Japanese experts. Tlie locations of 4, 7, 10, 12, 13,
15, 17 are in tlie left side, which is the same as Taiwanese educators. Entities 4 and 13 in tlie 
lower quadrant seems to be tliat activities are for hiuiian beings but contradictoiy, human 
beings are out of control of the events; meanwhile, war (7), govemment control of tourism 
development (12), aggravation of tlie enviromnental condition (15) can be in tlie hands of 
liimian beings. On the other hand, entities 19, 20 and 21 are in the right cluster, tlie same as 
most of the student clusters. Environmental issues are considered as sometiiiiig for tlie nature, 
controlled by human beings.
6 . 2 . 2 . S .  Educators
Not enougli educators are among tlie German and British respondents for plotting, tlius only tlie 
East Asian samples are shown here (Figure 6.8.). Nonetlieless, samples wliich have shown 
similar views so far, show quite a difference in tliis profession.
To Mainland Cliinese educators’ view is quite different from tlieir students. In terms of tlie 
location of entities, tlie construct is almost symmetrical to tliat of tlie public sector (180° 
rotated clockwise), but the same as tlie rest of tlie Mainland Cliinese groups. Uiat is, tlie 
Mainland Chinese educators seem to hold a more utilitarian view, considering environmental 
issues and related activities for tlie benefit of people, but certain impacts to be man-controlled 
for nature's sake.
Taiwanese educators have a constmct opposite to tlie rest of the Taiwanese groups. The 
entities are on tlie otlier side of tlie plane; in tliis sense, Taiwanese educators’ perceptual 
construct is similar to tliat of tlie British private sector. Tlie entities 2,6, 9, 19 and 20 are in 
the riglit half of the plane, closer to the "for nature/ nature-controlled" view. Yet, tlie entities 
3, 7, 12, 13 and 15 are located in the lower left quadrant wliich implies artificially controlled 
benefits to humankind. As most of tlie entities are located in tlie upper half of the plane.
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Taiwanese educators seem to believe in more positive human intervention for environmental 
protection.
The Japanese educators, in contrast, have a clustering the same as the other Japanese groups 
witli a slightly different spread. Tlie spread is more towards tlie riglit side and lower side of 
tlie plane. Tliis could be an indication that Japanese educators have a more antliropocentric 
view, i.e. nature has its own way of benefiting people.
6.2.3. Overall constnict by gender and age
As One-way ANOVA and t-test in tlie previous chapter evinced tlie significant effects of age 
and gender on certain attitudes, the overall perceptual construct is delved by gender. In tenus 
of age difference, the industiy/expert gioup wliich represent tlie older groups and tlie university 
students wliich represent tlie yoimger groups are compared.
Elucidated from the MDS plots (Figures 6.9.- 6.13.), gender differences in overall perceptual 
constmct seem to be no bigger tlian tlie age differences, except for the British case. Among 
the British groups, male industiy/expert group and female university student group showed 
some similarities, and female industiy/expeit group and male university student group display 
greater similarities. Tliis point will be discussed more later.
In general temis, tlie gender differences between tlie male and female group of tlie 
industry/expert respondents are much smaller. This finding agiees witli tlie One-way ANOVA 
test which did not demonstrate any significant gender difference. On tlie otlier hand, gender 
difference is more apparent among tlie university students. This also supports the t-test 
findings in Chapter Five.
As for tlie age gap, tlie sample population was not collected by stratified sampling method and 
some age groups are too small to be compared to tlie otlier age groups. Thus tlie comparison 
between two distinctive groups, namely tlie “older generation” and tlie “yoimger generation” 
groups, rather than the detailed analyses of each age groups are considered. Altliougli tlie 
shapes of tlie MDS construct are veiy similar to each other among Chinese groups, closer look 
suggests that locations of entities are different. Among the rest of tlie groups, shapes of the 
construct are dissimilar and tlie locations of tlie entities are changed. Among all entities, there
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Figure 6 .9 . MDS plot of Overall construct by Gender (Mainland China)
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Figure 6. 10. MDS plot of Overall construct by Gender (Taiwan)
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Figure 6.11. MDS plot of Overall construct by Gender (Japan)
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Figure 6. 12. MDS plot of Overall construct by Gender (Germany)
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Figure 6.13. MDS plot of Overall construct by Gender (Britain)
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are two particular groups of entities wliich draw an attention. These are (1) a cluster of 
entities 1, 4 and 7, and (2) a cluster of entities 19, 20 and 21.
6.2.3.1. Clusters of entities 1, 4 and 7, & '^'power beyond controP^)
As summarised in the Table 6.1., tliere is a pattern of clustering of tlie entities 1, 4 and 7. 
There are no gender differences among tlie industry/expert groups. Botli Cliinese groups 
perceive tlie entities 1 and 4 clustered closely togetlier but entity 7 belongs to anotlier cluster, 
wliile tlie European gioups see entities 4 and 7 together and entity 1 belongs to anotlier cluster. 
However, tlie Japanese groups tend to cluster 1, 4 and 7 togetlier. Entity 1 is about the 
nature’s natural healing power, 4 is about extinction of tlie species and 7 is about the ability of 
world leaders to stop die wars. Tliese clusters indicate tiiat Cliinese picked up die underlying 
theme of "'nature’' in entities 1 and 4 and giouped diem together, wliile entity 7, "authoritative 
power” belongs to anodier cluster. In contrast, die European picked die luiderlying dieme of 
"manipidation o f  power” in entities 4 and 7 and left entity 1 "power o f nature” aside. For die 
Japanese group, die all inclusive cluster insinuates the underlying dieme of "power which is 
beyond control o f  individuals”.
Tlie University student gioups are not as clear-cut as their industry/expert counteipart. The 
yoimger Mainland Cliinese, both male and female, seem to hold more diffused view of “power 
beyond control”, wliile die Taiwanese students’ view is more similar to dieir industiy/expert 
groups. The Japanese, Gemian and British male students are more inclined to perceive
Table 6.1. Clustering of Entities 1, 4 and 7
Industry/expert group University student group
Mainland China (Male) (1-4), 7 (1-4-7)
Mainland China (Female) (1-4), 7 (ï-%-7)
Taiwan (Male) (1-4), 7 (1-4), 7
Taiwan (Female) (1-4), 7 (1-4), 7
Japan (Male) (1-4-7) 1, (4-7)
Japan (Female) (l-4s7) (1-4-7)
Germany (Male) 1, (4-7) 1> (4-7)
Germany (Female) 1, (4-7) (I- (4-7))
Britain (Male) 1, (4-7) 1,(4-7)
Britain (Female) 1, (4-7) 4, (1-7)
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Figure 6.2 The orientation of MDS plane
human beings have more control over the 
natural environment
recipient 
"people "
more 
human control
more 
control 
by nature
recipient 
"nature "
nature has more control over itself
“power manipulation” and “nature” separately. For German and Bntish male students this 
view is consistent with their industry/expert counterpart and female students show 
dissimilarity, but the Japanese female studaits conform more with their older gaieration than 
male students.
6.2.3.I. Clusters of entities 19, 20 and 21, {^^environmental issues’^ )
Location of the other cluster of aitities 19, 20 and 21 is plotted in Figure 6.14. (highlighted in 
the MDS plots of Figure 6.9.- 6.13.). Each symbol represmts the three aitities for each 
group: •  is for male industry/expert group; ^  is for male student group; ♦ is for female 
industry/expert group; and < is for female student group. Although the location of the 
particular cluster is focused, the location is within the overall perceptual construct, therefore 
the MDS onaitation is considered to be the same as the rest of the overall construct Figure 
6 .2 is shown above to remind the orientation.
From Figure 6.14, there are three types of evidait changes between the industry/expert groups 
and the student groups. The first is tlie Chinese type. Botli male and female students locate 
the environmental issues in the opposite side of tlie MDS plane. The university students and 
the industry/expert groups have a différait view of the aivironmental issues. Compared with 
the industry/expert groups, tlie students view the environmental issues more under human 
control (upper riglit quadrant). Tlie second type is tlie Japanese/German type. Only tlie 
female students perceive tlie environmental issues differently Like the Chinese students, the
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Figure 6.14. Location of clusters 19, 20 and 21 in the MDS plot
Mainland Chinese groups Taiwanese groups
Japanese groups
f t
>
German groups
British groups
Male (industry/expert) 
Male (student)
Female (mdustry/expeit) 
Female (student)
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Japanese female students perceive tlie enviromnental issues well under human control for tlie 
benefit to the natural environment. In contrast, tlie Gennan female students see die issues 
under control of nature (lower riglit quadrant). Tlie third type is the British type. Instead of 
die changes, there are similarities between (A) male industry/expert gioup and female student 
group, and (B) female industiy/expert group and male student group. Tliese two groups (A) 
and (B) are facing 180 degree opposite to each otiier.
When the entities associated widi die cluster of 19, 20 and 21 are explored, more generation 
differences and gender differences among the university students are found. Tlie liierarcliical 
clustering analysis is used to identify wliich entities are closely associated widi die entities 19, 
20 and 21. In Table 6.2., associated entities are shown in categories of '"’nature (entities 1-5)”, 
"power (entities 6-11)”, "tourism (entities 12-18)” and "environment (entities 19-21)”. For 
instance, die male Mainland Cliinese industry/expeit respondents tend to associate entity 19 
widi entity 16 wliich is tourism related entity, wliile female Mainland Cliinese university 
students perceive entities 4 and 7 to be linked widi entity 19.
Among die industiy/expert groups, some gender differences are indicated. The male Cliinese 
(bodi Mainland and Taiwan) respondents did not associated die entities 19, 20 and 21 with 
odier "environment related entities (19, 20, 21). Both male and female Cliinese respondents 
tend to link "tourisnt related entities widi die environment entities. Tlie Taiwanese 
respondents showed a high rate of male-female agreement. They seem to link the same entities 
widi die environment related entities. None of die Japanese and Gennan respondents, neither 
male or female, associated die environment related entities widi "nature'" or "power"" related 
entities. Widi the environmental issues, the female British respondents tend to be more 
"power"" concerned and male respondents “nature” and “tourism” linked.
In comparison, all die university students, except the British students, associated the entities 
19, 20 and 21 widi other “environment” related entities. Tliat is, die environmental issues are 
considered purely as “enviromnental” and links with other aspects of die enviromnental issues, 
such as “nature”, “power” and “tourism” are rather weak. As shown in Figure 6.14., Chinese 
groups show the gender similarity in the location of the entities 19, 20 and 21. Likewise, the 
other entities associated widi these “environment” related entities are veiy similar. The 
German students also indicate a relatively liigli rate of matching entities between male and 
female students, diougli die male students link entities 4 and 7 to die environmental issues. 
The Japanese male students tend to associate more “nature” related entities to the
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environmental issues and the female students “tourism” related entities. Tlie British students, 
botli male and female, hold tlie view tliat tlie environmental issues given in tlie questionnaire are 
not one common aspect, but each issue is linked witli “power” related entities. It suggests that 
the British students tend to see the enviromnental issues as part of die “power” problems.
In spite of die results from die one-way ANOVA and t-test hi die previous chapter, it is 
observed that the gender differences tend to occur among die Japanese, Gennan and British 
student groups. Neidier male or female student groups conform widi die industiy/expeit 
groups’ view. Among die Cliinese groups, die difference is by “generation” rather than 
gender. Bodi male and female university students differ from die industry/expert counteipart, 
but die gender difference is negligible. With die “environment” related entities, die Chinese 
students and die Japanese female students show a tendency to change towards more confidence 
in human control over nature, die Gennan students (bodi male and female) and die British 
female students are more submissive to die power of nature, wliile die Gennan female and die 
British students (both male and female) perceive the environmental issues to be die problems of 
people rather diaii nature.
6.2.4. Construct by questions
The attitude questions are divided into four dimensions: the relationsliip between nature and 
people (nature versus people), die sense of powerlessness as an individual (individual 
powerlessness), the perceived relationship between tourism impacts and die environment 
(tourism versus environment), and the choice between environmental protection and personal 
benefit (environment versus personal gain).
When die perceptual construct is examined by each dimension, horizontal and vertical 
orientations are free from die interaction of dimensions. For instance, overall constructs are 
produced as a result of dimensional interactions. Therefore, die dimension of the sense of 
powerlessness might bias the perceptual construct of die nature-people relationship and affect 
die orientation of the axis. For diis reason, each dimension is analysed individually, plotted on 
its own orientation and examined for cultural differences in diis section.
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6.2.4.I. Dimension 1: Natiu’e versus people
Questions 1 to 6 foim tlie dimension of the relationship between nature and people (nature 
versus people). Tlie key phrases of tlie questions asked are:
1: Self-healing power o f  the natural environment 
2: Environmental degradation as a necessary evil 
3: Technology can save the environment 
4: Acceptance o f  extinction o f species 
5: Little impact o f  mankind to nature over time 
6: Natural resources fo r  the next generation
When the construct of the industry/experts is looked at, first of all, the spread of tlie entities is 
different between tlie Asian gioups and European groups (Figure 6.15.). Tlie vertical spread 
is much wider in European gioups : tlie European groups’ spread is between 2.0 and 2.5 units 
wliile the Asian groups’ spread is 1.4 to 1.8 units. Tlie horizontal spread is similar to each 
other except for the Mainland Chinese gioup. Hie Mainland Clhnese gioup seems to look at 
tlie entities more similar to each otlier tlian tlie otlier groups. In otlier words, tlie entities’ 
characteristics seem to be relatively diffused to tlie Cliinese mind.
Second, tlie location of tlie entities is strikingly similar. For all groups except the British 
group, entities 1, 3 and 4 are located on tlie right half of tlie plane, entities 2,5 and 6 are on tlie 
right side. Entities 1, 5 and 6 are located in tlie upper half of tlie plane and 2, 3 and 4 are in 
the lower half. The British constmct is, however, not entirely different. It is basically tlie same 
constmct but 180° rotated clockwise.
Wlieii tlie imdeiiying themes of tlie questions are examined, tlie orientation of tlie MDS plot 
could be labelled as in Figure 6.17. Entities 2, 5 and 6 are implying tliat tlie natural 
environment is tolerant of man-caused impacts and stands for a long time. Thus, human use 
of tlie natural environment is justified. Entity 3 is tlie tecliiiocentric tendency of human beings. 
Entities 1 and 4 are the natural power, e.g. healing power of the natural environment and 
extinction of species, wliich may/may not be beyond human control. As entity 1 (healing 
power) and 6 (for next generation) are located in tlie upper half of tlie plane, the upper right 
comer is believed to be the area of “nature dominance” wliich is fading away as tlie “human 
dominance” area begins on tlie left side of tlie plane.
The British group on tliis MDS plane shows that the entities 2, 5 and 6 are located on tlie riglit 
side. This miglit suggest tliat tlie British respondents perceive tlie natural environment as not 
for human use. On tlie otlier hand, entities 1 and 4 are on tlie left side of the plane. This 
implies that natural power needs to be controlled by human beings.
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Figure 6. 15. MDS plot of Nahire vs. People dimension
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Figure 6. 16. MDS plot of Nature vj. People dimension (Student)
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The perceptual construct of the university students is almost the same as that of tlie 
industry/expert groups (Figure 6. 16.). Tlie British students show a veiy similar constmct to 
tlie other student groups but rotated 180° from tlieir industiy/expert counteipart. Sliglit 
variations of the locations of entities 2, 5 and 6 are observed, but from the closeness of tlie 
cluster, no significant differences could be concluded. Among the student groups, tlie spread 
of tlie entities is again tlie same as tlie industiy/expert goups: European goups are more 
distantly spread than the Asian groups.
Such a similarity in tlie perceptual constmct in tlie dimension of nature versus people suggests 
tliat witliin tlie limited choice of tlie given questions, its perception of tlie relationship between 
nature and human beings does not differ veiy much across the sample population. Even 
tliougli tlie British industiy/ expert group show a contradictory view, tlie British students’ view 
is almost identical to other students’ views. This implies tliat the perception of the relationsliip 
between nature and human is developed by age 18, and it seems tliat the values are changing to 
be more unifonn in tlie near future.
The sample population tends to show a technocentric value, except tlie British industiy/expert 
group. In other words, tlie respondents estimate tlie endurance and renewing power of tlie 
natural environment liiglily. They justify the utilisation of the natural environment as not being 
so hannful in tlie long run if appropriate technology-supported protection is provided.
Figure 6. 17. MDS orientation of Nature vs. People dimension
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6.2.4.2. Dimension 2; Individual powerlessness
Tlie second dimension of the sense of powerlessness as an individual (individual powerlessness) 
consists of five questions:
7; World leaders to stop wars
8: Individual's participation to push government
9: Individual voices have no affect on government decision
10: World peace by grass roots efforts
I I :  Little contribution to environment by individuals
The questions probe tlie sense of powerlessness of an individual (9, 11), of a group of 
individuals (8, 10), and tlie power of autliority (7) (Figure 6.18.). The industiy/expert groups 
show tliree patterns: die pattern of Japanese, British and Gennan groups; die pattern of 
Mainland Chinese; and die pattern of Taiwanese group (Figure 6.20.).
Pattern A (Japanese, British and Gennan goups) shows entities 8 and 10 on the upper left 
quadrant, and 9 and 11 in die lower left quadrant, wliile entity 7 on near die riglit edge of the 
plane. Tliis pattern implies that left side of die plane regards individual control over the 
matter. The upper left quadrant is more concerned widi die individual efforts as a group. On 
the odier hand, die riglit side of die plane with entity 7 seems to show authoritative control 
over the matter. Tliis is also evident in Pattern C (Taiwanese goup) winch contains entities 7 
and 9 on the right side. Tliese entities insinuate the audioritative power over die matter.
Pattern B (Mainland Cliinese goup) has a somewhat different orientation. Entity 7 is near die 
centre of die upper edge, entities 9 and 11 in die upper half, 8 and 10 in die lower half. 
Entities 9 and 8 are also on die riglit side of die plane wliile 11 and 10 are on the left side. 
Unlike Pattern A and B, entities of powerlessness of an individual (9, 11) and of a group of 
individuals (8, 10) are spread across die left and riglit side of die plane. However, entities 8 
and 9 also imply conflict between individual efforts and audiority (govenniieiit), and entities 10 
and 11 individual versus group efforts.
Wlien Luiiversity students’ responses are plotted, aldiougli die spread of die entities is obsei*ved, 
die basic location of the entities is quite similar. It could be safe to generalise diat diis is 
anodier indication of the diffusion of cultural differences in the younger generation. However, 
die student pattern does not resemble any one particular industiy/expert pattern. The student 
pattern (Pattern D) shows entity 7 in die upper left comer, 9 and 10 in the lower left quadrant,
8 in die upper riglit quadrant and 11 is across die upper and lower riglit quadrants. In diis 
pattern, the riglit plane widi entities 7, 9 and 10 seem to be the plane concerning die control of 
authority, and the left with entities 8 and 11 the activities which are under individual control.
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Figure 6.18. MDS plot of Individual powerlessness dimension
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Figure 6.19. MDS plot of Indmdiialpowerlessness dimension (Student)
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Figure 6. 20. Four patterns of Individual powerlessness dimension
Pattern A: Japanese, British, German groups
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The upper half of the plane suggests the succès of tlie concerned activities, and tlie lower plane 
the lack of success, i.e. less likely to be acliievable.
From tliese four patterns of MDS plot, the orientation of tlie axis can be summarised as:
1) X-axis: actors of control over concerned activities. Towards tlie left indicates 
more individual control over decision and involvement. Towards tlie right, on the 
other hand, shows more authoritative control, e.g. government control, over tlie 
activities.
2) y-axis: likelihood of success of tlie concerned activities. The activity is more 
successful or acliievable as it gets closer to the upper end; meanwliile tlie activity 
is less likely to be acliievable or successful if closer to tlie lower end (Figure 
6.15.).
In tlie dimension of individual powerlessness^ tlie economically developed countries like Japan, 
Britain and Gennany, seem to hold tlie view tliat an individual is rather powerless when 
isolated but when united as a group, individuals become more powerful and have control over 
tlieir own deeds. Authoritative power is, however, not convincingly successful. Such a view, 
on one hand, may seem democratic. On tlie other hand, it has a totalitarian connotation tliat 
mil ess the activity is organised, people would not do anytliing on tlieir own.
The Mainland Chinese group, in contrast, tends to perceive individual activities as more 
successful than group activities. Especially when tlie activities are under tlie individual’s own 
control and miglit contradict government decision (8), activities are less successful. At tlie 
same time, if tlie individual activity is in line with government policy (11), it is more 
successful. However, even if tlie organised activity is under government control, inter-
Figure 6.21. MDS orientation of individual powerlessness dimension
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governmental concern is less achievable. Notably, the Mainland Chinese tend to see 
autlioritative activities as almost absolutely successful. Similarly, tlie Taiwanese group seems 
to consider the inter-govemmental activities less likely to be successful (10). Yet, power of 
authority is not as highly estimated as the Mainland Chinese group. Also they seem to be 
quite confident about the individual efforts, as an individual or as a gioup.
University students in general seem to be more apathetic than tlie industry/expert groups 
(Figure 6.13.). It looks as if they believe in autliority and its effectiveness, tliough individuals 
are perceived as more powerless (9, 10). The location of entity 8 suggests that tliey believe 
that they can still raise tlieir voice and push govermiient to be more environmentally concerned, 
at tlie same time tliey are afraid that their voices may not be reflected in die final decision of die 
audiority (9). Confidence in individual contribution to die environmental protection (11) 
varies from the Mainland Cliinese students’ highly acliievable (upper riglit quadrant) to British 
students’ not effective (lower riglit quadrant).
6.2.4.3. Dimension 3: Tourism versus environment
Tlie third dimension is die perceived relationsliip between tourism impacts and die environment 
(tourism versus environment). In the survey, seven questions were asked to die Asian 
respondents and eight to die European respondents. Tliis difference is due to die linguistic 
difference for die question 14. hi Cldnese and Japanese, die term covered both cultural and 
natural enviromnental aspects, but in German and English it was necessary to separate the 
question for each aspect.
12: Government's control on Tourism activities 
13: Benefits from tourism on the natural environment
14: Tourism-raised environmental awareness (A: Cultural; B: Natural environment) 
15: Aggravation o f  environmental deterioiation by tourism 
16: Tourists destroy the natural environment 
17: Priority on economic benefit from  tourism 
18: The tourism industiy shoidd take the initiative
hi diis dimension, die major outcome is die difference between die industry /expert groups 
(Figure 6.22.) and die student groups (Figure 6.23.) radier than die cultural differences. There 
is obviously die cultural difference in spread of die entities. Nonedieless, the difference in die 
constmct (relative locations of die entities) between the industiy/expeit groups and die student 
groups is more significant (Figure 6.24.).
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In tile industry/expert gioups, entity 12 is located in the lower right quadrant. Entities 13 and 
15 are in the upper right quadrant. Entity 14 is mostly in tlie lower left quadrant, towards tlie 
centre of the plane. Both 16 and 18 are spread across upper and lower left quadrants. Entity 
17 does not form a cluster. For Taiwanese and Japanese groups, entity 17 is located near tlie 
X-axis in the riglit plane, while for Mainland Chinese, British and German groups the mid-point 
of tlie left plane.
In contrast to tlie industry/expeit groups whose clusters are mostly in tlie lower half of tlie 
plane, tlie student groups’ conceptual mapping shows clusters in tlie upper half of the plane. 
Entities 12 and 13 are in tlie upper riglit quadrant, 15 and 17 are in tlie lower riglit quadrant. 
Entities 14 and 18 are mostly in tlie upper left quadrant and 16 in the lower left quadrant.
Entities 12, 13, 15 and 17 are questions about tourism impacts and control of impacts. On the 
otiier hand, entities 14, 16 and 18 are about the effects on attitudes. For botli industiy/expert 
groups and student groups, 14, 16 and 18 are located in the left side of tiie plane. Similarly, 
for botli groups, 12, 13 and 15 are in the right side. Entities 16 and 18, liiiiting at 
manipulation of behaviour, are closer towards tlie left edge. Among tlie students, 16 is closer 
to tlie lower left comer and 18 is mostly in the upper quadrant. Entities 13 and 15 are about 
the effects of tourism impacts, tlie industry/expert groups perceive tiiem as quite similar to each 
otlier, wliile for students tliey are quite distinct. Entity 17 is located in tlie riglit side for 
Taiwanese and Japanese industiy/expert groups and student groups. But for the Cliinese, 
British and Gennan industiy/expeit groups, 17 is located in the plane of attitudinal effects. 
Moreover, for the student groups, entities 15 and 16, insinuating tiie possibility of negative 
impacts, are botli in tiie lower quadrants.
Figure 6.25. MDS orientation of Tourism vs. environment dimension
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Figure 6. 22. MDS plot of Tourism vs. Environment dimension
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Figure 6. 23. MDS plot of Tourism v .^ Environment dimension (Student)
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Figure 6. 24. Two patterns of Tourism vs. Environment dimension
Tourism vs. Environment (Industry/expert groups)
17 is scattered
Tourism vs. Environment (Student groups)
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Considering tlie differences of the entities, it seems that the x-axis is about the effects of 
tourism impacts: the right end is the effects on attitudes of people and tourism industry and tlie 
left end is the effects on benefits to the environment. The y-axis, in contrast, is about the 
impacts to natural environment. Tlie upper end is about positive impacts on the natural 
environment and the lower end is the negative impacts on the natural enviromnent (Figure 
6.25.).
The industry/expert groups tend to underestimate tlie effectiveness of government control over 
impacts (12), tourism contribution to raising awareness (14). On the other hand, they 
optimistically view that tourism does not aggravate the existing problems (15) but benefits 
more to tlie natural enviromnent (13). Perception of effects on human attitudes (16, 18) varies 
from positive to negative. Economic benefits from tourism are positive for Japanese and 
British gi'oups and negative for Mainland Chinese, Taiwanese and Genman groups.
In contrast, students seem to respond to the plnases of the questions rather tlian tlie facts ox- 
empirical data. The questions are designed to keep a neutral tone and a balance of statements 
witli negative connotations and positive comiotations. The question phrases witli positive 
connotations are located in the upper half of tlie plane (12, 13, 14, 18) and questions witli 
negative connotations are located in tlie lower half (15, 16, 17). That is, tourism impacts are 
positive in tlie liglit of effective govenniient control (12), an increasing awareness (14), benefits 
to tlie natural environment (13) and initiatives in environmental protection (18). Yet they are 
negative in temis of aggravation of current environmental problems (15), destruction by 
tourists (16) and placing priority on economic benefits (17).
6.2.4.4. Dimension 4: Environment versus personal gain
A final dimension is tlie choice between environmental protection and personal benefit 
(environment versus personal gain). Originally tliis dimension included only questions 19, 20 
and 21, but since tlie three entities are scattered far apart on tlieir own and did not produce a 
meaningful plot, two questions 11 and 17 which emphasis environmental contribution and 
profit from development were added for MDS plotting. Tlierefore, five questions used for 
MDS analysis are:
11: Little contribution to environment by individuals 
17: Priority} on economic benefit from  tourism 
19: Priority on more industrialisation 
20: Desire fo r  personal activities fo r  the environment 
21: Priority on improvement o f  personal life
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Among the industry/expert groups, the Japanese group's construct is different from tlie rest 
(Figure 6.26.). The Japanese construct is fundamentally the same as the others but 180° 
rotated clockwise. When the construct is summarised without tlie Japanese group, it looks 
like Figure 6.26. Entity 11 is located in the upper riglit quadrant; entity 17 is at the lower 
right comer; entity 21 is close to the centre line in tlie lower left quadrant. Entity 20 spreads 
across upper and lower left quadrants. Yet, tlie majority of entity 21 is located in tlie lower 
left quadrant. Entity 19 has the widest spread across upper and lower left quadrants.
In tliis pattern of tlie constmct, 17, 19 and 21 wliich are concerned more about benefits to 
people are in tlie lower quadrants. As for entity 19, two groups are in tlie lower left quadrant 
and two are in tlie upper left quadrant. Entities 20 and 21 are personal concern for tlie 
environment and for the respondents tlieniselves. Botli of tlieiii are in tlie lower left quadrant. 
Entity 11, individual contribution to environmental protection is located in tlie upper riglit 
quadrant, diagonally opposite to entity 20, personal aspiration for environmental protection. 
On tlie riglit side of tlie plane are entities 11 and 17, two aspects of societal norm, namely 
environmental protection and economic gain.
As for die university students, entity 17 is radier widespread so diat it occupies die whole 
upper riglit quadrant, wliich contrasts to die industry/expert groups whose entity 17 is located 
in the lower right quadrant (Figure 6.27.). Entity 21 spreads horizontally so that it occupies 
die lower edge of die plane. Endty 19 is radier a close cluster in die lower left quadrant. 
Entity 20 is mostly located in die upper left quadrant (excluding the Taiwanese group which is 
in die lower riglit quadrant). Entity 11 is spread into two gi'oups: Tlie CMnese and Japanese 
groups in the left plane and die rest in die upper riglit quadrant. The Chinese gi oup’s entity 11 
is located sliglitly above die x-axis of die left quadrant and die Japanese sliglitly below die x- 
axis, but both of diem are near die right edge of die plane. The Taiwanese and British groups 
are in die upper left quadrant along die x-axis and German group near die top edge of die 
quadrant. The location of the Gennan students’ entity 11 is similar to that of die Geiman 
industiy/expert group. The rest of die groups’ location for entity 11 is completely different.
Tlie Luiiversity students seems to have a “conflict” in dieir view in comparison to die 
industry/expert groups. All student groups are fairly identical in their views, except entity 11. 
Entities 19 and 21 wliich are concerned more about benefits to people are in die lower 
quadrants. However, entity 21, personal dilemma for environment and for respondents 
diemselves, stretches across die riglit and left lower quadrants. Entity 11, individual 
contribution to enviromnental protection is located near the x-axis, but in the left plane for 
Taiwanese and British groups and in die riglit plane for Cliinese and Japanese groups. Tliis 
implies that environmental protection is regarded eidier for dieir own needs, i.e., similar to
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Figure 6.29. MDS orientation of Environment vs. Personal gain dimaision
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entity 20 (individual aspiration for aivironmental protection) and aitity 21 (improvement of the 
personal life), or for social norm, i.e., similar to aitity 17 (economic benefit).
From the above observation, the orientation of the Environment vs. Personal gain dimension 
can be summarised as follows:
1) x-axis: emphasis of the recipient of the outcome in the concerned activities. The 
nght aid places more emphasis on the respondaits themselves as recipients and the 
nght aid is for the emphasis on the larger group, i.e. society.
2) y-axis: emphasis of the aspects of the concerned activities The aivironmaital 
aspect towards the upper aid and the economic (including improvemait of the 
quality of life) aspects towards the lower aid (Figure 6.29 ).
The industry/expert groups seem to perceive individual contribution (I I) as a social norm or 
"for the interest of society" rather than individual interest, so is economic baiefit from tounsm 
(17) is for society (Figure 6.28.). More industnalisation (19) is a different matter - it affects 
life environmentally or economically. Improving one's own life (21) affects the economic 
aspects of life, though, it is not only individual pursuit but slightly closer to societal pursuit 
Aspiration to participate in aivironmaital protection (20) is more individually motivated, but 
neither for solely an environmental or economic emphasis in one's life.
On the other hand, students seem to consider that the environmental aspect and social norms 
require an economic benefit from tounsm (17). Improvement of own life (21) is strongly an 
economic matter and its motivational attribution vanes from subjective to social nomi.
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Figure 6. 26 MDS plot of Environment vs. Personal gain dimension
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Figure 6. 27. MDS plot of Enviromnent vs. Personal gain dimension (Student)
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Figure 6. 28. Two patterns of Environment vs. Personal gain dimension
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similarly individual contribution to environmental activities (11) is attributed from subjective to 
tend to see improvement of one's own life (20) very similar to enforcing more industrialisation 
(19). Tliey are individually motivated neither for the environment or economic welfare.
6.3. Concluding remarks
The overall perceptual mapping by different cultural groups revealed tlie dimensions of 
"control" and "beneficiaries" of tlie constmct. As tlie questions are focused on enviromnental 
perception, it is assumed tlie construct is witliin tlie frame of man-nature relationsliip. 
Altliougli the British respondents produce a symmetrical pattern of tlie construct to tlie Gennan 
group, in general tenus, basic perceptual constmcts of different cultures are similar to each 
otlier. Wliat this means is that tlie locations of entities in the upper and lower half of tlie plane 
are veiy similar.
Yet, tliis does not mean tliat there are no cultural differences. Tlie clustering in tlie construct 
clearly discloses the East-West differences. Entities in tlie cluster, location of clusters on the 
plane and shape of tlie clusters (spread) are very similar within Asian groups or within tlie 
European groups but two groups are distinctively different.
Responses from the miiversity students suggest they could be labelled a "new breed" as their 
perceptual constmcts are different from tlieir industiy/expert counterparts. Yet, there are 
East-West differences, hi spite of tlie exceptional constmct of tlie German students which 
seems to be over-enthusiastic and idealistic, tlie clustering of entities regarding environmental 
issues demonstrates the difference between European students and Asian students. European 
students tend to associate entities about environmental issues witli "responsibility" for tlie 
issues and Asian students witli "individual powerlessness".
Overall constmcts are also compared by perceived occupation of respondents. Perceived 
occupation is grouped into tlie public sector, private sector, media, expert on environment and 
educator. Each occupational group forms a unique constmct but clustering suggests there are 
tliree luiderlying patterns: ecocentric (ecology or nature-oriented) tendency, anthropocentric 
(human-oriented) tendency and technocentric (teclmology-oriented) tendency. Tliese 
tendencies are summarised in the Table 6.3. The first four descriptions are different sides of 
tlie same coin, namely ecocentric tendency. It is nature who is the dominant actor and 
beneficiary of situations and activities; humankind is tlie recipient of the, often negative, 
consequences. Similarly, tlie next four descriptions are different aspects of an anthropocentric 
tendency. In this category, humankind tends to display utilitarian values. The last two
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descriptions are about teclmocentric tendency. One group perceives teclinology as simply a 
powerful instmment for “progress and improvement" of humankind and tlie other sees it 
sceptically with great caution.
The public sector and private sector of German and British groups express similar views 
(Table 6.3). British environmental experts also agree witli tlie public sector’s ecocentric view. 
However, in tlie Taiwanese and Japanese groups, views of the public sector and private sector 
largely oppose each other. For instance, the Taiwanese public sector expresses more 
ecocentric view while the private sector shows a more antliropocentric view; tlie Japanese 
public sector shows a more utilitarian, teclmocentric view but tlie private sector holds a mixed 
view of eco- and antliropocentric views. In Mainland China, all public sector, private sector 
and educators indicate an anthropocentric view.
Altliougli occupations like tlie media, experts and educators are not fully comprehensive as 
some groups are missing, it is clear tliat many occupational groups expressed an 
antliropocentric view. This human-oriented view is particularly evident with German, 
Japanese and Taiwanese media, and Japanese enviromnental experts. Possible exceptions are 
British environmental experts and Taiwanese educators who show botli eco- and 
antliropocentric tendencies.
From the overall perceptual constructs, tlie cultural differences are clearly revealed botli in tlie 
industry/expert groups and university students. The contrast is often found between East 
Asian groups and European groups; however, the differences tend to be diffused among tlie 
university students. Another contrast is made between “Chinese groups” and the rest of the 
groups. Altliough this contrast could be interpreted as a difference between economically 
developed and less developed groups, it does not seem to be appropriate when the economic 
level Taiwan has acliieved is considered. Tliis contrast should tlierefore be looked at as a 
cultural difference.
The perceptual constmcts are also analysed by four dimensions of tlie questions to examine if 
tliere is any cultural difference in each dimension. There are three major findings in tlie 
dimensional analysis;
1. Tlie perceptual constmct of the nahire versus people dimension is almost 
universal. Especially among the student groups, tlie difference is smaller.
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Table 6.3(A) Summary of Overall Construct by Occupation (Public & Private sectors only)
P =  public sector V =  private sector
Ecocentric Tendency Clrina Taiwan Japan Gerniaiiy Britain
Nature has control over human 
activities ("Beyond man's control")
P V P,V P,
Nature has control over its own fate P
Humankind needs natme’s control
Hmnankind should serve nature P P P,V P,V
AnthropocentricTerrdency China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Hmnankind has corrtrol over rratme P P
Hmnankind has control over hmnan 
activities
V P,V P,V P,V
N atm e needs hmnan corrtrol 
(incl. protection)
V V P
N atm e should serve hmnankind p V
Teclmocentric Tendency C h in a T aiw an Japan Germany B ritain
Technology is salvation for our future P P,V P,V
Technology should be rmder hmnan 
corrtrol
P,V
Table 6.3(B) Summaiy of Overall Construct by Occupation (Higliliglit)
M  =  media (China is missing) X =  ejq)eit (China/Germany are missing) E  =  educator (Germany/Britain ai e missing)
Ecocentric Tendency C liin a T aiw an Japan G erm any B rita in
N atm e has control over human 
activities ("Beyond man's control")
X , E X
N atm e has control over its owrr fate E M
Humarrkind needs natmo's control
Humankind should serve natme E M , E X
Arrtluopocentric Tendency China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Hmnankmd has control over nature E
Hmnarrkmd has corrtrol over human 
activities
E M M ,X M M ,X
Natm e needs humatr corrtrol 
(incl. protection)
E M M X
Natm e should serve humankind E M M , X , E M
Technocerrtric Tendency China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Technology is salvatiorr for our future X
Technology should be under hmtran 
control
X M
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2. The sense of individual powerlessness shows a cultural difference among tlie 
industry/expert groups. This difference seemingly depends on the national 
economic level. However, among university students, this cultural difference 
disappears.
3. In the dimensions of tourism versus environment and environment versus personal 
gain, the difference is not cultural, but rather generation differences.
In tliis research, tlie MDS plotting has proved tliat tlie fundamental understanding of tlie man- 
nature relationship is universal among the sample population, and not culture-bound. Similar 
findings apply to tlie dimensions of tourism versus environment and enviromnent versus 
personal gain. All the sample population perceive tlie relationsliips between tourism 
development and environment, and environmental issues and personal life in a similar manner, 
nonetheless tliere is a difference between tlie industry/expert groups and university student 
groups. Finally, tlie sense of individual powerlessness, an indicator of tlie level of 
autlioritarianism show a distinctive cultural difference. Even among tlie miiversity student 
groups, East-West differences are observed.
Although each dimension is strikingly culture-free, except tlie level of autlioritarianism, when 
all dimensions are combined, tlie overall perceptual constmcts reveal cultural differences. 
Fuithermore, tlie dimensional analysis discovers tliat tlie yomiger generation’s perceptual 
constmcts are more culture-free. hi spite of the socio-economic difference and religious/ 
pliilosophical influence of tlieir backgromid and present environment, miiversity students seem 
to perceive the world in a rather unifomi way. These findings will be discussed in relation to 
tlie ANOVA findings in tlie previous chapter, and will be elaborated in more detail in Chapter 
Seven.
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7.1. Methodological Review
This research aims to identify the cultural differences in attitudes towards the natural 
environment and its resources, and in attitudes towards tourism development. Although its 
aim was not to develop a new method to measure attitudes, attempts were made to improve tlie 
weakness of tlie existing Golden Standard of attitude measurement.
As there were no simple “standardised” analytical methods for attitude measurement which 
were free from cultural bias, tlie MDS metliod proved to be useful in tlie sense that it is free 
from the researcher’s bias and it reveals the differences in respondents’ reaction to the given 
stimuli in a foim of distance (similarity/ dissimilarity) between tlie stimuli. If  tlie given stimuli 
are proven to be “culture free,” the MDS will be a veiy powerful tool for identifying the 
between-group, in this case cross-cultural, differences.
7.1.1. Methodological limitations and problems
Tlie key word of the methodological concern of this research is “culture free” as repeatedly 
discussed in Chapter Four. The major problem of cross-cultural research is the standpoint of 
the researcher: that is, whether or not the logic of tlie researcher is the same as tlie logic of the 
respondents, whetlier the given stimuli (sui*vey questions) are devised and presented on die 
basis of the researcher’s cultural bias or the respondents’ bias. For instance, the attitude 
questions from the Golden Standards such as attitude scales for “environmental concern” and 
“postmodernism” were used as the basis for the design of survey questions. However, these 
questions were designed and tested by “western” researchers and their validity with non- 
westeiii respondents is uncertain. Tliis point was confirmed with the preliminaiy study and the 
pilot study conducted by die author, prior to the main suivey (c.f. 4.2.1.).
Bond and liis collaborators (Cliinese Connection, 1987) devised a set of cultural value 
questions based on “Cliinese Values” and found diat diree of Hofstede’s four cultural 
dimensions (1984, 1991) matched die Cliinese Value Survey. Encouraged by diis outcome, 
some of the attitude questions adopted in this survey were taken from key words and phrases 
from die “characteristics of Asian cultures” carried out by bodi western and eastern 
researchers (e.g., as Omas and Svedin, 1992; Bond, 1991, 1992; Binun, 1992; Kalland, 
1992; Tu, 1989; Xu, 1993). Nonedieless, questions regarding environmental issues wliich 
are often perceived as a dimension of postmodeniisni, are studied less in non-western cultural 
settings, thus no equivalent phrases and questions were foimd in die cross-cultural literature.
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Mixing eastern and western viewpoints in tlie attitude questions is one method of reducing 
cultural bias. In addition to tliat, tlie questions were translated into tlie languages of tlie 
respondents. As it was evident tliat some tenus did not have equivalent meanings in other 
languages, emphasis was placed on translation by context rather tlian word-by-word 
translation. Although much attention was paid to tliis, tlie translation is as yet far from 
perfect. For example, tlie terai “environmentally friendly” has been translated into various 
languages since tlie Eartli Summit in 1991, and there has been no problem translating tliis tenu 
into different languages, but the real problem was tlie fact tliat tliese terms were not yet known 
to tlie general population in tlie sample countries/region, especially in East Asia.
Attitude measurement itself has the problem of finding a valid and reliable external criterion 
wliich can validate the attitude scale (Oppenlieim, 1992), not to mention a cross-cultural 
attitude scale. However, applying tlie MDS tecliiiique to tlie attitude scale in which tlie 
questions are, as far as possible, free from cultural bias, tlie outcome seems to prove tliat tliis 
method is effective in identifying which aspects of tlie attitudes can be affected by tlie cultural 
values. By applying this metliod it is also revealed how inaccurate a nation’s self-image and 
social researchers’ bias can be. Details are discussed in tlie later section coiiceniing the 
stereo-typical “eastern” attitudes towards tlie natural environment.
The flexibility of tlie MDS technique, however, requires tlie researcher to have a solid 
understanding of the research domain; in this case, an extensive knowledge of tlie culture and 
social background in the chosen areas (preferably an insider’s view), wliile remaining “bias 
free” for inteiprotation of the data. The MDS can also allow tlie researcher to try coiuitless 
ways of inteiprotation, provided a number of tlie meaningful dimensions are produced.
7.1.2. Recommendations for Anther research
Due to tlie limitations discussed above, a few points of botli content and of tlie teclmical side 
for improvement became clear. In tenus of contents, tlie following point was raised during tlie 
analysis, needing further investigation.
This research outcome found significant generation difference in attitudes. More details will 
be discussed later, but briefly, it raised the question of how two generations in tlie same 
cultural group, which here supposed to share the same values and norms, could be so different. 
Consequently it prompted tlie question of when tlie “socialisation” of cultural values began. It 
implies tlie possibility that tlie socialisation process may occur not only during early cliildhood 
but also after graduating from an educational institution and starting their life as a member of
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society. If such a secondary socialisation occurs, how quickly does it happen, how will it 
affect their previous world-view and values and how lasting will the effects be? Tliis is worth 
an investigation as a longitudinal study.
In terms of technical improvement tliere are at least three areas to be looked at. These are (1) 
an attitude scale witliout cultural bias; (2) combination with another technique - POSA, and 
(3) expansion of subject groups.
(1) An attitude scale without cultural bias
This research has proved successfiil to a certain extent, however, there is room for more 
improvement. Firstly, it must be determined what “cultural bias free” questions are. It has 
been proven so far (Bond, 1992; Cliinese Connection, 1987) that careful translation is not 
good enough for a fair cross-cultural comparison. Chinese Connection identified the value 
system criteria used in the Chinese Value Survey wliich match tlie criteria used in the western 
suiveys. As a result of tlieir findings, sets of attitude measurement wliich suit various research 
puiposes could be souglit.
As this research focused on the environmental issues and tourism development, only twenty- 
one questions which were directly related to the topic were asked. By adding more “general” 
attitude questions wliich may not appear to be related to tlie topic, analyses at deeper levels 
become possible, i.e., more specific clustering of similar stimuli could lead to determining tlie 
basis of the profound “reasoning” of the patterns.
The research outcome also suggests differences between the university students and tlie 
industiy and professional respondents, with liints of diffused cultural differences and stronger 
cost-benefit calculation. Stem et al (1993) and Iwata (1990) argue that environmental concern 
is a result of egoistic evaluation of perceived cost and benefit brought on by behaviour (c.f. 
Chapter Three). Some social scientists (Crook et al, 1992; Kvale, 1992; Jameson, 1991) 
also point out tliat environmental concern based on such cost-benefit calculation is a typical 
characteristic of postmodeniisation processes. This implies it is necessaiy to examine whether 
the so-called “postmodernism values” have influenced tlie traditional cultural value systems 
and if yes, to what d^ ree  these “postmodernism values” have taken over tlie traditional values. 
Tlie result will affect not only tlie implications of tlie research but also tlie significance of a 
“culture free” attitude scale.
(2) Combination with other techniques
The MDS appears to be a veiy efficient and promising analytical tool. But die result suggests 
that if tlie preferred order in the hierarchy of “responsible bodies fo r  envirommntaJ
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management** and tliat of “attitudes** can be combined, it will help illustrate tlie national/ 
cultural characteristics, and consequently answer tlie question of why the implementation of 
enviromnental protection as part of tourism development and otlier forms of development 
works in one nation and fails in anotlier. A teclinique like Partial Order Scalogiam Analysis 
(POSA) should be able to identify tlie most frequently occurring “preferred order” patterns 
witliin the groups.
(3) Expansion o f  subject groups
In tills research only people working in tlie tourism industry and experts in environmental 
issues have been approached. Tlie university students are used as a control group for 
comparison purposes. Tliis is mainly due to tlie fact tliat time and financial constraints did not 
allow the general population to be sampled. Besides, in order to mitigate confomiding factors 
as much as possible, tlie respondents from a relatively similar background were preferred. 
However, as tlie outcome illustrated, the gap between the miiversity students and the 
industry/expert respondents showed tliat tlie sample population ouglit to be extended to a larger 
sample population from various backgrounds.
7.2. lutroducfion to Discussions
There are numerous studies wliich have examined “cultural differences” in tlie perception of 
tlie natural enviromnent and the subsequent attitudes and behaviour toward it. Different 
cultures have different sensitivities and preferences for sensoiy stimuli and tliese differences 
are based upon, and reinforced by, tlie culture’s surviving enviromnent. The final products of 
such reinforcement are collective experiences, values and noniis miique to die culture.
Culture determines what should be included in die concept of “nature”, die aesdietic values in 
an ideal landscape and the religious fomis of power relationship between people and nature. It 
also determines how people should relate diemselves to die natural environment and natural 
hazards. Such cultural differences in perception and attitudes towards nature are also 
observed in die manner of manipulation of die natural environment and its resources, i.e. 
environmental protection, pollution control, development of tourist destinations and so foith.
Based upon die above mentioned literaiy evidence (c.f. Chapters Two and Tliree for more 
detailed discussion), this research was conducted to probe the cultural differences in perception 
and attitudes of the tourism industries toward the natural environment and tourism 
development. Tlie outcome suggests, however, diere is somediing more to be explained diaii 
simply “cultural” terms.
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The research has started with three overall hypotheses to test. They are that;
1. People's attitudes towards the natural environment are culture-bound.
2. People's attitudes towards the relationship between the natural resources and 
tourism development are affected more by cultural factors than by actual national 
economic levels.
3. People's attitudes toward global issues are a reflection of tlieir general attitudes 
towards tlie natural environment. Tlius, tliere is no universal approach to tlie 
problems.
In tlie following discussion, the above hypotheses will be examined along with tlie role of 
“culture” in the perception of the natural environment, environmental issues and tourism 
development, and tlie perceived degiee of individual powerlessness/control.
7.3. Discussion: theFmdiugs
Tlie findings are analysed in detail in the previous chapters. As tlie data were analysed and 
inteipreted, it became clear that some points cannot be discussed witliout cultural and social 
explanations. Meanwliile, some points wliich need to be examined deeper were raised. In tliis 
section, the findings will be discussed with reference to the literature and empirical evidence 
wliich was discussed in Chapters Two and Tliree.
7.3,1. Awareness and responsibility
Overall, tlie key demograpliic factor which affected the responses, albeit sliglitly, was gender. 
Student groups showed more gender difference tlian respondents from tlie tourism industiy and 
environmental experts. Tliis point will be discussed further in tlie later section. Significant 
cultural differences were observed among the industiy/expeit groups in tlie following areas:
1. Cliinese groups hold more critical views towards residents in tlie tourist sites than 
towards tlie tourism industry.
2. Die British respondents are cynical about tlie tourism industiy’s environmental 
management.
3. The British and Japanese respondents feel that tlie global environmental problems 
are at a threatening level.
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In terms of awareness of general environmental problems, all respondent gioups except tlie 
Japanese gioup show a relatively liigh level of awareness. Students tend to show higher 
awareness than the tourism industry people or environmental experts. However, the Japanese 
students, like their industry/expert counteipait, demonstrate low awareness.
Altliougli higli awareness of the rest of tlie respondents could be due to subject bias, the 
Japanese respondents’ low awareness cannot simply be explained by it. The Japanese 
inteiMewees expressed tlieir concern for tlie lack of enviromnental interests in tlie tourism 
industry. As Barrett and Therivel (1991) point out in Chapter Two, tlie Japanese tend to show 
veiy low enviromnental concern. D ie Japanese iiiteiviewees explained tliat the flat land in 
Japan is only 32 percent of tlie total land area and tlie rest is momitainous. Tliis fact makes 
the Japanese believe that Japan still has an abundance of natural enviromnent and wild life. 
Besides, tlieir technology is advanced and still improving daily, to minimise pollutants and 
effluents. The combination of Japanese people’s inherent desire to conquer nature and 
commodification of enviromnental concern witli advanced teclinology seems to be tlie cause of 
the current low awareness among Japanese respondents.
Altliougli most respondents’ awareness of enviromnental problems is relatively high, tliey are 
also aware that their governments’ priority is not placed on enviromnental management. The 
respondents, including die student groups, unanimously perceive diat die priority of national 
policy is national economic growdi, and enviromnental management received die lowest 
priority among die limited choices given in die questionnaire. Nonedieless what die 
respondents expect to be die priority on die government’s agenda often disagrees witii what die 
respondents actually see on die agenda. Except for the concordance between the British 
respondents’ expectation and perception, most of die respondents’ experiences are diat what 
they diiiik should receive the highest priority is die least significant among the given choices.
The East-West difference in reasoning becomes apparent in die above example, i.e., the 
possible causes why environmental management does not receive die political priority. 
European respondents consider pursuit of the national economic goal as die most significant 
cause wliile die East Asian respondents tend to blame die selfishness of individuals, such as 
pursuit of individual profit (the Cliinese groups) or citizen’s ignorance (the Japanese 
respondents). Among die miiversity students, Cliinese groups list die pursuit of individual 
profit as die most significant obstacle whereas European and Japanese respondents consider 
diis to be national economic growdi.
This East-West difference in reasoning reflects the Hofstede’s cultural aspects of individualism 
and masculinity (c.f. Chapter Three). Die aspect of individualism versus collectivism can be
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described in terms of “welfare”. For the East Asian respondents, “the welfare of the self 
before the welfare of the mass” is unacceptable. Individuals exist for the welfare of die mass, 
and the mass for the individuals. Therefore, selfishness of individuals who disr^ard  the 
welfare of the mass, becomes the target to blame. Similarly, the European respondents are 
aware that their tendency to consider “achievement,” especially economic achievement 
(masculine characteristic), as more important dian “enviromnental concern” (feminine 
characteristic) is a problem. Althougli such East-West difference is evident among the 
industry/expert groups, this difference has sliiffed among the university students. Die 
Japanese students and European students view die negative side of “economic acliievement” 
and die Chinese groups see the selfish aspect of individualism as die cause of environmental 
problems.
The differences between Chinese groups and die rest of the respondent groups become apparent 
when the enviromnental issues are concerned. Die university level respondents tend to hold 
similar views as dieir industry/expert counterpart. Althougli all respondents agree diat 
industrialisation is die most widely believed cause of die present serious enviromnental 
problems, the Chinese groups at two different economic development stages share die opinion 
that the second important cause of environmental problems is citizens’ lack of knowledge; 
environmental infonnation is lacking in the tourism industiy; and die environmental decay will 
seriously affect tourists’ impressions of die countiy as a tourist destination. The rest of die 
respondents consider die consumerism to be the second cause of the environmental problems; 
die tourism industiy receives enougli information; and die level of tourists’ perception of die 
destination affected by environmental decay is minimal.
In contrast, students feel more strongly about residents and enviromnental issues. All 
Mainland Cliinese groups acknowledge diat residents are sufficiendy informed of die 
environmental issues but do little about their enviromnent. The Japanese and Gennan 
industry/expert groups are more optimistic. Diey believe diat residents receive enougli 
infonnation and die Gennan group even positively evaluate die residents’ action. Die 
Taiwanese and British industry/expert and student groups are not convinced, however, diat die 
amount of information for residents is enou^i, or diat sufficient action is taken by residents.
When die possible causes of die enviromnental problems are selected, die Chinese groups and 
die Japanese/European gioups show two significantly different ways of selecting die causes of 
remote responsibility. Wlien the possible causes of the environmental problems are compared 
(Table 7.1), die Cliinese groups take die problems veiy seriously, and legitimise or justify the 
lack of action by blaming individual incapability. Similarly, the Cliinese and British 
respondents demonstrate die preference of hierarchy or an autiioritarian view of responsibility
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for tlie environmental management. Die actual responsibility made is ambiguous and 
anonymous. Diis is related to the sense of individual powerlessness which, in otlier words, 
pardons individual’s responsibility and incapability. On tlie otlier hand, the Japanese and 
European respondents do not see the problems as being as serious as tliey are claimed to be, 
but they view tlieiii as an inevitable consequence of industrialisation and consumerism. 
Fuither, tlieir belief in individualism leaves tlie responsibility witli tlie individuals even after 
enough infoimation to tlie people is provided. However, ironically, the Japanese and German 
respondents placed the responsibility on “society”, i.e. the clan or “in-group” they belong to. 
Again, anonymous self is replaced with “myself’ or “we” and tlie individual responsibility 
disappears. Although tliere are two different ways to answer tlie question of responsibility in 
tlie “desirable” tenu (c.f. 3.2.2.2.) which is not necessarily accompanied by the appropriate 
behaviour, all the respondents are consciously or unconsciously avoiding individual 
responsibility.
In this research, where the responsibility for environmental issues is concerned, all respondents 
rely on central and local government to be tlie pressure bodies wliile tlie Gennan industry/ 
experts consider “legislation” to be more influential tlian local autliorities’ initiatives. Diis 
finding proves the evidence in tlie literature of German people’s profomid trust and dependence 
on tlie “written” laws. Althougli all Chinese groups and British respondents also expect 
government to be the primaiy actor in environmental management, tlie German and Japanese 
respondents see society as the primaiy actor. All Mainland Chinese and British respondents 
expect government to place priority on more national economic gi owtli wliile other respondents 
expect priority on social welfare and social order. Die Chinese groups and Geiman group see 
society as playing tlie most significant role in environmental issues and the Japanese and 
British in social welfare and social order. Individuals are responsible for the family’s 
happiness. It is interesting to see tliat tlie European respondents chose the economic stability 
of tlie family as their second most significant responsibility and tlie East Asian groups chose
Table 7.1. Causes of tlie Environmental Problems
Cliinese Groups____________________________Japanese / European Groups______________
1) industrialisation 1) industrialisation
2) lack of knowledge 2) consumerism
3) lack of information in the tourism industry 3) enougli infonnation in the tourism industiy
4) environmental decay affects tourists’ 4) environmental decay does not affect
impression________________________________ tourists’ impression______________________
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management of natural and cultural heritage. Most students selected management of natural 
and cultural heritage as their responsibility.
7.3.2. Attitudes towards tlie environment and tomism development
In the questions on attitudes, one-way ANOVA and tlie t-test revealed tliat age played a 
significant role among the Mainland Cliinese, and occupation among the British respondents. 
Gender was anotlier important factor. In general, tlie British and Mainland Chinese female 
respondents and Taiwanese and German male respondents showed a more man-oriented view. 
Die significant cultural differences obseived are as follows:
1. East Asian groups do not overestimate nature’s power,
2. The Chinese groups feel powerless when questioned about tlie individual’s power to 
influence society or government, but they trust the individual’s contribution to 
enviromnental management,
3. Die more economically developed countries favour furüier industrialisation and 
improvement of individual living standards.
Fuitliennore, tlie contrast between tlie Mainland Cliinese and British respondents illustrate a 
typical East-West difference. Mainland Chinese respondents can accept the extinction of 
species but not further environmental degradation; tlie British respondents can tolerate fuitlier 
enviromnental degradation but not tlie extinction of species. Mainland Cliinese treat the 
extinction of species as “fate” wliich cannot be changed, but certain forms of human activities 
ought to be intei'vened witli. On the otlier hand, tlie British respondents feel an urge to stop the 
extinction of species otlierwise human beings’ capability as a steward of nature, fails. 
However, witliin tlie limit of human control, further degradation will be tolerated.
University student groups, in contrast, showed tlie most sigiificant gender and age differences. 
Die Japanese and German male students and Taiwanese (botli sexes) demonstrated more man- 
oriented attitudes. On closer examination, the Taiwanese female students seemed more 
assertive and actively “man-oriented” while tlie male students were more passive and 
unobtrusively “man-oriented”. Across tlie cultural groups, the age group of 21-30 years old 
showed a more man-oriented tendency. Otlier age groups showed a more diversified opinion, 
and cultural differences were more diffused and unclear. Finally, the German, Japanese and 
Taiwanese respondents were less technology-dependent than tlie rest of the gi oups.
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Die MDS analysis of tlie overall perceptual construct of tlie natural environment and tourism 
depicted cultural characteristics. Most significantly, tliree paradigms of tlie world view wliich 
are similar to what Dake (1991), Pepper (1993) and Simmons (1993) suggest, emerged. 
Althougli the manner in which tliese paradigms, namely the ecocentric tendency, 
anthropocentric tendency and technocentric tendency, are identified will not be repeated here, 
tlie highlights of tlie cultural characteristics concerning tliese tendencies are derived from Table
6.1. and simplified in Table 7.2.
The Japanese respondents demonstrated tlie strongest anthropocentric tendency. They suggest 
human beings do not need to serve nature, but nature should sei-ve people. Nature needs to be 
controlled, including its protection, and teclinology will help save the future of nature and 
human beings. They are also aware tliat human beings must control tlieir own activities. 
This implies that Japanese respondents in general subjugate nature to human beings.
Die Mainland Chinese respondents’ tendencies can be summarised as anthropocentric. Human 
beings have control over nature. Nature should serve people for tlieir benefit, as people serve 
nature. In other words, the Mainland Cliinese seek a reciprocal relationsliip between people 
and nature, but they believe that ultimate control is in tlie hands of people.
Table 1.2.  Summaiy of Overall Construct by Occupation (Diree tendencies)
P= public sector 
X" envii’omnental experts
V= private sector 
E= educator
M= media
Occupation groups
Main and Cliiiia Taiwan Japan
P V M X E P V M X E P V M X E
Ecocentric tendency y y y y y
Anthropocentric tendency y y y y y y y y y y
Technocentric tendency y
Occupation groups
Gemiany Britain
P V M X E P V M X E
Ecocentric tendency y y y y y
Anthropocentric tendency y y
Technocentric tendency y y y
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The Taiwanese respondents show a more ecocentric view tlian the rest of the East Asian 
respondents. Die Taiwanese still hold the anthropocentric view, but tliey are aware tliat 
nature is often beyond human control. Their strong belief in the reciprocal relationship 
between human beings and nature, tlie need for people’s self-control over their own activities, 
and their awareness of nature’s need for human control, suggest their awe of powerful nature 
wliich can act upon human beings and wliich consequently encourages them to take an action 
for nature.
The British group reveal their obsession with “self-control”. All British respondents agree 
tliat human beings should control tlieir own activities and nature does not need to sei*ve human 
beings. Diey also accept, altliough nature is often beyond human control, that technological 
advancement can fulfil nature’s need for human control.
To a lesser extent, tlie Gennan respondents indicate similar patterns to tlie British respondents. 
Die Gennan private and public sectors hold veiy similar ecocentric views but media shows 
more antliropocentric views. All three sectors agree tliat human beings must control tlieir own 
activities. They expect a reciprocal relationship between people and nature; powerful nature 
still needs human control witli teclinology.
7.3.3. Gender and age differences
In tlie earlier chapter, one-way ANOVA and t-test su^ested significant difference in some 
attitudes by gender and age groups. To probe tliis point further, age and gender differences in 
tlie perceptual constmcts have been examined from aspects of overall perception and different 
aspects of tlie attitude questions.
From the overall constmct, tliere was an indication of gender differences among Japanese, 
Gennan and British university students. However, among tlie industiy/expeit gioups, no 
significant gender differences were observed, hi addition, gender differences across the culture 
were not found. Even witliin each culture, significant gender differences across age groups did 
not exist. Dierefore, it was concluded tliat the differences between male and female mi^it 
exist witliin the culture, witliin tlie particular age groups, but that such differences are not 
constant. If no significant or consistent gender difference witliin tlie culture is found, tliere is 
no luiiversai “gender” difference, as such differences are fundamentally affected by diversified 
cultural and social values.
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On tlie other hand, age differences across culture were indicated more clearly. Wlien tlie 
overall constructs were analysed. Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese university students were 
evidently different from their industry/expert counteipait. In terms of “enviromnental issues” 
within the overall construct, Japanese female students, German male students and British 
students are also unlike their industry/expert groups. Four dimensions of the attitude 
questions were individually analysed and tlie following points were identified:
1. In tlie nature versus people dimension, no significant cultural differences are 
found. Especially among tlie student groups, the difference is negligible.
2. Die dimension of individual powerlessness shows a cultural difference among the 
industiy/expert groups but no such differences are foiuid among university 
students.
3. The differences in the dimensions of tourism versus environment and environment 
versus personal gain are by generation, but not by culture.
The dimension of individual powerlessness is the only aspect wliich showed clear cultural 
differences. Other dimensions are quite culture-free. However, in contrast to the industry/ 
expert groups who showed cultural differences, tlie university students seemed to hold a 
common world-view. This point will be discussed later.
7.4. Discussion: The Role of Culture
The original assumption of the role of culture is, as clearly stated in the research hypotlieses, 
tlie most influential factor of tlie perception of tlie natural environment and environmental 
issues in tourism development. Die results from One-way ANOVA and the MDS, however, 
partially support and partially contradict tlie hypotlieses.
As discussed earlier, tlie overall constmct of tlie MDS plotting clearly indicates East-West 
differences. Diis tends to lead to the conclusion tliat tlie Europeans and East Asians perceive 
tlie natural environment quite differently. However, when tlie attitude questions are examined 
by four different aspects, suiprisingly, only tlie aspect of individual powerlessness shows a 
difference wliich can be considered to be “culture-boiuid”.
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7,4,1. Attitudes towards nature
In the aspect of “nature versus people”, contradictory to what tlie literature suggests, there is 
no significant cultural difference. Witliin the limit of given stimuli, the manner in wliich 
respondents perceive tlie stimuli is remarkably similar across the sample groups. Tlierefore, 
tlie MDS orientation of these aspects can be summarised in a single diagram (Figure 6. 11.). 
Even tlie university students perceive tlie “nature versus people” aspect in the same manner. 
This outcome suggests tliat people’s attitudes towards tlie nature-people relationship is 
fundamentally universal. Contraiy to the belief in much of the literature, nature and people 
are considered to be two separate entities; they could stand opposite each otlier wliile tliey 
influence each otlier in tenus of cost-beiiefit in tlieir relationsliips.
Wlien individual questions are examined, it is understood that cultural differences are a matter 
of “extremity”. In tliis research, many “nature versus people” questions are derived from key 
words and phrases wliich often describe the characteristics of Asian cultures. Nonetlieless, the 
outcome shows tlie contraiy. In the literature, Asian cultures are believed to hold tlie view tliat 
nature is powerful and awesome. However, for example, to tlie questions whether the 
respondents agiee witli tlie statement “nature has a strong healing power for botli natural and 
man-caused damages,” it is tlie European respondents who agree witli it. East Asian 
respondents tend not to overestimate nature’s “mytliical” power.
As seen Chapter Two, the literature advocates that tlie economically developing countries, witli 
examples of ex-communist Eastern European countries, tend to accept fuitlier environmental 
degradation as a necessaiy evil for tlie sake of economic growtli and tend to rely on 
technological solutions. In this research, it appears that so-called economically developed 
countries more easily accept the notion of “necessary evil,” furtlier industrialisation and a 
teclinocentric taidency. Tliis cannot be discussed at the level of national economy if ex- 
Socialist European coiuitries’ attitudes do not agree witli tlie attitudes of tlie Mainland Cliinese. 
Tlie susceptibility of tlie fonner Eastern European bloc to teclinocentric attitudes may be 
explained by tlie recent availability of teclmology and foreign investment wliich has brought 
teclmology into these countries. Mainland China’s current situation is no better than the ex- 
Eastem European bloc. Attracting foreign investors witli technology is a slow process and 
teclinological advancement has not visibly benefited tlie nation. Besides, Mainland China had 
experienced tlie devastating results of tlie Great Leap Forward movement in tlie past. The 
l^acy  remains today of this failed “technological” advancement, which destroyed people’s 
trust in teclmology. Mainland China’s centralised policy is another aspect which prevents (in 
the Eastern European countries it encouraged) nations relying on technological advancement. 
It is, thus, the availability of and susceptibility to capitalism, in which decentralised policy and
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tlie “linear logic of development” is embraced, wliich are the more influential causes of the 
developing countries adopting the teclinocentric view. Otlierwise, the teclinological 
advancement which promises higlier productivity and liiglier return of profits becomes less 
meaningful.
7.4.2. Attitudes towards iudividual powcrlessuess
This is the aspect which seems to be most culturally affected. Even among tlie individual 
questions, one-way ANOVA depicts a contrast between Chinese groups and the rest. 
Neveitheless, it is hard to say whetlier tliis difference is more economic tlian cultural when tlie 
economic acliievement of Taiwan is taken into consideration.
Tlie MDS axes are believed to describe “actors of control over concerned activities (x-axis)” 
and “likelihood of success in tlie concerned activities (y-axis)”. Tlie Japanese, British and 
Geniian respondents showed similar perceptual constructs and demonstrated tliat tliey believe 
tliat individuals can consolidate their power/control and effectiveness. But tlieir belief in 
authority is rather weak. In contrast, the Mainland Chinese showed almost unquestioning 
belief in the success of activities organised by authority. Tliey have a very strong belief in tlie 
capacities of an individual’s contribution, provided tlie activities are in line witli government 
policy. The Taiwanese respondents, like the Mainland Cliinese respondents, consider 
individual efforts and contribution, yet tliey do not show such trust in autliority.
Tlie interview results also supported tliis point. Tlie Mainland Cliinese and Taiwanese 
interviewees explained tliat industries and people expect detailed instructions and a penal 
system from government. This implies tliat the Cliinese perception of government is as a 
parental figure and shows a heavy reliance on its guidance. On tlie otlier hand, lack of 
entliusiasm or interest seems to be a concern of the Japanese and British inteiMewees. The 
Japanese demand to see tlie “West” as a successful example and a leader. The British 
industries need stronger pressure from the pressure groups and consumers to take action. Tlie 
Japanese and British tendency to confomi witli otlier industries and tlie rest of the people does 
not encourage tliem to take an initiative towards environmental management.
Individual powerlessness and autlioritarian attitudes are discussed in Hofstede’s “power 
distance” aspect of tlie culture (c.f. 3.2.2.1.). Chinese groups in studies by Hofstede (1984, 
1991), Bond and Hwang (1986) proved their acceptance of hierarchy and inherent inequality 
and tlieir value of obedience to political demands ratlier tliaii an individual’s personal demand. 
In tliis research, tlie results of tlie Mainland Chinese respondents showed very similar
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autlioritarian values to empirical evidence. On tlie otlier hand, tlie Japanese, British and 
German respondents revealed a relatively small power distance and more interdependent power 
relationsliip.
In Chapter Three, empirical data supported tlie fact tliat tlie personnel at liiglier status or 
educational level, tend to score smaller power distance (more interdependent); and less 
educated or lower status personnel prefer a larger power distance (more liierarchical), among 
the European respondents. However, tliis does not seem to be the case in East Asia. First of 
all, tlie majority of East Asian respondents in tliis research are of liiglier status or from liighly 
educated groups. Yet tlie Mainland Cliinese respondents showed an extremely strong 
preference for “liierarchy”. According to tlie literaiy evidence, tlie Japanese respondents 
prefer a larger power distance, but in tliis research their score was closer to European 
respondents’ preference of smaller power distance. However, speculating on tlie fact tliat tlie 
Taiwanese respondents scored somewhere in between the Japanese and Mainland Cliinese, tlieir 
Cliinese pragmatism and Asian flexibility de-emphasised tlieir traditional values for tlie sake of 
more “politically correct” goals, in tliis case national economic growtli. As that de-emphasis 
develops, by the time the economic wealth has reached tlie “developed” point, tlie de­
emphasised state will have become tlie social norm.
Tliis power distance is considered to be smaller as a society enters tlie process of 
postmodeniisatioii (Crook et al, 1992; Kvale, 1992). hi tlie case of Mainland Cliina, it can be 
argued tliat tlie country has not reached tlie fully “modernised” state yet, and Taiwan is about 
to reach tliat point. Nonetlieless, their liistorical “autlioritarianism” has prevented any radical 
changes in tlie hierarcliical system. Mainland Cliina is an example of maintaining the socialist 
economic system witli a one-party dominant political system which is on tlie way to 
modernisation. Old traditions were once eradicated, or at least it seemed so, but some 
traditional values such as authoritarianism and collectivism survived. Taiwan diverted from 
the system in Mainland China and adopted a capitalist economy witli a multi-party political 
system in which one party is dominant. Mainland Cliina and Taiwan are good examples of 
how, and to what extent, a countiy of strong traditional values can be influenced by different 
economic systems. Taiwan’s autlioritarian tendency is located somewhere between Mainland 
Cliina and Japan and it shows how much the values can be compromised. The differences 
between Japan and Taiwan are tlie intensity of development with foreign aid. Japan has 
acliieved economic development much faster than Taiwan, tlierefore tlie level of “de­
emphasising” of tlieir cultural values could have been tremendous. In fact, Japan’s defeat in 
the Second World War and its economic rehabilitation supported by the West, completely 
shattered Japan’s cultural values and replaced it witli Western (mostly American) values. In
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Other words, unless such drastic measures are taken by external force, authoritarianism is a 
type of cultural value which cannot be changed.
7.4.3. Attitudes towards touiism development
Although some similarity between industiy/expert groups and luiiversity students are observed, 
in tliis dimension the generation differences are bigger than the cultural differences. The 
entities are perceived to fall into two categories; one on tlie riglit side of tlie MDS plane as 
“benefits from tourism for the natural environment” and one on tlie left as “tourism impacts on 
people’s awareness”. However, industiy/expert groups tend to cluster in tlie lower half of tlie 
MDS plane, witli the students in the upper half. This means tliat, in general, industiy/expert 
gioups look on tourism witli a more pessimistic view and less positive contribution to tlie 
eiiviromnent but students see more positive sides to tourism impact.
The industry/expert groups tend to see tourism as an agent to improve conditions in the natural 
eiiviromnent. Meanwliile tourism is not considered to be a helping agent to increase people’s 
awareness of tlie significance of natural/cultural conservation. Government supervision of 
tourism development is regarded as a negative aspect by the industry/expert groups. Mainland 
Cliinese are more optimistic than the rest of the groups as tliey consider tourists help improve 
current environmental conditions, and initiatives taken by tlie tourism industry will contribute 
to the natural environment positively. The rest of the groups tend to see tliese as more to do 
with people’s awareness rather tlian witli the welfare of the eiiviromnent. The Japanese and 
British do not believe tourists and industiy’s initiatives promote positive impact on the 
eiiviromnent, but the Geiinans are more hopeful.
In contrast, students show more text-book “stereo-typical” responses. Goveniment 
supervision/involvement in tourism development is considered to be favourable; tourism has 
helped raise people’s awareness about tlie importance of tlie environment; tourism 
development benefits the natural eiiviromnent; and tlie initiatives taken by the tourism industiy 
for enviromnental management are favourably perceived. On tlie negative side, tourism 
development aggravates tlie existing enviromnental problems; and placing priority on 
economic benefits from tourism is seen as a “negative” impact. It is easy to understand such 
responses as students’ inexperience and an idealistic view, or even attribute them to 
postmodemisin, namely “supeificial” tliinking. But tliis must be examined carefully before 
reacliing tlie conclusion tliat tliis may be a phenomenon peculiar to the student groups or a 
cultural phenomenon.
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7.4.4. Generation gap or cultiu'al differences?
As discussed earlier, tlie analyses of data explicate tlie age (or generation) differences in 
attitudes. Tliese generation differences, in general, are larger among the Chinese groups, than 
tlie Japanese group, and the generation gap is smallest among the European groups. In tlie 
Japanese and tlie European groups, the gender differences among university students are often 
more obvious tlian tlie age differences.
The four aspects of attitudes tried to elicit cultural differences, however, tlie result turned out 
to be few cultural differences and more generation differences. Summary of tlie analysis is 
shown in Table 7.3. Tlie attitudes towards nature produced no cultural or generation 
differences. Tliis is rather contradictory to tlie literature wliich usually emphasises the cultural 
differences. A number of studies have proved tliat different cultures perceive nature 
differently, but tliis research outcome su^ests tliat tlie manner in which people look at tlie 
natural environment in relation to “environmental problems” and “development” seems to be 
universal.
On tlie otlier hand, tlie sense of individual powerlessness seems to be culturally affected. The 
difference is much larger among tlie industiy/expert groups tlian among tlie university students. 
The level of autlioritarianism, especially among those who are working in tourism and otlier 
eiiviromnent-related industries, is much stronger in tlie Chinese groups. The Japanese 
respondents’ authoritarian tendency is weakened and their confidence in the individual level 
activities and preference for an interdependent relationsliip is much more like tlie European 
groups. Altliough this tendency is seen among the university students, the differences are 
much smaller and tlie diversity between tlie industry/expert groups and tlie university students 
is more sigiificant.
Tlie aspects of tourism development and environmental issues are clearly divided by 
generations. The apparent differences are tliat tlie luiiversity students tend to hold a simplistic 
view of “tourism development” and “enviromnental issues”. They look at “tourism 
development” as positive and beneficial to people and tlie “environmental issues” as tlie 
problem of tlie environment. There is another tendency to link botli aspects to human control 
for tlie benefits of people. It may be hasty to conclude tliat tliis tendency is a 
“commodification” of tourism development and environment, but this is tlie obvious difference 
from tlieir industiy/expert groups.
Altliou^i cultural differences are observed only among tlie industry/expert groups, the sense of 
individual powerlessness seems to be a key factor which determines the cultural difference, if
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any, in attitudes to handling the natural environment and its resources. The sense of individual 
powerlessness is strongly connected to the authoritarian tendency as the rigid hierarcliical 
structure often limits individual control over activities and events as well as reducing the 
individual responsibility. When the questions on “responsibilities” were asked, there were no 
definite cultural differences. All groups, botli industry/expert and student groups, answered 
that either government or society is responsible for taking an initiative to solve the 
environmental problems. With eitlier govemment or society, tlie responsibility is not tlie 
respondent’s own, but someone else’s. Tliis anonymous body is responsible for the 
enviromnental problems (Table 7.4.). Nonetheless, the possible cause of tlie environmental 
problems showed tliat tlie European and the Japanese gioups blame social trends which 
support tlieir economic levels; and tlie Clhnese groups tend to blame factors at an individual 
level (Table 7.5.). For tlie Cliinese groups, collective welfare is more significant and 
individual causes should be blamed if necessary. Tliis is a cultural difference but not a gender 
difference. This implies, althougli the difference is smaller among the university students, that 
the authoritarian tendency is still more pervasive in tlie Cliinese culture compared to otlier 
cultural groups.
Autlioritarianism and collectivism are enduring cultural values and they require extreme 
external forces to change them. However, once tliese values are changed by “de-emphasisiiig” 
of traditional values, tliey could become social norms after a prolonged period. The younger 
generation, who grew up under the “new” values, inevitably hold dissimilar values to tlie older 
generation witliin the cultural group.
The Japanese university students are a good example. They have received a western style 
education wliich is much more liberal tlian tlie old-fasliioned Japanese style education and it 
encourages independence, competition and the notion of “linear logic of development”. They 
have been supported by the liigh economic level which tlie older generations have acliieved, by 
consumerism and “superficial” values ratlier than tlie traditional values. The Taiwanese youtli 
are following tlie same trend as tlie Japanese students. Tlie strong Cliinese values in Taiwan 
were exposed to Japanese values during the occupation and to American values during tlie 
American protection. In addition to tliat, Cliinese are known for tlieir pragmatism and 
flexibility to de-emphasise tlieir traditional values for the sake of national welfare. National 
wealth is catching up with western standards, and tlie Taiwanese students’ sense of individual 
powerlessness and collective tendency is no longer the same as tlieir industiy/expert 
counteiparts.
Ill tlie interview, tlie Mainland Chinese and Taiwanese interviewees expressed their wish for the 
younger generations to change their values and behaviour for the better. They seem to believe
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Table 7.3. Differences between groups by four aspects of attitude questions
Aspect Different groups
nature imiversal (no differences)
individual
powerlessness
cultural differences among 
industiy/expert groups
tourism
• I. . mduËMi^^^ vs. stWentSx :eiiviromnent
Table 7.4. Wlio should take an initiative to solve tlie environmental problems
Most desired body Second most desired body
Iiidustiy/expeit Cliina/Taiwan/Britain: Govenuneut 
Japan/Gennany: Society
China/Taiwan/Britain: Society  
Japan/Gennany: Govenuneut
Students China/Taiwan/Britain: Government 
Japan/Gennany: Society
China/Taiwan/Britain: Society  
Japan/Gennany: Govemment
Table 7.5. Possible causes of the environmental problems
Most likely cause Second most likely cause
Industiy/expert All: industiialisation Japan/Gennany/Britain: consiunerism  
China/Taiwan: citizens’ lack o f  knowledge
Students Gennany: consumerism  
Rest: industrialisation
Germany: industrialisation 
Japan/Britain: consumerism  
China/Taiwan: citizens’ lack o f  knowledge
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that education will provide tliem witli an opportunity to understand and change. It is true, 
especially in Mainland China, that provision of basic education to all the population is 
horrendously difficult. Even in Taiwan where education is better provided, lack of education 
among the older population seems to be a serious concern. Tlie inteiMewees agreed tliat tlie 
liigh rate of illiteracy is a major problem, scarcity of mass communication such as television 
and radio programmes to tlie population in the mainland, and due to lack of education and 
information, a large number of people are ignorant of environmental issues and laws. On 
these grounds, it is not sutprising that Chinese people have an over-expectation from education 
and its results. However, they seem to be less aware of tlie existence of the “new generation”, 
and tlie fact tliat the university students are already rebelliously different from tlie older 
generation. It has been confirmed by tlie Japanese and British interviewees tliat tliese 
university students who received liiglier education and have access to state-of-art information 
systems, are not necessarily better informed or more environmentally conscious tlian anyone 
else. Their “enviromnental concern” can simply be part of global fasliion.
The differences between tlie older and tlie younger generations can, tlierefore, be seen as 
evidence tliat social nomis and cultural values are changing towards more universal views, 
norms and values. The degree of the similarity depends on the interaction between (1) 
availability of, and susceptibility to, tlie capitalist economic system, consumerism and 
teclmocratic tendency wliich enshrine “linear logic of development” and “decentralisation of 
power”; and (2) existing cultural values which detennine tlie strengtli of authoritarian 
tendency, policy of “centralised power”, preferred economic system and “cyclical idea of 
development”. Tlierefore, when tlie collision between these two aspects is greater, tlie 
differences between tlie generations are larger. That is why the generation gap among tlie 
European respondents is smaller than the gap among tlie East Asian respondents.
7.5. Contribution of the research to cross-cultural studies and tourism
7.5.1. Cross-cidtiu*al perceptions of natme and toiuism
The research outcome does not entirely support tlie empirical evidence in sociology, and 
anthropology or cross-cultural studies in otlier disciplines. Tliese cross-cultural studies have 
often attempted to find tlie reasons for evidently different ways of handling tlie environment and 
resources in the East and West and the cultural views of nature, and religion and philosophies. 
It suggests, instead, tliat such “Eastern” views and religions/philosophies do not seem to affect 
day-to-day practices in tlie modem East, hi tlie first place, tlie concept of such “Eastern views
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of nature”, or even the self-images of tlie Asian countries are questionable. Although tliis 
research does not deny the existence of tlie East-West differences in attitudes towards tlie man- 
nature relationship, it discloses that these “Eastern views” seem to be imposed and amplified 
by western researchers. In this research, more European respondents hold such views tlian the 
East Asian respondents. Moreover, in tlie younger generation, i.e. the university students, tlie 
world-view is becoming similar across tlie cultures. Tliey seem to hold, in tliis research, a 
common view of “commodification o f  nature
Tlie existing studies often argue that Eastern religions and philosophies treat human beings as 
being equal to nature or even subsement to nature, wliile tlie Judaeo-Christian view in tlie 
West desigiates human beings as steward of nature. Althougli tlie literature debates tlie “pros 
and cons” of each teacliing and often takes a more positive stance for tlie Eastern religions and 
pliilosopliies, some researchers are aware that in practice (i.e. gardens and landscaping, laws 
conceming environmental conservation, and risk and natural hazard management), tliey are not 
necessarily applied (c.f. Chapter Three). Both eastern and western religions and pliilosophies 
put foiward tlie idea of manipulation of nature, perhaps out of good will, for more benefits for 
human beings. Wlien the religion or pliilosophy took fonii, ecological welfare was not tlie 
primary concern. Tlie original concern for human benefits, in tenus of utilisation of natural 
resources and aestlietic values, miglit not have been as devastating as it is today when it was on 
a more primitive and smaller scale witli less teclmology. Witli today’s consiunption level 
increasing at such a rate, tlie original religious and pliilosopliical concern for enviromnental 
utilisation and management will require enormous revision.
Tlie discussion of tourism development follows tlie same course. If  tourism had been 
restricted to a handful of so-called élite tourists, tlie impact perhaps would not have become a 
topic of debate. However, tlie modernisation and advanced technology made it a privilege and 
riglit of everyone. In order to cater for and meet the demands of an ever expanding population 
of potential tourists, the tourism industiy has become aware of how much tlieir products 
depend on tlie natural assets at tlie tourist destinations. It is tliis intensity of utilisation of tlie 
resources and considerable changes in tlie social fabric wliich does not leave tlie tourism 
industiy any option but to change its mind and choose more “enviromiientally friendly” or 
“sustainable” tourism development. Altliougli enviromnental concern has been debated in tlie 
tourism industiy and academia for quite some time, tlie questionnaire identified tliat tlie tourism 
industiy received only “enougli” or “insufficient” infomiation about tlie environmental issues, 
and tlie interviewees unanimously voiced the concern about the lack of information and training 
ill the tourism industiy.
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In spite of heated discussions on tourism’s reliance on tlie natural and cultural environment in 
recent years, this research shows tliat environmental issues are not taken seriously enougli in 
the tourism industry. The opinion leaders are aware of the significance of tlie issues and tlie 
need for urgent protective measures to figlit the worsening problems. Yet they are also aware 
tliat people involved in tlie tourism business are oblivious to environmental issues. Meanwhile 
it was also voiced tliat public and private facilitation of enviromnental protection and pollution 
control was not enougli for tlie interested individuals. Tlie respondents in this sui'vey tend to 
ovei'value tourism’s positive impact as part of development, especially economic development, 
and underestimate the negative impact. Many university students see tlie positive impacts as 
bringing more benefits to people and society but not necessarily to tlie environment. The 
respondents embrace tourism from tlie utilitarian viewpoint because tlieir cost-benefit 
calculation is a strong motivation.
7.5.2. Contnbution to tomism
When this research was about to take place, tliere were almost no relevant up-to-date data 
about environmental concern in relation to tourism from the countries where tlie notion of 
“tourism” and “leisure” are not completely established. Tlierefore, one of tlie puiposes of tliis 
research was to provide up-dated data from the East Asian countries where “tourism” and 
“leisure” are about to be accepted by tlie general population. Having compared tlie recent 
primary data, tliis research has discovered to some implications for tlie tourism industry.
This research targeted the opinion leaders in the tourism industiy and tlie environmental 
protection-related organisations. As responses were returned from various levels of tlie 
tourism industry and environmental organisations, the result can be regarded as a general 
tendency in tlie industry and tlie organisations. Altliough tlie environmental issues are at tlie 
global level and the concern is vigorously promoted particularly in tlie Western societies, tliis 
research shows a ratlier worrying result. Altliougli tlie environmental awareness is generally 
liigli in tlie European tourism industiy, tlie intensity of tliis concern is much stronger in 
Mainland Cliina and Taiwan. Tlie nature of tlie environmental concern can be categorised into 
tliree areas: (1) tlie concern from the suppliers’ perspective which is mostly evident in Europe;
(2) concern from the perspective of tlie destination comitiy, expressed by Mainland Cliina; and
(3) tlie concern from tourists’ viewpoints wliich Japan and Taiwan expressed.
The focus of tlie suppliers’ concern is neither tourists’ satisfaction nor the destination’s welfare 
but their own profits. It is ironic that tlie respondents express it outright wliile many of tliem 
show an understanding of tlie sigiificance of natural resources in the tourism industiy. Some
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respondents also show tliat many destinations know little about tourism development, tlierefore 
the foreign operators have rights of control. However this tendency is primarily for protection 
of tlieir profits and not necessarily for benefits to tlie local economy and environment. 
Moreover, the suppliers tend not to trust the local suppliers to provide goods and services 
which meet tourists’ demands and environmental management. Such distrust in tlie 
relationsliip leads to a sense of superiority among tlie foreign suppliers who take command of 
tlie situation.
In contrast, the concern from the destination country is for quick profits from tourism as well 
as environmental problems. The problem in tlie destination areas is the abundance of nature 
wliich disguises tlie danger of losing tlie natural assets as an attraction. In comitries wliich 
favour strong authoritarianism, the destination tends to rely on the foreigi operators and 
suppliers to help boost tlie local economy. Lack of initial funding is often tlie cause of tliis 
dependency. Similarly in ternis of the environmental management, destination areas are more 
aware as tlie eiiviromnent is consumed in tlieir own backyard. Many of tlie destinations hope 
that tourism will trigger better environmental management. Nonetlieless, lack of funds, 
adequate persomiel and teclmology for management, force tlie destinations to rely on foreigi 
aid again. Further, in tlie vicious cycle tlie reliance places demands on foreign operators and 
foreigi aid to support tlie local economy. Over-reliance is tlie ramification of economic 
development in tlie destinations.
Wlien tlie tourism industry expresses concern for customers’ satisfaction in tlie destinations, 
tlie expectation from the destination’s enviromnental management is very high. This type of 
concern is most detached and indifferent, hi tliis research, however, tliis type of concern did 
not develop into a concern or involvement to improve die situation in the destinations to satisfy 
die customers.
hi addition to the profit-oriented tendency of die industiy, the general population as represented 
by die university students, shows a more uninvolved tendency. The university students 
criticise die tourism industiy and local population in die destination areas for doing little for 
enviromnental management, regardless of dieir imwilliiigiess to get involved. This tendency 
seems to become stronger when die distance between the problems and the respondents 
diems elves becomes wider: a typical “Not-In-My-Back-Yard (NIMBY)” syndrome.
Furthermore, the university students tend to look at die environment as a commodity and die 
tourism-environmental issues as a trendy topic to discuss but wliich has nodiing to do widi 
their own life.
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The tourism industry is now facing a serious gap between theory and practice. It has been 
discussed and much effort has been made to adopt “sustainable tourism development” for tlie 
sake of its own survival. However, in reality, the environmental issue is a NIMBY issue not 
only for tlie customers but also for the tourism industry. Further, tlie criticism of “neo­
colonialism” cannot be denied as many industiy personnel currently hold the view tliat their 
own profits cannot be replaced by “sustainable development” to contribute to tlie destinations. 
Inevitably, tlie economic imbalance of tlie tourist generating countries and destination countries 
cause an unfair power distribution which also contributes to tourism’s involuntary role of 
“neo-colonialism”.
7.5.3. Coutiibutiou of this research
As society and culture are living creatures and continuously changing, die findings in diis 
research has implications for die “current” situation of similarity and differences in societies 
and cultures. Aldiougli diis research’s specificity does not contribute greatly to dieoiy 
building, it has yet made contributions to (1) the question of occurrence of secondaiy 
socialisation after adolescence, (2) die area of cross-cultural studies and (3) research 
mediodology. Each specific findings eventually leads to reconsideration of current tiieories 
and analytical mediods in cross-cultural studies in various disciplines.
Tliis research outcome repeatedly suggests a wide attitude gap between die industiy/expert 
respondents and the university students. It raises the question of how die generations in die 
same cultural group could hold such distinctively different value systems. In social learning 
dieoiy, it is understood diat the socialisation process of learning cultural values and social 
nonns occurs during cliildhood. In diis study diere is some doubt diat university students will 
keep holding dieir values after university graduation. Tliis encourages speculation diat 
secondary socialisation occurs as diey begin dieir life as a member of society, i.e. at die 
initiation stage to dieir work experience in industiy in a form of conformity with the corporate 
culture. If this is tme, die notion of socialisation needs to be reconsidered.
There are three findings diis research has contributed in die area of cross-cultural studies. 
First, die existing religions and pliilosopliies have little effect on people’s perception and 
attitudes toward nature in die contemporary societies. Second, the yoimger generations across 
cultures have begiui to share world-views and global norms. Tliird, die key factors wliich 
could change cultural values are not only the external force, but also internal forces such as 
availability, susceptibility and willingness to change, compromise to de-emphasise traditional 
values, and accept die capitalist values of development and modemisation.
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It is the theoretical “Eastern” philosophy, religions or world-views that the man-nature 
relationsliip no longer affects people’s daily life and consequent behaviour in modem Eastern 
societies. It is tme that these are the underlying beliefs and values of people’s life. Yet tlie 
priority of national economic development seems to force tliese societies to accept and adopt 
the Western concept of “development” wliich often conflicts witli traditional values. The 
flexibility and accepting nature of tlie Eastern culture has absorbed tlie western values of 
development and manifested a new “global world-view” for the younger generation. For this 
reason, the university students in tliis research, who grew up with these adopted social values, 
demonstrated very similar attitudes across cultures. On the other hand, some traditional 
values such as authoritarianism and collectivism which society is not quite ready to change, are 
still evident in the East Asian countries. It is these persistent values which distinguish one 
culture from another. Survival of tliese values depends on whether or not tlie younger 
generation can leave the “global world-view” beliind upon tlieir leaving the protected world of 
tlie educational institutions, and adopt tlie traditional values when tlieir secondary 
“socialisation” occurs.
Furtheiiiiore, tliis research contributed to tlie metliodology of cross-cultural surveys in tlie 
possibility of improving the “culturally biased” attitude measurement, and the application of 
MDS for analysis of the attitude scaling. Tliis research demonstrated that combining the 
Western and Eastern viewpoints in questions can help minimise tlie strong western bias in tlie 
existing Golden Standard of tlie attitude scales. It also pointed out tliat some views believed to 
be “typical” to one cultural gioup may not be tm e — it can be the outsiders’ bias tliat the otlier 
cultural gi'oup ought to hold such views. Althougli the selection of tlie “typical” Eastern and 
Western viewpoints requires more sopliistication tlirougli trial-and-error for a better attitude 
scale design, the questionnaire design used in this research can be a stepping stone to designing 
a more “culture-free” survey instrument.
Using tlie MDS for attitude measurement proved to be more useful and effective tlian using 
Factor Analysis. Factor Analysis identifies similar grouping of tlie stimuli but unlike tlie 
MDS, it does not explain how tlie stimuli are categorised and how much they are 
similar/dissimilar to each otlier in respondents’ views. The MDS also displays tlie inter- 
relationsliip of stimuli witliin the “seemingly unrelated” dimensions which are more realistic 
tlian solitaiy dimension. For example, in daily life the enviromnental issues are not detached 
and evaluated separately from otlier tilings happening aroiuid tlie evaluator. The MDS 
discloses the standpoint and significance of tlie environmental issues amidst all other matters,
i.e. nature, tourism, economic issues, traditional values, and so forth. For this reason, the 
MDS analysis can produce an attitude iiiteipretatioii as comprehensive as other qualitative 
metliods, even when tlie data are collected by a fairly restricted quantitative metliod.
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7.6. Conclusion
Uie discussion so far has already elucidated that tlie tliree research hypotheses are not fully 
supported. First of all, people's attitudes towards tlie natural environment are no longer 
culture-bound. It is more deeply seated cultural values for survival as society (or as a group), 
such as people’s attitude towards the authoritarianism and collectivism, that detennine a 
particular way of relating to the natural environment. However, tliese cultural values are 
gradually fading away as tlie world became smaller due to advancement of the communication 
and transpoitation teclmology and consequently tlie lifestyles have been changed based upon 
shared infonnation. So-called “global” values and goals are now emerging.
Consequently, people's attitudes towards the relationsliip between natural resources and 
tourism development are affected by cultural factors. However, actual national economic 
levels may not be the direct modifier on people’s attitudes but is an indicator of how easily 
these cultural factors can be modified. Tlie sample groups in tliis research showed a positive 
correlation between liigher national economic levels and tlie tendency to accept utilisation of 
more resources. Nonetlieless, tliere was no evidence to correlate tlie level of environmental 
awareness with the national economic level.
Finally, as tliis research outcome suggests tliat tlie way people look at tlie natural environment 
in relation to “environmental problems” and “development” is universal, it can be argued tliat it 
is no longer justifiable to use tlie excuses of “cultural differences in handling the natural 
environment and resources^' to mitigate tlie circumstances in wliich tlie natural environment 
has been severely degraded or n ^ected . However, it is still tme tliat people's attitudes toward 
global issues are a reflection of tlieir general attitudes towards tlie natural enviromiient. Since 
these general attitudes towards the natural environment are affected by more profound cultural 
values, tliere is no universal approach to tlie problems. Instead of designing a miifomi 
guideline for tlie environmental management, a customised prescription is most desired.
Tlie world is now being asked to adopt heuristic attitudes to draw more constmctive strategies. 
In tlie very first place, people in tlie world must decide whether tliey want to embrace the 
capitalism, consumerism and privileges of tlie Free Society and to head to extinction after 
enjoying a shorter prosperity, or to choose a longer survival of human species. Tlie choice of 
tlie latter means painful value changes and deprivation of so-called “riglits” of individuals in 
tlie Free Society, hi some societies, teclmocentrism leads to a belief that technology can solve 
all tlie problems. However in reality technologies are not advanced enough to reproduce and 
replace tlie already exhausted natural resources and wildlife, even if tliey could; certainly not
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without unwanted side effects. Not only tliat, it must be realised that use of teclmology 
consumes resources at a much faster pace than use by non-technology.
The problem of enviromnental issues is that the general public caimot see the seriousness of tlie 
deprivation of resources unless tliey are tlie exploited people themselves. People in a liigli 
consumption society cannot see tlie problems and they can see no reason to stop tlieir 
consumption habit. Higher consumption means people’s contribution to their capitalist 
economy for further prosperity. These people even think tliat catastrophe will not happen 
during their life-time and do not understand why tliey should botlier to deprive themselves of 
tlie comfortable life-style they tliink they deserve.
Choosing to survive in the long tenu witli tlie eartli means a drastic change to tliis 
individualistic, rather self-centred, pursuit of well-being. Altliou^i it does not mean tlie 
revival of Marxism, it means the condemnation of capitalism and consumerism. Unless 
governments can change their stance of rutliless pursuit of national economic giowtli, with 
which there is no satisfaction, and commit tliemselves in involvement, cany out intraregional 
co-operation in financing and technical support, provide education and accurate information 
and create a global noim to tackle tlie problems, there seem to be no easy alternatives. Tlie 
East-West rivalry and antagonism of tlie East against tlie West, of the developing comitries 
against the developed comitries need to be changed. Hie Western societies which have 
contributed greatly over time to developing higli consumption capitalism, need not only to be 
concerned but also to take action, in their own comitries first. Similarly, eastern societies have 
no more excuses of “cultural” superiority or “lack of money”. There is plenty of room for tlie 
tourism industiy to participate. As tourism has proven so far tliat it is able to spread tlie 
values and habits of tlie developed countries to tlie developing comitries by an international 
tourist influx, it can also contribute by spreading the new values and business etliics of 
sustainable development.
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Treaty between the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic 
establishing a Monetary, Economic and Social Union 
(May 1990)
Chapter HI Provisions concerning Economic Union
Aiticle 16 Protection of tlie Enviomment
1. The protection of human beings, animals and plants, soil, water, air , the climate and 
landscape as well as cultural and other material property against harmful envionmiental 
influences is a major objective of botli Contracting Parties. Tliey shall pursue tliis 
objective on the basis of prevention, the polluter pays priniciple and cooperation. Tlieir 
aim is tlie rapid establishment of a Gennan environmental luiion.
2. The Gennan Democratic Republic shall introduce regulations to ensure tliat, on the entry 
into force this Treaty, the safety and enviommental requirements applicable in the Federal 
Republic of Germany are the precondition for tlie gi anting of authorization under 
enviromnental law for new plant and installations in its territory. For existing plant and 
installations the Gennan Democratic Republicshall introduce regulations to bring them up 
to standard as quickly as possible.
3. Hie Gennan Democratic Republic shall, along witli the development of tlie federal 
structure at Land level and witli tlie establislimeiit of an administrative jurisdiction, adopt 
tlie enviromnental law of the Federal Republic of Gennany.
4. In fuither shaping a coimnon enviommental law, the enviromnental requirement of the 
Federal Republic of Germany, and the Gennan Democratic Republic shall be hannonized 
and developed at a high level as quickly as possible.
5. Hie German Democratic Republic shall hannonize tlie provisions governing promotion of 
enviommental protection measures witli tliose of tlie Federal Republic of Gennany.
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Treaty ou Uuificatiou of 
the German Democratic Republic aud the Federal Republic of Germany
(August, 1990)
Abbreviated Text
Chapter VH Employment, Social Affairs, Family, Health, Environmental Protection
Aiticle 34 Environmental protection
It (is) the task of tlie legislator to protect man's natural basis for life, taking into account tlie 
principles of precautions, tlie polluter [pays] and co-operation and to promote unifoniiity in 
ecological living conditions at a higli level, or at least at tliat acliieved in tlie Federal Republic 
of Gennany. Ecological restmctuiiiig and development progiammes are to be drawn up for 
tlie area named in Aiticle 3 for the promotion of tlie cited good within the framework of tlie 
ml es on responsibility laid down in tlie constitution. Planning measures to prevent dangers to 
tlie population's healtli is a priority.
Source:
OSMOND, J., 1992, Gennan Reunification: A Reference Guide and Commentary. Essex: 
Longman.
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(ENGLISH VERSION)
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19 J u ly ,  1993
Dear S h o r t - c o u r s e  P a r t i c i p a n t s ,
T h is  i s  th e  q u e s t io n n a i r e  a b o u t  y o u r  p e r c e p t io n  o f  n a tu r e  and th e  
e n v iro n m e n t .  P le a se  do n o t  t h i n k  to o  ha rd  in  a n s w e r in g  each 
q u e s t io n ,  b u t  t r y  t o  answ er a l l  o f  them . I t  does n o t  ta k e  any 
lo n g e r  th a n  tw e n ty  m in u te s  t o  c o m p le te  t h i s  q u e s t io n n a i r e .
When you have c o m p le te d  th e  q u s t i o n n a i r e , c o u ld  you p le a s e  r e t u r n  
i t  t o  me, A ts u k o ,  o r  t h e r e  i s  a c o l l e c t i o n  box in  th e  L a k e s id e  
R e s ta u ra n t  f o r  y o u r  c o n v e n in e n c e .
Your c o o p e r a t io n  w i l l  be h i g h l y  a p p r e c ia te d ,  
t i  me.
Thank you f o r  y o u r
A ts u k o  H ash im o to  
R esearch  S tu d e n t  
Uni v e r s i  t y  o f  S u r re y  
Room 7AZ21 , e x t .  3118
^5T(
Please take a look at the l is t  of items. Are there any items you have heard 
of before?
Acid Rain
A ir pollution
Decrease in w ild life
Deforestation
Desertification
Economic Recession
Exhaustion of the natural resources
Food additives
Food shortage
Greenhouse effect
Health hazard
Increasing noise
In fla tio n
Over-crowdedness
Over-population
Overuse of pesticide/herbicide
Ozone layer depletion
Radioactive waste
Unemployment
Water pollution
War
From the group of items you have heard of before, could you sort them in order 
of importance to you? Please begin with the most important item. And could 
you te l l  me why they are important to you?
This is important to me because,
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Please take a look at the 11st of words and phrases. When you see the 
category NATURE, which words fa l l  into th is  category? Likewise, ENVIRONMENT? 
Please find the words which you think belong to each category. Some words 
may belong to more than one category, and some to none of them.
NATURAL
NATURE ENVIRONMENT RESOURCES
Animals
Architecture
Atmosphere
Character
Deteriorated
God/ Deities
Fragile
Harmonious flow of v ita l force
Inborn
Landscape
Minerals
Need to be controlled 
Need to be protected 
No human intervention 
Nuclear power 
Oil
People
Plenty
Power to create 
Power to change the world 
Power to destroy
Power to govern people
Power to grow
Power to heal
Power to regulate the world
Scarce
Science
Spontaneous being
Strong
Technology
Useful for people’ s l i f e  
Useful for economic development 
Useful for the tourism development 
V ita l force
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This section asks about your idea of the physical environment of the places. 
Please complete the following sentences. You may use the key words, but your 
creative answers are also welcome.
KEY WORDS: a ir  pollution, buildings, cars, crime, earthquake, 
firms, greens (trees ), hurricane/typhoon, houses, land s lid ing, 
noise, over-crowded, people, power plants, residents,
rubbish in the streets, smell, smoke, water pollu tion, w ild life
too much, too many, plenty (o f) , l i t t l e  (o f ) , decaying, ugly, 
beautifu l, unpleasant, pleasant
Example: The best thing about my hometown is very many friendly  residents,
I f  noise problem happens, I  w ill d e fin ite ly  leave my hometown.
1. The best reason I  like  my hometown is
2. The point I  do not like  about my town is
3. I  do not mind _______________________________ in my home town,
4. The ideal town/place I ’ d like  to liv e  must_____________________
5. I  can to le r a te  even in my ideal place to live .
6. I f ________________________________ happens, I  w ill d e fin ite ly  leave my town.
7. I  want to v is it  a tour destination which has______________________________ .
8. I  do not want to v is it  a tour destination which__________________________ .
9. I  can to lera te    in my tour destination.
10 I  do not mind   in my tour destination.
11.1 cannot to le ra te _______________________________ in my tour destination,
12.I f  my town becomes a tour destination, ________________________________
must be got rid of at f i r s t .
1 3 . I f  my town becomes a tour destination I  do not want to lose ____________
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**  This is the last page of th is  questionnaire.**
Your age?
under 18 
18 -  25 
31 -  35 
41 -  45 
51 -  55 
61 plus
] 26 
] 36 
] 46 
] 56
30
40
50
60
You a re .. .
[ ] Male [ ] Female
Your occupation i s . .
You are from...
Name of c ity /tow n/v i1lage:
Province/ county:
Is  your m arita l s ta tu s . . .
[ ] Married [ ] Unmarried
[ ] Separated/divorced/widowed
Do YOU have anv children?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
Country:
Thank you very much!
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Table 1. Pilot study "Level of Awareness" (Summary)
Percentage of respondents who answered NO (the term is not recognised)
Marked items Chinese Taiwanese English Japanese
decrease in wildlife 0.00 10.00 7.14 16.66
desertification 10.00 60.00 7.14 0.00
economic recession 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.66
exhaustion of natural resources 0.00 0.00 7.14 16.66
food shortage 10.00 10.00 21.42 41.66
greenliouse effects 10.00 0.00 7.14 0.00
healtli hazard 0.00 0.00 7.14 25.00
increase in noise 0.00 0.00 7.14 0.00
over-crowding 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00
over-use of pest/herbicides 0.00 0.00 14.28 0.00
ozone layer depletion 20.00 0.00 7.14 0.00
radioactive waste 0.00 5.00 0.00 8.33
war 000 5.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 3. Pilot Study "Concepts of Nature, Environment and Natural Resources" (Summary)
r  \
Englisli-Speaking Giouj;) Nature
y '  power to create 
power to grow 
power to heal
spoutanioiis being 
harmonious flow of vital force
animals
need to /  people \  strong
landscape \
V /  needpfprptecticai.^ \\ /  useful for human life \  /
N  usefiilfortoiurism.dey.\ u s e t i i l  for eccsiomic dev.
Environmen
nuclear power minerals 
deterioration
no human intei-vention
power to change the world 
power to destroy 
power to govern people 
power to regulate the world
vital force 
fragile 
plenty
NaturalResources
Chinese (Mainland) Gioup Nature
vital force 
fragile 
strong 
plenty
deterioration 
nuclear power
Environment\
aiimials
people
landscape
power to destroy
minerals
useful foi
tourism \ 
development \ need to
control
no human inteivention 
need of protection 
useful for human life 
usefril for economic dev.
power to create
power to change the world
power to govern people
power to glow
power to heal
power to regulate the world 
spontanious being
harmonious flow o f vital force
NaturalResources
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Chinese (Taiwan) Gi Nature
strong I power to 
deterioration \  destroy 
hannouious flow  o f vital force
spontanious being 
usefiil for economic dev. 
power to create
fiagile
plenty
need to control 
need of protection 
useful for human life
power to change the world 
power to govern people 
power to grow 
power to heal
power to regulate the world
Environment
animals 
people
vital force
no human intewention
landscape 
oil
nuclear power
usefiil for 
tourism dev.
mmerals Natural
Resources
cJapanese Group
Environmen
Nature
animals people
spontanious being vital force 
strong fragile
harmonious flow of vital force
power to govern people 
power to grow power to heal
need of protection usefiil for tourism dev.
landscape
deterioration
useful for liuinau life 
useful for ecouomic devneed to , control
mmerals 
nuclear powei
oil
no human inteivention
power to create
power to change the world
power to destroy
power to regulate the world
plenty
NaturalResources
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Table 4. Pilot study "Perception of Tour Destinations and Hometown" (Summary)
(A) Expectation from the Hometown, Ideal-place-to-live and Tourist destinations
(in order of high frequency)
Mainland Cliinese Gioup Taiwanese Group
I like my hometown because (of) Natural elements 
Human elements 
Emotional elements
Human elements 
Natural elements
I dislike my hometown because 
(of)
Population problems 
Air pollution 
Noise problems
Population problems 
Air pollution
My ideal place to live must 
have/be
Regional chara's* 
Human elements 
Security
Natural elements 
Human elements 
Aestlietic elements
My tour destination has Natural elements 
Regional chara's* 
Cultural elements
Natural elements 
Security
I do not mind in the tourist 
destination .....
Noise problems 
Population problems
Natural elements 
Natural disasters
Regional chara's* = regional characteristics
English Group Japanese Group
I like my hometown because (of) Regional chara's* 
Natural elements
Emotional elements 
Regional chara's*
I dislike my hometown because 
(of)
Aesthetic problems 
Traffic problems
Social problems 
Traffic problems
My ideal place to live must 
have/be
Natural elements 
Regional chara's* 
Pollution free 
Otlier
Natural elements 
Regional chara's*
My tour destination has Natural elements 
Cultural elements 
Other
Natural elements 
Cultural elements
I do not mind in the tourist 
destination....
Human elements 
Natural elements 
Natural disasters 
Aestlietic problems
Noise problems 
Cultural differences 
Social problems
Regional chara's* = regional characteristics
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(B) Unwanted factors in tlie Hometown, Ideal-place-to-live & Tourist destinations
(in order of high frequency)
Mainland Chinese Group Taiwanese Group
I dislike my hometown because 
(of)
Population problems 
Air pollution Noise 
problems
Population problems 
Air pollution
I don't want to visit a tourist 
destination which has a problem of
Security problems 
Population problems
Security problems 
Noise problems
If my hometown becomes a tourist 
destination, must improve...
Aestlietic problems 
Water pollution 
Pollution problems
Pollution problems 
Population problems
English Group Japanese Gr oup
I dislike my hometown because 
(of)
Aesthetic problems 
Traffic problems
Social elements 
Traffic problems
I don't want to visit a tourist 
destination wliich has a problem of
Population problems 
Aesthetic problems 
Water pollution 
Pollution problems
Other
Population problems
If my hometown becomes a tourist 
destination, must improve...
Natural elements 
Aesthetic problems 
Security problems 
Social problems
Other
Human elements 
Traffic problems
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Table 5. Pilot study "Level of Responsibility" (Sumniaiy)
(A) Differences in the levels of environmental concern (by factors)
Stressor Actor Actions
1. Social norm 1. Social unit 1. Political helplessness
(1,2,3,4) (1,2) (1,4)
2. Authority 2. Autliority 2. Social/family values
(5,6,7) CL4) (2.3,5)
3. Self 3. Self 3. Economic priority
(8) (5) ( t ? )
4. Environmental concern 
(8,9,10)
* numbers in (  )  are the corresponding item numbers on the next page
CHINESE (MAINLAND) CHINESE (TAIWAN)
STRESSOR Self 49.1 Social norm 43.5
Social nonii 40.9 Self 35.8
Autliority 9.8 Authority 9.8
ACTOR Social unit 45.9 Social unit 48.0
Authority 44.2 Autliority 24.4
Self 9.8 Self 18.3
ACTIONS Enviromiiental concern 50.8 Enviromnental concern 35.8
Social/family values 27.8 Social/family value 25.1
Economic priority 13.1 Economic priority 16.0
Political helplessness 8.1 Political helplessness 13.7
ENGLISH JAPANESE
STRESSOR Social norm 43.8 Self 70.9
Self 39.3 Social nonii 16.3
Autliority 16.8 Autliority 12.7
ACTOR Autliority 51.6 Social imit 60.0
Social Unit 39.3 Authority 32.7
Self 19.1 Self 7.2
ACTIONS Social/family value 39.3 Environmental concern 43.6
Environ'l concern 38.2 Political helplessness 254
Political helplessness 15.7 Social/family value 21.8
Economic priority 15.7 Economic priority 9.0
* data are tlie percentage of respondents who cat^orised tlie item in each category.
* tlie percentages are rounded off at 1/100 of tlie decimal point.
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(B) Differences in the levels of environmental concern (by items)
Stressor Actor Actions
1. My family 1. My people 1. Accept government policy
2. My close friend 2. Tlie society 2. Improve social welfare
3. My neighbours 3. Tlie government 3. More humane society
4. My colleagues 4. Our leaders 4. Maintain military power
5. My coimtry 5.1 5. More family oriented
6. My boss 6. Higlier economic growtli
7. My teacher 7. More emphasis on money
8.1 8. More environmental concern
9. More conservation activities
10. For our cliildren
CHINESE (MAINLAND) CHINESE (TAIWAN)
STRESSOR I 49.1 I 35.8
My family 23.1 My close friend 17.5
My close friend 8.1 My family 12.9
My neighbours 8.1
ACTOR The society 34.4 Tlie society 25.1
Tlie government 31,1 Our people 22.9
Our leaders 13.1 The government 19.0
ACTIONS More eiiVl concern 24.5 More eiiVl concern 12.9
Improve social welfare 21.3 For our cliildren 12.9
For our children 16.3 Improve social welfare 11.4
ENGLISH JAPANESE
STRESSOR I 39.3 I 70.9
My family 22.4 My family 7.2
My country 13.4 My countiy 7.2
ACTOR Tlie government 38.2 Tlie society 32.7
Tlie society 28.0 Our people 27.2
I 19.1 The government 25.4
ACTIONS Improve social welfare 19.1 For our cliildren 21.8
More eiiVl concern 16.8 More env'l concern 14.5
More family oriented 12.3 Accept govt policy 14.5
* data are the percentage of respondents who categorised tlie item in each categoiy.
* tlie percentages are rounded off at 1/100 of tlie decimal point.
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APPENDIX D 
MAIN SUR VEY QUESTIONAIRE
IN ORDER OF 
ENGLISH VERSION 
GERMAN VERSION 
CHINESE VERSION FOR MAINLAND 
CHINESE VERSION FOR TAIWAN 
JAPANESE VERSION
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TEILl:
i^Die Fragen in diesem Teil befassen sich mit Hirer personlichen Meinung zu 
Umweltfragen imd Hmen selbst. Versuchen Sie bitte, allé Fragen zu 
beantworten, aber verweilen Sie nicht zu lange bei den einzelnen Fragen.
1. Wenn Sie den Begiiff "Umweltprobleme" hôren, was flir Problème fallen 
Hmen dann ein? Wahlen Sie bitte nicht mehr als drei.
1. Pi’obleme der natürlichen Umwelt
2. Pi'obleme der physikalischen Umwelt
3. Problème der sozialen Umwelt
4. Problème der Verschmutzung
5. Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)___________
A N T W O R T
B IT T E  IH E R
E IN T R A G E N
Q1
2. Fiihlen Sie sich in Hirem Leben persônlich von disesen Umweltproblemen 
bedroht?
1. Ja Gehen Sie wetter zu 2a
2. Nein Gehen Sie weiter zu 3a
2a. Wenn ja , wie emst ist das aktuelle Problem bzw. sind die aktuellen 
Problème Hirer Meinung nach?
1. Sehi emst
2. Emst
3. Wenig emst
4. Nicht emst
5. Überhaupt nicht emst
3 a. Wahlen Sie aus den Aussagen diejenige (nur eine), die Huer Meinung am 
nachsten kommt. Wenn Sie keiner der angefiihrten Aussagen zustimmen, 
wahlen Sie bitte diejenige, der Sie noch am ehesten zustimmen.
(1) Meiner Meinung nach soUte
1. die Regienmg
2. die Gesellschaft/ das Volk
3. meine Familie
4. ich
bei der Bewaltigung der Umweltprobleme die Initiative ergreifen.
(2) Meiner Meinung nach hat die Regierung die grolite Verantwoitung fiir
1. das nationale Wirtschaftswachstum
2. das Wohlergehen der Bürger
3. die Erhaltung des Natui- imd Kulturerbes
4. soziale Ordnung und Fiieden
Q2
Q2a
Q3a
(1)
(2)
(3) Meiner Meinung nach hat die Gesellschaft/ das Volk die grôlite 
Verantwoitung fîir
1. das nationale Wirtschaftswachstum
2. das Wohlergehen der Bürger
3. die Erhaltung des Natur- und Kultuierbes
4. soziale Ordnung und Frieden
(4) Meiner Meinung nach habe ich die grôlite Verantwoitung fur
1. das nationale Wirtschaftswachstum
2. das wirtschaftliche Wohlergehen meiner Familie
3. das allgemeine Wohlergehen meiner Familie
4. die Erhaltung des Natur- und Kulturerbes 
5 soziale Ordnung und Frieden
3b. Geben Sie bitte an, wie stark Dire Zustimmung bzw. Ablehnung zu den 
folgenden Aussagen ist. Benutzen Sie die unten angefuhite Skala. Es gibt 
keine lichtige bzw, felsche Antwoit. Bringen Sie das zum Ausdruck, was Sie 
am ehesten ftihlen.
Stimme 
stark zu 
1
Stimme zu 
2
Neutral
3
Lehne ab 
4
Lehne 
stark ab 
5
BEISPIEL:
(A) Persônlichkeit ist angeboren und kann nicht geandeit werden.
(B) Das Miligeschick des Einzelnen ist auf der Schicksal zurückzuftihien.
(1) Die Natui hat sowohl fur natüiliche als auch fur von Menschen 
vermsachte Schâden eine starke Heilkraft.
(2) Besdmmte notwendige Übel, wie z.B. die Verschlechteiung der Umwelt, 
sollte man akzeptieren, damit es den Menschen besser gehen kann.
(3) Menschen und Technik werden letzten Endes zum Schütz und zur 
Verbesserung der natürhchen Umwelt beitragen.
(4) Wenn die Flora und Fauna aussterben müssen, die Menschen sollten nicht 
in den LauFWillen der Natur eingieifen.
(5) Der Menschen existiert im Verghch zum Bestehen des Planeten Erde erst 
seit kurzer Zeit, und der Schaden, den die Menschen amichten, hat folglich 
eine sehr geiinge Auswhkung auf das Überleben der Natur.
A N T W O R T
B IT T E  H IE R
E IN T R A G E N
(3)
(4)
A .J L
B. 5
Q3b
1
(6) Der Menscli soli die natiirliclien Ressourcen scliâtzen mid an 
zukimflige Generationen weitergeben.
(7) Kriege konnen nm dann beendet mid ausgeschlossen werden, wenn sicb 
die RegierungsfiUirer stark daftir einsetzen.
(8) Jede Person muB aktiv an Aktionen teilnelimen, die die Regierung 
zwingen, MaBnalimen gegen die Umweltversclimutzung zu ergieifen.
(9) Ganz gleich, wie stark sich jeder Einzelne engagieit, auf die Stimme der 
Bürger wird nicht gehoit, wenn die Regierung eine endgültige Entscheidung 
tiifit.
A N T W O R T
B IT T E  H IE R
E IN T R A G E N
6 __
7
(10) Die Basis des Weltfiiedens ist das Engagement von bidividuen, die eine 
Regierungsentscheidung beeinfluBten.
(11) Der Einzelne kann in bezug auf Umweltfragen sehr wenig beitragen.
(12) Die Regienmg und die Regionalbehorden übeiwachen die 
Tourismusentwicklmig in diesem Land efiSzient.
(13) Die natürliche Umwelt in meiner Heimatstadt profrtiert von der 
Fremdenverkehrsentwicklung in der Region.
(14) Durch die Fremdenverkehisentwicklung in unserem Land haben wir 
erkannt, (a) wie weitvoll unser kulturehes mid histoiisches Erbe sind.
(b) wie weitvoU unsere Natui" ist.
(15) Die Tomismusentwicklung in unserem Land verschlimmeit die 
bestehenden Umweltprobleme.
(16) Wirtschaftliche Zuwachse in der Tomismusbranche sind wichtiger als der 
Schütz unserer Umwelt.
10_
11_
12_
13_
14
(a)_
(b)_
15_
16
(17) Die meisten Touiisten zerstoren die Naturschonheiten in unserem Land.
(18) Die Tomismusindustrie sollte die Initiative zm Losimg der 
Umweltprobleme ergieifen.
(19) hnKBnbhck auf die aktuelle Situation in der Bundesrepubhk Deutschland 
sollte die Regierung eher die Lidustrialisierung und die Entwicklung von 
rentable Betiiebe fordem als die Bewaltigung der Umweltprobleme.
(20) Ich würde gem mehr gegen die Umweltprobleme untemehmen, da die 
Problème meiner Meinung nach sehr dringend sind.
(21) Ich würde lieber damber nachdenken, wie ich mein Leben verbessem 
koimte, als über die Umweltprobleme, die fiir mein Leben keine Bedrohung 
darstellen.
17_
18
19
20
21
TEEL 2:
us* Die Fragen in diesem Teil beschaftigen sicb mit Umweltfragen und Ihrem 
Betrieb/Untemebmen. Wenn Sie fmden, dab Dire Meinimg nicht mit jener 
Hires Betriebes übereinstimmt, fiihren Sie bitte die Meinung Dires Betriebes 
an. Versuchen Sie, aDe Fragen zu beantworten.
1. Was sind die wichtigsten Prioritaten Hires Betriebes? Beweiten Sie bitte 
fuufvon den sechs angegebenen (von der hOchsten zur niediigsten Piioiitat).
1. Maiketing
2. PromotiouAVerbung
3. Forschung und Entwicklung
4. Human Resource Management
5. Management von Umweltfr agen
6. Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)___________
2. Was sind Direr Meinung nach die Fragen mit hochster Prioritat auf der 
Ebene der nationalen Pohtik? Bewerten Sie bitte fiinf von den sechs 
angegebenen (von der hochsten zur niedrigsten Prioritat).
1. Nationales Wntschaftswachstum
2. Soziale Fiirsorge
3. AuBenpolitik
4. Human Resource Management
5. Management von Umweltfragen
6. Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)___________
3. Wie gut sind Sie Duer Meinung nach über die Auswirkungen der 
Umweltprobleme auf die Tomismusindustrie informieit?
1. Sehi gut informiert
2. Gut informieit
3. Angemessen informiert
4. Mangelhaft informieit
5. Überhaupt nicht informiert
4. Von welchen Gruppen werden Sie unter groBen Dmck gesetzt, 
"umweltfreundlich" zu sein? Wahlen Sie bitte die drei wichtigsten.
1. Kmiden
2. Mitarbeiter
3. Bmidesregierung/ Landesregierungen
4. Régionale Behorden
5. Gesetzgeber
6. Lieferanten
7. Aktionare
8. Konkun enz
9. Gewerkschaften
10. Medien
11. Pressme-groups/ Lobbyisten
12. Keine
13.Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfiihren)__________
A N T W O R T
B IT T E  H IE R
E IN T R A G E N
Q1
hochste
T
niediigste
Q2
hôchste
Î
I
niediigste
Q3
Q4 
1. _  
2 . _  
3.
5. Wer sollte Direr Meinung nach die Initiative zum Management von 
Umweltfragen ergieifen? Wahlen Sie bitte die drei wichtigsten.
1. Ittdividuen
2. Gemeinden / Stâdte
3. Bundesregierung/ Landesregierung
4. Régionale Behorden
5. Gesetzgeber
6. Lieferanten
7. Aktionare
8. Konkurrenz
9. Gewerkschaften
10. Medien
11. Pressure-groups/ Lobbyisten
12. Keine
13.Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)__________
ANTWORT
BITTE HIER
EINTRAGEN
Q5
1.
2 .
3.
6a. Denken Sie, daft in der BRD Umweltproblemen die hochste Prioritat 
eingerâumt wird?
1. Ja Gehen Sie weiter zu 7
2. Nein Gehen Sie weiter zu 6b
Q6
1.
6b. Wenn nein, wahlen Sie von den nachfolgenden Begiiindungen drei aus, die 
nach Direr Meinung dafur verantwoitlich sind.
1. Das Ziel des nationalen Whtschaftswachstums
2. FinanzieDe/budgetare Einschrankungen
3. Gesetzgebung/Gesetze
4. Unwissenheit der Büiger
5. Streben der Bürger nach eigenem Vorteft
6. Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)__________
2 .
7. Was sind die Hauptattraktionen fur Touiisten in den gioBeren 
Touiistenzentren der Bundesrepubhk Deutschland? Wahlen Sie bitte drei.
1. DiteUektuelles Intéressé (Geschichte, Kultur usw.)
2. AuBergewohnhche Naturschonheit (Landschaft, Tier- 
und PDanzenarten usw.)
3. Abenteuer/ Aktivitaten im Freien
4. Erholung
5. Geschaftsreisen
6. Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)__________
Q7
1._
2.
8. In welchem AusmaB beeinflussen Ihrer Meinimg nach die bestehenden 
Umwelt-A/erschmutzungsprobleme in den Tomistenzentren der 
Bundesrepubhk Deutschland die Eindriicke der Touristen?
1. Sehi stark
2. Stark
3. Leicht
4. W enig
5. Überhaupt nicht
9. hi welchem AusmaB sind die Einwohner der Tomistenzentren Ihres Landes 
Direr Meinung nach über die Auswirkungen der Umweltprobleme auf ihre 
Region informiert?
1. Sehi gut informiert
2. Gut infoimiert
3. Angemessen informiert
4. Mangelhaft informiert
5. Überhaupt nicht informiert
10. hi welchem AusmaB tragen die Einwohner der Tomistenzentren Dues 
Landes Duer Meinung nach zm Anderung der Situation bei?
1. Sehr aktiv
2. Aktiv
3. W enig
4. Passiv
5. Überhaupt nicht
11. Informiert die Tomismusindustrie ihre Mitarbeiter ausreichend über 
Umweltprobleme?
ANTWORT
BITTE HIER
EINTRAGEN
Q8
Q9
QIO
Q Il
1. Ja 2. Nein 3. Weiss nicht
12. Was sind Duer Meinung nach die wichtigsten Ursachen der weltweiten 
Umweltkrise? Wahlen Sie nicht mehr als diei.
Q12
1. hidustiiahsieiung
2. Konsumdenken
3. Streben nach individueDem Komfoit statt Befriedigung after
4. Zu viel Vertrauen auf den technologischen Foitschritt
5. Mangelhaftes Wissen der Menschen über Ôkologie
6. Whtschaftsp olitik
7. Politische Taktik, um die Aufinerksamkeit der Ojftentlichkeit von etwas 
anderem abzulenken
8. Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)_________________________
1.
3.
TEIL 3:
1  ^Die Liformatioiieu in diesem Teil sind sehr wichtig. Beantworten Sie bitte 
allé Fragen.
1. In welchem Bereich sind Sie beschaftigt?
1. Fremdenverkelusorganisation/ -verwaltung (National, Land, 
Region, etc.)
2. Bundes-, Landes-, Régionale Regieirmg
3. Hotel
4. Restaurant
5. Einzelhandel
6. Fluglinien
7. Andere BefÔrdeixmgsmittel:_________
8. Reiseveranstalter/-büi'o
9. UmweltmanagementZ-schutz
10. Bildungsinstitutionen
11. Medien/ Jomnahsmus
12. Experte/. Berater in zu Umweltfragen
13. Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)__________
ANTWORT
BITTE HIER
EINTRAGEN
Q1
2. Sind Sie in Direr derzeitigen Position am EntscheidungsprozeB zur 
Umweltpolitik direkt oder indirekt beteiligt?
1. Ja, dnekt beteiligt
2. Ja, indirekt beteiligt
3. Nein, nicht beteihgt
3. Wie viele Mitarbeiter sind in Duer Organisation beschaftigt?
Q2
1. 1000+ 2. 500-999 3. 100-499
4. 50-99 5. 1-49
Q3
4. Wie lange arbeiten Sie schon in diesem Bereich?
1. 20 Jahie+ 2. 15-19
4. 5-9 5. 1-4
3. 10-14
Q4
5 Wie lange leben Sie schon in der Bundesrepubhk Deutschland? Q5
6. Was ist Du SchulabschluB?
Jahie
1. Abitur
2. Mittlere Reife
3. Hauptschulab schluB
4. Anderer (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)
Q6
7a. Was ist Ihre Berufsausbildving?
1. UmversitatsabschluB
2. FachhochschulabschluB
3. Duale B emfsausbildimg
Bitte bei 7b fortfahren 
Bitte bei 7b fortfahren 
Bitte bei 8 fortfahren
4. Anderer (bitte im einzelnen anfuhren)
Bitte bei 7b fortfahren
7b. Aus welchem akademischen Bereich kommen Sie?
1. Naturwissenschaflen 2. Gesellschaftswissenschaften
3. Geisteswissenschaften 4. Wiitschaft
5. Technik 6. Resource Management
7. Andere (bitte im einzelnen anfiihren)__________
8. Sie sind 1. mânnlich
9. Welcher Altersgruppe gehoren Sie an?
1. unter 20 
3. 31-40 
5. 51-60
2. weiblich
2. 21-30 
4. 41-50 
6. fiber 61
ANTWORT
BITTE HIER
EINTRAGEN
Q7a
Q7b
Q8
Q9
***************************************************
Vielen Dank fu r Ihre Zeit und Mithilfe,
Wenn Sie Kommentare/ Vorschlage beifugen mdchten, 
verwenden Sie dafiir bitte die Rilckseite.
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Attitude questions by Demographic data (Comparison of Means)
Independent T-Test was used for Gender as tliere are only two groups to compare. Oneway 
ANOVA was used for the rest of the demographic data.
SUMMARY
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Code 5 12,13,148,
17,19,20
Occupation 11,14 16 14A.17
involvemen
t
16,19 18 8,11
Size 15 13 2
Experience 17 14,17,19
Education 9,18 9,12
Age 6,7,8.9,10,
11,12,14
15,17 3,19
Gender 18 3,8,9 2,8,11,20 6,19
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China
Demographic Data . Question
No.
F-ratio F-prob Group
difference
Occupation (Subjective) 11 1.9991 0.0486 1/10
14 1.8524 0.0695 1/9
Level of Involvement 16 4.5987 0.0124 2/3
19 6.5074 0.0022 2/3
Size of organisation 15 2.8832 0.0267 1/4
Year of Experience 17 2.9342 0.0247 1/4
Level of Education 9 4.7861 0.0015 1/2,3
18 3.0941 0.0194 2/3
Age Group 6 4.2432 0.0016 6/1,2,3,4,5
7 5.1087 0.0003 2/4,3
8 7.4731 0.0000 6/1,2,3,4,5
9 3.7869 0.0067 1/2,5
10 4.2188 0.0035 1/2
11 4.4722 0.0024 4/1,2
12 2.4370 0.0400 5/6
14 6.9174 0.0000 6/1,2,3,4,5
Demographic Data. Question
No.
Equality of Variance 2-tail
significance
Gender 18 F= 0.172 P= 0.679 0.018
Taiwan
Demographic Data. Question
No.
F-ratio F-prob Group
difference
Level of Involvement 18 3.5371 0.0313 2/1
Size of Organisation 13 5.2849 0.0005 5/1
Years of Experience 14 2.5568 0.0408 1/4
17 2.8316 0.0264 1/5
19 2.4264 0.0501 2/4
Demographic Data. Question
No.
Equality of Variance 2-tail
significance
Gender 3 F= 4.117 P= 0.044 0.006
8 F= 2.326 P= 0.129 0.020
9 F=
13.663
P= 0.000 0.007
3 9 4
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Japan
Demographic Data . Question
No.
F-ratio F-prob Group
difference
Level of involvement 8 4.0285 0.0205 2/3
11 5.2768 0.0065 1/2,3
Level of Education 9 5.5207 0.0052 1/2,3
12 3.5280 0.0328 1/3
Age Group 15 3.3607 0.0124 3/5
17 5.7328 0.0003 6/3,4,5
Germany
Demographic Data . Question
No.
F-ratio F-prob Group
difference
Occupational Code 
(Objective)
5 2.2512 0.0354 3/7
Occupation (Subjective) 16 2.1163 0.0290 1/10
Size of Organisation 2 3.0723 0.0191 5/1
Age Group 3 4.0435 0.0042 2/3,4,5,6
19 3.0335 0.0203 2/5
Demographic Data . Question
No.
Equality of Variance 2-tail
significance
Gender 2 F= 0.463 P= 0.498 0.042
8 F= 0.138 P= 0.711 0.047
11 F= 7.860 P= 0.006 0.046
20 F= 0.600 P= 0.440 0.019
Britain
Demographic Data . Question
No.
F-ratio F-prob Group
difference
Occupation Code (Objective) 12 2.6723 0.0076 1/12
17 2.3056 0.0206 1/2
13 1.8854 0.0614 1/12
14B 2.4490 0.0140 1/11
19 2.9223 0.0039 12/8
20 2.2616 0.0232 12/13
Occupation (Subjective) 14A 2.0568 0.0299 1/10
17 4.2946 0.0000 1/12,10, 
5/1,3,7,8.9
Demographic Data . Question
No.
Equality of Variance 2-tail
significance
Gender 6 F= 0.481 P= 0.489 0.041
19 F= 3.160 P= 0.078 0.031
3 9 5
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Attitude questions by Demograpliic data (Comparison of Means)
Student Data
Independent T-Test was used for Gender and in many cases Age Groups as tliere are only two 
groups to compare. Oneway ANOVA was used for the Age Gioups of the British sample.
SUMMARY 
Gender of liigher mean scores
(Student) China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
02 Male
Q4 Female
05 Male Male
07 Male
011 Male
012 Female Male
013 Female
014 Female
015 Male
018 Female Male
019 Male
021 Male
Age gi oup of the lii^ e r scores
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
02 21-30 21-30
07 21-30
012 21-30
013 21-30
014 21-30
015 ^ 0
018 21-30 51-60
021 ^ 0
Quesions wliic 1 show differences by demogiapliic factors
China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
Gender 7, 12, 14, 4* 5* 11*, 
18
12, 15* 2, 5, 13, 
18, 19*
nil
Age 15,21 (2) 7, 12, 13*, 
14
2, 18*
* p < 0.001 0  F probability <0.01
3 9 6
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China
Demographic Data 
(Student)
Question
No.
Equality of Variance 2-tail
significance
Age none
Gender 7 F = 4.207 P =0.043 0.194
12 F = 5.615 P =0.020 0.526
14 F = 4.756 P =0.031 0.647
Taiwan
Demographic Data 
(Student)
Question
No.
F-ratio F-prob Group
difference
Age 2 4.8382 0.0093 2/3
Demographic Data 
(Student)
Question
No.
Equality of Variance 2-tail
significance
Gender 4 F =12.517 P =0.001 0.006
5 F = 8.233 P =0.005 0.040
11 F = 6.840 P =0.010 0.011
18 F = 4.056 P =0.046 0.456
Japan
Demographic Data Question Equality of Variance 2-tail
(Student) No. significance
Age 7 F = 4.430 P =0.037 0.083
12 F = 4.955 P =0.028 0.322
13 F = 7.714 P =0.006 0.863
14 F = 4.337 P =0.040 0.021
Gender 12 F = 4.953 P =0.028 0.768
15 F = 9.213 P =0.003 0.027
39 7
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Germany
Demographic Data 
(Student)
Question
No.
Equality of Variance 2-tail
significance
Age 2 F =6.012 P =0.016 0.061
18 F =7.363 P =0.008 0.451
Gender 2 F =5.634 P =0.020 0.027
5 F =7.095 P =0.009 0.095
13 F =4.478 P =0.037 0.116
18 F =5.939 P =0.017 0.358
19 F =10.594 P =0.002 0.126
21 F =6.113 P =0.015 0.388
Britain
Demographic Data 
(Student)
Question
No.
F-ratio F-prob Group
difference
Age 18 4.5581 0.0077 2/5
Demographic Data 
(Student)
Question
No.
Equality of Variance 2-tail
significance
Gender none
3 9 8
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ANOVA by Countries (Attitude Questions)
Question 13 does not show any differences of statistical signidicnace, therefore it si not shown 
in a table. Question 14 was deivided into cultural and historical aspects (Q14a) and aspects of 
natraul environment (Q14b) for German and British respondents; however the East Asian 
respondents were asked in a compined fomi due to tlie concptual differences. Hence, tlie 
natural aspects of Q 14b for tlie European groups were analysed witli Q14 for teh East Asian 
groups.
Q l: Self-healing power o f the natural environment
Country Mean Britain Germany Japan Taiwan China
Britain 2.2
Germany 2.6
Japan 3.2 X X
Taiwan 3.4 X X
China 3.7 X X X
Q2: Environmental degradation as a necessaiy evil
(F ratio=}6.4708, F probahility= 0.0000)
Country Mean China Taiwan Germany Japan Britain
China 1.5
Taiwan 1.9 X
Germany 2.0 X
Japan 2.1 X
Britain 2.4 X X X
Q3: Technology can save the environment (Fratio—9.7187, F probability= 0.0000)
Country Mean Britain Taiwan Germany Japan China
Britain 2.85
Taiwan 2.88
Germany 3.00
Japan 3.04
China 3.6 X X X X
Q4: Acceptance o f  extinction o f species (F ratio^7.6591, F  probability^ 0.0000)
Country Mean Britain Japan Germany Taiwan China
Britain 3.4
Japan 3.91 X
Germany 3.99 X
Taiwan 4.0 X
China 4.1 X
4 0 0
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Country Mean Taiwan Japan Germany China Britain
Taiwan 1.5
Japan 1.63
Germany 1.69
China 1.80
Britain 1.83 X
Q6: Natural resources fo r  the next generation (F rations.3743, F  probability= 0.0003)
Country Mean Taiwan Germany Britain Japan China
Taiwan 1.2
Germany 1.3
Britain 1.4
Japan 1.52 X
China 1.54 X
Q7: Worldleaders to stop wars (F ratio=23.0315, F  probability^ 0.0000)
Country Mean Taiwan China Japan Britain Germany
Taiwan 2.80
China 2.87
Japan 3.4 X X
Britain 3.6 X X
Germany 3.8 X X
Q8: Individual's perticipation to push government
(F ratio=20.9564, F  probability^ 0.0000)
Country Mean Taiwan China Japan Germany Britian
Taiwan 1.60
China 1.66
Japan 2.0 X X
Germany 2.2 X X
Britain 2.3 X X X
Q9: Individual voices have no affect on government decision 
(F ratio=5.0529, F prob= 0.0005)
Country Mean China Taiwan Japan Germany Britain
China 2.2
Taiwan 2.3
Japan 2.4
Germany 2.5
Britian 2.7 X X
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Country Mean Japan Germany Taiwan Britain China
Japan 2.5
Germany 2.6
Taiwan 2.7
Britain 2.9 X X
China 3.3 X X X
Q l l :  Little contribution to environment by individuals
Country Mean Japan Taiwan Germany Britian China
Japan 2.0
Taiwan 2.200
Germany 2.206
Britain 2.2
China 2.8 X X X X
Q12: Government's control on Tourism activities (F ratio=l4.3482, F  probability— 0.0000)
Country Mean China Taiwan Japan Germany Britian
China 2.6
Taiwan 2.9 X
Japan 3.31 X
Germany 3.35 X X
Britain 3.4 X X
Q14: Tourism-raised environmental (Natural environment) awareness 
(F ratio=23,4229, F probability’^  0.0000)
Country Mean China Taiwan Japan Britian Germany
China 1.6
Taiwan 1.9 X
Japan 2.4 X X
Britain 2.52 X X
Germany 2.53 X X
Q15: Aggravation o f  environmental deterioration by tourism 
(F ratio=l3.4237, F prob=0.0000)
Country Mean Germany Taiwan Britain China Japan
Germany 2.6
Taiwan 2.7
Britain 3.0
China 3.1 X X
Japan 3.4 X X X
4 0 2
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Country Mean Taiwan Germany China Britain Japan
Taiwan 1.86
Germany 1.88
China 2.0
Britian 2.2 X X
Japan 2.4 X X X
Q17: Priority on economic benefit from  tourism (F ratio—56.9801, F  prohability— 0.0000)
Country Mean Britain Germany Japan China Taiwan
Britain 2.2
Germany 2.4
Japan 3.1 X X
China 3.4 X X
Taiwan 3.6 X X X
Q18: The tourism industry shoidd take the initiative
(F ra tio -11.1706, F  probability^ 0.0000)
Country Mean Taiwan China Japan Britain Germany
Taiwan 1.7
China 1.92
Japan 1.95
Britain 2.2 X X X
Germany 2.3 X X X
Q19: Priority on more industrialisation (Fratio=14.2613, F probability= 0.0000)
Country Mean Taiwan China Germany Britain Japan
Taiwan 1.5
China 1.9 X
Germany 2.0 X
Britain 2.17 X
Japan 2.78 X
Q20: Desire fo r  personal activities fo r  the environment
(F ratio=24.l683, F  probability = 0.0000)
Country Mean Taiwan China Japan Germany Britain
Taiwan 1.5
China 1.7
Japan 2.1 X X
Germany 2.2 X X
Britain 2.3 X X
4 0 3
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Q21: Priority on improvement o f  personal life (F ratio=10.1498, F  probabiUty= 0.0000)
Country Mean Taiwan Germany China Japan Britain
Taiwan 1.9
Germany 2.2
China 2.43 X
Japan 2.45 X
Britian 2.6 X X
4 0 4
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ANOVA by Countries (Attitude Questions)
Student Data
Question 4 and 6 do not show any differences of statistical signidicnace, therefore tliey are not 
shown in a table. Question 14 was deivided into cultural and historical aspects (Q14a) and 
aspects of natraul environment (Q14b) for German and British respondents; however tlie East 
Asian respondents were asked in a compined fonn due to the concptual differences. Hence, tlie 
natural aspects of Q14b for the European groups were analysed witli Q14 for theEast Asian 
groups.
Q l: Self-healing power o f  the natural environment
(Fratio=19.6131, F probability= 0.0000)
Country Mean Britain Germany Japan Taiwan China
Britain 2.6818
Germany 2.9200
Japan 3.1261
Taiwan 3.5108 X X X
China 3.8607 X X X
Q2: Environmental degradation as a necessary evil
(F ratio=73.6270, F probabiliiy= 0.0000)
Country Mean China Germany Japan Taiwan Britain
China 1.4472
Germany 1.6400
Japan 1.8655 X
Taiwan 1.8714 X
Britain 3.7045 X X X X
Q3: Technology can sa\>e the environment. (Fratio^^ 12.2412, F probability= 0.0000)
Country Mean Taiwan Germany Japan China Britain
Taiwan 2.5071
Germany 2.6000
Japan 2.7563
China 3.2377 X X X
Britain 3.2727 X X X
4 0 5
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Q5: Little impact o f  mankind to nature over time (F ratio=132.1873, F  probability= 0.0000)
Country Mean Germany Taiwan Japan China Britain
Germany 1.4100
Taiwan 1.4571
Japan 1.4706
China 1.8211 X X X
Britain 4.1591 X X X X
Country Mean Britain Taiwan Japan Germany China
Britain 2.3182
Taiwan 2.7143
Japan 3.5378 X X
Germany 3.7800 X X
China 3.9669 X X X
Q8: Individual's perticipation to push government (F ratio=4.6643, F  probability^ 0.0010)
Country Mean China Taiwan Japan Britain Germany
China 1.5656
Taiwan 1.6957
Japan 1.8067
Britain 2.1364
Germany 2.5500 X X X
Q9: Individual voices have no affect on government decision 
(Fratio=9.4412, F prob= 0.0000)
Country Mean China Germany Britain Taiwan Japan
China 2.3361
Germany 2.8000 X
Britain 2.8409 X
Taiwan 2.9714 X
Japan 3.0252 X
QIO: World peace by grass roots efforts (F ra tio^l 6.9817, F probability^ 0.0000)
Country Mean Japan Germany Taiwan Britain China
Japan 2.3220
Germany 2.6100
Taiwan 2.8929 X
Britain 3.0227 X
China 3.2377 X X X
4 0 6
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Q l l :  Little contribution to environment by individuals
Country Mean Germany Japan Taiwan China Britain
Germany 1.9900
Japan 1.9915
Taiwan 2.3000
China 2.6967 X X X
Britain 3.9318 X X X X
Q12: Government's control on Tourism activities (F ra tio -12.1407, F  probability^ 0.0000)
Country Mean China Japan Britain Germany Taiwan
China 2.7377
Japan 3.0420
Britain 3.0909
Germany 3.2449 X
Taiwan 3.4929 X X
Q13: Benefits from  tourism on the natural environment
Country Mean China Britain Taiwan Japan Germany
China 2.8443
Britain 3.0227
Taiwan 3.1143
Japan 3.1538
Germany 3.6061 X X X X
Q14: Tourism-raised environmental (Natural environment) awareness
Country Mean China Britain Japan Taiwan Germany
China 1.8689
Britain 2.0455
Japan 2.2119 X
Taiwan 2.2786 X
Germany 2.6100 X X X X
Q15: Aggravation o f  environmental deterioration by tourism
Country Mean Britain Germany Taiwan China Japan
Britain 2.9091
Germany 3.0800
Taiwan 3.1071
China 3.2131
Japan 3.5932 X X X X
4 0 7
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Q16: Tourists destroy the natural environment (Fmtio=82.1102, F probability = 0.0000)
Country Mean Germany Taiwan China Japan Britain
Germany 1.5700
Taiwan 1.7429
China 1.9918 X
Japan 2.3390 X X X
Britain 3.8864 X X X X
Q17: Priority on economic benefit from  tourism (F ratio=22.4165, F  probability^ 0.0000)
Country Mean Germany Japan China Britain Taiwan
Germany 3.0900
Japan 3.3220
China 3.5738 X
Britain 3.6364 X
Taiwan 4.0286 X X X
QI8: The tourism industry should take the initiative
(F ratio=10.854I, F  probability^ 0.0000)
Country Mean Taiwan China Japan Britain Germany
Taiwan 1.7286
China 1.7459
Japan 1.8559
Britain 2.0682
Germany 2.3400 X X X
Q19: Priority on more industrialisation (F ratio=10.4732, F probability= 0.0000)
Country Mean Japan Germany Britain China Taiwan
Japan 3.8475
Germany 3.9900
Britain 4.0455
China 4.1393
Taiwan 4.4786 X X X X
Q20: Desiree fo r  personal activities fo r  the environment
(Fratio=77.7999, F pr'obabiUty— 0.0000)
Country Mean Britain Japan Germany Taiwan China
Britain 2.2273
Japan 3.8390 X
Germany 3.9600 X
Taiwan 4.3214 X X X
China 4.3443 X X X
4 0 8
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Q21: Priority on improvement o f  personal life (F ratio=10.3061, .■^ probability = 0.0000)
Country Mean Japan Britain China Tiawan Germany
Japan 3.1780
Britain 3.4318
China 3.6066 X
Taiwan 3.8500 X
Germany 3.9000 X
4 0 9
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